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This thesis charts the progressive expansion of diatonicism to the point at which it 
confronts atonal ity. This is achieved, not by chromatic enrichment of 'classical' 
major/minor tonality, but by exploitation of the rotational potential of the diatonic modal 
system, initially reintroduced into nineteenth-century Russian music through folksong, a 
product of Nationalist intention. Further challenges to the basic tenets of Western 
harmonic practice were offered by use of symmetrical constructions such as the 
wholetone scale, and analysis of the finale of Tchaikovsky's Second Symphony shows a 
highly progressive ftision of symmetrical and asymmetrical organisation. 
Sibelius is shown to develop fiirther the 'interface' between diatonicism and the 
wholetone scale, concentrating particularly on the tritone, which is seen to have a dual 
function, both as a defining element (of 'characteristic scale steps') within each diatonic 
mode, and as a bisection of the octave with strong wholetone potential. 
Vaughan Williams, whose music displays the influence of Russian music, Sibelius and 
folksong, not only continues to evolve the processes revealed in earlier chapters, but 
generates chromatic intensity from the 'vertical' diatonicism of parallel and often falsely 
related triads, and exploits the diatonic ambiguity of pentatonic melody which contains 
no 'characteristic scale steps'. 
Thus, from humble beginnings as a symbol of the political and cultural rebellion against 
the Westemisation of Russia, extended modal diatonicism is shown to question the 
supremacy of musical conventions evolved over 200 years: when the Austro/German 
tradition took chromaticism into the 'artificially' controlled atonality of serialism, the 
expanded tonality of modal play provided an alternative that, far from retreating into 
sterile nostalgia, resulted in some of the most advanced achievements of nineteenth and 
twentieth century music. 
Two appendices are included: the first explains terms used throughout the study; the 
second discusses the theoretical potential of the diatonic and symmetrical scale systems. 
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Several 'technical' terms central to this thesis have acquired various and sometimes 
contradictory connotations. In order to avoid ambiguities of meaning, what follow are 
brief definitions that apply throughout the main text of the study. 1 The appendices 
discuss these and other theoretical issues more fully. 
SCALE 
"A collection of pitches arranged in order from lowest to highest or from highest to 
lowest". 2 
This definition does not take into account any internal relationships between pitches and 
does not necessarily imply any hierarchic organisation of those pitches. 
MODE, MODALNY 
"A central tone to which other tones are related can establish tonality, and the manner 
in which these other tones are placed around the central tone produces modality. "3 
Thus: 
"Mode, in the widest sense of the word, denotes the 
selection of tones, arranged in a scale, that form the 
basic tonal substance of a composition. "4 
The word 'mode' has two meanings in current usage; the first refers to the internal 
organisation and hierarchy of any given set of pitches, the second refers specifically to 
'the church modes'. Throughout this study, the terms 'mode' and 'modal' are used to 
refer to permutations of diatonic scales, such that the C major scale may be rotated to 
form the dorian mode on D, the phrygian mode on E, the lydian mode on F and so on. 
1 Clearly, because of the accumulation of various definitions arising from different theoretical approaches, 
many references use these words in contexts that do not match the definitions given here. Wherever this is 
the case, indication is given. 
2 DON M RANDEU New Harvard Dictionary ofMusic, (Cambridge, Ma. & London: Belknap Press of 
Harvard University Press, 1986), p. 728. 
3 ViNcENT PFRsicHErn: Twentieth Centupy Harmony (Faber and Faber, London, 1962) p. 3 1. 
4 Wnju ApEu 'Mode', Harvard Dictionary ofMusic, (London, Heinemann, 1970) p. 535. 
viii 
DL4ToA7c 
"Based on an octave species consisting of five tones M and two semitones (S), in 
which the sernitones are maximally separated, for example TrSTTrS. The major 
and natural minor scales are diatonic, as are the church modes. An interval is said to 
be diatonic if it can be constructed within the diatonic octave species ... Strictly 
diatonic tone systems need not be based on an octave species so long as the basic 
sequence of tones and semitones remains the same as given above. "5 
In the present context, therefore, the term 'diatonic' includes the 'church modes' and is 
not confined to 'classical' (major/minor) systems of pitch organisation. 
TONAL, TONAUTY 
"Loyal to a tonic, in the broadest sense of the word. " 6 
It follows, therefore, that: 
"The presence of a center of gravity, or tonic, being the 
sole requisite for the presence of a tonality, it will be 
seen that the same tonality may be given a large number 
of variations in the makeup of its scale. "7 
And that, 
"If the explanation of mode as the constituent scale is 
accepted, then tonality exists in different 'modal' 
varieties... "g 
In atonal music no central tonic is discernible. This is most common with non-hierarchic 
formations such as the wholetone scale, but, in theory at least, it is possible to envisage 
diatonic atonal music in which, although the overall pitch set remains constant, the other 
parameters of music are such that no one pitch emerges as a controlling tonic. 
5 )MwAm DRABICIN: Diatonic (Definition) The New Grove Dictionary of Music, Vol 5, p. 423 
6 ApEL: 'Tonality', op cit, p. 855 
7 WALTER PISTON: Principles ofHarmonic Analysis cited in JOHN ViNcENT: 7he Diatonic Modes in 
Modern Music, (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1951), p. 14. This'makeup'is 
the modality surrounding the tonic. 
8 APEL: op cit, p. 535 
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Preface 
'... many of Schoenberg's contemporaries, no less 
progressive, drew quite different conclusions from the 
decline of traditional tonality. "9 
It is the contention of this thesis that each of its three main composers made a 
progressive contribution to the expansion of diatonic pitch organisation, exploiting its 
fundamental hierarchies yet extending its boundaries to the distant point at which they 
confront atonality. 10 
Tonal and scalic structures in Russian music, Sibelius and Vaughan Williams challenge 
'classical' tonic/dominant hierarchy, rather than loading it with increased chromatic 
saturation. They reject exclusive use of the major and minor scales, exploiting instead 
the individual characters of the other 'modal' permutations of the diatonic set and 
question the traditional role of the tritone as 'diabolus in musica', recasting it as a 
powerful structural force that allows the symmetrical wholetone scale functional 
'meaning'. 
The investigation is deliberately confined to 'mainstream' works, reinforcing the point 
that this systematic exploration and expansion of diatonicism was not confined to obscure 
(if intriguing) backwaters of music history: it was of major significance. 
ISSUES OF HIERARCHY - THE 'CLASSICAL' INHERITANCE AND THE DIATONIC MODES 
7be 'classical' diatonic system is based upon the concept of tension and relaxation within 
the assymmetry of a highly arched hierarchy. 11 In the music of, for example, Wagner, 
the gradual penetration of deeper structural levels by initially foreground12 layers of 
chromaticism begins to obscure this hierarchy, even though it remains embedded within 
the full chromatic universe. 
9 JIM SAMSON: Music in Transition, (London: JM Dent, 1977), p. 1. 
10 ic non-hierarchic pitch organisation. 
II see RAMON FUU. ER: 'A structuralist approach to the diatonic scale', Journal ofMusic 7heory, Vol. 
xix/2, (Fall 1972), pp-192-210 and CHARL. Es ROSEN: 7he Classical Style, (London: Faber and Faber, 1971). 
12 see HEINRICH SCHENKER, TRANS E OSTER: Derftel Satz (Vol HI), (Now York & London: Longman, 
1979). The first purpose of this chromaticism was, in Rosen's words, to create 'greater tension away Erom 
the tonic. ' (op cit, p-383. ) 
x 
Obscure, not annihilate: although the twelve-pitch chromatic 'superset' is itself non- 
hierarchic, it contains potentially hierarchic 'subsets'13, including the diatonic scale: it 
may, therefore, be subject to diatonic manipulation. That the most fundamental 
principles of classical tonality are present in Wagner's music is a testament not only to 
'cultural habit', but to a need for hierarchic organisation, however apparently hidden; 
without it, increased chromatic saturation could not be perceived as sucW4 Ibis 
extends a principle observed by Charles Rosen: "Modulation in the eighteenth century 
must be conceived as essentially a dissonance raised to a higher plane, that of the tonal 
structure. "Is Both the chromatic scale and chromatic music are essentially elaborations 
of their diatonic forbears. 
'FORM' AND 'CONTENT' 
In music of any complexity, the 'form' and 'content' are not separable, as Rosen 
observes of Haydn: "To speak of any of Haydn's structures without reference to their 
material is nonsense". 16 Ile tonic/dominant polarity is the central tenet of classical 
structuring, writ large in the essentially dramatic sonata form, small in the major scale: it 
is supported by a well defined and highly arched hierarchy. It is thanks to this all- 
encompassing concept that the 
"relation of the individual detail to the large form even 
in apparently improvisational works, and the way the 
form is shaped freely in response to the smallest parts, 
gave us the first style in musical history where the 
organisation is completely audible and where the form is 
never externally imposed. 017 
That is not to say that foreground and background elements must follow exactly the same 
'rules', as Meyer points out: 
"the syntax of particular parameters tends to change as 
one moves from one level of the hierarchy to another. 
For instance, the syntax of chord-to-chord progression in 
the foreground harmony is different from that which 
governs long-range harmonic structures - tonal 
relationships. Thus the probability of the tonic chord 
being followed by the mediant is low in foreground 
13 A quality not shared by the non-hicrachic wholetone scale. 
14 Cooper, quoted by Meyer, draws attention to the need for hierarchy: *one way of combining and uniting 
contrasting ideas into a coherent whole, reconciling seemingly incompatible events, is to subsume them 
under some higher order - to embody them within a hierarchic structure. " ( LEONARD B MEYER. Music, the 
arts and ideas, (London: University of Chicago Press, 1967), p. 313. 
15 RosEN: op cit, p. 26 
16 Rom: op cit, p. 129 
17 RosEN: op cit, p. 93 
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harmony, but is quite high in the successiomoUtonal 
areas. "18 
As Rosen says: 
"After the Waldstein sonata, Beethoven is almost as 
likely to use the more remote mediant and submediant 
keys as to employ a straightforward dominant. The 
logical possibilities of these keys within a diatonically 
conceived aesthetic may be said to be exhausted in his 
works: only chromaticism could further enlarge the 
field. "19 
but, he continues, 
"[Beethoven's] expansion of the large-scale harmonic 
range took place within the limits of the classical 
language, and never infringed on the tonic-dominant 
polarity or the classical movement towards a greater 
tension away from the tonic. "20 
Serialism's most significant achievement was not that it increased chromaticism to its 
maximum level but that, in its purest and most rigorous form, it stripped out the 
hierarchy from which chromaticism originally sprang, replacing it with the 
organisational principles of a flat hierarchy in which, theoretically at least, no pitch was 
allowed precedence over another. 21 The emphasis had shifted from quality to quantity in 
the relationship between pitches as their ordering (and that of the spaces between them) 
became theoretically more important than the actual qualities of these in relation to one 
another. 22 
Meyer argues that 
"No composer has ever relied - at least in a work of any 
size and complexity - upon tonality alone to create 
implication and specify structure. Rhythmic patterns, 
melodic motives, formal repetitions, contrasts of texture, 
differences in the palpability of shape, as well as other 
compositional resources implicit in the laws of human 
perceptual-cognitive behaviour have always supported, 
complemented, and at times even contradicted the 
implications and goal-directed tendencies created by 
traditional tonality. 'Mat these forces can be effective in 
the absence of historical tonality is shown - no, proved! - 
18 LEONARD B MEYER: Explaining Music, (Berkeley, Los Angeles & London: University of California 
Press, 1973), pp. 89-90. 
19 Rom: op cit, p. 383. 
20 ibid. 
21 In practice, tonal principles did operate, perhaps most notably in the music of Berg. 
22 This point is further discussed in Appendix B. Atonality is distinguished from other pitch systems by the 
importance placed upon a strict order of pitches: both 'raw' 'scalic' and 'melodic' material are one and the 
same. 
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by the compositions of the classical twelve-tone 
composers, Schoenberg, Berg and Webern. "23 
That any serious composer manipulates structural parameters other than tonality is 
beyond question, but the very high pitch information levels of 'twelve-tone' music 
nonetheless present increased problems of comprehensibility. It may be argued that, 
rather than the removal of underlying hierarchic organisation from an increased number 
of elements (pitches), the increase requires a clarification of the perceptibility of their 
organisation - the more hierarchic organisation becomes, the more easily it is perceived. 
'MODAL' MERARCHY 
The folk songs introduced into Russian art music do not generally display 'classical' 
pitch structureS24, but faII25 more naturally into the diatonic modal system. Persichetti 
usefully defines modality as follows: 
"A central tone to which other tones are related can 
establish tonality, and the manner in which these other 
tones are placed around the central tone produces 
modal ity"... "Each [mode] has its special character. w26 
He continues, stating that the distinctive 'flavour' of each mode is 
"exploited by employing harmonic progressions in which 
the characteristic scale step occurs often ... As in major and minor modes, there is a definite relation between 
primary and secondary chordal materials. 71e primary 
chords are the tonic, plus two dominant equivalents. 
7bese double dominants are those major or minor triads 
that include the characteristic scale step which produces 
the principal flavor of the mode. "27 
Persichetti's explanation is coloured by the fact that his book is a handbook of twentieth 
century compositional techniques. There was no reason in melodies created before the 
23 MEYER: Music, the arts and ideas, p. 301. 
24 Some do - see O'Riordan's discussion of 'Town' folk songs. Mic term 'major' tonality may be used 
instead of 'classical' tonality since for all structural purposes the modem harmonic minor scale is related 
more closely to the major than aeolian - the flattened notes do not affect the choice of harmony and are thus 
Imerely' colouristic. This is due largely to the tendency to retain the leading note rather than the flattened 
seventh. Vincent quotes Maurice Emmanuel 'Histoire de la langue musicale' (1911): "It is clear that the 
new minor mode, borrowing its upper tetrachord (and thus the essential elements of its perfect cadence) 
from the newly bom major, is but another form of that principle scale" JOHN VINCENT: 7he Diatonic Modes 
in Modern Music, (Berkeley & Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1951), p-24. Vincent also 
differentiates between the old modal types and what he calls the 'Harmonic Modes'. whose tonality is "the 
result of superimposing classic harmonic formulae on the diatonic scales known as Lydian, Mixolydian, 
Dorian, Aeolian, Phrygian and Locrian. " (ibid, p. 15) 
25 Some didn't fall, they were pushed! See Chapter One. 
26 VINCENT PERsicHEm: Twentieth Century Hannony, (London: Faber and Faber, 1962), p. 3 1. 
27 ibid, pp. 32-33 A full discussion of Persichetti's theory of 'characteristic scale steps' is given in 
Appendix B. 
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advent of 'classical' tonality for the home mode to be defined at all, and therefore many 
do not place particular emphasis on these 'characteristic scale steps'. It is only necessary 
when the object is to point up the differences between 'classical' tonality and 'modality', 
and to this end, much of the harmony discussed in this study deliberately emphasises the 
'characteristic scale steps'. 
The diatonic modal system is, from a theoretical point of view, rotational2s; that is to 
say that the pitches of, for example, C major may be rotated to form D dorian, E 
phrygian, and so on, changing the position of the 'characteristic scale steps' in relation 
to the tonic and thus altering the hierarchy; 9 
John Vincent quotes Fetis, who, despite the conftising use of the word 'tonality', clearly 
recognises this change: 
"Tonality30 then, is the order of melodic and harmonic 
facts which results from the arrangement of sounds in 
our Major and Minor scales; if even one of these sounds 
were to be placed differently, tonality would assume 
another character, and the harmonic results would be 
quite different. "31 
THE RUSSIAN NATIONALISTS 
In attempting to introduce the materials of Russian folk music into the great tradition of 
Western Art music, men such as Glinka ran into enormous problems of integration, since 
there is a fundamental difference between the hierarchies of the formal principles 
inherited from art music and the self contained and very un-'artful'. folk material? 2 
Later Russian composers made a stronger stand against (mostly German33) increased 
chromaticism, drawing upon the musical language of their folksongs. Where they had 
started as essentially 'surface' or 'foreground' ingredients stiffed not very thoroughly 
into recipes that originate in 'standard' models of tonality and structure inherited from 
the mainstream of Western (again mostly German) art music, the folksongs, and the 
abstraction into theoretical and intellectually respectable 'church modes' that arose in 
28 See Appendix B. 
29 This appears to place great emphasis on 'order', one of the criticisms earlier levelled at serialism. it is, 
however, quite different since as the scale degrees move in relation to the tonic, their functions change. 
30 There is tremendous variation in the meanings ascribed to such words as 'tonality' and 'modality,, as 
illustrated in the appendix. In terms of the definitions followed in the present study, the word 'modality' 
should replace 'tonality' in this reference. 
31 VINCENT: op cit, p. 14 
32 cf SAMSON: Music in Transition, p. 10: "The remarkable flowering of Russian music in the nineteenth 
century was characterised by a fascinating dialogue between indigenous traits - often the product of a 
distinctive folksong heritage - and aspects of Western traditions, which were alternately embraced and 
rejected". 
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many transcriptions Of them, began to infiltrate the deeper structural levels of music, 
weakening the hold of tonic/dominant hierarchy. The non-hierarchic and 'exotic' 
wholetone scale continued to loosen the 'classical' grip, although in many of its early 
appearances it is heavily disguised by surface perfect cadences and other symbols of 
tonal 'respectability'. Two works in particular set precedents that cannot be ignored in 
their far-seeing manipulation of both folksong and wholetone elements - Borodin's 
Second Symphony and, especially, Tchaikovsky's Second Symphony, both of which 
intimated regions charted in more detail and with great intellectual power by both 
Sibelius and Vaughan Williams. 
In the finale of Tchaikovsky's symphony, there is a brilliant fusion of the wholetone 
scale with a key scheme based on major thirdS34 whose symmetry supersedes rather than 
enlivens the supremacy of tonic/dominant structuring; it shows Tchaikovsky to be, 
temporarily at least, a true and daring progressive. Conceptually very similar schemes 
recur throughout Sibelius's symphonic output and inform a great deal of Vaughan 
Williams's. The influence of Borodin is clearly displayed in the more familiar surface 
elements of Sibelius's early music (as well as the work of Debussy and Ravel). 
Chapter Two briefly discusses later Russian music, concentrating on the increased 
emphasis on symmetry, the tritone (the only symmetrical division of the octave within 
diatonicism), and the rise of pandiatonicism. 
SIBELIUS 
Sibelius wrote some of the most intellectually demanding music, not only of the 
beginning of this century, but of any period of music history, in which atonality, arising 
from non-hierarchic structures, is manipulated to create contrast and tension within the 
context of a rigorously organised musical language whose roots are undeniably diatonic 
and therefore hierarchic. 
Chapter Three, moving on from the PhD dissertation of Tim HoweJ135, Charts Sibelius's 
symphonic journey to the pinnacle of the Sixth Symphony, during which the composer 
concentrates on a parameter of music that had never before been examined in such 
minute detail - the varying steepness of pitch hierarchy in its organisation at all levels of 
structure. The hierarchy ranges from the very steep (the classical major/minor, 
33 a term that embraces Austrian 
34 Third relationships had already appeared prominently in the music of Beethoven, Schubert, Schumann 
etc and feature prominently in Russian nationalist music. It is worth noting that the three most commonly 
used diatonic modes (dorian, mixolydian and aeolian) all have 'characteristic scale steps' on one or both of 
the mediant and submediant degrees. 
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tonic/dominant system) to flat (the wholetone scale) with the various circular 
permutations of the diatonic system filling the range of possibilities in between? 6 
Where free atonality and serialisin shattered diatonicism into tiny fragments that could be 
organised only, into artificial patterns, Sibelius gazed into its centre through the many 
facets revealed by rotating it whole and showed 'classical' tonality to be but one 
dimension of many inhabited by a single diatonic ý'pitch class Set'. 37 Early on he 
recognised the tritone as an interval of unique properties within diatonicisin and the 
exploitation of its simultaneously definitive and disruptive meanings is of central 
importance to the three symphonies discussed here, Nos 3,4 and 6, where it provides 
the connection between hierarchic (diatonic) and non-hierarchic (wholetone) pitch 
organisation. 
Chapter Four discusses Lendvai's investigation of the music of Bartok, which, like that 
of Sibelius, depends very much upon the symmetrical division of the octave by the 
tritone. 
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS 
In Vaughan Williams is to be found a synthesis of the two main compositional impulses 
underlying the music of the Russians and Sibelius: first, as in the case of Borodin, he 
had absorbed folksong to such a degree that it appears almost subliminally rather than in 
crude quotation, and secondly, modal manipulation is taken to its limits without losing 
the vital sense of underlying hierarchic structuring. He anticipated some of Sibelius's 
techniques and discoveries and, far from being lost in an intellectually undemanding 
pastoral idyll, is shown to have been progressive, daring and highly intelligent? s 
Finally, Chapter Six considers 7he Planets by Hoist, which displays a number of 
specifically modal constructions, including two examples of the rare locrian mode. 
Ibis study thus pursues two lines of enquiry. The first is a parallel comparative analysis 
of three approaches to a single issue, the extension of basically diatonic tonality; the 
second traces the line running from Russian nationalism through Sibelius to the music of 
the 'English Musical Renaissance'. Because this continuum is so well defined, and in 
the interests of neither obscuring it nor inflating the study to vast proportions, other 
35 TIM Howalz Jean Sibelius: Progressive techniques in the symphonies and tone poems, (University of 
Southampton: PhD 7besis, 1985). 
36 Appendix B discusses fully the ways in which the extremely flat hierarchies of both wholetone and fully 
chromatic scales differ crucially from one another and also considers the concept of 'circular permutation'. 
37 Term borrowed from Allen Forte - eg AUEN FoRTE: The Harmonic Organization of 7he Rite ofspring, 
(New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1978), p. 2. 
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composers who contributed a great deal to this (frequently anti-Austro/German) 
movement, especially Bartok and DebusSy, 39 are not discussed as central figures, 
although for obvious reasons they impinge significantly on the main lines of argument. 
ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES 
Throughout the dissertation, terms and concepts are borrowed from most mainstream 
modern analytical techniques, notably Allen Forte's pitch set analySiS40 and Schenkerian 
reduction4l; it does not follow that the author agrees with the extremes to which these 
techniques are sometimes taken in the current atmosphere of supposedly 'scientific' 
rigour. Indeed, as was wisely remarked in a report on the OXMAC 88 conference, this 
'objective' approach may be its own undoing, removing from music the very thing that 
makes it worth analysing in the first placeý2 
Also scattered liberally throughout the thesis is a large number of references to the work 
of Leonard B Meyer, whose whole output is both considerably more musical and more 
practically useful in the consideration of how music, as an art form created by human 
minds, works, than those of many other contemporary theorists. 
38 Indeed the 'Pastoral' symphony itself provides some of the best examples of Vaughan Williams's highly 
skilled modal pitch manipulation. 
39 Tlese composers are also served by the detailed studies by Lendvai and Howat 
40 As note 38. 
41 As note 12. 
42 DAVID LAMBOURNE: 'OXMAC 88', Musical 7-unes, Vol. 129, (December 1988), (p. 685). 
PART ONE 
THE FIRST STIRRINGS 
CHAPTER ONE 
The Russian Nationalists 
Introduction 
"The use in art music of materials that are identifiably 
national or regional in character... may include actual folk 
music, melodies or rhythms that merely recall folk music, 
and nonmusical programmatic elements drawn from national 
folklore, myth, or literature... This concept of musical 
nationalism... rests in the main on a view that the music of 
German-speaking countries, and to a lesser extent Italy and 
France, constitutes the central tradition of Western art 
music. "l 
THE RISE OF RUSSIAN NATIONALISM - SLAVOPHILES AND WESTERNISERS 
19 
Although the might of the Russian victory in 1812 over Napoleon and his 100,000 strong 
Polish Army naturally resulted in a surge of popular patriotic feeling, the intelligentsia was 
divided by a growing realisation of Russia's relative backwardness: 
"They were torn between a desire for imitation, envy and 
self-assertion... was Russia to become a part of Europe, was 
she to follow the lead of Europe and accept its values and 
standards, or was Russia to remain conscious of and to 
cultivate her deep difference from Europe?.. should 
Russia... lead Europe and mankind, JAMone could, out of 
suffering and darkness to justice and light? 2 
The debate gathered momentum in 1836 with Chaadaev's First Letter: 
"Isolated in the world, we have given nothing to the world, 
we have taught nothing to the world; we have contributed 
nothing to the progress of the human spirit. And we have 
disfigured everything we have touched... nothing has 
emanated from us for the common good of men;... not a 
single great truth has sprung from our midst... "3 
Russia's painful process of freeing itself from semi-feudal stagnation began in the mid- 
1850s with two important events: the stifling reign of the despotic Tsar Nicholas I ended; 
and Russia took on, and was defeated by, the combined forces of Great Britain, France and 
Turkey in the Crimean War. Nicholas I was succeeded by Alexander II who, recognising 
the need for modernisation and reform, in 1861 freed the peasants from their slave status 
and gave them land. This move towards seemingly greater democracy succeeded in 
angering and disappointing several levels of Russian society: the peasants were in many 
cases worse off - their newly acquired land was either so small or of such poor quality that 
they could barely make a living from it whilst the serfowners had lost their workforce; the 
intellectuals who had at first welcomed the emancipation were infuriated by Alexander's 
I DON M RANDE.: 'Nationalism', New Harvard Dictionary ofMusic, (Cambridge, Ma & London: Belknap 
Press of Harvard University Press, 1986), p. 527. 
2 HANS KOHN: Prophets and Peoples., Studies in Arineteenth Century Nationalism, (New York: 7be Macmillan 
Company, 1946), pp. 136-137. 
3 quoted in ANDRZEI WAUCX3 (TRANS H ANDREWS-RUSIECKA): 7he Slavophile Controversy: History ofa 
conservative Utopia in Arineteenth-Century Russian 77tought, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1975), p. 100. 
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refusal to let democracy erode his absolute autocracy. He was assassinated in 1881 and a 
series of revolutions followed, culminating in the Bolshevik uprising of 1917. 
In the 1860s the short-lived spirit of liberalism was fuelled by a new outburst of nationalist 
feeling, manifested in renewed 'Slavophile' enthusiasm for the common life and folklore of 
the simple Russian people4 and the 'official' nostalgic view of the vast pageant of Russian 
history. 5 Both challenged the 'Westernisers': 
"'spiritual and intellectual dualism'... was the inevitable 
concomitant of Western European rationalism and 
individualism. To the divided and doubt-ridden personality 
of the superfluous men the [the Slavophiles] opposed their 
ideal of a personality integrated by faith, inner 
concentration and a spiritual focus, by the 'profound quiet 
and peace of the inner-self-consciousness. "6 
The Slavophiles were inherently distrustful of anything 'academic', particularly German 
academic: they regarded the 'folk' with mystic awe and turned to folk art, both for its 
subject matter and for its language. It is from this time that most of the ma or collections of 
Russian folksong date, for example Balakirev's of 1866. 
THE RIVAL CONSERVATOIRES 
In 1862 Anton Rubinstein founded the St Petersburg conservatoire, basing it wholly upon 
the conservatoires of Western Europe. Balakirev, the unofficial leader of The Five, viewed 
this establishment with distaste and in the same year opened the St Petersburg Free School 
of Music. Rubinstein, with the Russian Musical Society (founded by him in 1859), offered 
predominantly German music, while Balakirev's concerts became a stronghold of Russian 
MUSiC. 7 
Balakirev threw himself wholeheartedly into the fight against the Westernisers, and actually 
succeeded Anton Rubinstein in 1867 as conductor of the Russian Musical Society Concerts. 
He was sacked due to tactless handling of the orchestra and the board of directors and 
thereafter spent a great deal of energy in running the Free School in direct competition with 
the Russian Musical Society. After a five-year breakdown he was asked to resign his 
position as director of the Free School in favour of Rimsky Korsakov, although he took 
over again six years later in 1881. 
The battle of the music schools did not confine itself to St Petersburg. In 1866, 
Rubinstein's brother Nicholas founded the Moscow Conservatory at which the first 
4 Works drawing on this tradition include 7he Snow Maiden, Ruslan and Lu&nila etc. 
5 Exemplified in such pieces as Boris Godunov and A Lifefor the Tsar. 
6 ANDRZFJ WAUCX3: 771e SlaVOphik Controversy: History of a Conservative Utopia in Arineieenth-century 
Russian 7hought, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1975), pp. 354-355. 
7 see RjcHARD A LEONARD: A History ofRussian Music, (London: Jarrolds, 1956), p. 173. 
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professor of harmony was a young graduate from the St Petersburg Conservatory called 
Tchaikovsky. 
There emerges a strange discrepancy between the political and musical struggles of 
Westernisers and Slavophiles. The Nationalist Five were based in cosmopolitan St 
Petersburg, which had taken its name from the first great Westerniser, Peter 1; while 
Tchaikovsky, perceived by them as a product of Western Europe, began his career in 
nationalist Moscow. 
This may be explained by the almost total absence of a tradition of great art music in Russia 
up to this time: the Slavophiles, although politically conservative, were exploring new 
ground musically by bringing folk elements into high culture. in comparison, the politically 
'advanced' Westernisers were musically conservative. Thus St Petersburg, the politically 
progressive imitation of the west, became the centre of musically progressive nationalism 
while politically conservative 'ultra-Russian' Moscow became the centre of the musically 
conservative 'European' style of music. 
Tchaikovsky's connections with two of the hated conservatories gave The Five plenty of 
ammunition against him; the relationship was, however, complex. 
TcHAIKOVSKY AND 'THE FIVE' 
The Five's unofficial leader was Balakirev (1837-1910) who had met Glinka in 1855; the 
others were Cui (1835-1918), Borodin (1833-1887), Musorgsky (1839-1881) and Rimsky 
Korsakov (1844-1908). 
Balakirev was the only full-time professional musician of the group - Cui was an engineer 
and an acknowledged expert on fortification, Borodin a professor of chemistry, Rimsky a 
sailor and Musorgsky a civil servant who suffered severe alcoholismP 
Cui was musically insignificant: his main role was as the mouthpiece of the group, in which 
capacity he delivered withering criticisms of almost anyone, especially Tchaikovsky and 
Anton Rubinstein; even Musorgsky was not immune from attack. 9 Strong Nationalist ideals 
surface in his 1880s book 7he Music of Russia, but are absent from his music, which 
reputedly betrays strong French influence. 10 
8 Borodin's first impression was that he was "Extraordinarily polite and well-bred" although "rather affected" 
with 'some traces of foppishness". JAY LEYDA & SERGa BERTENSSON: 7he Musorgsky Reader, (New York: Da 
Capo, Press, 1970), P-3. 
9 Cui is described by Leonard (op cit p. 175) as "the master of unnecessary invective". 
10 "his work as a composer is quite negligible and scarcely possesses any national flavour at all. " GERALD 
ABRAHAm: Borodin: Me man and his music, (London: Reeves, 1927), p. 34. 
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The Five were so-named by the critic Stasov who had played'a large part in introducing 
them to each other. 11 He wrote in 1882 that 
"The best Russian Musicians beginning with Glinka have 
never set much store by academic training and have never 
regarded it with the servility and the superstitious 
veneration with which it is regarded even now in many 
parts of Europe... they reject all dry academicism and 
pedantry, reject the gymnastic exercises to which thousands 
in Europe attach so much importance, and do not believe it 
necessary to vegetate long years over ritualistic 
mysteries,. "12 
This characteristically 'Slavophile' attitude is fundamental to The Five13, and was shared by 
Glinka. He complained of the "difficulty of getting out of the German rut" and said that 
"severe German counterpoint is not always in accord with imaginative fire. "14 Musorgsky 
summed up the differences between Russian and German musicians thus: 
"The German, when he thinks, will first examine and 
explore, then make his conclusion: our [Russian] brother 
will first make his conclusion, then arouse himself with 
examination and exploration. "15 
Tchaikovsky first met the group at a soiree in Balakirev's house in 1868, according to 
Rimsky Korsakov, who described him as "a pleasing and sympathetic man to talk with, one 
who knew how to be simple of manner and always speak with evident sincerity and 
heartiness"; he admits however that "As a product of the Conservatory, Tchaikovsky was 
viewed rather negligently if not haughtily by our circle... his conservatory training 
constituted a considerable barrier between him and US. "16 
Musorgsky and the ever-vitriolic Cui launched venomous attacks upon Tchaikovsky; he in, 
turn found the whole group's behaviour towards him confusing, commenting that the Five's 
"pretence of kindness is completely contrary to all their actions in respect of me. '17 
Balakirev in particular seemed keen to cultivate Tchaikovsky, perhaps to claim him as 
another gifted satellite: "Balakirev seems to love me more and more; so much so, that I do 
not know how to show him my gratitude for all his affection. 18 
A full discussion appears 111 NIEGWL ZETUN, TRANS G PANIN: The Five, (Westport Connecticut: Greenwood 
Press, 1959). 
12 From 'The "New Russian School"' reprinted in PxERo WEISS & Pic-HARD TARUSiaN: Music in the Western 
World. - A Histo? y in Docionents, (New York: Schirmer Books, 1984), pp. 390-394, p. 391. 
13 Sometimes providing convenient justification for sloppily composed music and aggressive flaunting of their 
lack of 'technical' skill. 
14 quoted in ABRAHAM: Studies in Russian Music, pp. 28 and 30. 
15 Musorgsky quoted in DAVM BRowN: Tchaikovsky: a biographical and critical study, Vol IV, Viefinal years 
(1885-1893), (London: Gollancz, 1991), pp. 425-426. 
16 NIKOIAY A RimsKy KoRsAKov (TRANS JUDAH A JOFFE): My Musical Life, (London: Eulenburg, 1974), p. 75. 
17 TCHAIKOVSKy, TRANS GAUNA VON MECK, ED PERCY Youm: Letters to his Famity, (London: Dennis 
Dobson, 1981), p. 278. 
IS ibid, p. 59 
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Given these contradictory signals, Tchaikovsky's attitude towards The Five was remarkably 
balanced. True, he described them as an - 
"extraordinary circle, in which are to be found so many 
undeveloped, incorrectly developed or prematurely decayed 
talents"..., "all poisoned to the core with the most horrible 
conceit and a purely amateur confidence in their own 
superiority above everyone else in the musical world... "19 
but acknowledged the talents of Rimsky Korsakov and especially of Musorgsky, who, 
"even with all his ugliness, speaks a new language. It isn't 
beautiful, but it is fresh... "20 "Indeed he has streaks of 
talent and is not even short on originality... What a sad 
phenomenon! So many gifted men from whom, with the 
exception of Rimsky Korsakov, it is difficult to expect 
anything serious. "21 
However great the differences between Tchaikovsky and The Five, they were united in two 
important points: the introduction of folk song into art music, in which Tchaikovsky came 
second only to Rimsky Korsakov; and the worship of Glinka as the "Father of Russian 
music". 
GLINKA: A DFEFoR THE TSAR AND RvsLANANDLVDMILA 
Musorgsky described Glinka as "the immortal founder of the Russian School of music", 
praising "the mighty power of that immortal who bequeathed to posterity the true unshaken 
testament to Russia's musical creative spirit... Glory to Glinka, who pointed out the road to 
faithl"22 
Tchaikovsky seems mild in comparison: "I can only say no one loves and appreciates Glinka 
more than I do... Glinka was a true creative genius! 'M 
After a closeted childhood, Glinka went in 1830 to Italy for health reasons. While he was 
there, he learned, in his own words, to "counterfeit the Italian Sentimento brillante"24, but, 
he continues, 
"All the pieces written by me to please the inhabitants of 
Milan... only served to convince me that I was not 
19 Letter from Tchaikovsky to Mme von Mock. AUXANDRA ORLOVA (TRANS ROY J GUENTHER): MusorgsAY's 
Days and Works, (Ann Arbor: UMI Research Press, 1983), pp. 533-534. 
20 ibid, p. 534. 
21 Musorgsky by no means escaped Tchaikovsky's criticism: "he doesn't see the need for self-improvement 
and he blindly trusts in the preposterous theories of his circle and in his own brilliance. His is a sort of vile 
nature which loves coarseness, vulgarity and roughness and suffers from an inclination towards musical 
deformity. He is the very antithesis of his friend Cui who, though he lacks depth, is always proper and 
elegant. " "Musorgsky... flaunts his ifliteracy and takes pride in his ignorance, dragging along any old way, 
blindly believing in the infallibility of his genius. " (ibid) 
22 7he Musorgsky Reader: p. 388, letter to Ludmila Shestakova, 1879. 
23 ROSA NEWMARCH (ED): 7he Lo and Letters of Peter fikh TchaikovsAy, (London: John Lane 77he Bodley 
Head, MCMVI), p. 563. 
following my own path, and that I' could not sincerely be an 
Italian. A longing for my own country led me gradually to 
the idea of writing in a Russian manner. "25 
24 
When he returned to Moscow, Glinka attended weekly meetings of poets and writers at the 
house of Zhukovsky, and it was he who suggested to Glinka the idea of Ivan Susanin as the 
subject for an opera. Susanin was a Russian peasant who in 1612 had saved the founder of 
the Romanov dynasty, Mikhail 1, by leading the Polish troops away from the Tsar into a 
forest, where they killed him. Nicholas 1, a Romanov, was less enthusiastic about the 
heroism of the peasant for its own sake than as a symbol of loyalty to the Tsar, and the tide 
was changed shortly before the first performance to A Lifefor the Tsar. 
The opera was hugely successful. Musically, nationalism is really confined to its melodic 
material; the harmonic language betrays Glinka's Italian and German training. David 
Brown remarks that "often in a movement that starts with a recognizably Russian character, 
the national element weakens when the extending processes begin (especially when 
modulation sets in), and disappears completely with the final cadencing. "26 
The Bridal Chorus in Act 3 (Ex 1.1) is amongst the most 'Russian' of its music. 
Con moto Ex. 31. Chorus of girls (behind the scenes) Ex 1.1 a, 
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24 DAVID BROWN: Glinka, (London: Oxford University Press, 1974), p. 64. 
25 ibid. 
26 DAVID BROWN: 'Glinka', The New Grove Dictionary (Vol 7), (1980), pp. 434-447 (p. 436). 
25 
This is completely diatonic, almost exclusively pentatonic except for the final cadence; its 5- 
4 time signature set a precedent for many subsequent 'choruses of the people', such as those 
in Boris Godunov and Rimsky Korsakov's Snow Maiden. 
Ruslan and Ludmila is a very different kind of opera. 27 It is based on a complex fairytale 
by Pushkin, in which Ludmila is abducted by Chernomor after the feast celebrating her 
betrothal to Ruslan. Ruslan, having been helped by a Head (Chernomor's brother, made 
thus by Chernomor) defeats Ludmila's other three unsuccessful suitors and eventually 
rescues her. Pushkin told Glinka that he was going to make some alterations to this story, 
and may even have offered to prepare a libretto, but was killed in a duel over the fidelity of 
his wife, and the libretto was made up by several other people. Again the music is not 
strongly 'Russian' but it is interesting for the appearance of the wholetone scale as a symbol 




This is the earliest wholetone scale in Russian music, and Glinka's harmonisation set a 
pattern for its usage over the next 40 years: 
It does not generate its own harmonisation; 
It is harmonised by a series of dominant seventh cadences. Each step down is to the 
flat seventh, resolving onto the mediant; 
The background harmonic structure outlines an augmented triad, looking ahead to 
Tchaikovsky's Second Symphony. 
Subsequent appearances in Ruslan and Ludmila follow these patterns. 
It was not Glinka's operas that were to exert the greatest influence, however, but the 
"stunningly original "28 Kamatinskaja. 
27 Described by Brown as "the most seminal work in the history of Russian music" ('Glinkal, 71e New 
Grove, Vol 7, p. 442. ) 
28 Tchaikovsky's diary June 27 1898, quoted in DAVID BROWN: GUnka, (London: Oxford University press, 
1974), p. 304. 
Narodnost: 29 
The introduction of Russian folk music into art music 
"The entire history of modem music... may be said to be a 
history of the gradual pull-away from the Germanic musical 
tradition of the past century. The first stirrings of a change 
may easily be traced to Russia. By utilising their native 
folk music as a source of inspiration, Russian composers 
arrived at a totally different result from music based on the 
art-music tradition of Germany. There is a kind of 
universality of feeling in a Russian Folktune, quite different 
from the more intimate qualityof German folk-music. "30 
26 
The earliest collections of Russian folk song date from the late eighteenth century and 
generally provide rather Italianate 'westernised' (tonic/dominant-based) harmony, in many 
cases leading to significant melodic alterationý. These corrupted versions seeped back to 
the 'folk' and gave rise to what is known as the 'town' style of folksong, largely 
distinguished from the older, more 'modal' style by greater reliance upon simple tonic and 
dominant relationships. David Brown summarises the differences: 
"Peter the Great had deliberately opened the doors of Russia 
to the West, and the new popular music of the eighteenth 
century was an amalgam of the indigenous tradition with the 
techniques and styles of Western music... Ile wide melodic 
range of these town songs, rarely less than an octave, 
contrasted sharply with the more restricted tessitura of 
many country songs, and large melodic leaps became more frequent... There was a pronounced shift away from the 
modes to major and minor scales; above all, toWn songs 
showed the influence of Western harmonic practices, with 
their primary triads exercising an especially strong 
influence upon their formation. "31 
The heady nationalism of the 1860s provoked a renewed interest in the original melodies: 
Balakirev's 1866 collection is typical in its use of the western 'church' modes in the 
accompanying harmony. 
29 A very detailed discussion of Russian folk song and its incorporation appears in COUN L O'ORIORDAN: 
Aspects of the inter-relationship between Russian Folk and Composed Music. (PhD Thesis: Cambridge, 1970); 
less technical descriptions are also given in GERAm SEAMAN: History ofRussian Music, (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1967), RicHARD A LEONARD: A History ofRussian Music, (London: Jarrolds, 1956), and 
ALmED J SwAN: 'The Nature of the Russian Folk Song', Music Quarterly, Vol. 29, (1943), pp. 498-516. 
30 AARON COPLAND: Our New Music, (New YorkALondon: McGraw-Hill, 1941), p. 4. 
31 DAVID BRowN: Glinka: A BiouArmcAL AND CRITICAL STUDY, (London: Oxford University Press, 1974), 
pp. 1134-114. For further detailed discussion of this point, see O'Riordan. 
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SCALIC FORMATIONS IN OLDER FOLK SONG ' 
Swan discusses the various scalic formations that appear most frequently in Russian folk 
music, identifying the mixolydian and aeolian as "highly popular"32; the latter often placing 
" great emphasis on the VII degree, implying, under the circumstances, a harmonisation by a 
major chord... Ibis VII degree sometimes even supercedes the tonic. "33 When the major 
scale is used, there is a 
"marked emphasis on the notes forming the triad of the 
supertonic and therefore implying a harmonisation by means 
of the II chord in its root position... there is... an avoidance 
of any drift into the region of the dominant and a tendency 
to replace the subdominant by the beloved supertonic. "34 
Swan also cites the Russian Liturgical scale (obihodny zvukorlad) whose "peculiarity lies in 
the fact that it has the major third in the lower octave and the minor third in the upper. "35 
All the Russian nationalist composers show persistent interest in the mediant and 
submediant degrees of the scale, and their chromatic alteration. As example 1.3 shows, this 
scale consists of a series of three-pitch wholetone patterns, each separated from its 
neighbours by a semitone. 
Ex 1.3 
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Melodically, the earlier type of Russian folk'melody is characterised by predominantly 
smooth stepwise movement rather than large leaps - 
"It has been established recently [ ... I that seconds in a large 
number of cases constitute the 'bricks' of a folk melody [ ... I 
even in those cases where wide intonational intervals 
predominate, the role of the second in the subsequent 
unfolding of the musical thought is normally highly 
significant: the classic case in Russian melodicism tends to 
be an initial leap up (often to the minor sixth), followed by 
a step-wise descent to the home tonic. "36 
- and by a high degree of melodic repetition. 'it was not the wind, a song appearing in 
both Balakirev's 1866 collection and his symphonic poem RUS' is a typical example both of 
the older type of melody and of mid-century harmonisation. Balakirev's harmonisation 
places it in the D dorian mode, although both the melodic emphasis of F and the repeated 
32 SWAN: op cit, p. 505 33 ibid, p. 506. 
34 ibid, p. 505. 35 ibid, p. 507. 
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use of triads on C and F creates a third-based tension that recurs throughout Russian music 
of this period. 37 (Ex 1.4) 
Ex 1.4 
Ile narrow compass, melodic repetition and repeated cadential shape IV, 111,1 are also 
highly typical, as is the use, mostly in root position, of most of the available triads within 
the single diatonic set. 38 The melody does not include the dominant and the harmony is, in 
#classical' terms, 'non-functional': progressions are predominantly consecutive or in thirds 
or fourths and the dominant triad is comparatively rare? 9 
Another song, 'Katen'ka veselaya, demonstrates the common tendency for songs to pivot 
around one pitch. This pitch may change during the song, often to the supertonic4O or 
subdominant, but rarely the dominant. (Ex 1.5) 
Ex 1.5 
36 OTIORDAN: op cit, p. 35 
37 O'Riordan refers to "the tonal juxtaposition of harmonic minor and relative major, with a subsequent return 
to the initial tonality - one of the most important hall-marks of common-Russian melodicism of all catacgories. " 
(Op cit, p. 92) 
38 The triad on B is missing because it is diminished but the lack of supertonic triad is less typical: in many 
other examples the supertonic functions as an alternative to the dominant. 
39 O'Riordan also mentions "melodic smoothness and stepwise movement of the lowest voice, ic essentially 
non functional in harmonic terms" as a general charactristic of folk song harmonisation. (Op cit, p. 55) 
40 As a corollary of this, supertonic harmony appears frequently - see later discussion of Glinka's 
Kwnarinskaja. 
FOLK SONG9 TCHAIKOVSKY AND THE FIVE 
29 
Tchaikovsky and The Five shared a strong interest in folksong, but for different reasons: 
where for the Five it was a strong and simple symbol of nationalist ideals, for 
Tchaikovsky's tortured mind it provided an escape route: 
"Tchaikovsky liked it because it reminded him of his 
mother and of the security of his country childhood, which 
perhaps he felt was in some way re-enacted in his happy 
summers spent with Alexandra on her estate. "41 
Tchaikovsky is second only to Rimsky Korsakov in the number of times he uses folk song 
but, unlike his rivals, he generally favoured 'town' folk song02 
'Y%ýINSKAJA' 
'Kamarinskaja' is one of the most well-known Russian folk songs, thanks largely to 
Glinka's orchestral piece of the same name. It appears in two other works, Rimsky 
Korsakov's Snow Maiden and No 13 of Tchaikovsky's Children's Album composed 2 years 
earlier in 1878. 
Tchaikovsky described Glinka's work as 
"a work of remarkable inspiration. Without intending to 
compose anything beyond a simple, humorous tale, he has 
left us a little masterpiece, every bar of which is the 
outcome of enormous creative power. Half a century has 
passed since then, and many Russian symphonic works have 
been composed; we may even speak of a symphonic school. 
Well? The germ of all this lies in 'Kamarinskaja', as the 
oak tree lies in the acorn. For many long years to come 
Russian composers will drink at this source, for it will need 
much time and much strength to exhaust its wealth of 
inspiration. Yesl Glinka was a true creative genius! 43 
"How astoundingly original is his 'Kamarinskaja', from 
which all the Russian composers who followed him 
(including myself) continue to this day to borrow 
contrapuntal and harmonic combinations directly they have 
to develop a Russian dance-tune. Ibis is done 
unconsciously; but the fact is, Glinka managed to 
concentrate in one short work what a dozen second-rate 
talents would only have invented. with the whole 
expenditure of their powers. "44 
Ile tune is not the most characterful of Russian folk songs and Brown comments that 
41 JOHN WARRACK: Tchaikovsky, (London: Hamish Hamilton, 1973), p. 69. 
42 This probably reflects his conservatory training. The figures are as follows: Rimsky Korsakov - 75; 
Tchaikovsky - 43; Musorgsky - 26; Glinka - 10. In terms of genre: Operatic - 41; Symphonic - 35; Piano - 8; 
Chamber - 6; Ballet - 3; Vocal - 2. O'RIORDAN: op cit, p. 55. 
43 Diary June 27th 1988, quoted in NEwmARm, op cit, p. 563. 
44 Letter to Jurgenson July 5th 1880 quoted in NEwMARcH, op cit, p. 377. 
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"It speaks volumes for Glinka's quite prodigious variety of 
invention that he is able to make the seventy or so 
repetitions of a tawdry little four-bar phrase not only 
tolerable but enjoyable. "45 
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The melodic shape of the tune descends from dominant to tonic and actually occupies six 
bars, divided into two nearly identical three-bar phrases. (Ex 1.6) The long A with which 
the first statement opens is an extension backwards of the upbeat and the most rhythmically 
accentuated pitches of the tune are those not of the tonic triad but of the subdominant and 
supertonic - Glinka's harmonisation gives prominence to the triads on those pitches. 
Ex 1.6 
Most of the variety in Kamarinskaja comes from melodic elaboration and endlessly 
changing ornamental counterpoint and orchestration: the most interesting harmonic 
excursions are created by Glinka's experimentation with pedal points on various scale 
degrees. 
The 'standard' pedals on tonic and dominant are used most frequently, with little harmonic 
variety, other than in the variations beginning at bars 220 and 226 where the prominence of 
the flattened sixth" gives rise to subdominant minor and diminished supertonic triads. 
Shortly afterwards, the first 'wrong note' pedal - an unharmonised F# - is introduced. It 
could be argued that this functions as a dominant preparation for the two statements over a 
B pedal which follow, but there-is nothing other than temporal proximity written into the 
music to suggest this. (Ex 1.7) 
Both these statements remain diatonic within the gamut of D major other than the passing 
use of D# as a leading note for E, but the harmony is suspended between chords on B, E 
and the diminished triad on C#: the B pedal therefore stands in a dominant relationship to E 
major/mixolydian. These twelve bars may thus be regarded as a realisation of the 
supertonic accentuation implied by the rhythmic grouping of the melody. The final 'wrong 
note' pedal is on the flattened seventh and, since the tune itself does not contain a seventh, 
effectively changes the diatonic set to the gamut of D mixolydian/G major. Glinka in fact 
treats this combination of D major tune and C natural pedal as a dominant seventh for G 
major, onto which it resolves in passing in bar 269. (Ex 1.8) 
45 DAviD BRowN: Gfinka: A Biographical and Critical Study, (London: Oxford University Press, 1974), p. 273. 
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From this point to the return of the double tonic/dominant pedal, Glinka returns to his 
original harmonic pattern, but introduces in the inner voices chromatic motion in both 
directions, resulting in a number of foreground dominant/tonic progressions over a 
background of subdominant- and supertonic-accentuating harmony. (Ex 1.9) Chromatic 




Glinka's main achievement in Kamafinskaja was, as far as subsequent Russian composers 
were concerned, his ingenuity in creating ornamental counterpoint. Brown goes so far as to 
assert that 
"Glinka knew perfectly well what he was about, and the 
insistent triviality of the dance tune ensures that it remains 
subservient to the seemingly inexhaustible variety of the 
treatments that Glinka affords it"47, 
but this implies a certain deviousness on Glinka's part that does not seem to have been 
characteristic of him. He wrote that 
"by chance I discovered a relationship between the wedding 
song, 'From behind the mountains', and the dance tune 
'Kamarinskaja', which everyone knows. And suddenly my 
fantasy ran high, and instead of a piano piece I wrote an 
orchestral piece called 'Wedding tune and dance tune'. "49 
47 BRowN: op cit, p. 273 
48 BRowN: op cit, p. 271 
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The simple melodic outline of 'Kamarinskaja' allows for greater 'surface' elaboration than a 
more complicated shape might and maintains continuity even when it is subjected to such 
potentially dislocative effects as the 'wrong note' pedals. Harmonic innovation is certainly 
not the most outstanding characteristic of the piece; nonetheless Glinka demonstrates that 
pedal points need not be confined to tonic and dominant and in so doing places further 
emphasis on the subdominant and supertonic relationships, already prominent in the 
foreground harmony, that became some of the most distinguishing features of the music of 
the Russian composers who followed him. 
Tchaikovsky's setting of 'Kamarinskaia' is extremely simple, as befits a piece appearing as 
part of a 'Children's Album'. The first two statements, over a tonic pedal, are accompanied 
by a scalic descent in a middle voice similar to those used by Glinka. (Ex 1.10) 
Ex 1.10 
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The rest of the setting is totally diatonic within D major and is chiefly remarkable for 
repeating the progression I IV IV twelve times without harmonic alteration. 
Rimsky Korsakov's setting of 'Kamarinskaja' forms part of the 'Lime Tree' chorus in his 
setting of Ostrovsky's Snow Maiden. Rimsky differs from both Glinka and Tchaikovsky in 
treating the first note of the tune as the tonic, generally harmonising it with tonic (A) 
pedals; it does however appear in the orchestral introduction over the triad on the flattened 




Ile most commonly used folktune, according to O'Riordan, is Slava. Tbree examples are 
discussed here, from Boris Godunov, Rimsky Korsakov's 7he Tsar's Bride and 
Tchaikovsky's Mazeppa. 
It has a more complex shape than 'Kamarinskaja' and places stronger emphasis upon the 
pitches of the tonic triad, especially in its initial dip to the dominant but, like 
'Kamarinskaja', it spans the fifth between tonic and upper dominant. (Ex 1.12) 
Ex 1.12 
Musorgsky sets it as the concluding song of praise to Boris in the Prologue of Boris 
Godunov, where it functions within the overall C# -C progression as a large tonally 
stabilising 'plateau, supported almost throughout by a dominant pedal. 
Its initial harmony is diatonic in a simple chordal style highly characteristic of Russian folk 
ensemble singing: root positions predominate, harmonic movement is frequently 
consecutive and all the available major and minor triads within C major except that on F are 
used. (Ex 1.13) 
Ex 1.13 
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The pseudo-fugal passage which follows introduces a familiar descending chromatic 
'countersubject' (Ex 1.14) and mediant triads appear frequently, creating the noticeably 
'unwestern' characteristic of many folksong settings of this period. 
Ex 1.14 
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It is worth noting that, far from 'conventional ising' this section of Boris, Rimsky 
Korsakov's 'editing' intensifies chromatic colour by recalling the Ab/D tritone of the earlier 
cathedral bells in the fugal entries of the voices, thereby severely weakening the primarily 
diatonic strength of Musorgsky's portrayal of his beloved 'folk'. 
Tchaikovsky was no great admirer of Musorgsky, writing to his brother; 
"I have thoroughly studied Boris Godunov ... With my 
whole heart I consign Musorgsky's music to the devil; it is 
the most vulgar and foul parody of music. "49 
However, this example from his opera Mazeppa does show some similarity with 
Musorgsky's setting, especially in the emphasis upon the minor triad on the third degree of 
the scale. The only nondiatonic note is the passing Cb in bar 8 of the "ample. (Ex 1.15) 
Nevertheless, Tchaikovsky's 'westernised' musical training is reflected in stronger 
harmonic progressions: less consecutive movement results in a wider-stepping bass and his 
choice of triads is more restricted. 
49 quoted in Musorgsky's Days and Works, P. 429 
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Ex 1.15 
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Rimsky Korsakov's setting of 'Slava' in Act I Scene 3 of 7he Tsar's Bride (Ex 1.16) recalls 
Musorgsky's in its pseudo-fugal entries a fifth apart, accompanied by a chromatic descent, 
but the harmony includes many dominant sevenths and a far smaller range of triads. 
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Ilis song is particularly interesting from a comparative point of view because it appears in 
both Tchaikovsky's and Rimsky Korsaýov's versions of 7he Snow Maiden, a fairytale play 
by Ostrovsky into which the text of 'Lime Tree' is written at the beginning of the 'Scene in 
the Forbidden Wood' in Act 3. (Ex 1.17) 
Ex 1.17 
O'Riordan provides a useful summary of the differences between Tchaikovsky's and 
Rimsky Korsakov's music: 
"Tchaikovsky stresses the lyrical aspects of the folk 
elements in Ostrovsky's play: he aims at monothernatic 
consistency in the treatment of his selected material, where 
the main 'germ' is retained throughout, but subjected to a 
process of unbroken renewal. Rimsky's artistic nature, on 
the other hand, is characterised by a balance of the three 
constituent elements of the folk melos: the epic, the lyrical 
and the dramatic. He is drawn towards multithematicism 
and periodic repetitions of contrasting episodes, juxtaposed 
in the form of a highly coloured mosaic... Ile generic 
sources of the material selected by each composer give the 
clearest indication of how they approached the problem of 
incorporating Narodnost. Tchaikovsky's music reflects his 
contemporaneous folk melos, as percolated through the 
sieve of urban, suburban and provincial middle class life. 
Rimsky Korsakov on the other hand, concentrates on the 
ritual epic elements of the oldest layers of the traditional 
branch of folk culture, trying to recapture their pristine 
intensity, as sung by an artist of the second half of the 
nineteenth century. "50 
Tchaikovsky's short chorus is sung largely over an A pedal. Ile orchestral i ntroduction 
uses only the first 2 bars of the folksong, accompanied by a familiar descending chromatic 
figure (Ex 1.18) and Tchaikovsky raises the mixolydian seventh to a major leading note. 
7be second half of the introduction moves towards the relative minor, derived from the 
melodic shape of the song, but the A pedal is retained as flat mediant, perhaps drawing 
upon Glinka's unusual pedals in Kamarinskaja. 





This sets the pattern for the whole chorus, which is based in diatonic A major supported by 
a tonic pedal, with motion towards the relative minor. 
Tchaikovsky's incidental music to the play dates from 1873 and he was very upset by the 
appearance in 1880-81 of a full scale opera by Rimsky Korsakov on the same subject: 
"Is it not equally unpleasant to you to feel that 'our subject' 
has been taken away from us, and that Lel will now sing 
new music to the old words! It is as though someone had 
forcibly torn away a piece of myself and offered it to the 
public in a new and brilliant setting. I could cry with 
mortification. "51 
Tchaikovsky's frustration is understandable, particularly in the case of this chorus: 
Rimsky's setting, although infinitely more complex than Tchaikovsky's, draws directly 
upon it. 
It brings in two more folksongs ('The Beaver' and 'Kamarinskaja') but is most interesting as 
the first of many examples in this study to explore the large-scale structural potential of 
specifically 'modal' pitch manipulation. (Figure 1.1) 
As in Tchaikovsky's setting, the tonic is A and A pedals are used extensively, but Rimsky 
Korsakov uses the original mixolydian sevenths of the tune, reflected in the key signature. 
The first section of the introduction is based on 'Lime Tree'. Rimsky's initial harmonisation 
of the tune concentrates on a combination of chords which in a 'normal' tonal context would 
be extremely disruptive to the supremacy of A as tonic. In a context of diatonic A 
mixolydian, the tonic triad, more often than not in its first inversion, is surrounded by triads 
on B, F# and D; only once is a dominant chord sounded. Ile bass tends to move in tones 
and semitones rather than leaping in 'stronger' fourths and fifths. The G natural is twice 
altered in passing to form a leading note. (Ex 1.19) 
51 Letter to his publisher Jurgensen quoted in NEwmARcH: Leiters, p. 417. 
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Figure 1.1 















LIME TREE and KAMARINSKAJA 
A mixolydian rotating briefly to E dorian 
LIME TREE , A mixolydian, altered briefly to A major, itself rotating to F# aeolian 
D ionian (rotation of A mixolydian) 
D ionian rotating to G lydian 





E dorian (rotation of A mixolydian) 
LIME TREE and KAMARINSKAJA 
A mixolydian 








N-o=: A mLwlydian, E dorian, D lonian and G Jydian are all rotations of a single diatonic 
set, the dorian mode functioning as 'dominant' modality because the tonic of a dorian set 
lies afifth above the tonic of its rotationa mLxolydian set: 
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Ex 1.19 
The 4 bars 41-44 are in E dorian, the 'rotational' dominant of A mixolydian52 and the four 
bars leading into the choral entries occupy a full wholetone scale. (Ex 1.20) 
Ex 1.20 
The choral opening continues with both the tonic (A) pedal and the alternative 'dominant' 
use of the supertonic: triads on the fifth degree are avoided and the subdominant is 
prominent in the second half of the song. 
A WCOMC5 
In bar 93 G# replaces G, first as A major's leading note; kthenL. an aeolian third within a 
'rotational' modulation to F# (bars 101-108). Dominant progressions are again avoided; F# 
is approached from the subdominant. The brief F# episode echoes Tchaikovsky's setting in 
tonic, if not in method, and is immediately followed by, exactly the same chromatic descent 
with which he accompanied the tune. (Ex 1.21) 
52 E dorian and A mixolydian are different permutations of the same set of diatonic pitches. See Appendix B 




At bar 117 the A mixolydian gamut is rotated to D ionian, the tune transposed and supplied 
with aD pedal and occasionally raised fifth degrees: 53 bar 125 rotates it further, towards G 
lydian, but the effect is bluffed by chromatic colour. 
After these excursions, Rimsky returns to the home rotation of the set, A mixolydian, 
presenting 'Kamarinskaja' and 'Lime Tree' over a solid tonic pedal. 
At bar 153 new melodic material appears in the shape of The Beaver' and this is matched 
by a change in the technique of modulation changes. A continues as tonic, but now of a 
dorian set, moving to E dorian at bar 165. This dominant/tonic relationship is intriguing - 
not only does E share its modality with the A dorian immediately surrounding it: it is also 
rotationally equivalent to the main tonic area, A mixolydian. 
The remainder of the chorus continues in very much the same way, as indicated in figure 
1.1. 
Ibis chorus, more than any other music discussed so far, preserves the integrity of the folk 
material it uses whilst making a satisfýing formal and tonal structure. It is also a very good 
example of the tonal variety that may be created by the carefal manipulation of two different 
types of modulation. Rimsky Korsakov hardly moves away from A as a controlling pitch 
for the 245 bars of the chorus and yet, without recourse to a significant increase of 
chromatic saturation, greatly enlarges and enriches its tonal and modal space. The extended 
diatonicism of the 'Lime Tree' chorus is not only a clear forerunner of 'pandiatonicism' in 
both his own later works and in Stravinsky, but also anticipates techniques that were to 
53 ne raised fifth becomes a characteristic sound of Russian nationalism. 
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become vital forces in the music of Sibelius and Vaughan Williams. He demonstrates that, 
in some ways, this type of modal manipulation can create a wider range of compositional 
possibilities than increased chromatic saturation, since it experiments with quite different 
hierarchies instead of confining itself to the hierarchic system of only one of the 7 diatonic 
modes. 
'A BIRCHTREE STOOD IN THE MEADOW' 
This song appears in two large orchestral scores: Balakirev's Overture on themes of three 




The following concentrates on the Tchaikovsky example since it highlights his reasons for 
using folksong, very different from those of The Five. 
The Fourth Symphony is concerned with fate, as Tchaikovsky explained in a famous letter 
to Mme von Meck, in which he outlines an elaborate and dramatic programme in which he 
is buffeted by fate and subject to "an unbroken alternation of hard reality with swiftly 
passing dreams and visions of happiness. "54 The 'fate motto' with which the symphony 
opens appears at the dramatic high points of the work and contains, at its first appearance, a 
descending scale. This shape works as a 'fatal' leitmotiv throughout Tchaikovsky's later 
output - its ultimate appearance in all senses of the word is at the very end of the Sixth 
Symphony. 55 It informs the melodic shape of all the main themes in the Fourth, binding the 
movements together. 'A birchtree stood in the meadow' is the second subject of the finale, 
which Tchaikovsky described in the following terms to Mme von Meck: 
54 DAVID BROWN: TchalkovsAy: A biographical and critical study: Vol H 7he Crisis Year (1874-1878), 
(London: Gollancz, 1982), p. 165. 
55 It is also reminiscent of Wagner's "Wotan's leitmotiv 
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"If within yourself you find no reasons for joy, look at 
others, Go among the people. Observe how they can enjoy 
themselves, surrendering themselves wholeheartedly to 
joyful feelings. A picture of festive merriment of the 
people. Hardly have you managed to forget yourself and be 
carried away by the spectacle of others' joys, than 
irrepressible fate again appears and reminds you of 
yourself. But others do not care about you. They have not 
even turned around, they have not glanced at you, and they 
have not noticed that you are solitary and sad. 0, how they 
are enjoying themselves, how happy they are that their 
feelings ar simple and directl You have only yourself to 
blame; do not say that everything in this world is sad. 
There are simple but strong joys. Rejoice in others' 
rejoicing. To live is still possible! "56 
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The descending scalic shape of the folksong lends it a striking and precise programmatic 
function: Tchaikovsky can combine the 'simple and strong joys' of the peasants and 
'irrepressible fate' in one thematic idea, much as they are two aspects of the same event in 
the programme. It may also be argued that programmatic intention goes some way towards 
explaining Tchaikovsky's 'squaring up' of the rhythmic structure of the tune. 
David Brown writes that Tchaikovsky's addition of a rest between phrases "badly 
compromises its national character" and says that Balakirev's Overture on Russian 7hemes 
" uses the tune more correctly. "57 However, considered in the light of the programme, the 
0 squaring up' acquires a new significance, drawing attention to the 'fateful' rather than the 
'joyful' connotation of the tune. 
To question "correct" and "incorrect" usage is inappropriate since Tchaikovsky's use of the 
tune is less a deliberate display of Russian nationalism than a personal representation of "the 
strong and simple joys" of his own upbringing: he wrote to Mine von Meck in 1878: 
"With regard to the Russian element in my composition I 
can tell you that it has not infrequently happened that I have 
sat down to compose, with the deliberate intention of 
employing some folksong or other that has taken my fancy. 
Sometimes, (as, for instance, in the finale of [the fourth] 
symphony) this happens of its own accord, quite 
unexpectedly. As regards the Russian element in general in 
my music, ie the instances of melody and harmony 
originating in folksong, this is the result of the fact that I 
grew up in the backwoods, filling myself from earliest 
childhood with the inexplicable beauty of the characteristic 
traits of Russian folkmusic, and that I passionately love the 
Russian element in all its manifestations, that, in short, I am 
Russian in the fullest sense of the word. "59 
Tchaikovsky's treatment of the tune draws heavily on the example of 'Kamarinskaja' and is 
similarly repetitive. This is a recurrent problem with the introduction of folkmusic in 
56 BROWN: Tchaikovsky, Vol 11, p. 166 
57 ibid, pp. 175-176. 
59 GERAW ABRAHAM (ED): Tchaikovsky: A Symposim, (London: Lindsey Drununond Ltd, 1945), p. 35. 
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'abstract' art music_forms - the self-contained simplicity of many tunes is not conducive to 
extended symphonic development. 
The recapitulation of 'A Birchtree' bends it into a far more 'Tchaikovskian' shape, 




















This is directly analogous to the composer's remark "Hardly have you managed to forget 
yourself and to be carried away by the spectacle of others' joys, than irrepressible fate again 
appears and reminds you of yourself". 
17hus, if one accepts Tchaikovsky's letter to Mme von Meck as more than what Brown calls 
"the postfacturn romanticising of an excited mind"59, it is clear that Tchaikovsky in this 
instance turned to folk music for specifically programmatic reasons, as an antidote to the 
more 'western' chromatic language that was his own. Ile gradual corruption of the folk- 
like character of the tune corresponds exactly to the composer's changing state of mind with 
regard to the scene he describes. The extension of hierarchies inherent in folk song had a 
profound effect on all the greatest composers of the nationalist period, but it may be argued 
that, because of its personal meaning for him, Tchaikovsky drew most from direct quotation 
of folk music. This was noted by Rimsky Korsakov's most famous pupil: 
"Tchaikovsky's music, which does not appear specifically 
Russian to everybody, is often more profoundly Russian 
than music which has long been awarded the facile label of 
Muscovite Picturesqueness - whilst not specifically 
cultivating in his art the 'Soul of the Russian Peasant', 
Tchaikovsky drew unconsciously from the true, popular 
sources of our race. "60 
SUMMARY 
The impulses behind the introduction of folk material into nineteenth century Russian art 
music range from broad nationalist gestures in 'abstract' instrumental music through 
characterisation of the 'folk' in opera6l to specific and personal meaning in the music of 
Tchaikovsky. Discussion of 'correct' usage is questionable in a context of large orchestral 
and operatic forces, but many of the future distinctive 'thumbprints' of late nineteenth 
century Russian music have their genesis in narodhost: 
- the use of 'modal', 'non-functional' rather than 'classical' harmony; 
- diatonic rotation or permutation 
- emphasis of thirds rather than of fourths and fifths 
- melodic repetition 
- the importance of orchestral colour 
- the lack of organically 'functional' transition62 between large 'blocks' of statement. 
59 BROWN: Ichaikovshy, Vol 11, p. 166. 
60 ERic WALTER WHrrE: StravinsAy: 7he Composer and his Worki, (London: Faber and Faber, 1966), p. 573. 61 None of the operas is a true folk opera in the way that 7he Beggars' Opera is: a modem analogy could be 
drawn between Tippett's somewhat unconvincing 'pop' music in 7he Knot Garden and the genuine rock idiom 
of The Who's Tommy. 
62 'Simplistically, the Russian idea of 'transition', particularly as evidenced in Tchaikovsky, concerns a 
passage which sevarates two surrounding blocks of material" - MM HOWELJU Jean Sibelius: Progressive 
techniques in the symphonies and tone poems, (Southampton: PhD Thesis, 1985), p. 9. 
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This last point is especially significant and is a consequence partly of the general abhorrence 
(and lack) of 'academic' training and partly of the 'non-functional' melodic shapes of the 
folk material; some of the greatest Russian music of the period derives much of its strength 
from the juxtaposition of large 'slabs'ý3 As Calvocoressi remarks: 
"Suddenly launched in the midst of things, [Russian 
composers) had to make their own bricks (and even learn 
the technique of brickmaking) as well as to discover the 
architectural principles of which they stood in need. 
Considering the formidable difficulties in their way, the 
wonder is, not that they failed to do better, but that they 
achieved as much as they did. "64 
As folk song characteristics were absorbed into the deeper structural levels of the music, 
necessity for the nationalist flag-waving of direct folk song quotation lessened. This is 
never more true than in the case of Borodin, a composer who, of all those mentioned herein, 
used folk song the least, yet created some of the most truly 'Russian' music of his time. 
63 Good examples are Boris Godunov, Borodin's Second Symphony and even 7he Rite of Spring. 64 CALvocmssi quoted in AARON COPIAND: 7he New Music (rev. and enalarged ed. of 'Our New Music', 




Despite the almost total absence of actual folk song quotation in Borodin's MUSiC65, its 
influence upon his language is profound, ranging from the convincing 'pastiche' of the trio 
of the scherzo in the First Symphony with its regular pulse yet irregular metre, high level of 
melodic repetition, predominantly stepwise motion in both theme and bass over a pedal and 
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- to the pre-Stravinskian 'elemental' world of the Second Symphony and the Song of the 
Dark Forest. 66 (Ex 1.25) Stepwise motion predominates within a small tessitura and the 
seconds created between melodic pivot pitches and supporting pedals are left unresolved. 
65 O'RioRDAN (op cit) cites only two examples: In the Steppes of CenlralAsia and the Triofor two viofins and 
ceUo on the theme 'Chem tebya ya ogorchila'. 
66 GERAID ABRAHAM: Borodin, the man and his music, (London: Reeves, 1927), pp. 162-163: "Its feeling, a 
'tale of long ago, ages past and gone', of primeval freedom, of the birth of heroic nations and of blooody 
victory, is akin to that of the Second Symphony, and is expressed with magnificent breadth and power. Both 
voice and piano parts are entirely derived from a striking and typical theme of savage, almost primitive 
grandeur... As music, pure and simple, its massive rough hewn structure compels admiration. " 
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Ex 1.25 
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THE THIRD SYMPHONY 
Borodin's folk-influenced style is epitomised by the unfinished Third Symphony in which 
almost every theme has a folk-like character, networks of third-relationships abound and 
modal manipulation within extended passages of diatonicism anticipates Sibelius by forty 
years. All these characteristics are illustrated by the exposition of the first movement, its 
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The first 58 bars of the movement are composed almost exclusively with the pitches of A 
aeolian, rotating to C ionian. There are two short chromatic interruptions, neither of which 
initiates any short-term modulation of pitch class set, but which by introducing G#, F# and 
C# suggest the possibility of the ionian mode on A, which is indeed reached in the 
concluding pages of the exposition. The first harmony is not A, however, but the 
submediant F major triad: of the eight appearances (all starting on A) of the first theme 
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The first chromatic interruption (bars 26-29) simultaneously reinforces A and F by the 
introduction of G# as a leading note to A and then by its enharmonic translation to Ab, the 
minor third above F. 
Ile second chromatic interruption initiates a progression through a circle of fifths to aG 
pedal. This 'Western' preparation for C is 'Russianised' by the precisely controlled rotation 
of the A aeolian set to C ionian, during which diatonic 'clashes' between melody 
(sequentially outlining an A minor triad) and harmony (second inversion C major) anticipate 
'pandiatonicism' in Stravinsky. Bar 43 presents the pitches of both tonic chords as the 
melodic A sounds against the background C major triad; in bar 45 the more consonant 
melodic E is followed by the semitonal clash of B against C major. In bar 47 the melodic C 
is at last reached but the new tonic harmony is still in its unstable second inversion: this 
technique of approaching a new tonic from its own second inversion characterises much of 
the better-known Second Symphony. At bar 49 the bass too reaches C but this is itself 
rendered unstable by the dominant seventh implication of the F and D above it; a stable root 
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Several straight repetitions of this phrase reinforce the new tonic, but Borodin then 
simultaneously follows and defies Western convention with a hair-raisingly economical 
modulation into what is, after all, the 'proper' dominant for A, E major. (Ex 1.29). This is 
rapidly altered to E mixolydian by the emphasis placed upon the 'characteristic' flattened 
seventh by the second subject; the exposition remains in this tonal area until the 
development is initiated simply by introducing an F# pedal over E, recalling the examples 











The exposition thus presents a typical fusion of Russian and Western characteristics: the 
underlying progression is from A to its dominant E; the melodic foreground is reminiscent 
of Russian folk song and the middleground presents mediant progressions (outlining the 
tonic triad) arising from diatonic rotation and an utterly characteristic abbreviation of tonal 
'transition'. 
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THE WHOLETONE SCALE AND THIRD RELATIONSHIPS 
Referring to the use of the wholetone scale by the Russian school in general, Gerald 
Abraham remarks that 
"almost invariably they treat it simply as an auxiliary means 
of expression, not as a self-contained language, but as one 
uses foreign words to augment one's vocabulary. They are 
content to weave a single strand of whole-tone music 
through a diatonic web, to build chord-progressions on a 
wholetone foundation... "67 
Study of Borodin's music entirely supports these observations. The most important point of 
all, especially in comparison with later French use of the scale, is that the wholetone scale 
rarely generates the pitches of its own hannonisation. 68 It is constantly subsumed within 
essentially diatonic language, and it is only with Tchaikovsky that genuinely visionary 
structural use of it appears. 
Ile wholetone scale appears in two of Borodin's songs (7he Sleeping Princess and 7he 
False Note), the outer movements of the Second Symphony and the overture to Prince 
Igor. 69 
In the first movement of the Second Symphony, Borodin simply harmonises the scale with a 
set of perfect cadences. (Ex 1.30) 
Ex 1.30 
67 op cit, p. 65. 
68 An exception to this is provided by Dargomiszhsky's Slone Guest. 
69 This part of the score is very probably by Glazunov. 
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The bass moves in each case from the 7th of the dominant to the minor third of the tonic 
triad. 70 In the immediate foreground each triad is linked to the next by close chromatic 
motion and together they combine to outline an augmented triad; additionally the 
complementary wholetone scale may be traced in the middle of the texture, running in 
parallel major sixths with the bass. This progression is thus controlled by a fascinating 
combination of 'diatonic' and non-diatonic' elements: perfect cadences in the foreground 
and the full chromatic set divided into the two wholetone scales in the background. 
In contrast, the wholetone scale in the finale of the symphony is harmonised. only by a pedal 
D on the horns (see Ex 1.25). Since all subsequent appearances of this particular melodic 
shape are diatonic (the bottom pitch moved up a semitone), Gerald Abraham concludes that 
the diatonic version, as it appears in bars 100-101, *was Borodin's original conception". 71 
However, without the bottom Ab, this gesture would have been far less effective in 
initiating the subsequent modulation flatwards. 
MIE SLEEPING FRINCESS' 
7he Sleeping Princess contains Borodin's earliest use of the wholetone scale. In Ex 1.31, it 
functions as an enrichment rather than as a disruption of the Db major clearly implied by the 
triadic vocal line and middle piano part, resulting in the Cb, Abb and Eb in the bass 
functioning as passing notes between the implied major triads on the tonic, flat submediant 
and mediant. The persistent wholetone diads in the upper piano line are a characteristic of 
the whole song (and of Borodin's music in general) and are not disruptive of this basic 
harmonic scheme. This harmonisation of the scale differs from that in the Second 
Symphony in that only one non-wholetone pitch (Ab) appears, as a dominant reinforcement 
of Db. 
Ex 1.31 
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70 An identical process harmonises the instance in Prince Igor. 
71 GERALD ABRAHAM: On Russian Music, (London: Reeves, 1955), p. 67. 
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The second appearance of the wholetone scale in this song is longer and more complex. 
Stability is created by the pedals that underpin the two statements of the scale and both the 
harmonisation and the melodic shape of the vocal line are made up mostly from the pitches 
of the scale itself. (Ex 1.32) 
Ex 1.32 
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'THE FALSE NOTE' 
The title of Borodin's 7he False Note72 or Dissonance (1868) provided an "irresistible 
target for the numerous witticisms of the opposition scribes... "73, yet within its seventeen 
bars the composer displays a highly organised compositional technique, utilising the 
wholetone scale in the central episode of the song, an unbroken F pedal in the right hand 
piano part representing the 'false note' itself and an underlying harmonic structure that 
makes even more ambitious use of cycles of third relationships than those used by 
Musorgsky (to whom this song is dedicated) in such works as Kallistrat and You drunken 
Sot. There are only 4 basic chords in the song, Db major and the dominant sevenths on Bb, 
F and G, all of which contain F; all other chords pass between these four. (Ex 1.33) 
The piano opening, which recurs twice, is simply a cadential elaboration, by means of the 
expanding middle lines, of Db, given strength by the tonic, dominant, tonic progression in 
the left hand. The first vocal phrase brings the two other prominent pitches of the song, F 
and Bb, to the fore, although both are made weaker than the Db by the absence of root 
position harmony. 74 F appears at first as a minor triad, weakening its function as a 
dominant for Bb; the chromatic Cb in both voice and piano places fiirther emphasis on the 
flatness of the would-be leading note. However, on its second appearance, in bars 8 to 9, F 
has certainly become a dominant for Bb, which itself functions as a dominant75 for the 
starting pitch of the central part of the song (bars 9 to 13), based upon an ascending 
wholetone scale beginning on Eb. Its harmonisation is controlled by two main factors, the 
'false note' and the doubling of the bass in thirds, both major and minor, in one of the inner 
voices. 
The Eb at the start of the scale is a short term resolution of the dominant seventh on Bb of 
bar 9 and ftinctions as a lower neighbour note to the third of the Db major harmony which 
follows. The final G, A, B of the scale underpins a progression from Bb to G7.76 G7 itself 
moves to F7 in bar 14, the intervening Db merely elaborating the progression and 
completing the octave span of the wholetone scale. The reduction in example 1.35 shows 
that those pitches which actually define the scalic motion as wholetone are all treated as 
passing notes; thus it may be concluded that the wholetone scale itself does not generate the 
background structure of this passage. 
72 In 7he New Grove, Gerald Abraham suggests that this song, to Borodin's own text, 'is probably an 
expression of that disillusionment' which Borodin was feeling about a girl who had become infatuated with him 
at the time, much to the annoyance of his wife. 
73 GERALD ABRAHAM: Borodin: 7he Man and his Music, p. 168. He remarks that *The two songs [The False 
Note' and 'My song is fierce and bitter' (composed in the same year)] in question are, however, fairly 
innocuous musically... " 
74 The bass line considered in isolation, it could be (tenuously) argued, is in fact more implicative of the 
dominant of Db. 
75 This progression appears without alteration in 'My Songs are Fierce and Bitter'. 
76 Both G7 and its 'traditional' resolution, C (which is never sounded), further extend the network of thirds. 
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CONTEXT AND FUNCTION 
I'S 14 
In the two songs it underlines the meaning of the words - "the wood sprites who pass with 
cries and laughter, without breaking the spell" and "the fearless prince who will come and 
break it" in 7he Sleeping Pfincess and "She swore that she loved me -I did not believe her. 
A false note sounded in her voice and in her heart" in 7he False Note. In the Second 
Symphony's first movement it functions as a colouristic prolongation of the passing 
semitonal drop to B from the current tonic C and allows an increase in the rate of harmonic 
change without strongly implying any secondary tonic; in the finale it initiates a move 
flatwards from D by its extension downwards to Bb and Ab. In the Prince Igor overture it 
is simply an elaboration of the prevailing D major. 
-"'M q*T D7 q7 FT 
THE SECOND SYMPHONY 
57 
Borodin's crowning achievement draws together a great number of characteristics discussed 
above. No less a person than Liszt wrote to Borodin, saying that 
"Your second symphony is entirely new. Nobody had [sic] 
done anything like it. And it is perfectly logical in 
structure. "77 
but Tchaikovsky complained to Mme von Meek that "his technique is so poor that he cannot 
write a bar without assistance. "78 The following concentrates upon the outer movements. 
FLRSTMOVEMENT 
"With this movement a new voice speaks out in the art of 
music. This is unmistakeably a Russian symphony, dyed 
with the hues of a new nationalism. "79 
The first movement is dominated by a motif stated impressively at the beginning by the 
strings (Ex 1.34), distinguished by a narrow gamut made chromatically dense by the 
phrygian flattened second and variable third degrees. The emphasis of the minor third 
degree is heightened as D takes over from B as the pivot pitch in bars 5 and 6 and provides 
the second inversion harmonisation of the A in bar 7, repeated after the transposed motto 





















77 LEONARD: op cit, p. 131. 
78 ABRAHAM: Studies in Russian Music, p. 105 
79 LEONARD: op cit, p. 130. 
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In their establishment of a main tonic, B, and mediant major, D, these nine bars make not 
the slightest reference to the classical tonic/dominant hierarchy: in such a context it is 
dangerous to describe D as the 'relative major' of B. That D major appears as a second 
inversion and displays no tendency to resolve onto anything traditionally regarded as more 
stable, also suggests rejection of the conventions of western harmonic practice. 
The sequential descent of the motto is broken by the first appearance of the gesturally 
contrasting Animato Assai (bar 11): this is an elaboration of second inversion D major 
harmony, 'leant' upon by the subdominant, whose minor third provides another "ample of 
a flattened sixth degree within an otherwise major context. 80 The return of the motto at its 
original pitch is interrupted for the second time by the Animato Assal music, now based in 
C major, and therefore standing in a phrygian relationship to B that draws upon the motto. 
The wholetone passage, described earlier (Ex 1.25), maps out a different route between B 
and C, and the final oddly voiced C major cadences continue to emphasise the flat 
submediant (Ab), before the motto returns yet again in B. 
Borodin has spent 58 bars going round in small, although highly energetic, circles: Gerald 
Abraham, with typical accuracy, identifies this as another Russian hallmark: 
"The forward impulse in a symphony by Beethoven or 
Brahms comes from the logic of the music - the linking up 
of long-breathed phrases, the unfolding of an idea, the 
gradual working towards a new key. If there is a 
dominating rhythm, as in the first movement of Beethoven's 
Seventh, its driving power is never depended on alone to 
carry the music along. With Borodin (and Stravinsky and 
all the most typically Russian composers) underlying 
rhythm is the only means used to give a sense of progress. 
All this ingenious analysis of his [Borodin's] theme is a 
static business; when he goes into another key it is simply 
for the sake of variety - he modulates merely as he changes 
orchestration; to use a bass as the fulcrum of a lever never 
occurs to him; when he writes a progression which sounds 
as if it might neatly progress somewhere he uses it only to 
come back more emphatically to the chord he has just left 
and which he has been hammering home for the last dozen 
bars. "81 
More phrygian semitones lead into the pedal A that supports the beginning of the second 
subject. Various colourful (rather than functionally processive) harmonisations of the Bb/A 
semitone, are provided: as with the wholetone passage, the surface of the music is composed 
essentially of perfect cadences. 
The lyrical second subject is in D major with, as at the very opening of the movement, very 
strong melodic emphasis upon A (Ex 1.35) The exposition ends in D with a return to the 
motto first on A, but dropping to D (bar 107). 
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The exposition of the first movement thus extends tonal characteristics of its motto: the 
tonal progression from B via C natural to D major finds its melodic manifestation in the 
descent from B to A. 
The development section is less clearly structured, but descends through two wholetones 
from Bb to F#. The motto theme and the second subject underpin the Bb/Ab progression, 
pivoting around the respective dominants and briefly descending to Gb (bar 181). Borodin 
steps back up to Ab for the second inversion AnImato Assal material and the second subject 
in its original form, reaching F# at bar 207 (letter J). The motto is tossed around the 
orchestra, over a tonic pedal, and the final cadence into the recapitulation is from the 
phrygian C natural, harmonised as part of a dominant minor ninth for B. (Ex 1.36) 
The recapitulation harmonises the long chords of the motto with G major, and, for the first 
time, tonic minor triadS82, places the second subject in Eb, and concludes with a 
tremendous tutti unison statement of the motto. 
The recapitulation of the second subject in Eb refers to the original equivocation between 
D# and D and Borodin leaves the ambiguity unresolved at the end of the movement: the last 
82 There are surprisingly few in this movement. 
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full triad on B to be heard is major but the final statement of the motto concludes the 
movement with the minor third between B and D natural. 
Ex 1.36 
IE Allegro (Toutpo 1). 
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SECOND MOVEMENT 
Equivocation between major and minor thirds also informs the second movement, a simple 
three part structure whose opening scherzo is separated from its repetition by a trio whose 
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The scherzo opens and closes in F -major (which like the D in the previous movement 
becomes progressively stronger, moving from a second inversion to its root position), but 
there is within the first scherzo a large subsidiary area over a pedal Ab with strong 
references to Db. By the end of the opening scherzo, however, A natural, growing out of 
the F major context, has become the stable pitch and functions as the pivot note for the 
transition into the trio, F# immediately introduced under it. The raising of F to F# under A 
symmetrically reflects the lowering of B to Bb under the D of the first movement motto. 
MRD MOVEMEAT 
The lyrical third movement provides relief from the relentless energy of the first two. Its 
main theme first appears in diatonic Db, pivoting around the mediant F and approaching the 
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The Poco Animato second theme is in C, approached from its major mediant: yet again 
Borodin is playing with third equivocation as Db (enharmonically C#) rises a minor third to 
E, only to drop a major third to C natural. E natural remains strong in the C major 
background harmony, but the horns' theme adds the flattened sixth and seventh degrees 
III 
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favoured so frequently in otherwise major contexts in Russian music, and reappearing in 
much of Sibelius. (Ex 1.39) 
Ex 1.39 
The background semitonal descent from Db to C is extended at the end of the first group, 
reaching the dominant Ab at letter [F], in which key the second subject lies. 
Borodin returns to his tonic and the first subject by moving Ab, via extended use of the 
chromatically unstable motif drawn from the first subject, up to A major (5 bars after letter 
[H]). The major third is enharmonically transformed into Db for the tutti apotheosis of the 
first subject that reintroduces the flattened sixth and seventh degrees. 
FOURTH MOVEMENT 
The finale returns to the sound world of the first movement, prefiguring not only 
Stravinsky's future use of vertical diatonic dissonance (pandiatonicism) and rhythmic energy 
created by metrical unevenness, but also some of his orchestral colours. The first tutti 
statement of the first subject is typical: folk-derived supertonic harmony takes precedence 
over dominant emphasis and rapidly changing time signatures concentrate the metrical 
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The exposition of the first movement progressed from B minor via C major to D major: in 
the finale, the first subject is in bright B major and the D major of the second subject 
(which, as in the first movement, 'stabilises' from second inversion to root position) is 
approached from C# major. 
The tonic/dominant/tonic harmony underlying the first (C# major) incarnation of the second 
subject is relatively conventional but, as it reaches second inversion D major, it is 'de- 
westernised' by its pandiatonic treatment of the entire D major set as a single harmony in 
which mediant and subdominant triads sound freely over the D/A pedal, and by its 
orchestration: the melody in woodwind octaves is accompanied by percussive brass and 
string pizzicato. (Ex 1.41) 
The development is heralded by the trombone theme quoted in Ex 1.25 and, after a 
chromatically dense passage based upon the first subject, the second subject is brutalised 
and combined with first subject fragments to superb effect. (Ex 1.42). 
JL 




The chromaticism that creates sequential motion down two minor thirds from Db to G 
throws the steely diatonicism of the second subject into stark relief and functions as an 
abruptly resolved dominant for C major/mixolydian, itself providing another phrygian 
approach to the recapitulation of the first subject in B major. 
One of the few large scale dominant relationships appears in the recapitulation of the second 
subject in F#, its emphatically major modality coloured strongly by more flattened sixth 
degrees. 
The coda begins with a passage that would hardly sound out of place in 7he Rite of Spring: 
the twentieth century apotheosis of its percussive motor rhythm and combined string 
pizzicato and repeated bowed semiquavers is to be found in the Dance of the Adolescents. 
The concluding pages of the symphony are relatively conventional in their dominant 
preparation for the tonic but western functional harmony is defied in the last cadence: the 
supertonic cadence that has characterised so much ofthis work is at last extended to a whole 
tone. (Ex 1.43) 
Ex 1.43 
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Borodin's Second Symphony is one of the most distinctive works born of Russian 
nationalism and was to have a profound influence on many later composers, most obviously 
Stravinsky. Within a form whose origins are firmly embedded within the Austro-German 
'classical' tradition so despised by The Five, this symphony stands the language of that 
tradition on its head. As Calvocoressi has written; 
"The tonal plans of [Borodin's] symphonies [ ... ] are founded on modal relations, not on the tonal relations of the 
major-minor system, the main features of which originate in 
the pull of the dominant and of the leading note. So he 
played an important part in the evolution of music outside 
Germany, an evolution characterised by the gradual 
extension of the limits of tonality and a growing awareness 
of the possibilities of the old modes, further and further 
away from which Western musical art had been proceeding 
for centuries". 83 
Borodin's greatest historical significance lies in his consolidation of a recognisably Russian 
musical language that no longer had to rely on 'surface' quotation of folk material. The 
tonic/dominant polarity vital to 'Western' hierarchy has not completely disappeared, but 
skilful manipulation of the diatonic modal system, the presence of the non-hierachic 
wholetone scale and a continuing preoccupation with third relationships at all levels of 
musical structure (ranging from the melodic emphasis of the submediant and mediant 
degrees to large-scale networks of thirds underpinning the structure of extended passages of 
music) have irreversibly eroded its supremacy. 
83 quoted in LEoNARD: op cit, p. 143 (no source given). 7lie last sentence amounts almost to a description of 




Over ýa period of 22 years, Musorgsky composed some 70 songs. The first, Dule Star (Ex 
1.44), written in 1857 when Musorgsky was only 18, anticipates some distinguishing 
characteristics of his mature songs: free movement between keys a third apart; a tendency to 
avoid the leading note, favouring subdominant minor rather than dominant cadences; and 




The varied cadential gesture of bar 2 provides two pitches that lie outside diatonic F# 
aeolian; D# and E#, the latter allowed a rare and fleeting opportunity to function as a 
leading note before it is cancelled by E natural. These chromaticisms do not affect the 
diatonic F# aeolian of the vocal line which is supported by a series of subdominant 
progressions. 'Me replacement of D# by D within the subdominant B minor triad prepares 
for the inflection towards the relative major, approached at the foreground from its own 
subdominant. All the songs discussed here move in this free way between often third- 
related tonalities; in the later songs in particular it becomes the guiding structural principle. 
In the present song, Musorgsky explores this multi-tonic system (F# major - main tonic, A 
major - subsidiary tonic, D major - subdominant to A, flattened mediant relationship to F#) 





The repetition of the piano phrase of bar 12 in the vocal line of bar 14 highlights the 
ambiguity arising from the enharmonic equivalence of E#/F natural. As F it functions as 
part of a local subdominant minor approach to A major; as E# it forms part of the first C# 
major triads of the song. Ile continual rhythmic, melodic and harmonic emphasis upon B 
obscures the 'normal' western dominant/tonic relationship between C# major and F#, 
recasts E# as a lydian raised fourth and transforms F#, now with major third, into a 
dominant. B itself moves a further third to D major in the last bar of the example. 
The opening of a short song composed in the following year, Meines Herzens Sehnsucht 
presents a progression from the tonic to the subdominant minor with major sixth. (Ex 1.46) 
This chord appears frequently in Musorgsky's songs and functions as a german sixth, 
resolving either to the dominant (as here) or to the tonic. The entire second section of the 
song is in the subdominant, reinforced by its own subdominant minor, and the closing bars 
demonstrate further Musorgsky's liking for the subdominant cadence and variation between 





A more ambitious song than either of these, also dating from 1858 is the Harpplayers Song, 
whose 35 bars explore more thoroughly the multi-tonic structuring noted in Little Star. The 
opening bars move freely between Cb, Eb and Ab: the initial progression from Cb to Eb is 
via a 5-pitch wholetone scale (Ex 1.48). Sparingly used leading notes initiate rotation of the 
set to a new tonic, then disappear and are replaced by 'modal' flattened sevenths. 
Ex 1.48 
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The middle section of the song is in fully diatonic Ab dorian in which each phrase begins on 
the tonic triad and the 'modal' flattened seventh is prominent. (Ex 1.49) There is only one 
more accidental, aD natural in 29, to mark the return to the home 'key' for the conclusion: 
this is hardly overstated and, as before, is soon replaced by Db. (Ex 1.50) 
Ex 1.49 
1.50 
Kallistrat, dating from 1864 and subtitled 'A study in folksong style', shares all the 
characteristics discussed above and is particularly free in its use in a short section near the 
beginning of every triad within the chosen gamut except that which is diminished, very 









The works that remain to be discussed here are all fully mature songs, developing further 
the characteristic turns of Musorgsky's musical language and exploring even less 
#conventional' progressions. The first, with a text by the composer on a subject 
uncomfortably familiar to him, is You Drunken Sot (1866). It opens in a familiar enough 
fashion, the subdominant minor (G) with major sixth degree moving via the dominant to the 
tonic. The third degree is avoided until bar 6 where it is emphasised by the dynamic 
marking as part of a falling third cadence. (Ex 1.52) 
Ex 1.52 
0 
The augmented second created between F and the lydian G# introduced in the following bar 
becomes an important sound in the middle section, in which B84 is the tonic of a far from 
diatonic scale: the tonic triad is major but the supertonic, submediant and seventh degrees 
are minor. (Ex 1.53) 17his mode also features prominently in the second of the Songs and 
Dances ofDeath, in which, as here, Musorgsky avoids its potential 'Western' interpretation 
as a dominant minor ninth within E minor: it is a tonal and scalic region in its own right, 
and subsequently is simply transposed up a semitone to C. 
Ex 1.53 
84 Standing in another third relationship to the home tonic D 
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Musorgsky further explores the possibility of sidestepping 'modulations' combined with 
mediant relationships in an even more intriguing song composed in the following year, Me 
Ragamuffin. It is predominantly in 5-4, a metre favoured throughout Russian nationalist 
music ranging from Glinka's A Life for the Tsar to Tchaikovsky's Sixth Symphony. (Ex 
1.54) 
Ex 1.54 
The middle section of the song develops from the techniques employed in You Drunken Sot. 
Simple ascending scales are harmonised predominantly in parallel thirds, whose chromatic 




Ile first two bars are based on a very similar mode to that of "ample 1.52, except that the 
seventh is omitted. This 'modulates' by enharmonic transformation of Gb major into a 
dominant for B, the tonic of a strongly wholetone pitch set, whose B/C semitone, reinforced 
by the lowering of G# to G, creates a perfect cadence for C major. Both modulations are 
thus effected by enharmonic transformation of the flat submediant triad within the old key 
into a dominant for the new one: exactly the same process provides a further modulation up 
to C#. 
Musorgsky's song output after this date (1867) is generally of less striking originality, 
returning to a more conventional (if chromatic) harmonic language and more orthodox 
harmonic structuring. Notable exceptions are the first two songs of his last song cycle, 
Songs and Dances ofDeath, the Lullaby and the Serenade. 
The Lullaby, like Little Star, is suspended on the twin tonics F# and A and the gradual 
predominance of the latter over the former illustrates'the gradual possession of the child by 
Death. As in the earlier song, ambivalence between E and E# is prominent. (Ex 1.56) F# 
predominates first, approached from a fairly conventional dominant, but is solidly 
interrupted by A. 
Ex 1.56 
Ct - 
The middle section is poised over an A pedal and is concluded by a cadence which 
encapsulates the motion from F# to A, employing on the way the subdominant minor. (Ex 
1.57) Ibis cadence recurs frequently throughout the remainder of the song and provides its 
conclusion. 
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The Serenade is related to You Drunken Sot. It falls into two large sections, the first on B, 
the second in Eb. with chromatically mobile third, sixth, and seventh degrees. (Ex 1.58) 
1-% 
Ex 1.58 
Bars 1-5 inhabit the same pitch set as that of example 1.51 above -a major tonic triad plus 
flat supertonic and seventh degrees. In 'classical' terms this might function as a dominant 
minor ninth in E, but the diminished triad on E in the vocal line in bar 6 hardly amounts to 
a 'resolution', and the original set is resumed at bar 10. Bars 14-17 turn slightly more 
strongly towards G/E minor, followed by diatonic A aeolian in which the problem of 
leading notes/sevenths is simply eliminated by their omission: the conclusion of this section 
wavers between the 'dominant minor ninth' mode and the diminished seventh on B. The 
enharmonic transformation of G# (the submediant of B) to Ab leads easilY to Eb, 
enharmonically the mediant of B. (Ex 1.59) 
Ex 1.59 




The song remains in Eb, with a central passage through its own mediant GW 
85 Gb is of course enharmonically equivalent to the dominant of B, but is never presented in this context. 
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SUMMARY OF TECHNIQUES 
Mediant relationships appear at all levels of structure, probably originate in folk 
song and are prevalent in most Russian music of this period. 
Mobile sixths, and to a lesser extent, sevenths and thirds appear frequently. 
Perfect cadences and strong dominant/tonic polarities are rare. If such a 
progression does appear in the foreground, it is almost always weakened by an 
immediate move away from the tonic, often to the mediant. If it occurs at a higher 
level of structure, it is masked by other chords. Leading notes are used sparingly 
and in chords normally involving the seventh/leading note of a key, the note is often 
simply avoided altogether. Musorgsky's attitude to traditional 'Western' 
progressions is summed up by his 'nonfunctional' use of the 'dominant minor ninth' 
mode in You Drunken Sot and the Serenade. 
The Subdominant, almost always in the minor mode and frequently with an added 
major sixth, often functions as a substitute dominant, especially in the earlier songs. 
It is used to emphasise a key once reached and appears also on higher structural 
levels as a main secondary key, as in the middle section of the Harpplayers Song. 
As in this instance, this does not necessarily imply a change of key signature. 
Enharmonic Equivalents are used extensively in connection with the techniques 
listed above to initiate modulation. 
BORIS GODUNOV 
"Ile personal tragedy of Boris is heightened, not 
weakened, by being set against a wholly living 
background... of the Russian people generally ... : as a result Boris himself comes to stand for the entire suffering 
nation. "96 
"The most far-reaching modifications of tonality in 
nineteenth-century Russia appear in the music of 
Mussorgsky. Here tonal regions tend to be established 
through the consistent use of a particular mode or by 
extended pedal points as much as through orthodox 
harmony. More often than not the leading-note, essential to 
diatonic recognition, 87 has been flattened modally... "88 
77 
Boris Godunov is widely acknowledged as one of the great works of the nineteenth century, 
placing the personal agonies of Boris against the colourful backdrop of the Russian People, 
represented by such music as the Slava chorus discussed earlier and the Scene in the Forest 
near Kromy. Much of its dramatic power arises from this opposition: Musorgsky's 
avoidance of dramatic and musical transition between the two is utterly Russian. 
Act 11 illustrates well Musorgsky's musical delineation of individual characters. It portrays 
his son Feodor in 'clear', folk-inspired music; fundamentally diatonic but with strongly 
'modal' colourations; his daughter Xenia laments her lost lover in a less folk-like but 
harmonically similar language, and the Nurse combines aspects of both. Shuisky's 
dangerous presence manifests itself in more complex harmony, melody and rhythm and 
Boris is represented by the richest music of all, as his self-doubt is laid bare. - 
THE TRITONE AND THE WHOLETONE SCALE 
Expressive use is made of the tritone throughout Boris Godunov. Its function as diabolus in 
musica, a symbol of doom or evil, draws on a tradition characteristic of, but not unique to, 
other Russian nationalist opera; specifically it is closely associated with the chiming of 
various clocks that both signal that time is running out for Boris and epitomise the two 
contrasting dramatic levels on which the opera functions - the huge cathedral bells resound 
in tritones at the beginning of scene 11 of the Prologue89, the first big crowd scene: this 
sound returns to haunt Boris in Act 11 as the clock in a room in his palace strikes. There is 
one example of a full wholetone scale, lending ominous weight to Shuisky's announcement 
86 GERALD ABRAHAM: 'Musorgsky' in 7he New Grove vol 12, p. 872. 87 This remark is conceptually linked to Persichctti's 'characteristic scale steps'. Samson might more properly 
say that the leading note is essential to recognition of the tonic within the major scale. As is demonstrated in 
Appendix B, it is the position of the characteristic tritone in relation to the tonic that 'defines' each mode within 
the diatonic system. 
88 JIM SAMSON: MUSiC in TranSition, (London: Oxford University Press, 1977), p. 11. 
89 Interestingly, it is in Rimsky Korsakov's 'arrangement' rather than in Musorgsky's original score that this 
tritone (AbID) appears in the main body of the chorus, in a pattern Of fugal entries on the Slava theme. Onthe 
face of it, this appears to challenge the assertion that Rimsky 'standardized' Musorgsky's harmony: yet it also 
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that "There is in Poland a pretender" to Boris's throne. In Act II, the tritone is most closely 
associated with the troubled Boris and the troubling Shuisky. 
DRAMATIC AND TONAL SYNOPSIS 
PLOT 
Boris's daughter Xenia laments the loss of her lover and is comforted by her brother Feodor 
and their Nurse with nursery songs. Boris interrupts this scene, admires Feodor's grasp of 
the geography of the land he is to inherit, and sinks into introspective depression. He is 
doubly interrupted in a further and telling demonstration of the two dramatic levels of the 
opera: the childrens' parrot has bitten the Nurse, giving Musorgsky a chance to revert to 
Feodor's 'innocently' childlike music as he explains what has happened and so to maximise 
the dramatic impact of the arrival of Shuisky with his grim news. Shuisky gives a graphic 
description of the death of Dmitri, the name both of the child Boris is alleged to have killed 
several years earlier and that assumed by the 'pretender'; the act concludes with Boris 
praying - "grant my guilty soul forgiveness". 
TONAL STRUCTURE 
IDIE WHOLE OPERA 
After an initial concentration on a semitonal complex C, C#, D, the sequence of starting and 
ending pitches of each scene of the opera maps out a descending lydian scale on Db/C#: 
Begins Ends 
Prologue C# c, 
Act 1, scene iD C# 
Act 1, scene ii C# C 
Act II Bb Ab 
Act III, scene iGF 
Act III, scene ii Eb Eb 
Act IV, scene i Eb Db 
Act IV, scene ii A F/E 
weakens the dramatic effect Of the contrast between the bells that symbolise that time is running out for Boris 
and the 'wholesome' diatonic harmony that symbolises the Russian people. 
uAcTII 
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Xenia's lament opens in aeolian/dorian Bb with occasionally raised leading notes; the clock 
strikes on the C#/G tritone (the two 'characteristic scale steps' of Býdorian) as the attempts 
by Feodor and the Nurse to comfort her 'lift' the tonality; this leads into a plateau of lydian- 
inflected Eb. The Capping song inhabits a 'pandiatonic' set whose main tonic may be said 
to be G, interrupted by Boris with a sudden chord of Ab major. The tonality immediately 
becomes flatter and chromatic saturation is skilfully manipulated to reflect Boris's changing 
moods as he first speaks to his children and then muses upon his situation: he settles finally 
into Eb, predominantly aeolian. The off stage commotion caused by the parrot is 
represented by an increase in both rhythmic activity and chromaticism; in contrast the 
treacherous Shuisky's arrival is announced in impressive block chords and a corresponding 
'thinning down' of the pitch set. His appearance on stage is delayed by Feodor's 
explanation about the parrot in a return to the simple 'folk-like' style of the earlier part of 
the act, enriched with third and tritone relationships. The overall tonic is F#, the central 
part of the story dropping to F and thence to Eb and its relatively simple style provides a 
contrasting backdrop to the dramatically and musically more fraught conversation between 
Shuisky and Boris. This begins in C# with subdominant emphasis and rises through a rare 
complete wholetone scale from Gb to F# (picking up a pitch recently associated with 
FeOdor), whose dramatic function has already been discussed. Ilis tonal link is exploited 
as Feodor asks to know more; Boris rebukes him in the Ab with which he interrupted the 
nursery songs. Eb becomes the next tonal centre, moving back to Ab. Shuisky describes 
the dead Dmitri in a radiant F# ma or (again recalling Feodor), Boris throws him out in an j 
Outburst of chromaticism, laments his situation over the return of the tritonally threatening 
striking of the clock and, after a lengthy dominant pedal preparation overlaid by sliding 
chromatic flurries, sinks into an Ab prayer. 
Eb is the central tonic of Act 11, coloured strongly by its flattened mediant9O and surrounded 
symmetrically by fourths: the opening pitch set Bb dorian is a rotation of the key in which 
the act ends, Ab major (Ex 1.60). 
Ex 1.60 
Bb Eb (Gb/F#) Eb Ab 
90 Spelled as both F# and Gb. 
CHARACTERISATION 
7WE CHiLDREN AND 7HE NuRsE 
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Ile musical style of these three characters is generally based firmly in diatonicism coloured 
by a particularly Russian tendency to vary 'modally loaded' degrees of the scale. 91 The 
music of Feodor and the Nurse tends to be melodically closer to folksong than that of 
Xenia; nevertheless her lament, with which the act opens, displays a folk-like repetition of 
simple phrases. (Ex 1.61) T'he home tonality is Bb minor within which the sixth and 
seventh degrees are varied: the seventh is raised when it leads up to the tonic, flattened 
otherwise; the sixth is raised only when it appears within subdominant harmony? 2 
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Variation of the third on the 'other side' of Bb dominates Feodor's response, which 
alternates between the relative major of Bb minor, Db major, and D major, the latter made 
even more cheeringly 'major' by its lydian inflections. (Ex 1.62) 
Ex 1.62 - 
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91 ie the 'characteristic scale steps'. These pitches are more often than not the mediant and/or submediant, 
since the 'characteristic scale steps' of the favoured modes (dorian, aeolian and mixolydian) fall on one or both 
of these degrees. See Appendix B. 
92 The practise of raising sixth degrees within minor contexts and lowering them in major ones has been 
discussed elsewhere. 
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As they join in a short duet, Xenia returns to Db, but this too is made lYdian, by G natural, 
and the set rotates to Bb dorian; the whole passage has thus travelled round an augmented 
triad on Bb. Its prevailing 'characteristic tritone' has been Db/G and this, respelled as 
C#/G, becomes the first striking of the clock, providing the harmonic support to a skilful 
combination of Xenia's continued lamentations and Feodor's diminished sevenths. (Ex 1.63) 
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The most extended music for the Nurse and Feodor takes the form of four 'set pieces': the 
Nurse's Song of the Gnat, the Capping Song, Feodor's description of the map and of the 
commotion caused by the parrot. 
ME SONG OF THE GNAT 
As befits a childishly comforting nursery song, this is melodically and rhythmically simple; 
yet Musorgsky's use of 'modally' ambivalent pitches in the orchestra elevates its often 
pentatonic tune far above the level of folk pastiche. 
Although the contour of the melody points to Bb, its opening Eb/Gb pedal places it in Eb, 
within which the prominent C and A naturals make the dorian tritone against Gb and the 
lydian tritone against Eb respectively. (Ex 1.64) Fluctuation of these two pitches with Cb 
and Ab provides almost all the harmonic colour of the remainder of the song. 
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7RE CLAPPING SONG 
The only pitches in this song subjected to chromatic alteration are seventh degrees 
(sometimes raised to form leading notes) and occasional lydian fourths; its main analytical 
interest arises from melodic and harmonic progressions which, although almost all 
diatonically explicable, defy conventional Western 'functions. The rhythmically strong 
'pivot' pitches of the melody are generally reinforced by their accompanying harmony, but 
the 'secondary' pitches create unexpected (to non-Russian ears) shapes. 
The falling sequence with which both strophes of the song end provides an interesting 
example of very flat hierarchic 'pandiatonicism', as well as 'modal' harmonic variation. 
The first sequence occupies the G major set and is supported by a pedal suggesting the 
second inversion of C major. C is strengthened by the initial E/G diad in the voices, whose 
subsequent progress down the octave is in exactly parallel thirds within the set; it is the 
inflexibility both of the thirds and of the melodic repetition that erodes hierarchy. 
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Ile later version of this is placed over a G/D pedal and occupies the G dorian set; it is 
otherwise unaltered. (Ex 1.66) 
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Boris's interruption of the Capping Song presented him in a threatening Ab, and this pitch, 
respelled as G#, pervades Feodor's description of the map. An exhilarating progression 
through falsely related major triads illustrates "All our empire from end to end"; the 
description itself presents a C/Ab based tonality containing another double tritone, C/Gb 
and Ab/D. C aeolian with a locrian fifth is followed by Ab, fluctuating uneasily between 
major and aeolian, with an occasionally lowered fifth and, where it is sounded at all, a 
raised fourth degree. 
ME STORY OF THE PARROT 
Feodor's explanation of the hubbub among the servants is told in what Mellers describes as 
"a simple folk-monotone93, in rigid periods alternating 
between three-four and five-four. Ile phrases tend to be 
pentatonic, harmonised with simple diatonic concords, often 
without the third. "94 
The tonality is initially F# aeolian, rotating, as the story unfolds, to A mixolydian. As 
Feodor describes the nurse's unwillingness to join in, F becomes the tonic, its modality at 





93 The word 'monotone' is possibly misleading; Mellers is using the word in a rather elastic way to convey the 
very high degree of melodic repetition. 
94 WiLnuD MEL113ts: Man and his Music Vol 4, (London: Barrie and Jenkins, Rev ed., 1999), p-962. 
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This set is in turn rotated to Db major, which is thrown into tritone relief against G 
mixolydian/dorian95, in a process which is extended to create a similar relationship between 
A and Eb. 
In each of these examples, Musorgsky has written simple, often folk-like melody and 
rhythm and has created harmonic interest by careful variation of particular scale degrees and 
manipulation of the 'characteristic' tritone. 
B oRis AArD SHuisKy 
The music of these two characters is more complex in its melodic, rhythmic and harmonic 
construction than that of the children and the nurse, although sharing some characteristics 
with them: as Mellers remarks, "Shuisky's phrases are... close to speech inflexion, but 
incline to be pentatonic, like Feodor's. "96 In Boris's music this style is especially 
noticeable when he is talking to his children. 
After Feodor concludes his description of the map, the rest of Act II is given over almost 
entirely to Boris. He sinks into Db mixolydian, scored very warmly on lower strings and 
borrowing from Feodor a high degree of harmonic and melodic repetition in the orchestral 
accompaniment. There are, however, prominent tritones created by the addition of G 
natural, and as Boris's mood turns from praising his son to lamenting his sorry situation, 
the previously diatonic triplets are replaced by 'squarer' rhythms and an increase in 
chromaticism: by the end of the monologue, all twelve pitches have been sounded. Boris 
moves from Db to a much sharper area over a pedal on the tritone, G, and as he warns 
Feodor of Shuisky's deceits, the A/D# tritone becomes threateningly stronger. (Ex 1.69) 
Boris turns on Shuisky, over a C# pedal which respells the recent long Db pedal: the vocal 
line is fully diatonic within C# aeolian until, near the end of p. 20597, a leading note is 
added and the sixth degree is flattened to A natural, but the orchestra again increases 
chromatic saturation. Shuisky respells C# as Db and makes a brief return to diatonicism, 
but Boris pushes the music back towards more chromatic C#. 
Shuisky's wholetone scale ascends, harmonised with parallel descending major triads (Ex 
1.70) 
95 The pitches of the striking clock 4tre. Dý an4 
96 op cit, p. 962 
5. 
97 MODESTE MUSORGSKY (ED PAUL LAMM): Boris ""n0v (Vocal Score), (London: Oxford University press, 
1928). All subesequent page numbers refer to this edition. 
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Ex 1.70 
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Boris dismisses the idea that Dmitri could have risen from the dead (P. 214) over an Eb 
pedal, and as Mellers, observes, "The flowing triplets that accompanied his vision of Feodor 
as Czar return, in distorted chromaticism, in frenzied contrary motion. '99 
As Boris asks Shuisky if he saw the murdered Dmitri, his manner is gradually transformed 
from the previous chromatic anger: 
Ex 1.71 
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Shuisky's description of the dead boy is radiant and predominantly diatonic, moving from 
F# major to A major; its smooth flow provides a welcome interruption of the rapidly 
changing moods of the preceding music, but once more angers Boris, whose chromatic 
contrary motion returns with renewed violence. (Ex 1.72) 
98 op cit, p. 862. 
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Boris's final guilt-ridden monologue of Act II is largely accompanied by the tritonal striking 
of the clock, continued contrary motion and extreme chromaticism in the violins. (Ex 1.73) 
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The final dominant approach to the concluding Ab is overlaid by all II remaining pitches, 
again arranged in contrary motion: Boris's last sinking approach to the Ab major triad is in 
Ab mixolydian, to which are added all the remaining pitches but its leading note. 
RIMSKY KORSAKOV'S EDITION 
This act of Boris Godunov provides a fine illustration of Musorgsky's skill at musical 
characterisation: Rimsky Korsakov's version of the same act demonstrates equally well his 
tendency to 'iron out' Musorgsky's unconventionalities; almost all the points discussed 
above are at least weakened, and in some instances completely destroyed. 
The last two scenes of Act IV exchange places and the key relationships between scenes are 
drastically altered, eliminating Musorgsky's original scalic descent: 
Begins Ends 
Prologue C# C 
Act 1, scene iD C# 
Act 1, scene ii C# A 
Act 11 B Ab 
Act 111, scene iEF 
Act 111, scene ii Eb Eb 
Act IV, scene iA F/E 
Act IV, scene ii C Db 
In addition, individual passages within scenes are transposed to create more 'conventional' 
relationships; for example, Xenia's lament is transposed to B rather than the original Bb, 
and Feodor's response, now given to the Nurse, loses its subtle alternations of Db and D 
majors and bright lydian inflections. Gone too is large-scale progression round the 
augmented triad and the tritonal striking of the clock. 7he Song of the Gnat escapes 
relatively unscathed, except that it is placed a semitone lower than Musorgsky's; where 
Musorgsky retained the Eb tonic while changing its modality, Rimsky created a dominant- 
tonic relationship between this song and the preceding music. He keeps the Clapping Song 
at its original pitch, thus creating another tonic-dominant progression, and makes subtle but 
telling changes to the harmony. This is illustrated well by alterations to the two descending 
sequences discussed earlier: the first of them uses exactly the same pitches in the voices, but 
the pedal, rather than being a second inversion of C is on G, moving to D, creating a totally 
different and again tonic-dominant effect, that weakens Musorgsky's original 'pandiatonic' 
91 
progression. 99 The second sequence is subjected to greater butchery: Rimsky again 
provides a dominant-tonic relationship, and 'demodalises' the vocal parts by dispensing with 
the Bb altogether. (Ex 1.74) 
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The impressive progression that heralded Feodor's description of the map is totally 
destroyed: 
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99 Given Rimsky's liking for pandiatonicism in many of his own works, this is more unexpected than some 
other alterations. It is possible that he saw pandiatonicism as a more 'modem' sound world and his 
'correction', like many others, may be interpreted as an attempt to make Boris Godunov more 'of its own time'. 
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but the ambivalent tonality following it survives. 
Boris's monologue is still in Eb, but the modal variation of Cb/C natural is considerably 
weakened: Feodor's story of the Parrot is almost intact, except, again, for some occasional 
minor alterations to the supporting harmony to create tonic-dominant relationships. 
Shuisky's wholetone scale survives with its original harmonisation. 
The careful alternation between Db and C# disappears largely from the conversation 
between Boris and Shuisky, and Shuisky's serene description of the dead Dmitri is moved 
from its original F#/A to G major. The final Eb pedal leading to the Ab conclusion is 
almost unaltered. 
Rimsky Korsakov's edition (first performed at the St Petersburg Conservatoire in 1896) 
certainly 'conventionalises' much of Boris Godunov: it was, nevertheless, instrumental in 
renewing interest in the opera, and was used for the first performance outside Russia 
(Diaghilev's Paris production of 1908). 100 
CONCLUSION 
This act of Boris Godunov provides a striking contrast with the crowd scene discussed 
earlier in the chapter and, unsurprisingly, shares many characteristics with the mature 
songs: skilful manipulation of 'modal' scale degrees (often enhanced by enharmonic 
transformation), of the tritone, of varying degrees of chromaticism, and of folk-insPired 
melodic writing to 'fill out' the very different characters. Musorgsky scorned Western 
'academicism', contributing significantly to the continuing Russian erosion of the West's 
central tonic/dominant polarity and, like Borodin, drawing instead upon the diatonic modal 
relationships (especially the emphasis upon thirds) that originated in the musical language of 
his beloved 'folk'. 
Chapter One turns finally to perhaps nineteenth century Russia's greatest composer and a 
symphonic movement that consolidates many of the techniques discussed in the preceding 
pages in a fusion of folk song and the wholetone scale within a symmetrical network of 
thirds culminating in a development section that surpasses many of the efforts of The Five. 
100 Information from DAVID LLOYD-JONEs: Boris Godunow 7he Facts and the Problents, (oxford: oxford 
University Press, 1975), reprinted in booklet accompanying the Philips recording of Boris Godunov conducted 
by Vladimir Fedoseyev. 
Folksong, thirds and the wholetone scale in the finale of Tchaikovsky's 
Second Symphony 
93 
Tchaikovsky completed his Second Symphony in 1872, during the time that he was 
Professor of Harmony at the Moscow Conservatoire. 
The first performance was very successful and the work received several more 
performances 101, but Tchaikovsky was expressing doubts on the day after the premiere: 
"My symphony was performed yesterday, and met with 
great success; so great in fact that Rubinstein is repeating 
it... 'by general request'. To confess the truth, I am not 
altogether satisfied with the first two movements, but the 
finale on 7he Crane theme has turned out admirably... I 
should like to make a few improvements in the 
orchestration... 102 
He revised it heavily seven years later, completely rewriting the first movement and 
eliminating the recapitulation of the first subject in the finale: 
"I have written a new first subject for the Allegro and what 
was the first subject is now the second. This movement has 
now come out compact, nice and short, and not difficult... 
The Andante is unchanged. The Scherzo has been radically 
revised. I have made a big cut in the Finale; to be precise, 
after the big pedal-point second subject before the recap of 
the first subject I have gone straight to the second 
subj ect. " 103 
He then destroyed the old score but, due to the existence of a set of the original orchestral 
parts, the entire symphony as first conceived has been reconstructed. 
The Finale is by far the most interesting movement, as Cui gracelessly conceded: 
"Tbe Introduction and first Allegro are very weak; the 
poverty of Tchaikovsky's invention displays itself every 
moment. The March in the second movement is rough and 
commonplace. The Scherzo is neither good nor bad: the 
trio so innocent that it would be almost too infantile for a 
'Snegurochka'. The best movement is the Finale, and even 
then the opening is as pompously trivial as the introduction 
to a pas de deux, and the end is beneath all criticism"jO4 
The outline of the original version of the finale is as follows: 
101 Tchaikovsky actually performed the finale at a gathering at Rimsky Korsakov's house at Christmas 1872, 
where it was rapturously received, largely because of the prominent folksongs. Rimsky, perhaps surprisingly, 
didn't record the occasion in his memoirs, but Tchaikovsky states that "the whole party nearly tore me to pieces 
and Madame Korsakov implored me to arrange the Finale for four hands. " 
1(ý2 NEWMARCH: op cit, p. 137. 
103 Quoted in ALEXANDRA ORLDVA: Tchaikovsky: A seiYportrail, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1990), 
p. 188. 
104 NEWMARmi: op cit, p. 148. 
Ist Subject C Major 
Wholetone passage 
2nd Subject Ab Major 
Ist Subject Ab major 
Development 
(dominant pedal introduced) 
Ist Subject C major -E major 
Wholetone passage 
2nd Subject C major 
Ist Subject C major 
Further Development 
Coda C major 
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Tle 'big cut' in the revised version eliminates the first recapitulation of the first subject and 
the wholetone passage following it. 
The first subject of the finale is based on a Ukrainian folksong called 7he Crane. This is 
stated slowly at the opening of the movement in a manner similar to the Great Gate of Kiev 
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These 24 bars alone contain an interesting 'composing out' of some of the harmonic 
possibilities of the folktune. The use of the subdominant approach to the tonic in bars 6 and 
7, where a non-Russian may well have used a simple dominant seventh, and the introduction 
of the mediant triadIO5 on the first beat of bar 10 instead of the previously used tonic, are 
especially significant. By the end of bar 12, Tchaikovsky has used every available major or 
minor triad within the gamut of C major and, having exhausted the strictly diatonic 
possibilities, now turns to a simple alternation of A major and D minor triads, without at 
first altering a single pitch of the tune. The very 'non-western' character of these bars is 
brought sharply into focus by the appearance in bar 17 of a diminished seventh which, 
though common enough in analogous introductory passages in the German symphonic 
tradition, here, simply by creating a non-diatonic semitonal progression in the bass, draws 
an extraordinary amount of attention to itself. The subdominant minor triads in bar 19 
introduce Ab, whose juxtaposition with C major foreshadows the key scheme of the main 
allegro vivo which is to follow. 
The expansion of 7he Crane to create a full length first subject group draws heavily on 
Glinka's Kmarinskaja. 
The first statement of the opening phrase of the folktune is unharmonised; the second begins 
to outline harmony by means of simple two-part counterpoint and also introduces pitches 
outside C major, Bb and Ab. The Bb in bar 38 functions very fleetingly as part of a 
dominant seventh for the F major 0 iad which follows it; the Ab of 40 simply as a passing 
note to which the listener's attention is drawn by the dynamic markings. (Ex 1.77) 
Ex 1.77 
105 Especially in such close Proximity to the supertonic and tonic. 
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The third'statement steers the tonality towards G major, in which key the second phrase of 
the song is placed. As with the introduction to the whole movement, Tchaikovsky makes 
heavier use of the mediant and submediant triads than would be customary within the 
confines of the 'classical' harmony. (Ex 1.78) 
Ex 1.78 
It is from the end of this phrase onwards that the juxtaposition of C and Ab majors is 
gradually pushed to the foreground of the music, beginning with theforte upbeat on clarinet 
and bassoon to the following statement of the opening of 7he Crane. (last bar of Ex 1.78) 
This Eb functions as a flattened sixth within the local G major context and also prepares the 
way for the Ab/G# in the accompaniment of the following return to the first phrase of 7he 
Crane. (Ex 1.79) 
Ex 1.79 
om (, 0 
own to 
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In the above example, the tune and its homophonic accompaniment are in a quite 
unequivocal C major which the chromatic passing notes in the celli enrich rather than 
disrupt. 106 This passage has long ranging implications as the foreign pitch is spelt 
variously as Ab and G#, an equivocation vital to much of the later tonal argument and an 
integral part of Tchaikovsky's use of the wholetone scale. 107 As Ab it functions as the third 
of the minor subdominant in C minor, as G# as the leading note for A minor. After another 
statement of the second phrase of the song, the Ab becomes very prominent indeed, as 
shown in example 1.80. 
Ex 1.80 
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The final bar of each four bar unit is slightly altered to avoid a clash between the Ab of the 
accompaniment and the A natural of the tune, whose exact pitch set the composer is at the 
moment very careful to preserve. Ile overall effect of this passage is still of C major, but 
with the flattened sixth highly characteristic of much Russian music of this period. 
However, in the statements beginning at bar 89, the Ab has moved deeper into the 
fundamental harmonic structure of the music, to the point where the string accompaniment 
at bar 97 is confined to nothing other than alternating Ab and C, except at the final cadence. 
(Ex 1.81) 
106 This chromaticism recaUs the chromatic 'countersubject' of Glinka's Kamarinskaja. 
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Ex 1.81 
Having made his point emphatically, Tchaikovsky abruptly abandons this line of thought in 
favour of E minor, or more precisely, E aeolian, before returning to C via the flattened 
sixth at bar 132. This last statement of the phrase is in pure C major and is followed by the 
first appearance of the wholetone scale, or at least by its first four notes descending. 
The wholetone scale is, as noted by Fuller and discussed in Appendix B, closely related to 
the chromatic scale in that both are "flat hierarchies, since all their relationships apply 
equally to each of their pitch classes". 108 However, whereas the chromatic scale is a 
superset of the diatonic scale and may thus be manipulated within the diatonic system, the 
wholetone scale is not - "Its equidistant intervallic makeup deprives the scale of the 
fundamental intervals, the perfect fourth and fifth, and of the leading tone. 1109 
All intervals within the scale are self-evidently generated exclusively from multiples of 
wholetones and since minor thirds are thus excluded, normal major and minor triads cannot 
be generated within a single wholetone pitch class set, the nearest approximation being the 
augmented triad. 
The augmented triad, like its generating scale, is a symmetrical construct, and corresponds 
exactly to the diminished seventh within the full chromatic gamut. 
107 It also recalls Musorgsky's extensive use of enharmonic equivalence. 
108 RAMoN FuuxR: 'A Structuralist Approach to the Diatonic Scale'. Journal ofMusic Theory, Vol. xix/2, 
(Fall 1972), pp. 182-210 (p. 190). 
109 ibid. 
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There is thus a strong conceptual similarity between the axis tonality later employed by 
BartokIIO as a method of controlling structure within the chromatic set, and the augmented 
triad within the wholetone set. 
Russian composers had previously used the wholetone scale but none had exploited the 
structural possibilities of this triadic peculiarity; Tchaikovsky does. For no less than 24 
bars he jams C major up against Ab major, thus summing up the local tonal conflict that has 
gone before and encapsulating the much larger scale relationship between the tonal area of 
the first and second subjects. (Ex 1.82) 
Ex 1.82 
110 For hirther discussion of Bartok and 'axis-tOnality', see Chapter 4. 
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Ile wholetone scale provides both tonics with flattened seventh degrees and Gb appears 
enharmonically in some of the C major bars as a lydian fourth. It is only at bar 165 that he 
allows the scale to run on down through E major and back to C. In so doing he has brought 
to a head the interesting problem of ending a symphony in a minor key in the tonic major, 
by distilling the harmonic argument down to its three important pitches - the tonic, the flat 
submediant (representing the relative major of the old minor tonality) and the major third, 
which is the clearest differentiator of tonic major from tonic minor. This scheme is 
particularly satisfying because of the way in which the double function of the Ab/G# 
completes the harmonic circle: 
c Bb Ab 
G# F# E 
EDc 
It is now obvious that Tchaikovsky's original plan in the last movement, although more 
conventional in its thematic structure, is less conventional in its tonal layout with its 
emphatic swing to the mediant major at the end of the recapitulated first subject group. It is 
also clear that his use of the wholetone scale to articulate this structure is quite 
deliberate. 111 Tchaikovsky had in fact lifted the C/Ab gesture with the bass wholetone 
fragment directly from a much earlier work, his Overture in C minor of 1856. The last 
nineteen bars of this piece consist of nothing except alternating chords of C major and Ab 
major, although Ab does not appear at all prominently in the rest of the work. The 
immediate precedent for the use of two chords related in this way may well have been the 
conclusion to the first act of Glinka's Ruslan and Ludmila in which Eb major is approached 
repeatedly from Cb major. This cadential form demonstrates well the Russian liking for 
mediant relationships, unstable thirds and flattened sixths. 
After another statement of 7he Owne in pure C major, the second subject is ushered in by a 
'transitional passage' of Schubertian brevity. (Ex 1.83) 
Ex 1.83 
111 It may be argued, however, that the fact that Tchaikovsky cast aside the recapitulation of the first subject 
with its emphasis on E major suggests that the key scheme was to a degree unconscious, or that Tchaikovsky 
felt that the underlying scheme was so strong that cutting a piece out of it would not matter. 
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Nothing more elaborate than this is required for the very simple reason that most of the 
exposition so far has been preoccupied with the establishment of Ab as a secondary tonal 
area - statement and transition have been skilfully forged into a single gestureP2 
Having finally reached Ab and the syncopated second subject, Tchaikovsky by no means 
abandons the pull of C major. For the first seventeen bars (203-219) the only pitch outside 
Ab major is E natural, which, as part of a diminished seventh, simply passes between Eb 
and F and apparently causes no local tonal disruption. At 234, however, it becomes the 
means by which a violent lurch into A minor is effected as the Ab of the tonic pedal that has 
lasted for the previous 32 is respelt as G# and becomes a leading note. (Ex 1.84) 
Ex 1.84 
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It is then a simple matter to treat this A as the third of F and then to travel back to Ab Wa F 
minor. The exposition remains in Ab major but with flat mediant, and submediant 
inflections. 
The development section of this finale is quite unlike anything else Tchaikovsky, or indeed 
anyone else, had before created. 113 Its foundation is a series of long notes over which 
fragments of both first and second subjects appear. 114 These notes appear to be tonally 
unrelated to each other, but the fragments of first subject fuse them into pairs both by means 
of metrical grouping and by third relationships. To find the harmonic source for 
Tchaikovsky's procedures in the development, it is necessary to turn back to the very 
112 Similar functional 'telescoping' becomes a distinctive feature in Sibelius's music. 
113 "this is in almost bizarre melange of the two subjects tangling with a vastly-stepping bass which rises and 
falls in huge intervals like the enormous strides of some sportive colossus, leading the two subjects in strange 
directions; the way in which it twists the second subject within half a dozen bars from D major into a remote 
tonal region is positively weird. With ever mounting abandon these ingredients are mixed to ferment the most 
heady potion Tchaikovsky ever brewed. Musorgsky must have looked with secret envy upon it, especially 
since Tchaikovsky was able to build it over a time scale which would have been beyond that of that relatively 
untutored composer, despite all the marvellous brilliance of his basic conceptual faculties. It is one of the great 
causes for regret in all Tchaikovsky's work that he never again attempted something of the same sort. DAvm 
BROWN: TchaikovsAy: A Biographical and Critical Study (Vol 1: Ae Early Years), (London: Gollancz, 1978), 
pp. 258-259. 
114 Terhaps Tchaikovsky's admission of bald repetition is nowhere more blatant than in the finale of the 
second symphony, which Mr Evans cites as the one movement in the early symphonies which can compare 
with Nos 4 to 6. Here the theme is hurled at the listener over and over again 'regardless': slab upon slab of the 
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opening of the movement and statement of 7he Crane beginning at bar 12, in which the 
starting note of the theme is sharpened in the subsequent harmony (Ex 1.76). This is 
precisely what happens to it in the development. (Ex 1.85) 
Ex 1.85 
Every single chord implied is major and may or may not include the flat seventh. The 
second of every pair is always built on the sharp sixth of its predecessor, and in most, 
although not all, cases the supertonic of the new implied tonic is flattened, as in the 
example. The bass notes follow this scheme exactly, but create surface disorder by 
functioning randomly as tonic, flfth or seventh of the chords. The passages of second 
subject are held together by relationships that make perfect sense individually at the most 
immediate foreground level, but which defy description when viewed from a greater 
distance. There does not appear to be any long range tonal plan governing the overall 
layout of the development as a whole, perhaps unsurprising in view of the extraordinary 
degree of control exercised in the exposition and development sectionsP5 
The recapitulation of C major in both versions of the symphony is approached from a 32 bar 
dominant pedal, against which the first subject continues to strain (Ex 1.86) 
Ex 1.86 
L. 
same tune till common sense protests against such a pagoda of melody" JA WEsTRUP. "rchaikovsky and the 
Symphony', Musical Dnes, vol-91, (1940), pp. 249-252 (p. 250). 
115 Again Sibelius is foreshadowed - the rigorous pitch control he exercises in 'statement' sections is 
frequently relaxed in the formal development sections. 
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The two versions part company at bar 509 - the first recapitulates the first subject but with 
the Ab still very prominent in the texture (Ex 1.87) 




and even continuing the motion sharpwards (Ex 1.88). 
Ex 1.88 
Asobi 
The second phrase is placed in Eb rather than the original G major and bars 561 - 658 
correspond exactly to bars 105 - 202 transposed up a major third, resulting in the end of the 
first subject group being firmly in E major - the wholetone scale fragments now juxtaposing 











The two versions are identical from the recapitulation of the second subject onwards, with 
the latter continuing exactly as in the development, now in G major with the chromatic 
fluctuation on GIG#. 
The coda begins like the development with the long notes, reaching a temporary but 











Ibis choice of pitch has tremendous significance: it is as far from C as possible and the 
tritone is the nearest thing to a dominant that can be generated within the wholetone 
scale. 116 
Ab hangs on in the final presto section of the coda and is the very last pitch to disappear 
before the concluding long stretch of C major (Ex 1.91). 
116 -Mis pitch is thus highly consistent with the major preoccupations of the whole movement, and yet again 
points ahead to Sibelius. 
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Ex 1.91 
Tchaikovsky's great achievement in this movement is the fusion of three gestures long used 
to give nationalist colour to Russian music of this period - folksong, variable thirds and the 
wholetone scale - and to recast them as different aspects of a single structure-generating 
principle. The augmented triad derived from the wholetone scale results in the juxtaposition 
of keys standing in characteristically Russian flat submediant relationships to one another 
and gives rise to a great number of fluctuating thirds throughout the whole movement, most 
thrillingly in the development of the first subject. Indeed the pairing of the chords in these 
parts of the development may be seen as complementary to the overall key structure in that 
the second is always built on the major rather than the minor submediant of the first. it is 
largely this persistent 'majorness' that makes the development so exhilarating. 
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The significance of this movement cannot be overstatedI17: its expansion of diatonicism 
avoids totally the very high levels of chromaticism that Wagner had infused into Tristan und 
Isolde 13 years earlier. Many of its techniques may certainly originate in Kwnarinskaja, 
but in a single (unfortunately never repeatedI18) daring gesture, Tchaikovsky stepped out of 
nineteenth century Russia into the twentieth century world. 
/ 
117 Stasov described it as "one of the most important creations of the entire Russian school* quoted in 
WARItACK: op cit, p. 71. 
I 18 Tchaikovsky's disastrous marriage in 1877 may have been significant: as his preoccupation with his 
personal difficulties increased, folksong came to be more a private symbol of his happy childhood than a public 
statement of nationalist intent. 
CONCLUSION 
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The Five were probably the first musicians to flaunt their amateur status as a positive 
advantage: it reinforced their stand against what they saw as Western 'academicism', and 
allowed them, unshackled by the conventions of 'functional' harmony, to explore new types 
of musical structuring that were to reverberate well into the next century. 
The most obvious manifestation of nationalist impulses, the incorporation of folksong into 
art music, was at first uneasy - its modality and melodic shapes were more susceptible to 
endlessly evolving variation than to extension into organic and long range structures - but it 
brought with it material by which the central hierarchies of 'classical' tonality were to be 
challenged, namely the modal permutations of diatonicism. Modulation could now be 
achieved solely by means of diatonic rotation, which openly defied the increasing 
chromaticism of contemporary European harmony, as well as its underlying principles. 
The combined effects of lack of academic training and the self-containedness of folksong led 
to the highly distinctive abandonment of functional 'transition' between 'statements' in 
favour of their bold juxtaposition; similarly new emphasis was placed on scale degrees and 
their associated triadic harmony that in the Austro-German tradition were considered 
'nonfunctional', and this is especially true of the mediant and submediant relationships that 
permeate every level of musical structure. The mobility of these degrees draws directly on 
folk melodic practice, and the introduction of a flattened submediant into an otherwise 
major context became one of the distinguishing characteristics of nineteenth century Russian 
music. 
In the finale of his Second Symphony, Tchaikovsky elevated this into a long-range structural 
principle, combining diatonic folksong with another symbol of the rejection of 'Classical' 
hierarchy, the wholetone scale, in a symmetrical scheme of major thirds. The wholetone 
scale had appeared throughout the Russian music of this period, often representing magic or 
supernatural elements, and usually made 'respectable' by a context of diatonicism; 
Tchaikovsky's finale makes a more progressively integrated connection between the two 
systems, and in so doing, looks ahead to the manipulation of diatonic and atonal 
symmetrical systems that inform so much of the music of the later nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries. 
CHAPTER TWO 
Later Russians and Debussy 
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Rimsky Korsakov, Scriabin and Stravinsky 
"Ile achievements of the nineteenth-century Russian 
nationalists proved of immense significance as an incubator 
for many of the new techniques developed by twentieth- 
century composers working outside the Austro-German 
tradition, composers such as Debussy, Bartok and 
Stravinsky. "l 
Chapter One concentrated on the aspects of late nineteenth-century Russian nationalist 
music that were most influential on the two main composers of this study, Sibelius and 
Vaughan Williams, namely the incorporation into art music of, in the first place, specific 
folksong and, in the second, general folksong characteristics. Chapter Two will discuss 
briefly and in less detail the subsequent development of the style that reached its peak in 
Stravinsky and which was to be particularly influential upon later French composers. 
The wholetone scale was employed for exotic but essentially surface effect by Glinka and 
Borodin; in this chapter it will be seen to penetrate even deeper into the structural levels of 
music than Tchaikovsky achieved in his fusion of diatonic and wholetone, writing in the 
finale of his Second Symphony. 
It brings with it another symmetrical concept, that of the octatonic scale, in which semitones 
and tones alternate. 2 This scale is used by Rimsky Korsakov and Scriabin, both of whom 
had profound but widely differing influence on Stravinsky; in addition Stravinsky follows 
Rimsky Korsakov in his use of what Jim Samson terms 'pan-diatonicism, areas of My 
'white-note' diatonicism in which the pitches may be used in almost any combination, both 
vertical and horizontal. 
THE OCTATONIC SCALE 
The Octatonic Scale is formed simply of alternating tones and semitones, giving eight 
pitches within the octave. It may begin with either a tone or a semitone; the pitches 
common to the two modes given below form a diminished triad which is conceptually 
similar to the augmented triad contained within the wholetone scale. As with the wholetone 
scale, there is only one non-trivial transposition (up or down a semitone) of the two 
versions; each of the four resulting pitch sets may, like the diatonic modes and the 
wholetone scale, be rotatýd into as many 'inversions' as there are pitches in the scale. It 
exceeds the wholetone scale in the number of tritones contained within it: every pitch is part 
1 JIM SAMSON: Music in Transition: A Study oftonal expansion and atonak, 1900-1920, (London: Dent, 
1977), p. 79. 
2 The theoretical properties of the scale am described in greater detail in Appendix B. 
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of a tritone, and this is closely bound up in Scriabin's mature music with the tritonal basis 
of his harmony. 
Ex 2.1 
Moie I Thirds 
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It is non-tonal because of the non-hierarchic regularity of the arrangement of tones and 
semitones, but, due to its concentration of tritones, its two modes perform the strange feat 
of containing all the 'characteristic scale steps' of the diatonic modes, creating a rich 
compositional potential for travelling in and out of diatonicism. 
, 
Furthermore, mode I of 
the scale contains major and minor third, mode 2 major and minor sixth degrees, reflecting 
a preoccupation discussed extensively in Chapter 1. 
RIMSKY KORSAKOV 
"Particularly characteristic [of Rimsky Korsakov] is his 
preference for harmonic 
- material whose symmetrical construction avoids the hierarchies of diatonic harmony and 
the 'pull' of a tonal centre. Often such material is based on 
the augmented triad or diminished seventh, either as basic 
harmonic components or as the intervallic foundation for 
sequential repetition. "3 
Sadko, dating from 1898, demonstrates such symmetries in its under-water scenes, whose 
world of fantasy 




by way of a most unfantastic (because 
excessive) exploitation of the harmonic 
augmented fifths and wholetone 
3 SAMSON: Op Cit, p. 10. 
4 VVuxm MELLERs: Man and his Music Vol 4 'Romanticism and the Twentieth Century', (London: Barrie and 
Jenkins, rev ed. 1988), p. 974. 
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Rimsky Korsakov also employs the Octatonic scale, a construct that was later used 
extensively by Stravinsky. 
Further examples of harmonic symmetry are provided by the opening of Act 11 of 7he 
Golden Cockerel, in which the pitches of the wholetone scale on Ab are used to depict the 
"feeling of terror [that] fills the air"5, thus following the Russian tradition of associating 
this scale with evil and/or mystery. Ile opening motif extends beyond diatonic 
explanation6 and is answered by fully wholetone 'shrieks' on very high woodwind, in which 
the composer exploits the symmetry of the augmented triad. (Ex 2.2) The tritone is well to 
the fore throughout the passage. 
Ex 2.2 







Ile Ab pedal underpins the whole passage, providing a tonal centre. As King Dodon's 
soldiers approach, it becomes the third of an F-based tonality in which appear many lydian 
B naturals - the augmented second between Ab and B natural is a highly characteristic 
'oriental' sound within this opera, and appears prominently in the wedding March of "the 
Queen's retinue" at the beginning of Act 111. The leftmotiv of the Queen is the so-called 
'Gypsy Scale', containing augmented seconds between third and fourth, and sixth and 
seventh degrees (Ex 2.3) 
Ex 2.3 
5 Golden Cockerel stage instruction 
6 It also pre-echoes the main motif of Sibelius's Fourth Symphony, opening the tritone out a further tone. 
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The subsequent entry of King Dodon himself continues to exploit both 
wholetone/augmented triad symmetries: - (Ex 2.4) - 
Ex 2.4 
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- and the augmented second (Ex 2.5) 
Ex 2.5 
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The overall harmonic language of 7he Golden Cockerel is, as Samson says, very largely 
'pandiatonic', but Rimsky Korsakov brings in modal thumbprints of much older Russian 
music, for example the consistent flattening of the sixth degree of Bb major as King Dodon 
dances near the end of Act 11, a gesture that is writ large in the use of both G mixolydian 







"... the tritone is the crux of Scriabin's harmonic system... 
[it] was clearly the most essential ingredient used and he 
exploited it... Intellectually, it posited a system not 
dependent on the release of tension yet containing within 
itself all the necessary tension... because of its 
'naturalness" to the hand on the keyboard, its logical 
symmetry (order out of chaos, again7) and its voluptuous 
sonority, consciously made it fundamental to all his 
harmonic distributions. us 
Faubion Bowers discusses the detailed analysis of harmonic procedures in Scriabin's music 
as elucidated by Yavorsky and Dernova. Yavorsky's system is derived entirely from 
'resolutions', both inwards and outwards, of the tritone, and includes a progression of 
tritones and their resolutions linked by major thirds, from which he derives wholetone 
scales, as follows: 
Ex 2.7 
a 
7 see Sibelius chapter (1) 




As Bowers says, and has been discussed earlier, "Russian composers since Glinka have used 
the whole-tone scale (long before Debussy) to express "super-natural" and "fairy tale" 
incidents". 9 Such connotations are entirely consistent with Scriabin's own mystical 
leanings. 
Yavorsky also generates the tone-semitone scale ftom a chain of resolving tritones linked in 
minor thirds, and as Bowers observes, this scale is the structural principle behind the Sixth 
Sonata (1911), a theme from which, in this scale, is quoted below. (Ex 2.8) 
Ex 2.8 
avw axe cAsteor c 
From Yavorsky's system, Dernova. derives "the Scriabin hallmark, a dominant seventh 
chord with lowered fifth.... also classifiable as the French Sixth... In other words, 
enharmonically, two interlocking tritones. "10 She proceeds to demonstrate how such a 
chord may function in enharmonic spellings within two keys separated by a tritone, and 
continues the process to produce ftirther tritone relationships, including a series of dominant 
major ninth chords, each of which contains a ftill wholetone scaleil (Ex 2.9) 
Ex 2.9 
9 BOWERS: op cit, p. 152. 
10 ibid, p. 153. 
11 ibid, pp. 154 ff. 
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The reader is referred to Bowers's book for an extremely detailed discussion of the dense 
layers of derivations extending beyond these constructions, which it is pointless to repeat 
here. In essence, Dernova's system is derived initially from third-related series of tritones 
'resolving' inwards and complex enharmonic changes pivoting as 'dominants' around the 
tritone; as Bowers states, "Examination of Scriabin's compositions substantiates Dernova's 
findings. "12 
Scriabin's most notorious chord is the Tromethean' or 'Mystic' chord; as a result of 
Demova's analysis, it now appears "neither as overtones nor as quartal harmony, but only 
as one among the many dominant chords Scriabin used widely and variously ... 113 
Its first appearance is in the middle of the Fifth Sonata (1907), where it "appears in radiant 
colours"14 and even displays chromatic colourations that vary its sixth (taking A as the 
tonic), a characteristic of Russian harmony as discussed in the previous chapter (Ex 2.10): - 
Ex 2.10 
12 ibid, p. 168. 
13 ibid, p. 169. 
14 HUGH MACDONALD: Skryabin, (London: Oxford University Press, 1978), p. 54. 
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- its most famous appearance is in Prometheus in which it underpins the harmonic structure 
of the entire work. 
The tritone pervades the Fourth Sonata, in passages such as the following, in which both the 
interior structure of each chord and the larger scale progression are generated from it: 
Ex 2.11 
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The conclusion of the same work perfectly exemplifies Yavorsky's/Dernova's system of 
inwardly 'resolving' tritones (Ex 2.12). 
Ex 2.12 
Presto 
*) Compow's remark: this not* may be amitt*d. 
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As Bowers observes, Scriabin in many ways comes close in concept to Schoenberg's twelve 
tone music, and Gerald Abraham makes a similar point: 
"Several years earlier than Schoenberg, Scriabin had felt the 
need of a new organizing principle to carry his music into 
regions beyond tonality. He found it in the idea of 
compositions based on a single chord, which could be 
transposed and 'horizontalized', while Schoenberg found his, 
in the idea of compositions based on a single series of notes, 
which could be transposed and 'vertical ized'. "15 
Hugh Macdonald identifies the beginnings of these processes in Scriabin's earlier music: 
"... in the first period... Skryabin relied on the German 
Sixth to lead into dominant harmony, with less frequent use 
of the French Sixth. These were superseded by what we 
may call the Skryabin Sixth, since he made such a 
mannerism of it... The Skryabin Sixth is no more than an 
augmented triad with one of the additional whole-tone 
intervals added. "16 
and goes on to demonstrate its importance in the Divine Poem. For further discussion of 
Scriabin's technique, the reader is referred to the books cited above, and to Samson's Music 
in Transition, in which he demonstrates, inter alia, Scriabin's increasing tendency to 
postpone "all reference to the tonic triad until the final bars. 117 
STRAVINSKY'S 'RUSSIAN' BALLETS 
The influence of Russian Nationalism (especially Tchaikovsky and Musorgsky) is identified 
by Samson in Stravinsky's early work18; in subsequent music "an orchestral glitter and 
harmonic pungency clearly inspired by Stravinsky's teacher Rimsky Korsakov"19 appears. 
This is notable in such works as 7he Firebird, many of whose 
"technical details... are often precisely modelled on the 
older composer-the use of chromatic symmetries, pan- 
diatonic harmony and the octatonic scale; indeed many 
features which are often attributed to French influence have 
a directly Russian origin. Tonality, of course remains 
secure, though it is a tonality highly spiced with chromatic 
and pan-diatonic elements. "20 
15 From sleeve note to recording of Prometheus (London Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by Lorin Maazel, 
Decca SXL 6527,1972). 
16 MACDONALD: op cit, p. 37. 
17 SAMSON op cit p. 90. 
18 op cit p. 44. 
19 op cit p. 44 
20 SAMSON: op cit p. 44. 
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THE FjREBLw 
7he Firebird displays the influence of both Scriabin and Rimsky Korsakov in the use of the 
tritone as a fundamental element of many of its melodic and harmonic procedures. Example 
2.13 is from the beginning of the 'Introduction', in which arpeggios suggesting Ab aeolian 
and D minor alternate: the 'false relation' between Fb and F natural recalls earlier Russian 
preoccupations with variable thirds as Fb functions as a minor sixth degree in Ab, F natural 
as a minor third in D. 
Ex 2.13 
Rather than following the example of his predecessors and symbolising the evil and 
mysterious magician Kashkei with the wholetone scale, Stravinsky turns in 'The Infernal 
Dance' to the octatonic scale. As discussed above, this scale shares its absence of hierarchy 
with the wholetone scale, but contains both major and minor sixth degrees. In example 
2.14, Ab is the tonic of a basically octatonic pitch set, to which C and Gb are occasionally 
added, creating a full wholetone set on Ab. These two textra' wholetone pitches are made 
very prominent by their melodicisation. 
Ex 2.14 
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The basic harmonic language of Petrouchka is that of glittering pandiatonicism: great slabs 
of fully diatonic music in which rich dissonances thicken melodic lineS21 are juxtaposed 
with a lack of 'transition' that echoes Borodin and prefigures 7he Rite of Spring; two good 
examples are the 'Shrovetide Fair' music and the Tanse Russe', in which, as Samson says, 
"all the diatonic tones of C major are presented in unorthodox harmonic combinations. "22 
(Ex 2.15) 






Stravinsky also incorporates folksongs into the diatonic music of the Wet Nurses and 
Coachmen and follows what had become a Russian convention in using the wholetone scale 
to illustrate the entrance of the evil Blackamoor. (Ex 2.16) 
Ex 2.16 
0-2-31 Soctenuto. A 14 






















21 The idea of filling out a melodic line with rich 'non-functional' parallel harmonies is Of course vital to much 
of Debussy's music. 
22 SAWON: op cit p. 44 
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A small point that is particularly worth noting is a short passage of brass writing that surely 
bears testimony to Stravinsky's admiration for Tchaikovsky in its remarkable resemblance 







Where Stravinsky does not write 'pandiatonically', his chromaticism tends to be 
straightforwardly Tull; that is to say he does not turn to 'exotic' scalic formations except 
for the very short wholetone passage mentioned above. 
Petrouchka's most notorious harmonic device is the bitonal combination of C and F# majors 
which stands out strikingly against the prevailingly diatonic background and provide the 
work with its concluding pitches: this tritone is also connected with the brief appearance of 
a bear whose lumbering attempts to imitate the dancing peasants are presented within the 
confines of the D/Ab tritone, completing the wholetone set. (Ex 2.18) 
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ME RrrE oF SpRiNG 
7he Rite of Spring's status as one of the most powerful, original and violent works of the 
twentieth century will never be threatened; it is, nevertheless, the logical successor to both 
Petrouchka and 7he Firebird. Stravinsky extends the techniques of pan-diatonicism and 
thickening of melodic lines with diatonically dissonant pitches; the major difference is that 
where he used only one tonality at a time in the earlier works, in the Rite he piles several 
up, maximizing semitonal and tritonal dissonance. It is very rare to find any given 
instrument part occupying anything other than a diatonic or 'straightforwardly' chromatic 
set of pitches. 
Other techniques from Stravinsky's predecessors may be found transformed almost beyond 
recognition; in the 'Dance of the Adolescents', for example, variable third degrees 
combined with 'rotational' manipulation23 of a basically diatonic set of pitches generates the 
underlying harmonic structure. (Ex 2.19) 
The savagely bowed seven-pitch chord consists of an Fb major triad in the lower strings, 
over which is stacked an Eb major triad plus its minor seventh. Ilese two components 
combine to create almost diatonic Fb lydian, in which Gb is replaced by what amounts to a 
moseJ supertonic, creating a 'false relation' and providing a second tritone. Ile 
'interruption' at figure 14 has a number of functions: the ascending E major arpeggio in the 
cellos is an enharmonic respelling of the triad at the bottom of the previous chord; as before 
its major third is challenged, now by arpeggios of both E minor (bassoons) and C major 
(cellos). The latter carries further echoes of the Nationalists: several examples of flattened 
sixth degrees within a major context have already been discussed in the previous chapter. 
This third-based complex is topped by the cor-anglais, fully diatonic within Fb/E lydian, 
but implying Bb as a tonic and thereby creating a tritone relationship with the overall tonic. 
Similar procedures may be found throughout the work. 
23 Rimsky Korsakov's skill at this type of modal manipulation is discussed earlier in the consideration of the 
'Lime Tree' chorus in The Snow Maiden. 
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Ex 2.19 
M Tempo giesto J. &0 








The final headlong rush of Part One, the appropriately teeming 'Dance of the Earth', turns 
to the other favourite of the Nationalists, the wholetone scale. Supported by a C/F# pedal, 
the lower strings and bassoons repeatedly climb up in major thirds and gather force as 
mounting numbers of instruments join in the inexorable ascent of the full octave on F# (a 
tritone away from the opening pitch of the work). The brass battle through this in Eb 
mixolydian, the fanfare shapes serving to emphasise their diatonicism; the frantic 
semiquavers in the upper strings occupy the same diatonic set as the brass but suggest a 
rotation of the set to F dorian. (Ex 2.20) 
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Ex 2.20 














Despite its continuing power to shock, 7he Rite has a clear ancestry: its melodic and 
harmonic foundation is rooted solidly in diatonicism, coloured occasionally by the 
wholetone scale; its technique is essentially cumulative, the apotheosis of a tradition that 
began with Kwnafinskaja. The violence that outraged its first audience is generated by 
vertical superimposition and horizontal juxtaposition of 'clashing' slabs both of diatonicism 
and of rhythm: in these ferociously massive collisions it displays an utterly Russian lack of 
mediation or transition. 
D. & M. 26441 
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Diatonicism, Pentatonicism, Octatonicism and the Wholetone Scale in three piano 
works by Debussy 
Ile music of Claude Debussy has been much discussed and analysed: for this reason, what 
follows is a short discussion of techniques directly relevant to those discussed elsewhere in 
this thesis, and draws upon the work of other writers, to whom the reader is referred for 
further detailed study. 
Debussy is often described as an 'Impressionist' (a term he disliked) and commentators tend 
to concentrate on harmonic processes characterised, despite an early preoccupation with 
Wagner24, by the erosion of traditionally western 'ftinctional' harmony - 
"Debussy evolved a highly personal tonal language in which 
major-minor elements play a subsidiary role, taking their 
place beside harmonic phenomena which are disruptive of 
traditional tonal functions. "25 
"In Schenkerian models, chromaticism is always relegated 
at some level to a subordinate position vis-a-vis diatonic 
structure, which it serves to tonicize or enrich... Thus, 
despite the complication it imposes on musical surfaces, 
chromaticism ultimately affirms (rather than obscures) 
diatonic structure by pointing up the diatonic basis from 
which it departs. In Debussy, chromaticism functions 
differently; it does not always tonicize, nor enrich in the 
Schenkerian sense of mixing alternative scale steps drawn 
from parallel keys (though it is enriching in the sense that it 
expands and supplements diatonic pitch content). "26 
Debussy's underlying thought is anything but "vague and intangible"27, colourfid 'non- 
functional' chords floating about aimlessly in a dreamy pastel haze: as the analyses below 
suggest, rigorous pitch control is very much in evidence, the more so when non-hierarchic 
constructions such as the wholetone scale form the harmonic foundation. Classical 
'functions' may be weakened, but tonality and hierarchy by no means disappear. 
DYERussuNmLuEmE 
Samson describes Kamatinskaja as 
"the prototype for many later Russian overtures and 
symphonic poems in which the motivic development of 
Austro-German music has been replaced by a constructive 
method which preserves the identity of the melodic idea 
24 This subject is tackled at length and in detail in RoBiN HounwAy: Debussy and Wagner, (LA)ndon: 
Eulenburg, 1979). 
25 SAMSON: op cit p. 33. 
26 RICHARD S PARKS: 7he Music of Claude Debussy, (London: Yale University Press, 1989), pp. 4-5. 
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(usually folk-inspired) and provides variety by means of 
changing orchestral and, to a lesser extent, harmonic 
backgrounds.... It seems probable that similar procedures in 
Debussy were inspired by his enthusiasm for Russian 
music, just as the preference of both Debussy and Ravel for 
two-bar cellular construction may have a Russian 
ancestry. "29 
and refers to 
'... growing hostility to prevailing German influences in 
French music... [which) fostered Debussy's growing 
enthusiasm for developments outside the mainstreams of 
Western European traditions, in particular for the music of 
the Russian nationalists and for the world of the 'exotic'. 'C9 
Like Musorgsky, Debussy frequently flattens seventh degrees which weaken 
concentration and tend to obviate traditional cadential. functions"? O 
Roger Nichols, writing in Me New Grove, says that Debussy admired Musorgsky "not for 
imitation, but as an example of directness and truth of utterance within a native tradition. " 
The following works for piano are discussed: Volles, the second Prelude from the first 
book, which shows very clear division into wholetone and pentatonic sets; La Cathedrale 
engloutie, also from the first book of Preludes, with prominent use of lydian. and 
mixolydian modes, and the more extended LIsle Joyeuse, which draws together three 
distinct types of pitch organisation - pentatonic, diatonic and wholetone. 
ME WHOLETOAE SCALE31 
The most notorious element of Debussy's harmonic language, and one that he actually used 
far less than is commonly implied, is the wholetone scale. As Samson states: 
"Whole-tone constructions were already implicit in a 
number of fairly orthodox Romantic harmonic procedures, 
most notably progressions involving the augmented triad or 
'French sixth' chord, while passages of whole-tone 
harmony occur for illustrative effects in Russian music and 
in Liszt. It was in the early twentieth century, however, 
that composers began to exploit in a thorough way the 
unique properties of the scale - its uni-intervallic 
construction and limited transpositional potential - as a 
27 PAUL Gwyms: 'Impressionism', 7he New Oxford Companion to Music, (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 
1983), p. 903. 
28 SAMSON: op cit p. 12 
29 SAMSON: op cit p. 33. 
30 SAMSON: op cit p. 37 
31 Further discussion of Debussy's use of this scale may be found in ARNOLD WlirrrALI.: 'Tonality and the 
Whole-Tone Scale in the Music of Debussy', 7he Music Review, Vol 36, (1975), pp. 261-271. 
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means of temporarily suspending their music's commitment 
to a tonality. "32 
Nevertheless it does play an important role in many workS33, and in Volles, the second 
Prelude from the first book (1907), it is the predominant structural force. 
VOILES 
This short piece contains only two types of pitch organisation, a single wholetone set and a 
pentadiatonic set that has three pitches in common with the wholetone set. The two are 
given below. 
CDE F# G# Bb 
Db Eb Gb Ab Bb 
In only one bar (31) does Debussy employ pitches that fall outside these two sets, creating a 
fleeting concentration of semitones that stands out against the very 'open' intervals of the 
rest of the prelude. 
In his discussion of Voiles, Parks observes that 
"The way in which pC34 materials engender a sense of 
dynamism is as intricate as it is subtle. Compared to [sic) 
the diatonic genus, the whole-tone genus's character is 
inherently more static due to its members' limited range of 
iC35 content, especially when supersets of the whole-tone 
scale are excluded... In contrast, the pentatonic scale and its 
subsets exhibit different proportions as well as a broader 
representation of iCS36 across their iVS37... More intervallic 
variety is possible, hence a sense of greater intensity. 
These differences between diatonic and whole-tone genera 
help to account for the sense of increased activity or 
acceleration in section 2 compared with sections I and 3. 
Other features that contribute to the effect include copious 
use of ostinati set against languid themes of limited registral 
span in the whole-tone sections, in contrast to the pentatonic 
section's dramatic changes in dynamics coupled with 
32 SAMSON: op cit p37. The Utter part of this remark perfectly describes many appearances of the wholetone 
scale in Sibelius's music, as is demonstrated in Chapter Three. 
33 PARKS demonstrates at length (op cit. chapter 7) that in the opera Pelleas et Afelisande it carries a 'meaning' 
already very familiar from the Russian nationalists, whose music Debussy greatly admired: "... in PeUeas et 
Melisande Debussy consistently associates the whole-tone genus with death and with that which is mysterious, 
beyond mortal control or comprehension. ' (op cit. p. 101) 
34 (Pitch Class) 
35 (Interval Class) 
36 (Interval Classes) 
37 (Interval Vectors) 
glissandi that span almost four octaves in less than a 
beat. "38 
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The prevailing melodic language in Voiles is scalic, its harmony generally third- rather than 
tritone- or sixth-based. It is for most of its length, including the short central pentatonic 
section, underpinned by a low Bb pedal, the lowest note sounded throughout. Given that 
the wholetone set is a flat hierarchy39, Debussy's organisation of it is very careftil, as 
evidenced in the analysis of the first 5 bars given below. (Ex 2.21) Peak notes play an 
important part in pitch organisation (the pedal being a good example), and the progression 
uniting the rhythmically emphasised diads in the opening gesture is based upon rotation 
about common pitches: 
Ex 2.21 
U. 1 
Samson's statement that 
"the consistent use of a single transposition of the whole- 
tone scale... does result in a suppression of both tonality 
and the triad. "40 
is open to question. it is arguable that Debussy splits the wholetone set into two augmented 
triads, the 'tonic' triad being that on C, the secondary 'dominant' made up of the three 
remaining pitches, a notion that is born out by both the example given above and the 
repeated 'cadential' gesture at the end of the work. (Ex 2.22) 
39 PAM: op cit pp. 62-63. Parks's acknowledged analytical models, Schenker and Allen Forte's pitch-class set 
system, are largely responsible for his frequently impenetrable prose style, a characteristic shared with many 
other studies using techniques developed by Forte. 
39 See Appendix B. 
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Ibus, the Bb pedal in some ways operates as a 'dominant' within the wholetone sections: 
Samson suggests4l that it also has a faint dominant function for the Eb minor he identifies 
as the tonic of the pentatonic section. 
Neither commentator has very much to say about the significance of bar 3 1. Parks notices 
that the two extra pitches G and Db are introduced, but Samson appears not to; certainly 
neither addresses the question of why it is these two particular pitches. The answer may lie 
in the earlier suggestion that the 'tonic' augmented triad is that containing C, Ab and E. In 
bar 31 the new tritone G/Db provides the only semitonal movement in Voiles42, and the 
melodicisation deliberately draws attention to this. Debussy must have been aware that any 
semitonal movement in the context of two pitch sets that contain no semitones would be 
bound to create a tonicising effect and the G/Db tritone 'closes in' onto the Ab/C diad, 
supported by E natural in one of the few bars in which the Bb pedal does not sound. 43 He 
clearly wanted the gesture to be noticed: it is the only bar in the entire piece in which a 
gesture is repeated exactly. That it is Db 'leaning' down on the C rather than B natural 
41 SAMSON: op cit, p. 40. 
42 Tbe semitonal relationships between the C, D and E of the wholetone scale and the Db and Eb of the 
pentatonic set are disguised by aproximity. 
43 The sounding of the G rhythmically halfway between the C above it and the E below it also very nearly 
creates a major triad. 
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leading up to it avoids lending the gesture too much of the character of a double leading 
note and is also compatible with the symmetry that characterises the wholetone scale itself. 
(Ex 2.23) 
Ex 2.23 
Voiles is an analytically straightforward example of Debussy's use of both wholetone and 
pentatonic pitch organisation because, as Parks observes - 
the rigorous isolation of whole-tone and diatonic 
genera, with their sharply distinctive characteristics, serve 
well the imperatives of form, vitality, contrast, and 
structural coherence. "44 
- nevertheless it demonstrates well Debussy's very careful attention to pitch manipulation, 
to the extent that he creates a hierarchy, albeit flat, by means that, although conceptually 
related to those oi classical pitch organisation, are far removed in their precise 'surface' 
detail. 
THE DiAToNic MODES 
Faure had already undermined the polarity of classical tonality by a revival of 'modality', as 
Samson observes, 45 and there are many instances in Debussy's music of modal 
manipulation: for example the early La damolselle elue (1887-8), the songs II pleure dans 
mon coeur and Chansons de Bilitis, both of which make extensive use of the Dorian mode, 
and La Flute de Pan, with its lydian opening. 
Ex 2.24 N 
44 PARKS: op cit, p. 64. 
45 SAMSON: Op Cit, p. 63. 
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L4 C. 47HEDRALEENGLOU77E 
This famous prelude inhabits an exclusively diatonic world, fusing together various modes, 
exploiting their common pitches and supporting them, as Musorgsky had done frequently, 
with long pedal points. 
Its opening gesture presents open fifths spanning six and a half octaves, confined to a single 
pentadiatonic set within the first two bars. The pedals at the extremes of the texture suggest 
G as a tonic but the melodic outline places emphasis upon E. Bars 3 and 4 introduce the 
two 'missing' pitches, F and C, and these move down a further step to E in bar 5, which by 
means of another pedal point is more strongly established as a tonic. The opening Bars I to 
5 may in retrospect be interpreted as a phrygian approach to E and bar 6 as a turning point 
from which the lydian mode on E gradually extends as far as bar 12. (Ex 2.25) 
Ex 2.25 





F# is never sounded within the lydian passage, but this does not affect the definition of the 
mode since it is not one of the 'characteristic scale steps'. 46 It is the only pitch not yet to 
have been sounded, the return to the opening gesture 'explaining' this: Debussy continues to 
omit the second scale step, and this time it does have a bearing on the modal interpretation 
of the set: as F# it would define the mode as aeolian, as F natural, phrygian. F# is missing 
from the lydian passage in order that it does not erode the deliberate ambiguity of bars 14 
and 15: 47 the very subtle and almost imperceptible omission of a non-'characteristic' pitch 
prepares for the more 'ftinctional' omission of a 'characteristic' pitch within another mode 
and as such is a fine demonstration of Debussy's exact control (and awareness) of the 
compositional possibilities of his resources. 
Bar 16 turns again to a pentatonic set, now on B and containing no definitive tritone. Both 
rhythmic and surface harmonic density increase and the 'missing' F# is prominent. Now 
the two 'missing' pitches are E and A: E because of its earlier prominence, A to prepare for 
another modal ambiguity arising in the Eb section which follows. (Ex 2.26) 
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46 See Appendix B. 
47 Ambiouity, not vagueness. 
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The only common pitch to the B- and Eb-based sets is D#/Eb and again the modality is left 
undefined: A would provide a lydian fourth, Ab an ionian tritone with D. 
Bar 22 returns to the opening set (in which A natural is present), suggesting G mixolydian 
and at bar 28, heralded by a sff dominant seventh preparation, this rotates to C major with a 
strong tonic pedal. Ile surface harmony consists entirely of second inversion major and 
minor triads diatonic within C major and this, together with the first example of major mode 
harmony creates a sense of relative repose. As with many Russian examples of strictly 
modal writing, Debussy uses all the available triads except for that on B, because it is 
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Again, all available major and minor triads are used, except for that on E which appears at 
the end of bar 39, B natural restored. 
The transition out of C major is achieved with equal skill: against a conglomeration of C, G 
and D, Debussy introduces Bb, followed by Ab4g, the latter enharmonically transformed 
into G#, which functions as dominant pedal within C#, moving easily from dorian to aeolian 
modality. Bars 63-65 are the most chromatically mobile of the work, the F double sharp 
providing fleeting lydian fourths and B# transformed enharmonically from a leading note 
into the tonic of C major (bar 72). As before this becomes briefly mixolydian, and La 
Cathedrale engloutle ends with a return to the opening gestures and a lingering C major 
triad. 
VISLE JO MUSE AAD 771E FUSION OF DL4 TOW AAV WHOLETOAE SCALES 
L'Isle Joyeuse (1904)49 provides a pithy example of the mergin'g of what Samson describes 
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48 This Ab is not nondiatonic since no E is sounded. 
49 V; =ALL (op cit) discusses this work at some length. 
50 op cit, p. 38.17his use of the word 'diatonic' as a synonym for 'major' contradicts the definitions used within 
this study. 
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Its opening gesture (Ex 2.28) which, like the opening of Prelude a Vapres mid! d'unfaune 
spans the C#/G tritone, is controlled by a chromatic descent embellished with wholetone- 
derived augmented triads from the wholetone set which contains C#. 
Four of these pitches become part of A lydian in the passage beginning at bar 7, although 
Debussy sounds only the pitches of the tonic triad for the first 2 bars. The presence of G 
natural flattens the leading note and carries over echoes of the opening wholetone writing. 
Ile G natural becomes gradually stronger and, as Samson observes, "effects a smooth 
transition into the whole-tone material of the new motive at bar 21.11 
Beginning at bar 36, Debussy alternates two types of pitch organisation: B major and two 
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The 'second subject' beginning at bar 67 is in A, fluctuating between the ionian and lydian 
modes and supported by a tonic pedal point. (Ex 2.30) 
Ex 2.30 
ý. 
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The process of replacing this diatonic set with a return to wholetone structuring displays a 
skill at pitch manipulation shared with the two pieces already discussed. It is initiated by 
exploiting chromatically ambivalent third relationships similar to those discussed earlier52: 
open fifths, arpeggiated, on E alternate with those on C natural and C#, loosening the 
diatonic grip. C natural briefly operates as a leading note for C# (bars 105-108) but is then 
provided with its own dominant, which continues as a pedal under the return of the 
wholetone scale at bar 117. (Ex 2.3 1) 
Ex 2.31 
52 And possibly on Debussy's knowledge of Russian scores. 
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This particular wholetone scale does not actually contain C, and Debussy 'resolves' the 
long dominant preparation by transposing the set up a semitone at bar 125. 
Ile passage beginning at bar 145 is a beautiful example of Debussy's great skill at 
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The tonic is at first C, represented by an emphatic tonic-dominant pedal. F# is added, 
suggesting the lydian mode and A becomes prominent in the bass, showing that this is a 
lydian rather than a wholetone fourth. The seventh pitch is delayed until the end of bar 
147, and when it comes, is Bb, which initiates the move from lydian to a full wholetone set. 
First A natural and then G drop out altogether and are replaced in bar 148 by Ab, 
completing the 'modulation'. 
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There are many other passages in LIsle Joyeuse that provide similar evidence of Debussy's 
understanding of the diatonic lydian and wholetone scale03 as Whittall remarks: 
"it is the apparently conscious balancing of tonal assertions 
and modifications which makes LIsle Joyeuse such a 
satisfying subject for detailed harmonic analysis. In it 
Debussy's harmonic language is at its purest and most 
subtle. "54 
CONCLUSION 
Debussy uses a wide range of scalic formations, all familiar from the Russians: the 
wholetone scale, the diatonic modes, the octatonic and pentatonic scales. What is perhaps 
more interesting than the fact that they appear at all is his control of the possibilities arising 
from their combination and the skilful manipulation of 'missing' pitches, which displays a 
thorough understanding of their 'inner workings'. 
Parks refers to 
Debussy's techniques of juxtaposition, superimposition, 
transformation through common elements, and the 
exploration of ambiguities engendered by shared 
elements. "55 
And, as Samson remarks, he exploited to the full the fact that they 
"extend the range of tonality while at the same time 
permitting a dialogue with diatonic harmony based on their 
common properties with major-minor scales. "56 
Chapter Three turns to the music of Jean Sibelius, whose mature system of pitch 
organisation was based entirely upon the exploration of precisely these 'common properties' 
and who created from them some of the greatest extended symphonic structures of the 
twentieth century. 
53 PARKS provides ftirther detailed analysis. 
54 V; ýMAU.: op cit, p. 267. 
55 PARKS: op cit, pp. 97-88. 
56 SAMSON: op cit, p. 37. Again, the use of the word 'diatonic' in this instance is at variance with the meaning 
used in t1iis study. 
PART TWO 
ORDO AB CIUO/GOD OPENS IHS DOOR 
CHAPTER THREE 
Sibelius's 'Quiet' Symphonies 
Sibelius 
"No other composer has witnessed so great a change in the 
language of music during his lifetime. When Sibelius was 
bom, Berlioz was still alive and Liszt in his fifties; the 
deaths of Chopin, Mendelssohn and Schumann were still 
relatively recent, while the late works of Beethoven were no 
more distant in time than are Bartok's last quartets now. 
Much music that has since passed into the standard 
repertory, including that of Tchaikovsky, Dvorak and 
Brahms, was 'contemporary music, and while Sibelius was 
a young man, Richard Strauss was the young revolutionary. 
At his death in 1957 the language of music was transformed 
out of all recognition; Strauss was thought of as a tired 
establishment figure and Sibelius himself was witnessing the 
inevitable wane of his fortunes. New composers were now 
at the centre of the stage, though Stravinsky was still one of 
them. A reaction against serialism. was under way, and the 
avant-garde were moving in the direction of electronic 
music and random composition. "I - 
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Sibelius's thirty-year symphonic journey begins with a display of his indebtedness to the 
Russians, especially Tchaikovsky and Borodin, and culminates in two symphonies that 
crystallised the two main compositional impulses that dominated the previous five, the 
expansion of the diatonic system without undermining its fundamental principles, and the 
compression of form. 2 
Very broadly speaking, the seven existing symphonies fall into two categories; the 'heroic' 
(the First, Second, Fifth and Seventh) and the more 'abstract' Tbird, Fourth and Sixth. 3 It 
is the latter group that is of more relevance to the present study, but close scrutiny of the 
former shows that Sibelius's preoccupations with 'meaning' of pitch and form were never 
far from his mind. 
THE RUSSIAN INFLUENCE 
Sibelius went to some lengths to deny the importance of Russian music to his early thinking: 
"I cannot understand why my symphonies are so often 
compared with Tchaikovsky's. His symphonies are very 
human, but they represent the soft part of human nature. 
Mine are the hard ones. "4 
I ROBERT LAYTON: Sibelius, (London: Dent Master Musicians, 1992), p. 11. 
2 The notorious issue of the missing Eighth Symphony has never been resolved, but evidence suggests that 
Sibelius intended to return to multi-movement symphonic form. 
3 The extreme concentration of language and spareness of texture in the Fourth Symphony carry possible 
programmatic connotations in view of Sibelius's personal circumstances at the time of its composition, but it 
also amounts to a thorough investigation of highly 'abstract' compositional issues. 
4 KhROLD JOHNSON: Jean Sibelius, (London: Faber and Faber, 1959), p. 78. 
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although he did concede to his wife Aino that "I know that there is much in that man I also 
have, but there isn't much one can do about that! "5 after Tchaikovsky's Pathetique 
Symphony was performed in Helsinki in 1894 and 1897. 
His denial of 13orodin's influence was more categoric - 
"As for Borodin, I would like to mention as a curious fact 
that I was first acquainted with his symphonies a long time 
after I had written the first two of my own. 16 
- and is intriguing in view of the obvious similarity of themes in their respective First 
Symphonies. 7 (Ex 3.1) 
Ex 3.1 
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5 ROBERT LAYTON: op cit, p. 34 
6 quoted in DAvID CHERNIAVSKY: 'Sibelius and Finland', Musical 7-unes, Vol. 91, (1950), pp. 15-17 (P. 15). 
The Borodin Symphony had been played in Helsinki on 15 October 1896. It is interesting to compare 
Sibelius's repeated denials of Russian influence with Vaughan Williams's open recognition of the great 
importance of the Russian nationalists. 
7 There is also some similarity of gesture between the pure diatonicism of the opening of Sibelius's Sixth and 




Rather than the Russians, Sibelius acknowledged Beethoven: 
"ne composer for me above all others is Beethoven. I am 
affected as profoundly by the human side of him as by his 
music. It is a revelation to me. He was a Titan. 
Everything was against him and yet he triumphed. "8 
Tchaikovsky's influence on Sibelius's First Symphony (begun at the end of April 1898, first 
performance conducted by the composer on 28 April 18999) is however the more obviously 
audible in the reappearance of the opening theme in a full tuttl statement at the beginning of 
the finale, the general character of the finale and in many orchestral details. The second 
movement is probably the most Tchaikovskian, one chord in particular that appears 
frequently throughout the work higlighted by Tawaststjerna: 
"In the minor, the chord of the dominant ninth appears often 
without its tonic and poised over a mediant pedal point; this 
resolves usually onto a minor triad which thanks to the 
pedal point sounds like the tonic in 6-3 position. "10 
Similar chording may be found in Tchaikovsky's Sixth, for example in the trio of the second 
movement (Ex 3.2): 
Ex 3.2 
jl 
B. & H. 8476 
8 KARL EKmAN: Jean Sibelius. - His Life and Personak, 
4ýondon: Wilmer, 1936ý. - P. 24&- 
9 Sibelius worked very slowly on it because of the rival claims of excessive drinking, smoking and eating. 
10 Em TAwAmviRNA: Sibelius. - Vol 1 (1865-1904), (London: Faber and Faber, 19), pp. 209-21 0. 
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Despite this, Howell makes an important observation: 
"Simplistically, the Russian idea of 'transition', particularly 
as evidenced in Tchaikovsky, concerns a passage which 
separates two surrounding blocks of material and this is 
completely at variance with Sibelius' technique of 
continuity. "11 
and Robert Simpson argues that hallmarks familiar in Sibelius's later music are also present: 
"The first of Sibelius's symphonic opening movements 
reveals another aspect of his way of creating from a sense of 
vast slow motion. Its long pedal points are forecast in all 
his earlier extended works; despite these he is already able 
to project a powerftil sense of impetus. We seem to hurtle 
while something else remains still as the pole star ... The 
slow motion of Sibelius's pedal points is as huge and 
inexorable as the earth's; upon it there is teeming and 
muscular activity. "12 
Simpson also notes an important characteristic in the tonal ambiguity of the opening theme 
for solo clarinet (Ex 3.3), the source material for the rest of the first movement, and indeed 
much of the whole symphony: 
"Exceptionally interesting is its tonality, weighted heavily 
in favour of G major rather than the official E minor. 113 
Ex 3.3 
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11 71m Howal.: Jean Sibelius: Progressive Techniques in the Symphonies and Tone Poems, (Southampton: 
PhD llesis, 1989), p. 9. 
12 ROBEPT SIMPSON: Sibelius and Ylelsen: A centenary essay, (London: BBC, 1965), p. 8. 13 SIMPSON: op cit, p. 7. 
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Also foreshadowing later symphonies is the 'telescoping' of the recapitulation out of the 
development. 
S YmpHoNy No 2 
"With the Second Symphony, and in particular its first 
movement, Sibelius can be said to begin his real symphonic 
development ... He no longer models his thinking on specific 
symphonic works but takes up the challenge of the 
symphonic principle as such. He is no longer content to 
pour new material into predetermined moulds but like the 
Viennese masters themselves thinks in creative terms of the 
very form itself. "14 
The first sketch for the Second Symphony is dated 19 February 1901, and the first 
performances were conducted by Sibelius on 8,10,14 and 16 March 1902, all of them sold 
out. Its main ancestor is probably Brahms 215: , 
both were written soon after their 
composerts first symphonies, both are in D major and have a rather more pastoral mood, 
and, like Brahms, Sibelius is constantly taking tiny fragments from his thematic ideas and 
turning them into background for new ideas - "it is as if the Almighty had thrown down 
pieces of a mosaic from Heaven's floor and asked me to put them together. 116 Nonetheless; 
"in the D major symphony virtually every ingredient of 
Sibelius's mature symphonic style and method is 
expounded. In the later symphonies all he really did was to 
modify or further develop some aspect of the Second. Ile 
extreme precision and economy of the Fourth can be seen as 
a distillation of the essence of the Symphony, a kind of 
abstraction by paring to the bone. Even the apparently new 
element of the modal and polyphonic techniques of the Sixth 
and Seventh symphonies can be traced back to embryonic 
origins in the earlier work. "17 
"Significantly, as in certain passages in the First Symphony, 
the melodic and harmonic structure veers noticeably toward 
modality. It is not yet an established principle; but its 
existence demonstrates that the strong sense of modal 
polyphony in the late symphonies, especially the Sixth, was 
no unprecedented innovation but a logical consequence of 
ingredients already latent, and sometimes more than latent, 
from the outset. "18 
A very important aspect of this symphony is Sibelius's first major attempt at addressing the 
problem of large scale key relationships, and his chosen scheme appears time and again 
throughout the remaining five symphonies. 
It is based around symmetrical patterns of major thirds; the tonic D is surrounded by F# and 
Bb, and major thirds play a decisive role in relationships both between movements and 
14 TAWASISTJERNA: op cit, p. 244. 
1-5 Moments in the second movement are however highly reminiscent of the finale of Brahms 4 
16 TAWASisniRNA: op cit, pp. 244-5. 
17 BuRNrrT JAmEs: 7he Music of Sibelius, (London: Associated University Presses, 1983), p. 55. 
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within them, 19 and "often give an impression of the wholetone scale. "20 The second 
movement also contains a series of wholetone progressions. It opens in D minor, coloured 
by "temporary indecision over B and B flat. "21 
The telescoping of development and recapitulation in the first movement is highly typical of 
Sibelius and the idea of formal compression is pursued in the third movement, cast in the 
form of a Beethovenian scherzo in which, instead of the final repeat of the scherzo proper 
and coda, there is a transition passage straight into the finale. 71iis is however not a true 
fusion, since both movements remain clearly defined. 
Sibelius makes skilftil use of 'tempo modulation'22 to join them, a technique that reaches its 
apotheosis in the Seventh Symphony. Nevertheless, Tawaststjerna can truthfully say that: 
"In the first movement of the Second Symphony he broke 
the norms and challenged them; in the finale he clings fast 
to them in spite of everything. "23 
SIBELIUS'S NATIONALISM 
"His marriage in June 1892 to Aino Jarnefelt brought 
Sibelius into one of the most influential nationalist families 
in Finland. 024 
Although Sibelius was not an avid folk song collector, Robert Layton argues that 
"The sense of national identity comes from Sibelius's 
interest in folk song. He visited Karelia in 1892 and, 
though he took little scholarly interest in collecting folk 
music, he heard the runic singing of Larin Partake during 
the early 1890's. Its impact on him was not direct: its 
rhythmic structure and modal habits of mind coloured his 
own melodic thinking and became part of him; there was no 
attempt to absorb folk melodies consciously or subject them 
to harmonisations in the course of symphonic or other 
major works. "25 
A typical Karelian folk melody begins with a long note, followed by a small group of 
shorter notes and a rapid drop downwards, normally of a 4th or 5th. Similar shapes may be 
found in Sibelius's music, but one of the most prominent, the first theme of the main allegro 
of the first movement of the First Symphony, has equally strong affinities with a theme in 
Borodin's First, as already demonstrated by example 3.1. 
18 JAmEs: op cit, pp. 59-60 
19 This recalls the Russian preoccupation with thirds discussed in Chapter One and is particularly similar to the 
synnnetrical A flat, C, E key scheme in the fmale of Tchaikovsky's Second Symphony. 
20 TAWAsiSTiERNA: op cit, pp. 245-6. 
21 ibid 
22 Dr A Rump's term! 
23 TAwAs7i'mmNA: op cit, p. 255. 
24 7he New Grove, p. 280. 
25 7he New Grove, p. 281. 
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Similar debates exist with regard to the Third Symphony: Edward Garden links the opening 
theme (Ex 3.4) with one in the opening movement of Balakirev's FirSt26, but Lisa de Gorog 
states that 
"Sibelius's motif is based on an actual Finnish folk theme 
which was collected in the Rautalampi district, not very far 
from the area where Sibelius had spent his honeymoon 
writing down folk songs. "27 
Ex 3.4 
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26 EDWARD GARDEN: 'Sibelius and Balakimv' in MH BROWN AND RJ MLEY (ED): Slavonic and Western Music. 
Fssaysfor GeraIdAbrahmn, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1985), p. 219. 
27 LiSA DE GoRm From Sibehus to Sallinen: Finnish Nationalism and the music ofFinland, (New York: 
Greenwood Press, 1989), p. 95. 
SIBELIUS'S VIEW OF HIS MUSIC AND SYMPHONIC FORM IN GENERAL 
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Sibelius's most reported conversation is one he had with Mahler when the latter visited 
Helsinki in 1907: 
"When our conversation touched on the essence of 
symphony, I said that I admired its severity and style and 
the profound logic that created an inner connection between 
all the motifs. This was the experience I had come to in 
composing. Mahler's opinion was just the reverse - 'No, 
symphony must be like the world. It must embrace 
everything'"28 
and yet he appears to express suspicion of any sort of intellectual analysis: 
"You may find thematic connections in my symphonies 
when you study them. I myself call these the 'symphonic 
necessity' because I am more the medium than a cerebral 
type of man. Especially when regarding my first 
symphonies, a cerebral study would hardly give a key to 
them. "29 
That these seemingly contradictory statements are perfectly reconciled in the mature 
symphonies is borne out in the following analyses. 
He took a view of composition that most of his contemporaries would surely have viewed as 
"cerebral": 
"Practice in strict style seems to me today to be as 
important for a composer as the study of anatomy for a 
sculptor. Both are equally necessary. You must know your 
craft. I do not believe that a modern musician can dispense 
with a methodical training in strict style without its leaving 
traces in his art. "30 
The contrast between the (sometimes extreme) asceticism present in his music and the 
(frequently extreme) extravagance of his more worldly habits is one of the most fascinating 
aspects of Sibelius the man and musician, and has a curious counterpart in an earlier fellow- 
masonic composer, Mozart. 31 
28 EKMAN: op cit, p. 176. 
29 jOHNSON: op cit, p. 15g. 
30 EKMAN: op cit, p. 68. 
31 Masonic symbolism in Sibelius's music is discussed in the context of the Fourth Symphony. 
THE THIRD SYMPHONY 
" ... the Ibird represents the result of a slimming treatment, 
a reduction of the adipose tissues and somewhat opulent 
curves of the symphonic muse as she appears in the first 
two examples... "32 
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Sibelius's Third Symphony truly sets the scene for the symphonic drama of the Fourth and 
Sixth: while its language is primarily diatonic and echoes the melodic and structural 
emphasis of third relationships that characterised much of the music discussed in Chapters 
One and Two, the tritone becomes increasingly prominent as the mediator between 
asymmetrical (diatonic) and symmetrical (wholetone) pitch organisation. 
]FIRST MOVEMENT 
ExposmoN 
The symphony opens with a lengthy passage of near, diatonicism (Ex 3.5), described by 
Gerald Abraham as follows: 
0 of the thirty-seven bar first-subject section, eleven bars are 
in unison and in aC major unblemished by a single 
accidental, and twenty two are harmonised simply by an 
actual or implied C major triad. Two bars based on the A 
minor triad and two bars of mild chromatic chords are 
therefore the sole deviation from the tonic throughout the 






32 CECIL GRAY: Sibehus, (London: Oxford University Press, 193 1), p. 141. 
33 GmwLD ABRAHAm (ED): 7hr Music ofSibelius, (Now York: Da Capo Press, 1975), p. 23. 
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This 'unblemished' C major contains the seeds of much of what is to follow. Although the 
diatonic set remains substantially unaltered, C does not go unchallenged in its role as tonic; 
it is, as Howell expresses it, "coloured by an A minor emphasis. "34 The ambiguity between 
the two tonics is brought about by the rhythmic grouping of the theme, which avoids 
reinforcing the pitches of the C major triad in favour of emphasising A and D? 5 
As well as the modal ambiguity, a crucial scale degree is missing from the first seven bars 
of the movement, that which establishes the position of the tritone. Within the diatonic 
system the tritone is a unique indicator of either modality (if the tonic has been established) 
or tonic (if the modality has been established). 36 Without F, there is no tritone within the 
opening bars and thus, in the context of the diatonic system, the 'gap' could as well be filled 
by F# as by F natural, making the set as much C lydian/A aeolian as the assumed C 
major/A dorian, the two tonic triads given in Howell's Schenkerian graph. (Ex 3.6) 
Ex 3.6 
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When F does appear in bar 8, a great deal of attention is drawn to it by the first entry of the 
horns with the first chord of the symphony. Ibis simultaneously sets a precedent for the 
use of the horns as bearers of 'structural SignpoStS'37 and indicates that F is to be an 
important pitch in the context of C major both in general and in the progress of this 
34 HOWELIz op cit, p. 24. 
35 Emphasis upon the supertonic also recalls carrier Russian folk song-derived practice. 
36 Hence the archetypal approach to the tonic chord, the dominant seventh. 
37 The homs am fiequently used in this way to articulate. structure throughout all three symphonies discussed 
here. 
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movement in particular: the final plagal cadence of the first movement, as Pike SUggests3g, 
is the outcome of some of the main harmonic processes of the movement. 
The F major triad resolves (from its second inversion) onto C major in bar 10. This first 
tonic chord provides the first C sounded on a notated first beat, but its strength is to some 
extent weakened by its coincidence with the G rather than the C of the melodic group 
running over the barline. In addition, the wind pedal notes do not include G, and the C/A 
ambiguity resumes with the accentuation of A halfway through bar 12, immediately 
countered by the sf C major chord in the following bar. 
Bars 14 and 15 contain the first departures from the opening diatonic set. Like other 
commentators, Pike concentrates on the F# of bar 15 - "G sharp, the first chromatic note 
heard, attains importance later in the work and is used as the tonic of the second movement; 
but the prominent tritone C-F# ... is a more important feature. '99 
The approach to the F# raises two significant issues: the internal pedal E (to which Sibelius 
draws attention by means of accents) may be interpreted as a dominant in A to counter the 
prominent G in the timpani; and the first chromatic alteration of the entire symphony, G#, 
which functions at the immediate surface of the music as a leading note for A. Within the 
immediate context of A and the more general context of C, F# has a double potential 
function as a dorian sixth or lydian fourth respectively, and temporarily moves the tritone 
away from the initial position B/F. Ile new position of the tritone is emphasised by the srjz 
simultaneous sounding of C and F# at the beginning of the bar. The D# in bar 15 cancels 
the implied tritone set up by the G# and provides A's dominant with a leading note. All 
these ambiguities are temporarily dismissed in bar 16 by an emphatic C major cadence. 
Ibus, although Howell argues that the F# functions as a means of "C major moving to A 
minor"40, the foreground has demonstrated that the A minor possibility exists independently 
of the F# and that the latter has a double potential within both C- and A-based tonalities; 
moreover it is perhaps misleading to refer to one of these tonalities 'moving' to the other - 
their twin potentials exist simultaneously within the single set. Most importantly the F# 
signifies the growing importance within Sibelius's language of the tritone - the 'flash point' 
between diatonic and wholetone organisation. Although Howell states correctly that "Tbe 
inter-relationship of wholetone and diatonic organisation forms the basis of the harmonic 
motion within the development"41, he does not make the function of the tritone and its 
ambiguities within this inter-relationship clear; neither does F# appear in this context within 
his Schenkerian reduction (ex 3.6). 
38 LIONEL Pnm: Beelhoven, Sibelius and 'the profound logic', (London: University of London Athlone Press, 
1978), p. 101. 
39 PIKE: op cit, p. 99. 
40 HOWEI. L: op cit, p. 24. 
41 HOWELL: op cit, p. 25. 
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The second part of the first group averts its gaze from the tritone: a pentatonic melody in 
octaves over a C/G pedal contains no semitones but combines the tonic triads of A minor 
and C major. The introduction of the upper woodwind enhances pentatonic 'openness', and 
the placing of the viola pedal lifts the passage away from the deep bass pitches with which 
the symphony opened. 42 F natural is 'allowed' back in at bar 20, leaning heavily upon C in 
a gesture oddly reminiscent of moments in Mahler's First Symphon)43 (Ex 3.7) and 
rehearsing its earlier function as a subdominant reinforcement of C major. 
Ex 3.7 
The C# of bar 22 has been ignored by all commentators, including Howell. It takes a 
further step towards chromatic saturation, propels the violin melody round its bottom 
comer, and may suggest further avoidance of the C/F# tritone. Already a pattern of 
perpetually shifting chromatic pitches impelled by tritones seems to be developing -a 
process that is explored much further in the Fourth Symphony. at is also interesting to 
compare the melodic figuration of this passage with the 'descent into chaos' in the finale of 
the Fourth Symphony. ) 
The twelfth pitch, Bb, another offshoot of the 'problem' of the original F/B tritone appears 
in bar 27, one of Abraham's "two bars of mild chromatic chords". The two bars 27 and 28 
are in fact both built on diminished sevenths and approach the strongest affirmation of C 
42 This scoring in 'slabs' is utterly characteristic of Sibelius, and in some ways recalls the Russian tendency to 
juxtapose Urge 'blocks' of material. 
43 "Of course, the Third Symphony was totally out of stop with the times. Its Viennese classical orchestration 
could hardly be at greater variance with the ethos of Mahler and Strauss" EPJX UwAsTsTiERNA (TRANS ROBERT 
LAYTON): SibeUus Vol 11, (London: Faber and Faber, 1986), p. 67. 
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yet. The second of them, as Pike observes44, contains the two tritones C/F# and A/Eb, 
which he sees as the most important of this movemen05 
At bar 29, typically Sibelian C is established within which F# is Present non-disruptively, 
unchallenged by F natural and emphasised by its sf marking. This C lydian is rapidly 
replaced by A minor (aeolian), approached via a passing B to which Sibelius draws 
considerable attention (for reasons that become readily apparent with the onset of the B- 
based second subject); again Howell is slightly misleading in implying that F# functions 
solely as a means of joining C and A- 
"The diminished sevenths have produced one consequence, 
the melodic presence of F# which is to play a crucial role, 
but initially within the harmonic context of C moving up to 
A minor, taking up earlier ambivalent implications and 
suggesting the relative minor as a possible new key. "46 
Sibelius has in fact done nothing to connect the F# specifically with A minor within either 
this or any earlier gesture. 
The transition to the second subject is wonderfully direct: it simply climbs up in whole 
tones from C, coming to a halt on R. (Ex 3.8) The presence of this pitch within C lydian 
has been thoroughly prepared, but Howell persists in denying it diatonic legitimacy: 
"C natural at bar 34 proves to have a different function 
from that of 29. It is no longer the tonic but rather a 
member of a wholetone subcollection presented in a 
different orchestral colour; the F#, is isolated by 
orchestration, assumes a different role as the dominant of B 
minor yet at the same time, given the proximity of C natural 
to the B natural, F# also sounds like a "V of V" -a possible 
E minor outcome. "47 
Wholetone potential is undeniable, but at this stage it is only potential. Sibelius's full 
exploitation of the tritone-dominated lydian mode was not to come until the Fourth 
Symphony, but much of the fascination of the Third Symphony arises from the disruptive 
'meaning' of the tritone apparently argued by Howell and the constructive 'meaning' that 
emerges in later symphonies. Ibis ambiguity of function is one of the reasons why the 
Third Symphony occupies such a very important place in Sibelius's development as a 
symphonist. 48 
44 p=: op cit, p. 101. 
45 They also go on to form the boundaries of the long range tritone progression controlling the Fourth 
Symphony. 
46 HowELL: op cit, p. 24. 
47 ibid. Howell states that the "sense and means of arrival" in B n-dnor of the second subject is "deliberately 
undermined*, although he goes on to say that "The fact that a mixture of wholetone and diatonic organisation is 
crucial within this movement remains, like so many aspects, ambiguous at this stage. " 
48 And possibly one of the reasons for Sibelius's self confessed fondness of it - he described it as "the most 
beloved and least fortunate of my children" quoted in JAmB: op cit, p. 67. 
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F# is immediately turned into the dominant of B minor, the initial key of the second 
SUbjeCt. 49 
r 
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This, like much of the first group, makes use of the deliberate and extended omission of 
certain vital pitches from an implied diatonic set - once again the first 14 bars (40 - 54) 
contain no tritone, thus leaving the precise modality unestablished. The set for almost 15 
bars is B, C#, D, E and R. The 'missing' sixth degree would as G natural form the tritone 
with C# - lending ftirther retrospective significance to the G# of bar 14. This process is 
exactly analogous to the fluctuating modality of A in the previous group between aeolian 
and dorian sixths -F and F# respectively. 
There is a thematic connection between the initial melodic descent of bar I and the ED C# 
B that appears in the second subject which, as both Pike and Howell observe, Sibelius 
capitalises upon later in the movement, but it remains unexploited at the moment, with the 
pivotal pitches B and D (notably in bars 40 -2 and 47 - 9) more prominent. 
Tle two 'missing' pitches are provided at the end of bar 54, fleetingly establishing the mode 
as aeolian and initiating 4 bars of flux-50 that lead into another lengthy passage of Mly 
diatonic music. The set contains the pitches of C lydian, but its initial, almost 
'pandiatonic', avoidance of tonic implications recalls earlier Russian practice, as does the 
49 This key to some extent again foreshadows the Fourth Symphony in which the exposition, dominated by the 
C/F# tritone, achieves temporary harmonic repose in a great plateau of B major. 
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rotation, by judicious use of r: fz markings and the horns, towards its ionian permutation, G 
major, the 'proper' dominant of C. (bars 66-70) 
The chord that appears in various inversions in the horns and wind throughout bars 61-66 
functions as an altered dominant for G, contains the fundamental C/F# tritone, and brings A 
back to the foreground by placing it at the top of the textureP 
G is by no means strongly established. B continues to exert its influence by means of a 
pedal from bar 72 to the middle of 78, thus weakening a little the force of statements made 
by Pike: 
"The second group ... ends naturally in the classically 'correct' key of G, since ... the C natural-F sharp tritone 
plays a considerable part. "52 
He is mistaken in assuming that the C/F# tritone proves that the background tonality is G 
major (Howell also implies this in his Schenkerian analysis): a tritone appearing within a 
diatonic context proves only the set, not its tonic - and this is not a symphony written in 
straightforward terms of classical keys and modalities. It is more accurate to say that the 
second group is in B aeolian, but with G major exerting a force on it that mirrors the 'pull' 
exercised by A minor/dorian on the C major/lydian of the first group; both submediant 
relationships recall the Russian liking for such devices discussed in Part One. 
In bar 74, the first nondiatonic pitch since bar 59 is heard. 71is Eb would, in a 'normal 
classical context' tend to function as a further reinforcement of G, especially in such close 
proximity to C natural, but Sibelius merges the two tonalities by sounding the Eb and B as 
internal and bass pedal respectively through the four bars 74-77 - enharmonically equivalent 
to aB major diad - which the C naturals and A naturals do not weaken. In addition, G is 
avoided until 77, lessening the strength of that pitch as a possible tonic, and the C in the 
cello at the end of bar 76 provides another semitonal 'lean' downwards on the B reached at 
78. True, most of bar 78 consists of G major harmony, but never in its root position. G 
major breathes its last in the lingering homophonic triads of bars 79-80, and Sibelius opens 
the development section with a return to B. 
DEVELOPMENT (BARS 81-96) 
The divergence from B (Ex 3.9) contains B and Bb, C and C# and F and F#, and is, in 
Pike's words, 
50 The only pitch of the twelve not appearing in these 4 bars is Ab, especially significant in view of the first 
accidental of the work, G#. The pedal beginning at bar 101 is the first notated Ab since that point. See later 
discussion of wholetone patterning. 
51 It also contains the tonic, dominant and 'characteristic scale steps' of A dorian, a further rotation of C 
lydian. For a full discussion of the 'dorian' chord, see analysis of the Sixth Symphony, in which extensive 
structural use is made of it. 
52 pIKE: op cit, p. 100. 
- ... a question posed 
by the composer: is the Fa sharp or a 
natural, and is the Ca sharp or a natural? Ibis question is a 
corollary to the one which asks: is the tritone to be resolved 




Pike is again assuming that the tritone needs to be 'resolved', although nothing has yet 
happened in the symphony that makes this demand. ' 
Howell explains that "The harmonic motion of the development section explores the inter- 
"54 relationship of wholetone and diatonic organisation. . Neither he nor Pike makes the 
connection between the two concepts but, as in later symphonies, the inter-relationship 
referred to by Howell is initiated by the tritone, the maximum number of wholetone steps 
that can be accounted for in a purely diatonic system. 
As well as manipulating the main C/F# tritone, the 'fanning out' in bars 81-85 functions as 
a further prolongation of B- it begins on unison B, passes through a unison F# at its 
midpoint and finishes on aB minor diad, both of whose pitches are approached semitonally. 
The following passage is perhaps the best example in this symphony of Sibelius paring 
down textures to their minimum, and thus preparing the way for the extreme concentration 
of thought in the Fourth; it is also very nearly symmetrical about C, as example 3.10 
indicates. At the same time, its opening set of pitches is a subset of those used in the four 
bars 74-77 (F# is omitted) - thus merging the claims of C and B into a single gesture. 
53 PME: op cit, p. 30. 
54 HOWEII.: op cit, p. 25. 
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Ex 3.10 
DEVELOPMENT- BARS 87-125 
-ý -L- %0 p e. AN6-TRxTT-omi- 
At bar 97 this C/B passage is brought to a stop by a wholetone 'pillar' of sound that moves 
the emphasis up another semitone to C#. Ibis pitch, respelled as Db, remains a 
subdominant force as far as bars 107, culminating in the purely diatonic Db gesture 
spanning bars 105-107, which falls exactly on the minor golden section of the movement. 
Howell comments that the first subject motives starting on Ab, Bb and C in bars 102-104 
"suggest a possible Ab major overall centre"55 and, as he says, the Ab bassoon pedal 
supports this view. The Ab implication stretches even further with the first subject motives 
beginning on C, Db and Eb in bars 118-9, also noted by Howell, and finishing with those 
on Eb, F and G in bars 121-3, which he does not mention. The prolongation of Ab extends 
the prominent C-D-E-F# transition between the first and second subject groups beyond the 
scope of diatonic explanation (and is enharmonically related to the first accidental of the 
symphony); together with the strong Db implication it forms a semitonal expansion of the 
C/A diad and is symmetrical about B/Bb, as example 3.11 suggests. 
Ex 3.11 
55 HOWEII.: op cit, p. 30. 
TRANSMON BETWEEN IST PART of 
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This part of the development ends with another wholetone stack, of the same species as the 
one at bars 97-8. 
Howell remarks that " The reason why ... background centres as so difficult to assign arise 
from the interrelationship of diatonic progression by harmonic events of wholetone 
relationships. "56 On the contrary, the 'background centre' of Ab is clearly audible, 
whereas the processes nearer the foreground are more difficult to elucidate, and this is 
mostly because of the frequent chromatic alterations within the serniquavers patterns 
(derived from the second subject) that run almost continuously through the development. 
DEv, ELopmENTBARs 131-164 
Ile second main tonal centre of the development is Eb. As Howell points out, 
"Ile two [tonal] centres [of the development] stand in 
perfect fourth relationship and form large scale mediant 
correspondences with the main keys [of the exposition] in a 
balancing way. "57 
Ilis correspondence is extended by Sibelius turning his attention to the second subject. 
Eb is prepared and initially supported by the very long Bb pedal in the horns which 
completes the very long range wholetone scale begun at the transition between first and 
second subjects in the exposition and continued in the first part of the development. (Ex 
3.12) 
Ex 3.12 
The pedal becomes the root of a dominant minor ninth in Eb, which is firmly established at 
the beginning of bar 137. The background set supporting the appearance of the second 
group, although nondiatonic, is stable for 5 bars, but at bar 140 chromatic alterations begin 
to proliferate, heralding the movement of the Bb pedal into "a network of underlying pedals 
which partition and project the C-based wholetone collection. "58 (Ex 3.13) 
56 Howal.: op cit, p. 30. 
57 HOWEU.: op cit, p. 31. 
58 HOWELI.: op cit, p. 31. This set complements the one from which the earlier wholetone 'stacks' were drawn. 
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At bar 151 the wholetone pedals give way to a long pedal B natural, the final approach to 
the recapitulation. The telescoping of the end of the development into the recapitulation is 
simple but demonstrates Sibelius's mastery of structural elision. (Ex 3.14) Since bar 154, 
fragments of the first subject have accumulated over the unbroken thread of serniquavers in 
the strings and at bar 161 an ascent from E to C begins, within the diatonic pitch set of C 
major, still supported by the B pedal. B finally resolves back up to C halfway through bar 
164 with the beginning of the thematic recapitulation, while the serniquavers continue. 7be 
return to C extends the reduction given in example 3.13. Similar overlapping of various 




The first group, although slightly compressed, does not exhibit any harmonic differences 
from the exposition until bar 190, which is altered to put the previously lydian C tutti (bars 
29-33) up a fourth, resulting in a strong subdominant 'lean' on the tonic pedal in 193 that 
emphatically cancels the previous F#. 
The transition between first and second groups therefore rises from F to B but is supported 
by the C pedal, thus outlining the definitive C major tritone so important at the very 
beginning of the work, rather than the C lydian tritone which followed it. 
The other important difference is that it is the third pitch, A, which functions as the pivot 
pitch into the second subject: B is absorbed into the start of the second subject, thus 
lessening the wholetone effect. This passage is considerably more than a simple 
transposition of the corresponding part of the exposition. The woodwind pitches 'ought', 
by analogy with the exposition, to be G and B, but the continued emphasis upon A and B, 
added to the timpani B and C, present all three main tonics of the exposition. The second 
subject is now 'in' E minor, but whereas the crucial sixth degree was omitted from the 
corresponding part of the exposition, C continues to 'lean' on B natural from the aeolian C 
natural. This reintroduces the C/F# tritone - all the F#s in the main melodic line (strings) 
are sounded against the Cs in the timpani. The second subject itself is slightly altered to 
dwell more heavily on the fourth than in the exposition. 
The transposition continues consistently, with D dorian chords resolving as a dominant 
major ninth in C in bar 230 and the C major diatonic set remaining undisturbed until bar 
237, at which point the tonality swings round to the Db major chord reached in 239. This 
may be interpreted as an extension of the 'question' asked by Sibelius at the beginning of 
the development section - the C has been sharpened - although there are no F#s in the 
texture at this point to 'demand' a 'correction' of C. 
The approach to the coda recalls the diverging scalic passage from the beginning of the 
development - its outer lines transpose the original down by a tone and are harmonised as 
full triads, creating full chromatic saturation. 
CODA 
The coda itself is all 'about' the elimination of the C/F# tritone by means of a return to the 
plagal emphasis on C with which the symphony opened, and the Bb at the peak of the 
phrase creates a strongly audible tritone with the E on which it began - the F major 
definitive tritone. The final chords of the movement return both to B natural (Bb is no 
longer needed as reinforcement of F) and to the A minor/C major ambivalence. 
The attractive clarity of rhythm, texture and orchestration in this movement conceals a 
wealth of compositional devices that become absolutely fundamental to the more rigorous 
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construction of the Fourth and Sixth Symphonies, in which the inter-relationship between 
diatonic modality and wholetone pitch organisation, linked by the tritone, is subjected to a 
more precise and systematic investigation. Gerald Abraham, like other 
, 
commentators, 
regards the first movement as "the most orthodox of all Sibelius's first movements"59 but 
this is essentially a formal view (the exposition and recapitulation, separated by a 
development section, both have first and second groups in the 'proper' places): more 
detailed examination has revealed a system of pitch manipulation that is anything but 
orthodox. 
SECOND MOVEMENT 
The 'slow' movement's tonic is G# (again picking up the G# from bar 14 of the first 
movement) and it is distinguished by its orchestration, which tends to favour parallel thirds 
in the upper woodwind, its flowing compound metre6O and gentle cross rhythms, including 
hemiola. (Ex 3.15) The tritone is not an obvious interval in its structure, but at its core is a 
circle of minor mediant progressions: its main tonics are G#, B, F and Ab, the latter 
enharmonically transformed into the concluding G# minor. 
Ex 3.15 1 
59 ABRAHAM: op cit, p22. 
60 Providing contrast with the relatively 'square cut' motor rhythms of the first movement. 
THIRD MOVEMENT 
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Opinion among commentators is divided on the form in this movement - Tawaststjerna6l, 
Abraham62, and JameS63 all agree that the first (6-8) part of the movement is a scherzo and 
that the remaining (4-4) half is the finale proper. Layton on the other hand argues that 
"T'he first part can well be treated as the exposition and 
development of a straightforward sonata-form 
movement"64. 
He chooses to see the long A minor stretch as the second subject, but there are equally 
strong reasons for allocating this label to the 'big tune' which dominates the second part of 
the movement, as explained below. 
ExposmoN 
Ile opening of the third movement is related to that of the first in that it begins in what 
appears to be unequivocal C major (opening on its dominant), turns briefly towards A minor 
(the gesture in cellos and basses in bars 6-8) and then introduces F# into an otherwise 
diatonic context. The F# is introduced yet again in the context of a scalic ascent from C and 
not as a disruptive element; it is followed immediately by a perfect'cadence in C, in which F 
natural appears as the dominant seventh. (Ex 3.16) 
As earlier in this work this wholetone ascent is extended another step by the addition of Ab 
as the next nondiatonic pitch (bar 15). This pitch becomes important later as a leading note 
in A minor and as the flattened third of F minor. 
The tenth pitch to be introduced is Bb (the sixth pitch of the C-based wholetone scale) as 
part of the emphatic string gesture in bars 20-21. Sibelius has thus in the first 24 bars 
sounded all the pitches of the C-based wholetone scale and connected them with C, but has 
not presented an audible progression from tonic to tonic, rather separating the scale into two 
segments, each of which is explicable within the diatonic system. (Ex 3.17) 
The twelve bars 25-36 are drawn from the preceding movement both thematically and 
harmonically: the thematic reference in the flutes is obvious enough, the harmonic reference 
comes in the alternation between C major as implied by the lower strings and flutes and the 
diminished seventh from the 'core' of the second movement in the horns. Ile violin parts, 
which form another layer separated from the others by scoring and by changes of metre and 
tempo, provide surface elaboration of the 
61 TAwAsTSTJf3tNA: op cit, p. 72. 
62 ABRAHAM: op cit, pp. 22-23. 
63 JAMES: op cit. p. 66. 
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horns' diminished seventh and add to it the pitches of the diminished seventh on F, the latter 
containing the tritones F/B (the tritone unique to the diatonic set containing C major) plus 
Ab/D. 
Bar 36 returns to the preoccupations of the previous passage with its descent C, Bb, Ab in 
the oboes. The relationship between C and G#/Ab and the possible implications of this 
relationship form the basis of much of the rest of the movement. Sibelius draws particular 
attention to it by repeatedly sounding the drop C-G# in 40-41. That the spelling is here G# 
rather than Ab suggests that this pitch is a leading note for A rather than part of the tonic 
triad in Ab major (or possibly F minor), but aurally, due to the repetition, there is some 
ambiguity of 'meaning' which is exploited later in the movement. 
Bar 37 marks the beginning of a long passage that is, typically in Sibelius's music, confined 
to a very limited number of pitches. After the wholetone ascent in the violins in bars 48-49 
(again CDE F# G#), there are no Ds or Fs of any sort until bar 70. The background tonic 
is A, strongly implied by the woodwind figures whose 'gappiness' recalls similar figures at 
the beginning of the first movement, and by horn fanfare-like gestures. A highly significant 
gesture (repeated) is the augmented triad (C E G#) in the basses, which in the present 
context both reinforces A minor and consolidates the wholetone extension from F# up to 
G#. 
After a7 bar period of sequential harmonic flux, Sibelius returns to the manipulation of 
G#'s relationship with C, respelling G# as Ab at bar 77. Both pitches appear as pedals, 
with C the stronger (it is a bass pedal reinforced by horns and timpani).. The falling third 
is melodicised, as is the 'original' C/F# tritone, emphasising that the Ab/G# is a 
continuation of its wholetone implications. 
After briefly implying Ab mixolydian in the flute in bar 85, Sibelius cancels the Ab pedal 
and turns back towards a more clearly C-based tonality, into which F# and G# again creep. 
This marks the beginning of a developmental recapitulation (or re-exposition) of the 
preceding music. The C pedal begun in 75 extends as far as the end of bar 115. 
The 'emphatic string gesture' from bar 19 is extended in bar 103 to encompass Db and Eb, 
preparing for the recapitulation of the previously A minor passage in F minor. Sibelius 
exploits the symmetry of the CE G# augmented triad by rotating its pitches and respelling 
G# as Ab, so that it functions in an identical way within F minor. (Ex 3.18) Again, this 
draws upon the G# of bar 14 of the first movement, where it was heard in the broad context 
of a C-based tonality and the immediate context of an E pedal. 
Ex 3.18 
b mg -- 0 21r -- 
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The tonal scheme of the finale of Tchaikovsky's second symphony depended upon exactly 
the same augmented triad and Sibelius himself had already used a similarly symmetrical 
pattern of major thirds in the second symphony (1), Bb and F#). Its potential lies in its 
symmetry and the ambiguity afforded by the various spellings and functions of its Pitches 
within both wholetone and diatonic pitch organisation: this kind of key relationship becomes 
increasingly important in the later symphonies, especially the Fifth, whose last movement 
more successfully extends the formal experimentation of the present work. 
Ile F minor section is also important for containing the first explicit hints at the 'big tune' 
with which the whole symphony ends and which may be regarded as a kind of 'second 
subject' whose first full statement is delayed until the recapitulation. 
To summarise: the three main tonal centres of the exposition (C major, A minor and F 
minor) strongly recall the ambiguity between C major and A minor at the beginning of the 
first movement and the cancellation at its end of their attendant F# by emphatically plagal 
reinforcement of C. Both the subsidiary keys are related to C by the ambiguous spelling of 
Ab/G#. 
DEvELopmENT 
The period of flux which separates exposition and development audibly returns to the 
wholetone scale on C, finally travelling up the full octave, and followed by a thrilling 
descent in the horns back down to R. (Ex 3.19) 
It is perhaps this gesture of wholetone completion that triggers off the seeming chaos of the 
music that follows it, rather as the head-on collision of keys separated by a tritone lead to 
the chaos of the last movement of the Fourth Symphony. However, though it is difficult to 
trace a controlling idea amongst this music whose apparent tonal chaos is matched by its 
rhythmic upheaval, a clue to its organisation is offered by a distinctive figure which appears 
throughout in which a diminished seventh contracts sernitonally to a fifth, a gesture which 
seems to be 'about' eliminating the diminished seventh. If the various appearances of this 
figure are abstracted from the music, as in example 3.20, a clear wholetone pattern 
emerges, with central emphasis upon Gb, the enharmonic equivalent of F#, Cs lydian 
tritone. The initial ascent Gb, Ab, Bb continues the wholetone fragment CDE F# and is 
followed by a descent towards the 'tonic' C which it 'misses' at the last minute. A 
chromatic line is created by the 'resolution' of the diminished sevenths and C and A are the 
only gaps within a lengthy chromatic descent from Db to C# between bars 171 and 202. 
Another organisational pattern clearly audible is the chromatic ascent nearer the surface of 
the music from D# to D in bars 198-201 over a clearly A-based descent, a tritonal 
relationship including the other main tonic from the beginning of the symphony and 





























W Comparable organisational patterns emerge within the development sections of both, the 
Fourth and Sixth Symphonies. 
This gesture (reminiscent of the scherzo in Tchaikovsky's Second Symphony) occurs, 
modified, twice more, in each case the bass tonicising A, and separating these are three 
passages gesturally related to one another whose near diatonicism provides relative repose 
in comparison with the rapidly moving chromatic saturation and which constitute the 
'recapitulation' of the first subject. Their tonics are F# minor, C# minor, A minor and, at 
224, C major. This highly abbreviated recapitulation balances the very unobtrusive first 
statement of the second subject in the exposition which is accordingly given pride of place 




The 'big tune' reappears in the violas, concentrating still on the fluctuation between the 
diminished seventh on Ab and C major, and this leads into the first full statement beginning 
at bar 246. 
It begins in diatonic C major, using all 7 pitches. The first chromatic pitch to be added to 
this gamut is F#, yet again emphatically denied its historically established right to modulate 
out of C major and into either G major or E minor. (Ex 3.21) Pike argues that F# is 
weakened by this: 
"In the final subject [ ... ] the expected G and E minor 
cadences (which would involve acceptance of F sharp rather 
than F natural) are almost always thwarted by music which 




65 op cit, p. 105. 
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Examination of all that has gone before challenges this assertion - Sibelius has spent much 
of the preceding music proving that F# may exist non-disruptively within a C-based 
tonality. 
The F# is, however, allowed to fulfil a more 'traditional' modulatory function in bar 289 
with a solid perfect cadence in E minor - this pitch remains as a pedal with leading note 
reinforcement from D# but becomes a mediant pedal in C major again as the 'big tune' 
appears on its original pitches, again suggesting that F# is not disrupting C major. 
The reintroduction of F# then modulates to the other most likely new tonic, G, which, like 
E, is subsumed within C. The move towards E is repeated, and the E pedal is now adorned 
with sernitones above and below. The D# provides E with a leading note and the F pulls 
back towards C- vide its clearly subdominant cancellation of F# in the first movement. 
Previous processes are simply repeated and Ab finally disappears in 347, F# in 350, leaving 
diatonic C major to the end of the movement. The 'tune' itself all but disappears, 
suggesting that in Sibelius's mind, the triumph of C major is more important than its 
thematic material (which, it must be said, is not his most distinguished). It is also 
interesting to note that F natural appears less frequently than the other pitches of C major 
and that, when it does, it is closely associated with B, outlining the tritone unique to the 
diatonic set of pitches that form C major. The final cadence completely avoids F. 
CONCLUSION 
"Sibelius once characterised the finale of the Ibird 
Symphony as 'the crystallization of ideas from chaos. 
indeed, one could go as far as to describe the whole work as 
the crystallization of a classical symphony from the relative 
chaos of late romanticism. "66 
Tawaststjerna is perhaps overstating the case for the Third Symphony: the crystallisation is 
not yet complete. Ile Ibird Symphony is crucial within Sibelius's output because it opens 
up the fund of compositional ideas upon which all four later symphonies are founded: the 
nature of diatonic pitch organisation, the possibilities raised by rotating a single set of 
pitches, the combination of wholetone and diatonic pitch organisation and especially the 
manipulation of the interval that links them, the tritone. He begins to explore all of them in 
this symphony, hence the occasional lack of what might be termed coherent 'deep 
middleground'67 organisation; every issue raised in the Ibird Symphony is more fully (in 
some cases exhaustively) explored in the four that followed. 
66 TAwAsTsTjERNA: op cit, p. 66. 
67 This dubious term refers to that level of structure that is 'in front or the background C tonality and 'behind' 
the surface organisation, some of which, in the case of the wholetone patterning in the third movement's 
devellip'ment, for instance, extends quite a long way into the middleground. C 
THE FoURTII SYMPHONY 
"As modern ears become accustomed to these things all 
standards will be swept away. 1168 
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The Fourth Symphony is central in every way within Sibelius's output: it dates from the 
exact middle of his life, it is the middle one of the seven extant symphonies and it marks a 
watershed in the development of his fully mature symphonic techniques. 
He began it in October 1909, one of the most stressful times in his long life. Finland was 
under threat of annexation by Russia and, of more personal significance for Sibelius, he had 
recently undergone an operation on a tumour in his throat and was confronting not only his 
own mortality but the dismal prospect of have having to do without two lifelong pleasures, 
alcohol and tobacco. 69 
Sibelius described the symphony to Rosa Newmarch 
' 
as "a protest against the compositions 
of today", because it had "absolutely nothing of the circus about it. "70 Entries in his diary 
from the time of composition are revealing: on November 5 1910, he wrote 
"A symphony is not just a composition in the ordinary sense 
of the word: it is more of an inner confession at a given 
stage of one's life"71 
and on the following day; 
"This art - you are not concerned with science. God 
knows, incidentally, whether they are all that much 
apart. "72 
The symphony was finished in 1911. It baffled its first audienceS73; even thirty years later 
Aaron Copland felt that 
"Tbe Fourth, which was marveled [sic] at for its cryptic 
originality in 1912... still seems cryptic in 1941.074 
Many commentators write of the symphony in terms similar to those of Constant Lambert's 
description of it: 
"In the Fourth Symphony the classical four-movement form 
is reduced to its bare bones. 75 
68 WM Humiston quoted by JOHNSON: op cit, p. 120. 
69 Once the threat of cancer had lifted, he cheerfully resumed his consumptio 
toth, 
and lived to an impressive 
age on the strength of it. 
70 JOHNSON: op cit, p. 126-127 
71 quoted in TAWASTSTJ13tNA: op cit (Vol 2), p. 159 
72 ibid. 
73 Johnson reports (p. 120) that at the first American performance, the conductor felt obliged to preface the 
symphony with an apology to the audience. 
74 AARON COPLAND: Our New Music, (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1941), p. 44. 
75 CONSTANT LAmBERT: Music Ho! Faber and Faber, London, 1934, p. 234. 
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- but Cecil Gray contrasts his initial perception of the work as "die outcome of a process of 
sheer starvation, of a fakir-like asceticism and self denial"76 with a strikingly effective 
analogy: 
"Physicists and astronomers tell us that there is in the 
cosmos a species of star, which they call a White Dwarf, 
the substance of which is so dense and compressed that a 
piece the size of a shilling may weigh as much as several 
tons, and Sibelius's Fourth Symphony is a veritable White 
Dwarf in the musical firmament. "77 
Its entire tonal structure is generated by the 'problem' of the tritone defined by Fuller: 
"the perceptually symmetrical bisection of the octave by the 
equal-tempered tritone... might seem to provide the ideal 
median, except for the following problem: If we assume that 
all pitch classes generated can be used in more than one 
register, then it will be impossible to distinguish between 
our original poles and the median, since either pole can also 
be a median to the median... a perceptually asymmetrical 
bisection of the octave is necessary to preserve the 
functional distinctions of the system... "78 
In the exposition of the first movement, Sibelius bases the tonal argument on the division of 
the fully chromatic set into two diatonic halves, the lydian modes on C and F#. These are 
welded into a single, tense unit by the presence in each of the tritone C/F#. In the 
development section he realises the implication of the wholetone patterning filling the 
opening augmented fourth by bisecting the twelve tone set into complementary wholetone 
subsets, thus eliminating tonal hierarchy. 'Me tritone is treated increasingly throughout the 
whole symphony as a destroyer of tonality; by the development of the finale the very 
rescuing of the major scale from the chaos leads to open warfare: A and Eb majors grind 
against each other in a violent collision of two tonal layers, now without the common tritone 
to bind them together. The whole symphony charts the progression of the tritone from its 
initial function as an agent of construction in the first movement to becoming an agent of 
destruction in the finaleY9 
The opening of the symphony (Ex 3.22) is memorably described by Tawaststjerna as 
"launching it into a gravitationless void"P 
76 CFML GRAY: Sibehus Oxford University Press, London, 1931, p. 141-2. Robert Simpson argues that 
"nothing could be less true. This music is not starved, nor does the tendency to elision result in any loss of 
substance". SIMPSON: Op Cit, p. 19. 
77 op cit, p. 143. 
79 Fu=: op cit, p. 192-3. 
79 HowEiJL.: op cit, p. 235: '... the use of the tritone within the Fourth Symphony comes to represent a 
compositional understanding of the tonal balance between its disruptive and definitive potential (that of 
wholetonality and diatonicism) ... 
* 
80 TAwAsn=NA: op cit. p. 190. 
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The augmented fourth occurs naturally within the diatonic system and may be used as a 
powerful means of establishing a tonic, as Pike observes; 8I it is disturbing in the present 
context since, on their own, these four pitches are deliberately ambiguous. Without the 
fifth pitch there is no means of telling whether the governing principles are to be diatonic or 
wholetone. 
Ex 3.22 
An Eero Järnefelt 
Sinfonie Nr. 4 a-Moll 
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2 Obal. 
X Clarinetti h 
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I PME: op cit, p. 107: "The tritone is the interval which most easily destroys tonality 
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C is strongly established as the 'fundamental' pitch because it is heard first and continues as 
a pedal, and F# is joined to C by the melodic contour: the leap from D creates a gap hicb 
demands filling-and the subsequent descent to E denies the conventional expectation that it 
will 'resolve' semitonally to G. Persistent repetition of the F#/E oscillation reinforces the 
perception of the four pitches as one unit and so, to an extent, does their equal separation: 
in less than one bar Sibelius has challenged the traditional perception of the tritone as a 
dissonance. 
Further confusion is created by the initial lack of rhythmic definition, and as relative 
rhythmic stability is established, the pedal disappears, leaving F# and E to "sway [ ... ] in 
this vacuum. "92 Now the fifth pitch appears. It is a G#. For a mere semiquaver's 
duration, Sibelius glances at the possibility of wholetone continuation, but rejects it in 
favour of the A minor onto which it immediately 'resolve03 (Ex 3.23) 
Ex 3.23 
Ibis is the nominal key of the symphony, and the one with which it endS84; it is also one 
possible 'explanation' of the C/F# tritone. The strength of E as the dominant of A minor is 
repeatedly emphasised as the F#/E oscillation and the solo cello arrive on E at the same 
time. 
82 TAWASISTMNA: op cit, p. 180. 
*1 83 Sibelius is clearly re-examining procedures from the opening of the Third Symphony, in which the C/F# 
tritone appeared within an already existing C major/A minor ambivalence. Here, F# appears well before any 
implication of A minor. 




This theme, whose triadic construction provides relief from the tritone, is described without 
exception by all commentators as simply being in A minor, which fails to take account of 
the precise and subtle way in which the music shifts between A minor and C major/lydian. 
The one-bar unit which runs across the bar line between bars 8 and 9 starts to bring C back 
to the foreground by placing it on a strong beat. In bar 10, the G natural also pulls down to 
C major rather than up towards A minor; C becomes strongest in bar II as it sounds for the 
first time over E. Thus this melody ascends through an arpeggio of A minor but descends 
in C, made lydian solely by the oscillating pedal. 
The absence of F/F# at the foreground creates a gap which is filled at bar 17 as the density 
of the music increases and moves to Gb, bringing the F# back well into the foreground. By 
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The disappearance from the bass of E not only creates a hiatus in the regular swaying 
rhythm; it also means that between the last crotchet of bar 17 and the first of bar 20, no 
pitch outside diatonic Gb lydian is sounded. 
Sibelius has set out the basis of the tonal argument of the exposition: the full chromatic set 
has been split into two diatonic sets linked by a common tritone. It is important to note at 
this point that there is nothing in the general character of the music, however bleak, to 
suggest that these keys conflict with each other: the mode remains unaltered, the thematic 
material does not change and the orchestration reflects the expansion of a single tonal area 
rather than delineating two separate and conflicting ones - this is not a language of dialectic. 
175 
The notation of this passage in Gb rather than F# reinforces this point and suggests the 
continuing importance in Sibelius's mind of C as the root pitch. Had he used F#, C would 
have become B# and Db, C#; as it stands, C remains untouched. This is fundamental to the 
tonal structure of the whole opening section of this movement. The six bars 21-26 are in 
diatonic C lydian. At bar 24 the bass moves up to G natural and, beneath aC major triad 
descends through F# and E to D. The expectation that it will at last continue down to C is 
one whose strength demonstrates the importance of C throughout the preceding 25 bars. 
Tawaststjerna's remark about a "gravitational void" is thus seen to be in some ways 
misleading - the feeling of suspension arises from the strong gravitational pull of C beneath 
the oscillation of F# and E and the massive delay in the descent back towards C. 
The expectation of C natural at the bottom of the G F# ED descent in bars 24-5 is 
overwhelming. Even more so its replacement by C#, which marks a significant structural 
corner: the notion of C natural as a tonic is dispelled and F# comes once more int6 the 
ascendant. The disruption caused by the overthrowing of C is to some extent offset by the 
relief of hearing the opening out of the tritone into a fifth in the C#/F# motion in bars 27-8. 
The F#/C# oscillating pedal remains throughout the 5 bars before the change of time 
signature to 3-2. 
The upheaval caused by the C# is continued in the brass chords of bars 29 and 30: 
chromatic saturation is achieved in the space of two bars and the close chromatic character 
of the individual lines is extremely tense after the open diatonic textures of the preceding 28 
bars. The brass function exclusively in this way throughout the first movement, in striking 
contrast to standard symphonic usage in which, though capable of chromaticism, they tend 
to operate as diatonic stabilisers of the infinitely chromatic possibilities of wind and strings. 
The highly compressed chromatic saturation of these two bars marks them out as 
transitional into the F# that follows, and the transition is kept very short in order to 
maximise the effect of the close juxtaposition of C and F# as separate key centres. Ile 
violence of this juxtaposition is heightened by the straining recollection of the source from 
which it came (Ex 3.25). The hom chords in bars 33-5 (which again achieve chromatic 
saturation) lead to an Ab major triad whose C natural pulls hard against the C# in the bass: 
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At bar 37 the tritone is suddenly banished from the texture, with the appearance of a large 
area of B major, the first major point of harmonic repose85, and a further transformation of 
processes in the first movement of the'Third Symphony. 96 Subdominant (plagal) harmony 
is one sure way to challenge a lydian tritone87: repeated emphasis on the dominant does not 
address the problem of the sharpened fourth. The symphony began by suggesting that the 
tritone need not necessarily be heard as a dissonance: the attempt by the subdominant to 
cancel it suggests that its role as diabolus in musica may not be so easily overturned. 
After the transitional bar of 40 (with a prominent tritonal progression between E major and 
Bb), the music returns to F#, at first lydian, but with C natural introduced at the end of the 
bar, pulling E natural with it; the B major in the horns in the following bar is also made 
lydian by the rising string figures. B# remains prominent throughout the texture until bar 
48 where the exposition draws to a close in pure F# major, with the opening motto 
compressed into a perfect fourth. (Ex 3.26) 
The exposition has been far less 'about' A minor than the close but uneasy relationship 
between the lydian modes on C and F#. The key scheme and the basic scalic materials are 
inextricably intertwined, the one generating the other: "The modality in Sibelius' music is 
organic, a part of the basic conception. "88 
85 Reinforced by its rhythm, texture and melody. 
86 The second subject appeared first in B minor. 
87 Also demonstrated extensively by practice in the third symphony. 
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The development section is initiated by a recollection of R's original 'resolution' to E: the 
shape of the source material is built into the highest levels of structureF9 (Ex 3.27) 
Ex 3.27 
ExPOSITION DE-VELOPMENT 
ISJicin Ff IjJ ia nE minor/IjXan 
E natural and the melodic reminiscence by which it is introduced are enough to upset the 
precarious stability of F# major in favour of lydian-tinged E minor as the solo cello tune 
returns, made tense by an augmented triad. 
The first part of the development is a fugue which really is "reduced to its bare bones": 
there is no countersubject and the overlapping of statements of the 'subject' is minimal. (Ex 
3.28) 
89 A very similar process appears in the first movement of Vaughan Williams's Fifth Symphony, which shows 
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The augmented triad of the corrupted cello tune forms the first gesture; at the registral and 
dynamic peak a third version of the four note shape is sounded in which the top of the 
tritone resolves down a semitone. Ibis shape will conclude the movement, and points to the 
chain of semitonally linked tritones that underpin the construction of the whole work. 
The subject itself has a high chromatic content, using ten pitches: the eleventh (G#) appears 
for unfathomable reasons on the flutes and clarinets in bars 60 - 61. The remaining pitch, C 
natural, which has not been heard since bar 46, is to be the starting and peak pitch of the 
first violins' statement beginning at bar 64. 
179 
B emerges as the polar pitch of the first half of the development: it is the root pitch of the 
first statement of the fugue subject beginning at bar 57, it is given prominence in the second 
by the rinforzando marking, and in the sparse counterpoint of bars 66-69, in which B minor 
triadic figures are prominent, it is leant upon by its neighbouring semitones, A# and C 
natural. B was used in the exposition as a reinforcement of F# major; here, its failure to 
counter the disruption caused by the renewed falling of F# to E shows that the power of 
diatonic tonality as a structural force is rapidly waning. 
The second part of the development pursues the wholetone implications of the opening by 
shifting perpetually between the two wholetone sets making up the fully chromatic 12 note 
set. The constant overlapping of the two sets is enhanced by the brief figures from the 
wind, but the boundaries are made clear by the presence of the opening 'motto', from which 
the wholetone scales derive. (Ex 3.29) 
The development section subjects one flat hierarchy (the 12 pitch set) to organisation by 
another (the wholetone set). The background string layer is totally non-implicative of a 
tonic and is therefore the true "gravitationless void" of the movement: the absence of 
hierarchy eliminates the concept of a 'tonic' and therefore variation of tension and 
relaxation. 
It is left to the wind to provide an harmonic anchor. F#, the concluding tonic of the 
exposition, underpins three of the first seven wholetone bars. At the end of bar 73, G 
natural (the first since bar 67) completes chromatic saturation: the rinforzando indication 
signals its importance and maintains the prominence of the tritone. 
Ile woodwind figure in the middle of bar 77 marks the turning point of the development, in 
which F# and C destroy each other - F# is pulled up to G by C, which is in turn pushed up 
to C# by F#. 
Out of the chaos gradually emerges a new centre of gravity; the pedal A underpinning five 
of the 35 bars of the development, which emerges from the midpoint of this collision (which 
also includes the tritone A/Eb), becomes the tonic for the remainder of the movement. 
The woodwind scalic figures in bars 80 - 86 bridge the divisions between the alternating 
whole tone sets of the strings and begin to restore some diatonic pitch organisation to the 
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The recapitulation begins at the equivalent to bar 33; an abbreviation which concerns many 
commentators. In fact the opening 'motto' appears on its original pitches in bars 87 and 88, 
and Gerald Abraham points almost unknowingly to the reason for the 'omission': "one feels 
that the development, being in the same grey, brooding mood, has taken the place of a 
reprise of the first subject. "90 
The struggle to fit the wholetone implication of what Abraham terms the 'first subject' into 
a diatonic context created the exposition; the destructive force within diatonic tonality of 
this implication has created the development. Within a dynamic process of this type, it is 
quite inconceivable that Sibelius should return to the root of the entire process and re- 
present it as though nothing had happened. 
The recapitulation lies in A and is a note-for-note (other than the transposition) copy of the 
exposition from bar 33 onwards. Both qualities are suggestive of compromise: such exact 
repetition is very rare indeed in Sibelius's music and A is the mid-point between F# and 
C91, realising the A minor implication of the triadic cello tune (Ex 3.22). It does not 
resolve the massive tensions of the music preceding it, but mediates between them, and this 
notion is reinforced by the exact duplication of the most reposeful part of the exposition - 
the concluding A is given the trappings of relative stability in order to provide a temporarily 
satisfying degree of closure for this particular movement, but the continuous pull of the 
lydian fourth and the absence of gestural development demands continuation. Stability is 
lessened still further by the short coda which, as Ex 3.30 illustrates, has by no means 
abandoned the wholetone scale. C natural cancels the major third of the lydian A of the 
recapitulation and, combined with the Bb at the top of the tritone, looks ahead to the key of 
the next movement. 
Ex 3.30 
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90 GERALD ABRAHAM: 7he Music ofSibeUus Da Capo Press, Now York, 1947, p. 25. 
91 Sibelius uses B in very similar way in his last major work, the tone poem Tapiola, whose atmosphere owes 




In its strong implication of F major (and hence pointed avoidance of F#), the opening of the 
second movement attempts to sever rather than to untie the Gordian knot of the C/F# tritone 
in the first: an unmanageable number of harmonic loose ends results and once more the 
hierarchy of diatonic tonality unravels. In only 32 bars of fast music a diatonic set of 
pitches is transformed into an exclusively wholetone set. 
The introduction of the sharpened fourth in this movement differs crucially from its initial 
appearance at the opening of the symphony: it is embedded within a long sweep of melody 
that disguises its potentially disruptive force, prefaces it with a seemingly stable diatonic 
context and casts it as a leading note for the dominant? 2 
Ile opening of the movement is cautious - the double F/A pedal, although harmonically 
stable, implies no metrical grouping and the length and dynamic of the oboe's first A offer 
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192 This reflects Robert Simpson's observation that the tritone "tends to tilt the weight" towards the semitone 
above its upper note because of its position within the 'cultural habit' of the major scale. 
183 
Ile first 19 bars are strictly diatonic, but the delayed introduction of the seventh pitch (the 
sharpened fourth) controls harmonic tension very precisely. Bars I to 9 appear to imply F 
major but, after the processes of the first movement, the omission of the fourth degree is 
noticeable: the 'normal' strong expectation of the perfect fourth is rivalled by an expectation 
of almost equal strength that it will be sharpened. 
B natural's almost casual appearance in bar 10 defines F's modality as lydian, but it is 
perceived less as a lydian fourth than as the leading note for the dominant, C, which 
becomes stronger in bars 13 to 19. (Ex 3.32) 
The implied dominant seventh of C in bars 16-19 strengthens B natural's role as an 
auxiliary to C, which is itself made into a dominant seventh for F by the Bb in bar 20. This 
is the first pitch outside the opening diatonic set and it hints that, as in the first movement, 
the subdominant might function as the most effective means of cancelling the lydian fourth: 
the tritone has, nevertheless, gained a foothold. 
Having successfully absorbed the tritone into the texture in the opening phrase, Sibelius is 
less cautious about bringing it into the second one and the conflict between B natural and Bb 
becomes more sharply defined. The B natural is much longer than previously, occupying 




The growing strength of B natural is counterbalanced in bar 25 by Eb, which would, in an F 
major context, normally reinforce the subdominant: a triad of Bb major is indeed reached in 
bars 27 and 28, but via the diminished seventh93 which interlocks the C/F# and A/Eb 
tritones, of the first and last movements respectively. 
In 29 this subdominant progresses to a dominant seventh for F, but in so doing opens up 
another tritone, between E and Bb; the melodic flow disintegrates into bare tritones and 
diatonic pitch organisation collapses into an exclusively wholetone set. (Ex, 3.33). 
Throughout the first part of the movement, the E/Bb tritone triggers wholetone harmony, 
while that on FAB exists within a diatonic context. This use of the E/Bb tritone as the root 
of the most non-diatonic and non-hierarchic material of the first part of the movement is 
remarkable in a context that initially defines F as its tonic. Far from countering the lydian 
tritone, the subdominant Bb becomes closely associated with disruptive, non-hierarchic 
wholetone writing. Sibelius is continuing the process begun in the first movement of 
separating the diatonic and wholetone implications of the tritone: his pointed acceptance of 
the sharpened fourth within a diatonic context throws into even sharper relief the new 
function of the traditionally more explicable tritone between fourth and seventh degrees of 
the major scale as a destroyeý of the very system by which it was produced. 
So strong is Sibelius's belief in the diatonic system that in order to explore its limits he is 
prepared to sacrifice its most hallowed and cliched symbol, the major scale. Faced with 
such an act, arguments such as this: 
"the ending of every piece affirms its tonality, and once the 
ending is known, the ambiguities of the beginning and 
middle disappear, and the uncommon progressions lose 
their disturbing quality: the unconventional, carefully 
calculated form falls apart so that it could be shortened or 
rearranged without damage; the novelty of the music, in 
short, wears off... "94 
lose their strength. 
Ex 3.33 
93 Becoming the dominant ninth for Bb in bar 26. 
94 WhijAm AUSTIN: Music in the 20th Centu? y, (London: Dent, 1966), p. 97. 
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As in the development of the first movement, this wholetone passage is stabilised by pedals. 
Ile movement of Bb up to B natural creates semitonal equivocation, but B natural's 
function as a lydian fourth reintroduces F, 'leant' upon persistently by Gb, a rehearsal of 
the relationship in which the opening of this movement stands to the C/F# tritone of the 
first. 'False relations' of this type become very prominent in the finale. 
Tle harmonic stability of seven bars of diatonic F major (38-44) briefly restores the E/Bb 
tritone's 'traditional' function and the section concludes with a vertical presentation of all 
the pitches of the subdominant melodic minor, which, as Pike notices, reintroduces the C, 
Eb, Gb, A interlocking tritone complex of bars 25-6. 
The rhythmic regularity of the passage beginning at bar 50 appears to contradict Pike's 
assertion that "the destruction of tonality in this work goes hand in hand with the 
destruction of rhythm"95, but is analogous to the flat hierarchy of the wholetone scale; the 
unit of measurement is clearly defined, but its higher level organisation is not. Just as the 
whole tone passages were subjected to the gravitational pull of pedals, the undifferentiated 
rhythm is organised by the patterning of pitches. (Ex 3.34) 
Ex 3.34 
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The fleeting B natural of bar 50 is again replaced by Bb and F major seems stable in the 
first sixteen bars of the example, but crucial pitches are again 'missing': the flat sixth and 
seventh degrees are introduced in bar 6596, creating a whole tone descent from A to Bbb. B 
natural is omitted but becomes the starting pitch for the four bar passage beginning in bar 
69, an "act transposition of bars 65-8 at the distance of a tritone: the tritone and its 
expansion, the wholetone scale, are present throughout the texture. 
Both phrases are prevented from becoming definitely wholetone by the avoidance of the 
sixth pitch, and between them they occupy ten pitches; the two missing are E and Bb, which 
become the pitches of the double pedal beginning in bar 82. The descending chromatic 
scale in bars 88-98 presents inwardly resolving tritones, gathering momentum at bar 94 both 
in the vertical compression of the harmonic structure and in the quickening of the crotchet 
pulse. 
The series of sustained chords beginning at bar 98 is supported by pedals drawn from the 
same wholetone pitch collection as those underpinning the duple metre section, and the 
paragraph collapses over a long Bb pedal and shorter ones on D and E into a fully 
wholetone set, arranged as pairs of tritones. Once more the diatonic F/B tritone has been 
replaced by the wholetone one on E and Bb. 
'Me long wholetone section concludes with an exact repeat of the F major stabilising gesture 
of bars 38 to 49, and at this point, the music moves abruptly to Db lydian and a new 
melodic figure, moving in bar 169 to Eb major, and a repetition of the passage from bars 13 
to 19, but with two important differences. Eb is clearly perceived as the local tonic and 
therefore the D natural in bar 172 functions simply as a leading note, not as a tritone against 
a background tonic. 
Secondly, and in reinforcement of this point, the original 'corrected' flattening of this pitch 
is interrupted by a return to the new descending scalic idea, now opening in diatonic Gb 
major, modulating yet again via the sharpened fourth in bar 179. The conclusion of the 
interrupted phrase now appears a tone lower than its opening, in Db as the dominant of Gb, 
with the 'corrected' Cb. This is the key in which a false recapitulation of the opening of the 
movement is made, which drops down the semitone for the real recapitulation, beginning at 
bar 193. From here to bar 239 is another note for note repetition, of bars 1-49. 
The coda to the first half of the movement begins at bar 240 with a figure reminiscent of the 
violins' stabilising gesture at bar 13, but becomes occupied with a gradual chromatic 
shifting of the double pedal in the second violins from the Db/Eb of 239 to the F/E that 
underpins the whole of the concluding Dopplo piu lento section. (Ex 3.35) 
96 This bar becomes very important in the light of strong thematic connections with the concluding Doppipim 
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Tawaststjema has written that 
"the doppio piu lento section at the end of the movement is 
produced by so complete a psychological transformation of 
one of the themes that it falls outside the usual framework 
of a classical or romantic scherzo movement, and can 
scarcely be categorized or labelled. '197 
Yet all the thematic material of the doppio piu lento (with the exception of the concluding 
reminiscence of the opening of the movement, which, according to Howell, does not exist in 
one of the manuscript scores of the symphony9s) is drawn from the duple metre part of the 
scherzo. The precision and extent of this thematic identity is demonstrated in example 3.36: 
despite the enormous surface contrast with the rest of the movement, the thematic content 
could hardly be more unified. 
Ex 3.36 
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97 op cit, p. 184. 
98 HOWELi.: op cit, p. 152. 
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The dopplo piu lento is a brilliant and concentrated fusion of the main ideas of the 
movement. While it makes an exact thematic return to the central duple metre section, 
transposed up a perfect fourth, it recapitulates the F/B tritone of the opening section, now 
placed within a crucially different context. All but one of the stabbing melodic tritones in 
the doppio plu lento, reinforced by dynamic markings, are from the wholetone scale on F, 
thus finally robbing B/F of its original diatonic lydian function. The one additional pair 
presents the tritone that initiated wholetone chaos in the first place, E/Bb. (bar 324) 
At the bottom of the texture, the cellos and basses rise in the tone-semitone scale that 
contains both fundamental tritones (Ex 3.37). 
Ex 3.37 
wa- PT9ý 
The conclusion of the movement, like that of the first, resolves none of the foregoing 
conflict and leaves F hanging, now robbed of its tonic fiinction. 
INTERLUDE: THE THIRD MOVEMENT 
Tawaststjerna provides evidence that the third movement of the symphony led the most 
independent existence of the four, its theme appearing in a sketch for string quartet on the 
same sheet of manuscript paper as sketches for the string quartet Voces Intimae. 77herefore, 
says Tawaststjerna, "It is possible to conclude that the two ideas were conceived at roughly 
the same point in time, perhaps at the beginning of 1909.99 
Not only is its main theme one of the few in the fourth symphony that does not contain a 
prominent melodic tritone; it opens with two strongly ascending perfect fifths. 7be tritone 
that appears in bar 86 marks the 'death' of the theme, but its strength arises solely from the 
dynamic and the heaviest scoring of the movement: it is part of a conventional harmonic 
progression perfectly in keeping with the harmonisation of this theme both in its final form 
in the slow movement, and in its earlier one in the string quartet sketch. (Ex 3.38) 
Sibelius asked that this movement be played at his funerallOO and its personal significance 
for him may go beyond the fact that it dates from a time when his life was threatened. 
99 op cit, p. 179. 
loo RKE: Op Cit, p. 109. 
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Sibelius was a freemasonlOl and there is some (highly speculative) evidence to suggest that 
masonic symbolism may exist in the Fourth Symphony. The 'trials' endured by the theme 
in its five attempts to break through are brought to an end by its 'defeat' by a tritone whose 
pitches provide the tonics for the two keys of the finale, A and Eb majors. Eb major, 
thanks largely to Mozart, was well established as a 'masonic' key, with its symbolic three 
flats: A major balances this with three sharps. 
Ex 3.38 
101 See SANTERi LEvAs (TRANs PERcy Youm): Sibelius: a personalporlrait, (London: Dent, 
1 
1972), p. 43. 
Tawaststjerna's very detailed biographical study is curiously silent on this point. He quotes (6p, cit, p. 21. ) a 
cryptic remark made by Sibelius in a letter written on his 39th birthday, 8th December 1904 - "Have been 
ordained! ". This is probably a joke, in the light of the rest of the letter which, as Tawaststjerna. remarks, 
*seems intent on protesting [Sibelius's] innocence against the unworthy thought that his handwriting should 
betray symptoms of the moming-after-the-night-before"; it is, nevertheless a strange expression. Stephen King, 
in his book "The Brotherhood* refers to "the customary drinking session which follows the ceremonies at the 
*Temple" (p. 199. ) and given Sibelius's legendary ability to consume vast quantities of alcohol, it is not 
inconceivable that he first came into with freemasonry during just such a session. It is also worth noting that 
throughout the existing two volumes of Tawaststjcma's otherwise very detailed biography (the third is currently 
in preparation), there is not a single reference to freemasonry. This suggests that either 
a) Levas is wrong in his statement that 'Like Haydn and Mozart, Sibelius was a Freemason, and as such 
achieved very high rank" which seems highly improbable given that Sibelius composed Masonic Ritual Music 
(whose quality, incidentally, is poor, and in which the only discernibly masonic qualities present are in its text); 
b) Sibelius had not become a Freemason until after 1914, the concluding date of the second volume of 
biography, although one would still expect Tawaststjerna. to mention it, if only in passing, or 
c) Tawaststjerna is himself a Freemason and is therefore unwilling to discuss anything pertaining to the craft. 
This last seems at the moment to be the most likely explanation. 
FINALE 
191 
At 527 bars, the finale is longer than the other three movements put together and it has a 
nervous energy that is worlds away from the slow moving, dense gestures of the first 
movement. At the centre of its tonal argument are A and Eb, the culmination of the tritonal 
progression that controlled the first two movements and the furthest point from (and 
mediators between) the starting pair C/F#. (Ex 3.39) 
Ex 3.39 
The material of its opening appears nowhere else in the finale, but, as Pike observes, it does 
provide a retrospective connection with the third movement, both because "it begins as if in 
C# minor"102 (the tonic of the third movement) and because of a very simple thematic link. 
(Ex 3.40) 
Ex 3.40 
In addition, ParmetI03 points out the similarity in melodic outline of one of the most 
distinctive gestures of the finale to the tritonal 'destruction' of the third movement's theme 
(the onlyff bar in the third movement). (Ex 3.41) 
Ex 3.41 
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102 op cit, p. 113. 
103 op cit, p. 60. 
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Like the second movement, it opens with an attempt to absorb the tritone into rapid melodic 
flow. (Ex 3.42) Throughout this introductory passage, the sharpened fourth tends to move 
upwards to the dominant and the natural fourth down to the major third; the sharpened 
second similarly goes up, the major second down. This gives rise to an increasing number 
of 'false relations' that glance off each other, giving the music a skidding, brittle glitter. 
A firm cadential progression to A is delayed for some time; the A at the end of bar 6 is 
thwarted by the F# in the violas, and when a solid A major chord is eventually sounded in 
bar 7, the violin lines draw attention away from the tonic of the chord by dwelling on the 
third and fifth, thus looking back towards C# minor. 
The answering phrase remains within an identical pitch class set to its predecessor, with the 
addition of A# in the violin I at the beginning of bar 9, and E# in the violas in the second 
half of the bar. The A# is easily explained as an auxiliary to B, in turn a strengthener of the 
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193 
The E#, though less prominent, is more significant. It completes chromatic saturation and 
sets up a very high level of dissonance for such an early stage in the movement (grinding 
against the E and the D above it): most importantly, like the G# at the beginning of the first 
movement it provides a barely perceptible foreshadowing of the wholetone extension of the 
lydian fourth that will later initiate chaos. It disappears immediately and does not surface 
again until bar 102. 
The concluding 'cadence' of this paragraph swings back towards C# minor, outlining a C# 
minor arpeggio. The A major triad gained at bar 15 still sounds like an interrupted 
cadence. The opening tune is repeated and it is arguable that this is where the real start of 
the movement lies, now with the theme over its 'correct' harmonyjO4 
In the second paragraph, the pull between D# and D natural is intensified by the vertical 
false relation at the end of bar 18, in which D# rises to E (showing a similar gravitational 
pull within a rapidly moving melodic context towards the dominant to that seen in the 
second movement) and D natural simultaneously falls to C#. The very noticeable semitone 
(and the rfz marking) draws a great deal of attention to the D#, and Sibelius rehearses the 
gesture in the short motif which follows immediately on the violas, a melodic shape 
(henceforward referred to as Y), Parmet's alleged echo of the previous movement and one 
of the most distinctive characteristics of the finale. (Ex 3.43) 
Ex 3.43 
104 Indeed, Abraham (op cit, p. 27. ) argues that the first 15 bars constitue "a sort of false start, for they lead to 
nothing*. 
194 
Its 'meaning' is ambiguous: in one interpretation it presents D# as a lydian fourth within A 
which the E, as fifth degree of the scale, does not affect; alternatively it may be read as a 
lower neighbour note to E, pushing the music towards the dominant., rather as B pushed 
towards C in the second movement, bar 10. 
In the following bar (20), the glockenspiel makes its first appearance. 105 lie part is 
minimal but important: it is used as a very audible and increasingly ironic indication of 
tonality, in this first instance, A major. It is always confined to the first three pitches of 
whichever major tonality it is supposedly reinforcing, thus leaving the fourth untouched. 
E becomes stronger from bar 26, and increasingly prominent A#s move the A/D# tritone 
back up a semitone, helped by the flattening of D# to D natural. A comparison of the 
frantic solo cello (bars 32-37) with the diatonic arpeggiations, on the same instrument at the 
beginning of the first movement shows how much tension Sibelius has generated through 
the course of the symphony: after a brief revival of the A/D# tritone he increases it ftirther 
by the most unexpected means (Ex 3.44): 
Ex 3.44 
-P-Jvpp 
105 Arguments have raged over the indications in the score, as to whether Sibelius meant 'Glockenspiel' or 
'Glocken' (bells). The relics of this dispute are still evident in the Breitkopf score, in which 'Glockenspiel* 
appears at the head of the finale in a different typeface from the other instruments, and 'sp' has been added by 
hand to the word 'Glocken' apppearing on p. 51. The precise scoring does not very much matter from the 
analyst's point of view: the main thing is that the sound stands out very clearly from the rest of the orchestra. 
195 
This is one of the longest passages so far heard of unadulterated major tonality, yet its 
scoring, pianissimo marking and virtual athematicism create a massive charge of literally 
static electricity that, far from releasing tritone-generated tension, pushes it even nearer to 
breaking point. Against this humming background, and separated from it by scoring, the 
flutes and oboes reintroduce the tritone, Eb. Neither tonality concedes to the other, until 
bar 89, in which A major seizes Ab as an enharmonic equivalent to its leading note, and is 
reinforced by the glockenspiel. 
At bar 96 A's strength begins to fade as more and more semitones crowd in around its 
diatonic pitches; it regains a lydian foothold in bar 103, but this is eroded by the syncopated 
descent in the cellos. In bars 109 and 110 they fall from G# to D, which continues as part 
of a dominant seventh in A and is functioning as a delaying gesture, leaving the question of 
wholetone versus diatonic modal use ambiguous. The scales in the violins and violas 
variously emphasis E and B as before, but at bar 119, the music spins out of control as the 
scalic descent is resumed in the cellos, completing the wholetone octave. (Ex 3.45) 
Oscillation between Eb and A majors continues for several bars, both tonics indicated by a 
figure that recalls the glockenspiel 'motto'. The surface of the music is partitioned into two 
sets, a tritone apart, with the perpetual syncopated motion of the cellos and basses tying 
them together. 
At bar 135, the two separate areas are vertically compressed, culminating in bar 138, where 
the two chords simply alternate, separated by scoring. Sibelius links them by the one pitch 
common to them, Db, which functions simultaneously as a flat seventh within Eb and the 
major third of A major. Neither triad gives way to the other and one of the processes 
fundamental to the first movement is resurrected as the music moves to the point midway 
between the two poles, C major. 
The material which forms this part of the movement is from an unfinished orchestral song 
called 7he Raven to a text by Poe. The poem presents a gloomy picture of a bereaved lover, 
torturing himself with thoughts of his deceased mistress. The Raven itself answers each of 
the protagonist's questions with the word "Nevermore" and was described by Poe as 
"emblematic of Mournful and never-ending "Remembrance. "106 These morbid 
preoccupations presumably reflect Sibelius's worries about his own health at the time. 
106 The Philosophy of Composition in EDGAR ALLEN POE: The Complete poems and stories of Edgar Allen Poe, 





Tonally, the Raven material107 is extremely mobile., but in bars 218-256 the progression of 
tritone pairs comes full circle as Sibelius returns to C major, undisturbed by the lydian F# 
that cuts through the texture on the trumpet. (Ex 3.46) 
Ex 3.46 
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107 This music is pre-echoed in the double bass in bars 35-6 and 43-4. 
198 
This section forms the central pillar of the movement, but, like the earlier stretch of A 
major, is athematic and pianissimo: it can only mediate between Eb and A and leaves 
unresolved the 'problem' of the tritone. 108 
From this central episode, thematic material is recapitulated in reverse order. The tonality 
of the Raven material is now even more fluid, and contains a large number of false relations 
such as, were seen at the opening of the movement. 
The beginning of the recapitulation of the 'first subject' is very closely related to its 
exposition, but is modified at bar 336 in a gesture similar to that at 119 to finish this 
paragraph in Eb rather than A. This allows Sibelius to start the recapitulation of the bitonal 
section 'up the other way', beginning at bar 348, and now at last the terrible disruption 
increasingly threatened by the tritone throughout the symphony is brought about. 
An Eb ma or 'background' is set up exactly as A was earlier, and A major introduced over j 
it. This time however, the wind fragments do not sidestep the potential conflict. (Ex 3.47) 
Ex 3.47 
V- a ew. 
108 Both Parmet and Abraham describe it as the 'development', but its thematic sterility challenges their view. 
199 
All pitches of both keys are sounded and tonally neither gives way, but melodically the 
woodwind concedes to the strings, setting up a canon at the tritone. The tritone is 
prominent within the melody itself as well as in its combination - the tonic is suspended 
between the fourth degree and the leading note. 
At around bar 392, the music begins to collapse and, as Pike observes, tonal chaos is 
matched by increasing rhythmic disruption . All commentators on Sibelius give up on 
description and/or analysis of this section. Parmet refers to 
"Jarring dissonances, violent collision between contrasted 
rhythms, and obstinate hammering of the main theme in a 
bewildering, indeterminate sequence, creates a sense of 
tumult without equal in the music of Sibelius. It would 
seem that his ability to bear and, moreover, give expression 
to the violence of the inner experience had reached the point 
where every effort of human will-power must fall short. "109 
Tawaststjema speaks more mildly of a 
"dark, powerful atmosphere ... Figures from the development, and in particular the syncopated figure of 
'The Raven, as well as the powerful motives of tritone- 
plus-fifth and the descending seventh mingle in a final 
climax. "110 
Gerald Abraham avoids mentioning it altogether and Burnett James accurately but 
imprecisely observes that "The structure cracks, slips, calling to mind Yeats' lines, "Things 
fall apart; the centre cannot hold... ""l II 
Unravelling the tonality of this section is extremely difficult (as one might expect of chaos), 
but separate threads may be picked out, each working to its own scheme of organisation. 
7be cellos and basses have two five-pitch wholetone progressions, bound together by the Y 
motif - C# descending to F in bars 386-391 and E descending to Ab in bars 392 - 397; the 
violins and violas ascend a fully chromatic scale from the F in bar 385 to Bb in bar 398. (Ex 
3.48) 
The melodic fragments in the remainder of the orchestra are less obviously well organised. 
The flutes and clarinets from 386 to 389 are in A major/lydian; in the following passage 
they move to C major/lydian. The passage beginning at 399 seems to be a brief tonicising 
of G- this pitch is pointed to by the figure in oboes and clarinets, the surrounding of G in 
the violins by A and F# and the use of the tritone-expanding-to-a-fifth motif in the 
trombones. 
109 PARMIT: op Cit, p. 61. 
"0 TAWAS1II7ERNA: op cit, pp. 196-197. 
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From here the music goes towards E; again the Y motif implies a lydian tonality based 
around this pitch, and there is a clear resolution, supported by all orchestral parts in bar 405 
onto a full E major triad, in its second inversion. 
Certainly neither diatonic nor wholetone principles function exclusively in this music - for 
all its lack of hierarchy, the wholetone scale does imply some degree of measured 
conformity, and thus has no place in chaos. 
B emerges temporarily between bar 414 and 425. Why B? B major was the first key in 
which the music of the first movement found even relative repose, and was originally a 
reinforcement of F# against C. It is now going to function very clearly, but ultimately in 
vain, as a leading note to the true tonic of the symphony, C. 
The initial move towards B is indicated by the diatonic bass descent in bars 410-411. The 
bass progression, following aB minor scale from the end of bar 415 as far as 423, also 
points to B. 'Mere is also persistent melodic emphasis on it in the violins. 
A major is regained at bar 435, confirmed by the glockenspiel's last and, in view of the 
preceding disruption, most ironic appearance, but a return to material from Ae Raven 
brings chromatic saturation. The strong pattern of fourths and fifths in bass represents an 
attempted cancelling of the tritone, whose significance has been totally eclipsed by the chaos 
it initiated. The brass gesture at 443 is described by Parmet [p621 as "a clenched fist". It 
draws its seventh from the original vertical superimposition of A and Eb majors at bar 88-9 
as the clash between them was avoided by enharmonic equivalence. 
The final page of the symphony continues to gravitate towards A minor. (Ex 3.49) Bars 
493-496 'explain' the C/F# tritone as part of A minor, and include a wholetone segment that 
contains the first five pitches of the entire symphony, but the resigned and unadorned 
ascending scale is as suggestive of compromise as A minor was at the end of the first 
movement. 
C major itself has been made to function briefly in a parallel way between A and Eb, but C 
is the home pitch of the symphony. The three oboe figures, dropping the major seventh, 
desperately attempt to reinstate C, and bars 516-519, despite the tonic/dominant harmony in 
A minor, place C and its leading note at the top of the texture, but the repeated A minor 
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On April 2nd, 1912, Sibelius wrote in his diary "the symphony is ready. lacta alea est [The 
die is castl] It calls for much courage to look life straight in the eyesl"112 it is easy to draw 
parallels between the tritone's destruction of tonality 'from within' and the threat of cancer 
that had dogged its composer for the past three years, but it should be borne in mind that 
Sibelius's psychological and physical health at the time of composition may have been 
largely responsible for his emphasis of this function. Despite its initiation of many passages 
of tonal disruption and atonality113 within the symphony, its frequent appearances within 
the diatonic passages of the work suggest that the tritone may exist non-disruptively and 
even constructively within diatonicism: Sibelius was to exploit this potent ambiguity to the 
full in his greatest achievement, the Sixth Symphony. 
112 quoted in TAWAS7377ERNA: op cit, p. 169. 
113 "As an undeniably tonal composer, Sibelius wrote a symphony in which atonality, in this instance the effect 
of the tritone, is shown to destroy the very foundation of music as he understood it - not only the key and 
formal structure of the work, but also the melody and rhythm. " PIKE: op cit, p. 111. 
THE SIXTH SYMPHONY 
"You may analyse it and explain it theoretically. - You may 
find that there are several interesting things going on. But 
most people forget that it is, above all, a poem. 1114 
"A great deal of the tension in the symphony is clearly the 
result of modal thinking - the working out, twentieth- 
century symphonic terms, of the ambivalence of the third, 
sixth and seventh degrees inherent in the late Renaissance 
treatment of the Dorian mode. "115 
"It will already be evident that Sibelius had a liking for 
Renaissance polyphony, and an examination of his treatment 
of the Dorian mode in this work makes it clear that he had a 
deep understanding of it. "116 
203 
The material of the Sixth Symphony is characterised by an avoidance of gestures that imply 
strongly defined hierarchy. Sibelius makes extensive use of straightforward scalic patterns, 
sequential passages (scalic patterns writ large) and smoothly flowing, even rhythms; Pike 
comments on the symmetry of rising and falling scalesI17, a balance mirrored in the overall 
proportions of the movement, but most important of all is the skilful manipulation of 
various diatonic modes, principally dorian, ionian and mixolydian, frequently as different 
permutations of a single set of pitches. 118 The fundamental pitch sýt is that of C major, 




The choice of dorian and mixolydian modes is significant. They are very closely related to 
minor and major scales respectively, but each has a flattened leading note. In 'classical' 
harmonic structures, the fundamental tonic/dominant polarity is melodicised at the surface 
of the music by the resolution of the sharpened seventh to the tonic - it is a symbol of a 
sharply defined hierarchy. Removing this symbol flattens the hierarchy and hence 
contributes to the general evenness of gesture, as does the use of more than one permutation 
of any given diatonic set. 
114 Sibelius, quoted in PUM: op cit, p. 189. 
115 Pnm: op cit, p. 197. Note. that the third and sixth degrees of the dorian mode are its . characteristic scale 
steps" - see Appendix B. 
116 F=: op cit, p. 191. 
117 op cit, p201 - 202 
119 This technique in Russian music has already been discussed, especially in Rimsky Korsakov's music from 
77te Snow Maiden. 
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On the whole, the exposition and recapitulation of the first movement are based in ionian 
and dorian modality, while the development turns more to the mixolydian mode; there is 
also significant and symmetrical use of the wholetone scale, and, related to this, the lydian 
and locrian modes which, as the most major and most minor of the diatonic modes 
respectively, intensify the relationship between dorian and mixolydianj 19 
The symphony opens with serene diatonic polyphony suspended between D dorian and F 
lydian, an ambivalence made clear in the first five bars. (Ex 3.51) 
Ex 3.51 
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119 See Appendix B for detailed discussion of this point. 'ne lydian mode's scale degrees am at the maximum 
possible distance within the diatonic system from the tonic, the locrian mode's at the minimum possible 
distance. 
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The very first sound is a major diad on F, which points towards F as a tonic, but the scalic 
descent to the DIF diad of bar 3 casts the first bar retrospectively as the top of aD minor 
triad; the strongly cadential gesture in the violas in bars 3 to 5 reinforces the strength of F 
by simultaneously denying Da leading note and providing F (the first full major triad to be 
sounded) with one; but the C, although emphasised by its scoring and position at the bottom 
of the texture, is immediately countered by D at the top in the first violins in the following 
bar (5). Ibis chord, a minor triad with major sixth, becomes very important throughout the 
work: it contains the "characteristic scale steps*120, as well as the tonic and the dominant of 
the dorian mode. D persists in the violas, and in bar 16, it too is provided with a leading 
note which is clearly made to function as such within the context of a dominant ninth. F is 
ftirther eroded by the presence of F# at the end of bar 20, and in the extended repetition of 
this gesture beginning at bar 21. Sibelius does not allow the tonality to become too 'major': 
C natural sounds in close proximity to F# and likewise F natural near to C#. F# is 
nevertheless a product of the initial appearance of C# leading note, since the latter is the 
'second' accidental within the circle of fifths. A process which began as a typically modal 
ambivalence between two poles within one diatonic set has been upset by a passing attempt 
to give extra definition to the one without a leading note (D) by sharpening its seventh. 
With the fast entry from the wind (the rising scale from D on the oboe) the stability of the 
set and, temporarily, of D is restored, but F is renewed by the sustained chord beginning at 
bar 46.7bis combines the pitches of both 'tonic' triads, but D disappears and F 
major/lydianl2l is sustained as a pedal and given the most emphatically cadential gesture yet 






120 For Authcr discussion of this tem. see Appendix B. 
121 Inc axmh2y is left undefined since there am no fourth degrcss in the immediate vicinity of this passge. 
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D regains its strength and continues to prevail until bar 61, at which point the reappearance 
of F# brings with it C#. Ilis is prevented from functioning as a dominant reinforcement of 
D by the C natural challenge in brass and timpani, creating a semitonal dissonance that 
stands out stark contrast to the smooth diatonicism that precedes it. (For future reference - 
the C on timpani and horns in bar 64 falls exactly on the Golden Section of the shorter 
Golden Section of the whole movement). 
In contrast with the opening of the Fourth Symphony, the tritone between F and B has not 
been at all prominent in the texture. It exists unobtrusively as the lydian fourth on F and as 
the 'characteristic scale steps' of D dorian which, although it has been 'sharpened' as far as 
D major, has shown no sign of developing its own lydian fourth (G#). Nevertheless, it is 
precisely this pitch, spelled as Ab, which becomes a short term goal within the next section 
and part of a much longer range process of wholetone patterning throughout the movement. 
C emerges from the semitonal clash in bars 64-5, supplied with both raised fourth and flat 
seventh degrees which recall the earlier dorian and lydian modes. In terms of 'normal' 
major tonality, they also provide the C major with self-cancelling mobBity in opposite 
directions - the Bb pulls flatwards, the F1 sharpwards. l= In bar 70 the whole construction 
simply moves down a tone to Bb, and 2 bars later, down to Ab. (Ex 3.53) Ibis time, the 
mode is diatonic lydian: Gb is avoided because it would extend the underlying tritonal 
descent from D to Ab beyond the bounds of diatonicism. Sibelius is 'saving' this pitch for 
the starting point for the development, which is largely based, like that of the first 
movement of the Fourth Symphony, on the partitioning of the surface of the music into very 
short fragments related to one another by wholetone manipulation. 
Ex 3.53 
122 They am also 'characteristic scale steps" of die acoustic scale. 
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Sibelius returns to C, now in its diatonic major mode123, by sharpening the flattened 
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The C, Bb, Ab descent is recreated by the reintroduction of the flats in their 'right order, 
and this time continues down to the first notated Gb of the entire symphony, marking the 





123 C major is a rotation of D dorian and F lydian. 
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The orchestration of the development recalls that of the first movement of the Fourth 
Symphony - the strings provide a 'background' to short figures in the woodwind, and the 
tritone is to the fore, but this seamless motoperpetuo with its shifting patterns of light is far 
removed from the bleak vacuum of the earlier work. Gb lydian is the main tonic in the A re C. strings, its 'characteristic' fourthr2engthened by fragments of the mixolydian mode on C; 
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Ile second half of the development is dominated by a dorian theme that wells up from the 
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Ile progression runs down a full augmented sixth from B to Db, and each of its pitches is 
overlaid initially with dorian modality, into which is introduced a flattened sixth and 
sharpened seventh, implicative of aeolian and ionian modalities respectively. The extremely 
prominent and otherwise inexplicable A# in the cello in bar 149 highlights the process and 
pulls against the A/E pedal in the wind, which, although diatonic within B dorian, also 
looks ahead and binds it to the following A dorian. 
T'he tune in the cellos functions as a surface bridging element, and although a thing of 
beauty in its own right, follows and reinforces the processes of the harmony supporting it. 
7be close organic relationship between what may be termed the foreground and background 
textures is clear in the identity of melodic shapes (drawn, as in the rest of the movement, 
from the opening section), and the tonal mobility of this passage gathers momentum as the 
pace of the background progression increases. 
71e expected completion of the octave is fast delayed by 4 bars of diatonic C# dorian, and 
then thwarted by Bb mixolydian (bar 161), initiating a new progression down a series of 
thirds (C# dorian, Bb mixolydian, F# dorian and Eb major) in the final approach to the 
recapitulation. The bass pitches continue in scalic motion, the ultimate goal being G, 
which, like the A that precedes it, continues the wholetone scale. Only the Bb does not fit, 
and as such is difficult to explain. 
7le final approach to the recapitulation, and the begirming of the recapitulation itself, 
merge two rotations of a single diatonic set (Ex 3.58) 
Ex 3.58 
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A very strong V-I progression in the bass in C major is overlaid by rising D dorian scales in 
the strings and upper wind. In addition, the outer (and therefore most prominent) lines of 
the texture outline aD minor triad across the first three beats of bar 167, which is itself 
approached from an arpeggiation of the dorian dominant seventh at the end of bar 166. 
Adding to the strength of D and its dominant is the A in trombones. A fine balance has 
been struck between the strength of C created by its orchestration, its position at the bottom 
of the texture and the slow speed of its movement, and the more mobile presentation of D; 
the result is a gesture of density comparable with that of the Fourth Symphony but which 
nevertheless gives an impression of seamlessness. It combines the two main harmonic areas 
of the exposition, in which the two rotations were clearly separated. 
PROPORTION 
The G halfway through bar 165 falls exactly on the 
* 
Golden Section of the movement and 
balances exactly the Gb Golden Section on which the development began. Ile movement 
has a proportional symmetry analogous to that of the rising scale patterns so admired by 
Pike, which draws attention to the variation of the fifth. 
62 (the length in bars of the development) is the Golden Section of 102 and thus in terms of 
bar numbers, the development is to both "position and recapitulation as they each are to 
the whole: 124 
Exposition Development Recapitulation 
102 bars (Gb) 62 bars (G4) - 102 bars 
The ambivalence between D and C is prolonged by a double C/D pedal, but the figurations 
in the upper strings from 168-9 are extremely implicative of D dorian -a pitch from the 
tonic triad is sounded on every strong beat. The harp figuration at bar 169 is drawn from 
the original C major material beginning at bar 67 (which is not recapitulated) and 
reintroduces F as the third possible tonic of this diatonic set. 
124 Even more interestingly, the first clash of C and C# falls extremely close the secondary Golden Section of 
the exposition, in bar 64. Rather disappointingly, there do not seem to be any other significant formal events 
falling on Golden Sections within the movement. Golden Sections appear in other movements, most notably in 
the first movements of the Third and Fourth symphonies. In the Third symphony, Fibonacci numbers are 
especially important. 
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At bar 190, the key signature changes and the music moves to pure F major, thus reversing 
the order of tonics from that presented at the beginning of the exposition - 
Exposition FDC 
Recapitulation CD F125 
F major is the only ionian key other than C yet heard in the movement, and to mark this, a 
new gesture appears in bar 191. It is dangerous to refer to this as new material, since it is 
made up entirely of arpeggiaic and scalic patterns and is thus closely and organically related 
to the opening source material. C major is reinstated by the reintroduction of B natural, but 
is interrupted by an enigmatic pair of bars (214-215) that constitute one of the most 
chromatically saturated gestures in the entire movement, containing all 12 pitches. Tley 
'loosen up' the harmony, preparing the way for the more chromatically dense coda, but 
Sibelius for the moment returns to the C major set for the recapitulation of the 'second 
subject'. (Ex 3.59) 
Ex 3.59 
125 The very first three-part chord of the movement contained these three pitches. 
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Bars 216 and 217 are clearly occupied with a dominant/tonic progression within C major, 
but the bass line is very mobile (providing the seventh and third respectively of the 
harmony) and strongly demands continuation through D to C. The move directly to C in 
bar 218 creates a need for D to fill the gap in the weak E-C progression. Ille D duly 
arrives in the next bar, elaborated and reinforced by the ascending D dorian scale in the 
violins. In addition this theme is sequentially extended to fill a full octave of D dorian, 
followed by a fall to its dominant. However the clarinets hold a dominant pedal for C in the 
middle of the texture, the harmonies incline more towards C than D and the bass line is 
emphatically nonfunctional. Sibelius has been very careful to delay this flowering of 
melody until the recapitulation - its exposition was much abbreviated and the ambiguity 
correspondingly less obvious. 
Much of the coda is sharply differentiated from the rest of the movement by its use of 
tremelando and the concentration on close semitona 'I 
movement, but the final page of the 
score concentrates the main processes and preoccupations of the movement. (Ex 3.60) 
Ex 3.60 
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Bar 257 begins with a chord of Gb major, the chord with which the development began. 
Against a pedal C, a scale of Db ionian ascends. Db is of course enharmonically equivalent 
to C# and this clash therefore recalls the original C/C# conflict from the exposition; more 
interestingly Db ionian is a permutation of Gb lydian. The scalic ascent sticks on C, the 
lydian fourth of Gb, and this becomes the pivot point back into C major, represented by a 
full tonic chord on the horns and the ascent through D to E on the trumpet. 
Ilese pitches also complete the ascending wholetone scale beginning on the Gb in the 
previous bar (against which the basses' C begins), which balances the one in the 
development both in direction and in its complementary set of pitches, and which provides 
in this very compressed gesture the mirror form of the C, Bb, Ab, Gb wholetone descent 
that controlled much of the exposition. 
Ibis emphatic gesture of completion is severely weakened by the reintroduction of D dorian 
in its barest possible form but with no Cs at all in 263; the movement ends with a return to 
the shape with which it began, no fifth in the final chord -F and D are left sounding alone. 
SECOND MOVEMENT 
The second movement of the Sixth Symphony has remained largely uncharted by 
commentators, Gerald Abraham's view of it being typical: 
"Ile second movement - allegro moderato - is, as usual, the 
weakest of the whole symphony. And, as rarely happens in 
Sibelius, one is reminded of other composers; of the mood 
of the allegretto of Brahms's Third Symphony, of some of 
Tchaikovsky's half-playful, half-indolent melodies, and, 
even Mr Gray recognises this, though he admits Wagnerian 
influence nowhere else in Sibelius - of Wagner's Waldweben. Exactly in the scherzo of the Fourth 
Symphony a repeat of the first section is begun, as if the 
movement were to be in regular ternary form, and then 
immediately broken off in the manner of the end of the 
scherzo of Beethoven's Seventh. "126 
'Developing variation' is its governing principle, within a broad structure of three large 
sections. At the musical surface there are three main figures which, for the purposes of 
clarity, will be crudely labelled 'chords', 'melody' and 'scales' (see over). 
126 ABRAHAM: op cit, p. 33. 
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I Bars 1-46 
a) chords 1-16 
b) melody 17-33 
c) scales 34-46 
11 Bars 47-82 
a) chords 47-50 (with scales) 
b) melody 51-68 (with scales) 
- c) scales 
68-82 
Bars 83-161 
a) chords 83-89 
b) melody 90-100 
c) scales 101-115 
d) chords 116-161 
CODA Bars 162-166 
melody, scales and chords 
This labelling takes no account of the organic connections between the three elements, in 
terms of actual substance and in the ways in which they are dovetailed. 
Abraham's comparison of this movement with the scherzo of the Fourth Symphony is 
pertinent since, as in the earlier work, surface dissimilarity of gesture disguises reworking 
of earlier material, in this case, the 'chords' with which the movement begin. 
One of the most characteristic chords of the movement is the 'dorian chord', already 
mentioned in the context of the first movement. As well as containing the 'characteristic 
scale steps' and the tonic and dominant of the dorian mode, the chord is also a 
rearrangement of the 'Tristan' chord, hence perhaps Abraham's comparison with 
Wagner127: This most condensed symbol of 'pure cold water'128 is seen to be intimately 
bound up with one of the most 'highly spiced' gestures in all music. (Ex 3.61) 
Ex 3.61 
6 
lbsTA N' , 
'DOP-IAN 
CHOW C: HoIZID 
127 He is more likely to have in mind a comparison between bars 116-161 and the Forest Murmurs in 
Siegfried. 
128 Sibelius's own description, quoted in JOHNSON: op cit, p. 193. 
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The opening paragraph of the movement contains only two classes of chord - minor triads 
and 'dorian chords'. (Ex 3.62) A major triad is not sounded until bar 45. 
Ex 3.62 
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Tle movement, as far as it may be said to be 'in' a key at all, is in G dorian, and its very 
first gesture presents the listener with a bridging gesture from the D dorian of the first 
movement; a dorian perfect cadence onto the G 'dorian chord'. The dominant chord is 
given almost thematic potency by its first inversion and the doubling of the third, recalling 
many of the ambivalences of the previous movement. Ilere is another obvious thematic 
connection between the two movements, the scalic ascent from A to D and down again in 
the top line of the texture. The perfect symmetry of this melodic shape is made less static 
and closed by the grouping of the chords in pairs so that the ascending and descending 
progressions place different chords together. Further instability arises from the move at bar 
10 into triple metre; but, countering this, a degree of harmonic closure is created by the 
pairing of the chords in the combinations in which they were originally heard. 
The C dorian chord at the end of bar 13 is the lowest yet heard and remains a lower 
boundary for several bars. It also completes chromatic saturation and Sibelius marks this 
with a clear gesture of completion by alternating it with the peak chord, B dorian. 
Having established this slowly rotating set of chords, Sibelius introduces a new idea and a 





Every pitch, of this is consonant with the woodwind chords and it provides a more linear 
continuity between them. It also points more emphatically towards G as a tonic than did the 
opening section, by means of the repeated emphasis on G in the violin 2 line and in the 
persistent return to G minor triads in the 'chords'. At the same time D is also becoming 
stronger by dint of its first appearance as a bass note within these G minor triads. 711ie 
chord in the middle of bar 24 is the single exception to the earlier statement that all the 
chords up to bar 45 are either minor of 'dorian'. It functions as a dominant minor ninth 
within G minor (minus its root) and reinforces the Ab F# G 'gapfill' gesture in the melody. 
The scalic patterns and their sequential extension (itself an enlargement of the scalic idea) 
that lead up to bar 28 are divided into 6-pitch groups by octave displacement. Tle first 
pitch of each group joins it to the previous one by completing a seven pitch scale, the first 
two of which, if one allows that the first pitch of each ascent is a leading note, may be 
described as dorian, but with a sharpened leading note. The third ascent (beginning on D) 
ought by analogy to include Gb, but this is avoided because of the D pedal that begins in bar 
26 - Sibelius is anxious not to imply D major. These processes are illustrated more simply 
by the example below. 
Ex 3.64 IF 
Jo. i., + leadilng noie. 
Ile D reached at the beginning of bar 28 is strong: it is the first unison pitch sounded and 
the first really emphatic downbeat of this movement. It is, however, immediately 
reinterpreted as a dominant by the superimposition of the A dorian chord over it; they 
combine to form a dominant ninth in G. 17his chord is the first to even contain a major 
triad. The section concludes with a return to the lower boundary of the 'chords, C dorian, 
with the pedal D continuing beneath. 
The passage described as 'scales' begins at bar 34, and clearly develops from those 
growing-out of the 'melody'. Each individual scalic ascent is nondiatonic, 'reversing' the 
modality of the two 'characteristic' dorian scale steps (the third is raised, the sixth lowered) 
and the higher level of structure imposes wholetone patterning on the starting pitches and 
peak notes. (Ex 3.65) 
Ex 3.65 
Ca clorian + Itadi h5 note. Eý moda" isAo-Aid' be qý 
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The chord at the end of bar 45 similarly contains major third and minor sixth degrees and 
marks the end of the first part of the movement, as it will of the second. 
The 'scales' continue underneath the return to the opening 'chord' in bar 46, and supply 
more of the pitches of the dorian modes implied by the chords. 
Ex 3.66 
The first significant deviation from the original version comes in bar 62, the equivalent to 
bar 28. The four bars 59-62 are all 'about' establishing F as a new temporary tonic: the E 
natural leading note 59 is flattened in bar 60 to give diatonic F dorian, which functions as a 
dominant to the Bb dorian of bar 63. In a gesture that transposes bar 14 down a tone, this is 
alternated with the A dorian chord, and the introduction of aD pedal under this gets 
Sibelius back to the 'correct' position in this extended repetition of 'part 1', the dominant 
ninth originally occurring in bar 28. 
The 'scales' begin exactly as before, although now in triplets, and Sibelius makes another 
long range gesture of completion: where the wholetone scale of bars 34-45 ascended from D 
to A#, bars 69-82 descend from D to A#. (Ex 3.67) 
Ex 3.67 ý* ýA 
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The 'melody' comes to its fullest flowering at bar 90, beginning with almost two full bars of 
diatonic Bb major. This is the longest such area in the entire movement, but soon slips, 
each move initiated by the expansion from a sernitone to an augmented second in the failing 








The scales resume at bar 101. They are still in the original 'reversed dorian' (major third, 
flattened sixth), but the texture is much thicker (Ex 3.69), and the seventh appears in both 
its forms. 
00 Ex 3.69 täi,. 
TRIP Rl=ý- 
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The last main section (bars 116-161) is described in the schematic layout as 'chords' 
because the complex partitioning of the musical surface makes heavy use of the 'dorian 
chord'. As always, Sibelius's orchestration reinforces the structuring; in the present 
instance, the antiphony between first and second violins marks out two-bar units, each of 
129 Note the serious misprint in the score - violins have no key signature 
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which inhabits a specific pitch world consisting of a dorian pitch set with the seventh 
sharpened and the supertonic omitted. Ile gap created by this omission is the bridging 
element between each pair of two-bar units. Ex 3.70 gives a reduction of bars 116-123: 
Ex 3.70 
. 1_ 
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Bar 124 begins a long passage of A dorian from which its non-diatonic leading note 
disappears at 129. Bars 129-137 are diatonic A-dorian (minus its seventh), and this 
harmonic stasis is matched by melodic stasis in all the string parts. 7bis becomes 
background to a series of woodwind fragments that are similar to the glockenspiel's gesture 
in the finale of the Fourth Symphony in that they operate in a kind of suspension, implying 
no tonic. They also avoid G, but every other pitch of A dorian is sounded. 
Halfway through bar 138, Bb is introduced, steering the music round to G dorian (with 
raised seventh): this provides a short dominant preparation for a long stretch of C dorian 
which is replaced in an analogous process by Eb (bar 152). This diminished triad (A, C, 
Eb) occupies the tonic, third and sixth of C dorian. Bar 161 descends through a tritone, 
reaching the movement's tonic, G dorian, in bar 162 for the beginning of the short coda, 
which, as indicated in the tabulation of structure, combines all three elements in its five 
bars. 
The melody occupies bar 162. The pitches are those of G dorian, here in their permutation 
as C mixolYdian. The four bars 163-6 may be traced directly back to bars 34-7. They 
combine the D 'reversed dorian' scale with the A dorian chord in 164, functioning here, as 
it did in bar 28 as a dominant ninth in G, and the final cadence is in G dorian, retaining its 
sharpened leading note. 
THIRD MOVEMENT 
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Of the four movements of the Sixth Symphony, the third has by far the simplest design of 
both thematic structure and tonality. It combines a Beethovenian scherzo and sonata form, 
in which the 'trio' (an extension of the introductory material) takes the place of 
'development'; the key scheme, despite an even more dorian foreground than in the first 
two movements, is based on the standard tonic/dominant polarities of 'textbook' sonata 
form (Ex 3.71). None of the material undergoes any alteration beyond simple transposition. 
Ex 3.71 
Structural Outline 
bars Materiar - Tonality T__ -I ToR -theme (a) D o 7ra n = 
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147-154 lat theme (a) 
155-204 Trio (a' + d) 
205-210 Bridge pa3sage (a) 
211-210 Bridge usnie (b material) 











45-52 Ist theme (a) A dorian 
53-102 7rio (a' + d) G dorian/ 
D dorian 
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The theme of the introductory eight bars shares two main characteristics with those of 
earlier movements - it is in D minor (or dorian) with F functioning as the bass note, and it 
has a symmetrical outline - but its arpeggiaic structure makes it more energetically angular 
than its predecessors and it contains only four pitches, the D minor triad and E. (Ex 3.72) 
Ex 3.72 
The second theme is also in D dorian, and Sibelius introduces the remaining pitches of this 
tonality in such an order that its modality is emphasised - the rise from the tonic via the 
minor third to the dominant followed by the leap to the flattened seventh leaving a gap for 
the last pitch, the 'characteristic' ma or sixth. 
As in the first movement, F exerts a strong force within D dorian: it appears as a pedal, and 
even as a full triad, under much of the first theme. The second theme has been designated 
in the first example as finishing in bar 22.77his is because of the return to the 'tonic' D 
minor triad, and a clear break in the music, bridged only by the continuing C pedal in the 
horns (another reinforcement of F). 
The following bars extend the second subject material by means of sequential repetition into 
a bridge into the third idea. Within the context of classical sonata form, this is more 
properly regarded as the true second subject (a view shared by Parmet130) because it is 
emphatically in the dominant. Like the tonic, this is strongly coloured with dorian 
modality, not least by its static harmonic background, a complete A dorian chord in close 









130 pARMEr: op cit, p. I 11. 
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Another relatively large scale sequential repetition moves this down to B, but alters none of 
the diatonic pitches of A dorian. The introductory material is now simply restated in A 
dorian as a bridge into the first statement of the 'trio'. 
11is too is emphatically dorian. It is exclusively based on two chords, which are alternated 
in the inner string parts, G dorian and D dorian. This pair of chords is, however, slightly 
complicated by the addition of bass notes that do not appear within them. For the first 21 
bars, the G dorian chords are simply supported by G, but D dorian has C beneath it; 
attention is drawn to this by the timpani. C appears with no other function in this section 
and therefore may be interpreted simply as a completion of the 7 pitch diatonic universe. It 
also means that all the pitches of the F major triad are present in the chord, and thus looks 
back to the D/F ambivalence, but Sibelius does not orchestrate the chord in a way that 
makes this at all obvious. 
Over this background, the symmetrical theme of the introductory material is heard moving 
up and down the G minor arpeggio, with the supertonic added. This in turn moves into the 
background as the foreground is occupied by a simple five pitch idea which, thanks to its 
lack of B/Bb, is diatonic within G dorian, D dorian and F lydian. (Ex 3.74) 
Ex 3.74 
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The remainder of the movement hardly needs any comment, so exact is the repetition. The 
exception to this is a gesture that occurs twice, in corresponding structural positions. 77he 
first is at bar 104, and marks the beginning of the approach to a restatement of the 'first 
subject' in D dorian. (Ex 3.75) 
Ex 3.75 
This is the first C# in the entire movement and the earlier absence of this pitch is easier to 
explain than its sudden appearance; the avoidance of a leading note in D has strengthened 
the dorian background modality. 
Temporally, this F# minor chord behaves as a mediator between the D minor preceding it 
and the C dorian following; its local mediating properties arise from the semitonal 
relationship it has with its neighbours. (Ex 3.76), but these relationships are obscured as 
Sibelius presents them. 
Ex 3.76 
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Pike explains this chord less in terms of its C# than as a further chapter in the 'struggle' 
between F and F# that he traces in the first two movements, and its recapitulation in bar 
206, transposed up a fifth, as part of a similar ongoing conflict between C and C#, 
originating in the clash of C and C# in the first movement, bar 64. 
He has this to say about Sibelius's treatment of these pitches, and the variation between B 
and Bb in the Sixth Symphony: 
"In Renaissance polyphony, especially that of the 16th 
century, which was being rediscovered in the first two 
decades of the 20th century and with which Sibelius would 
have been most familiar, this mode was subjected to a 
certain amount of modification by 'musica ficta'. The result 
of this was to bring it closer to the modem D minor scale: 
the sixth degree, under certain conditions was made minor 
and the seventh was sharpened in order to form a cadential 
'leading note'. Thus, in the untransposed mode, B natural 
could become B flat and C natural could become C sharp. 
The third, F, could also be sharpened to create a major triad 
at cadences. Since these alterations did not always take 
place, there was a certain ambivalence in the music between 
the major and minor forms of the third, sixth and seventh 
degrees of the mode, an ambivalence which partly accounts 
for the characteristic cross-relations of English Tudor 
music. Sibelius, being fully aware of these features, used 
them in the furtherance of the musical argument of his Sixth 
Symphony. "131 
There is one vital point that Pike does not tackle in this approach, namely the tritone. The 
sixth degree of the dorian mode as used in the sixteenth century was flattened for one 
specific reason - to avoid the tritone with the minor third. In the Sixth Symphony, Sibelius 
deals in the variable third, sixth and seventh degrees with a view to exploiting the tritone 
and the interface it creates between the strongly hierarchic diatonic system and the 
nonhierarchic wholetone scale; there are two tritones created by the chromatic flexibility of 
F in combination with the other two scale degrees. (Ex 3.77) 
Ex 3.77 
Sibelius's preoccupation with this as a tremendous dynamic force in the building of very 
large scale musical structures has already been demonstrated by the Fourth Symphony. In 
concentrating on the mobile 'pivotal' pitches C/C#, F/F# and B/Bb, Sibelius has, as Pike 
alleges, drawn on earlier composers' practical use of the dorian mode; yet at the same time 
131 pKE: op cit, p. 191. 
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he uses it as a means by which to re-explore the compositional possibilities of the very thing 
which they strove to avoid, the tritone. That this is as true in the Sixth Symphony as it is, of 
the Fourth is more than adequately supported by the particular prominence of the F/B 
tritone created by the tension existing between two permutations of the same diatonic set -D 
dorian and F lydian - that occurs at the opening of the symphony (a tension that is extended 
by the tendency of the D minor triad to appear in its first inversion throughout the following 
two movements); the presence of clearly audible wholetone structuring in the development 
of the first movement (a process sharing remarkable similarities with the equivalent part of 
the Fourth Symphony); in long range wholetone scalic patterns in bars 34-45 and 69-82 of 
the second movement, and in extensive passages in the finale. 
The 5 bars following the F# minor chord move sequentially back to D dorian, in which key 
the recapitulation takes place. Ile chord is transposed to C# minor in the recapitulation, 
and is followed by this: 
Ex 3.78 
c. B. 
The function of these four bars is to move from the C# minor triad back to a repetition of 
bars 105+ at their original pitch, and this is achieved by the gradual shedding of 
accidentals. G# is the first to go (bar 209), followed by F# in 210 and C# is finally 
flattened in the second half of that bar. The movement's final page returns to the 'first 
subject' and is unequivocally dorian. 
nNALE 
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Like the other movements of this great symphony, the finale is founded on two main 
systems of pitch organisation; diatonic (mostly dorian) and wholetone, with the tritone as 
the 'cross-over' point between them. 
By the end of the movement, in one of the most chillingly beautiful passages he ever wrote, 
Sibelius achieves a perfect vertical fusion of the two, the culmination of a journey that 
began with the introduction of F# and G# at the beginning of the Third Symphony. 
PRELIMBVARY NOTE ON FORM 
In the exposition of this movement, there are three main groups of musical material, the 
central one functioning as a rhythmic transition between the other two. The first has very 
much the character of an introduction in terms of both rhythm and harmony, the third group 
being far more of a 'first subject', not least because it forms the first strong harmonic 
downbeat of the movement. However problems of formal description arise subsequently, in 
that there is an abbreviated but very clear exposition repeat in which (as at the beginning of 
the development) all three groups appear132, although the 'introductory' material is not 
developed until the final pages. 
Since thematic labels are an analytical necessity, it was decided to use those which reflect 
the characters of the three groups in relation to one another as they first appear, rather than 
those of their subsequent formal usagej33 
The thematic plan of the movement is thus as follows: 
bars 
Exposition Introduction 1-48 
Transition 49-64 
Main Subject 64-73 
Exposition Introduction 74-78 
Repeat Transition 78-92 
Main Subject 92-100 
Development/ Introduction 101-107 
Recapitulation Transition 108-129 
Main Subject 130-145 
CodalEpilogue 221-256 
132 -Mcre , is in fact a striking, if unlikely, precedent for this procedure 
in the first movement of Mahler's First 
Symphony (1898), also in Sibelius's own Fifth. 
133 Robert Layton refers to "the futility of applying labels to the thematic strands in the late symphonies, for 
the role played by any one of them cannot be strictly defined in academic terms. Sibelius's mastery enables 
him to move with a firedom so complete that the musical events are dictated by their own inner necessity. They 
are not governed by any scheme or design imposed from without: that is why no two Sibelius symphonies are 
alike. * Sibehus p. 55- 
INTRODUC77ON 
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The opening gesture of the finale is deceptively simple in its tidy four-bar antecedent- 
consequent grouping and its seemingly aeolian dominant preparation for a return to D 
dorian, but, as Robert Layton remarks, "This music ... is so highly integrated that the 
outward course it takes does not illuminate the vital organic processes that compel it on its 
path. "134 Example 3.79 demonstrates the high background level of repetition against which 
the smallest differences stand out. 
Twelve four-bar phrases are separated by their orchestration and arranged in antecedent- 
consequent pairs. In the first three of these pairs, the antecedent cadences on an E minor 
triad, the consequent on C major. In the remaining pairs, A minor becomes the concluding 
triad of each phrase. 
For the first nine bars, Sibelius confines himself to a single diatonic set arranged as A 
aeolian, a circular permutation (and therefore truly modal dominant) of the symphony's 
'home' tonality, D dorian. 
The first four bars consist of a progression that begins on the tonic chord and finishes on the 
dominant chord within diatonic A aeolian, but this apparently simple phrase contains a 
strong undercurrent of C which implies that one of the 'vital organic processes' that was 
initiated in the first movement (emphasis upon the mediant) will continue to be explored in 
the last. C is made prominent by its presence in every chord as far as the end of bar 2, by 
its doubling in the opening chord, its prominent position at the top of the texture and by the 
emphasis on the C major triad on the second crotchet beat of bar 2, the exact mid-point of 
the phrase. The implications of this T-ness' remain unrealised until the answering four-bar 
phrase. 
Not only does Sibelius introduce C major while keeping it 'under cover'; D itself is notably 
absent from the only three root position triads sounded in this phrase (A minor, E minor 
and F major) which between them contain all the other pitches of A aeolian. Triads on all 
the other pitches (except B, the triad containing the tritone) of A aeolian are sounded, but in 
their first inversions, another familiar sound from the first movement. 
Appearances of D in the subsequent two bars, within triads on G and D, are designed to 
prevent it from being perceived in any way as a possible tonic. The first of these chords is 
part of the parallel six-three progression between A and F, the second as a dominant 
approach to the concluding dominant chord. 
134 LAYTON: op cit, p. 53. 
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The consequent phrase is fascinating in the way that it avoids entirely the surface A dorian 
implication of the antecedent and concentrates instead exclusively on the underlying C 
major, characterised by much stronger harmonic movement (fewer parallel progressions) 
and more contrapuntal movement. 
Exactly as he has done before, Sibelius now expands the argument by using accidentals to 
define more sharply the hitherto ambiguous possible tonics within the set. 
The second antecedent begins as the first did, but introduces a leading note and major third 
to A. 7be G# interrupts the internal C pedal in the second bar, which is replaced by C#. 
The cancellation of the G#, however, creates a dominant seventh for the D minor triad that 
dominates the third bar of the phrase, apparently turning the tonality back towards C major. 
The E minor triad with which the phrase 'should' end duly appears in the fourth bar, but is 
also weakened by being in its first inversion and by the E at the top being treated as an 
appoggiatura onto aG major triad, again pointing tot major as the underlying tonic. This 
bar continues the tendency to place heavy emphasis on the second beat, a characteristic that 
adds momentum and weakens rhythmic stability and which is an important characteristic of 
both transition and main subject. 
717he second consequent phrase (beginning at bar 13) tries to stabilise A by first giving it a 
raised dorian sixth and then by adding a leading note to its dominant, E. The pitch set has 
now been expanded to eleven pitches, the missing one being Bb, a pitch of significance both 
in the first movement and later in the present one. Despite all these enrichments of the set, 
the most stable tonic remains C, as demonstrated by the cadential gesture in the second 
consequent phrase, an exact repetition of that of the first. 
The next two antecedent-consequent pairs revert to the diatonic A dorian set. Bars 17-20 
(antecedent 3) continue to strengthen C major, although retaining the cadential gesture from 
antecedent 1, and reinforces it with its subdominant ff first movement), a pattern continued 
in its answer, identical with consequent I except for the removal of D from the bass in the 
first bar. 
Antecedent 4 repeats antecedent 3 exactly; its answer (bars 29-32) recalls consequent 2 in its 
introduction of F# and D#, but changes its ending, making it much less stable. At this 
point, Sibelius has arrived more or less at the starting point of the first movement, D 
dorian, with a heavy emphasis on the minor third. Ibis swing round to D is enhanced by 
the first use of percussion in bar 33, and by the bridging V-1 gesture (36-7). However, C 
pulls again at bar 40, embellished with subdominant emphasis, and Sibelius introduces a 
short descending figure (C B A) that appears at structurally important points throughout the 
rest of the movement. 
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There is an unbroken C pedal from bar 40 to the end of the introduction over which the 
harmony fluctuates between F major and A minor: thus the introduction may be described 
as being based on C, but with extensive A aeolian elaboration. This is the main harmonic 
justification for calling it 'introductory' material - although largely diatonic, the tonic of the 
set is elusive. 
7)zANsn7oN 
At bar 49, the transition from 'slow introduction' to the main body of the movement begins. 
Ilis transitional passage is a good example of Sibelius's 'tempo modulation' - the fastest 
unit of pulse changes from quaver to semiquaver, effectively doubling the tempo; one old 
bar is replaced by two new ones. Sibelius makes this clear by the gaps both between this 
music and the 'slow introduction' and between phrases at the new tempo. These gaps are 
all multiples of half bars. He does not alter the notation of the transition because 
subsequently in the movement the phrasing will extend across the full length of the 'old' 
bar, completing the process of 'tempo modulation'. 
'Me transitional nature of this passage is not confmed to its rhythm; it is also characterised 
by a swifter rate of harmonic change and by a greater degree of chromatic saturation. 
Its initial progression is from C to D, the repetition of the 'cadence' making this clear (Ex 
3.80). 
Ex 3.80 
The lurch into F in bar 51 is the most extreme modulation in the movement so far. The Bb 
makes the set used from the beginning of bar 49 fully diatonic, now in D aeolian/F major, 
but in bar 55 pulls Eb with it. The remainder of this passage (as far as halfway through bar 
64) concentrates on the tension between E and Eb. E always pulls toward F, and Eb 
towards D. This kind of semitonal relationship becomes important in much of the medium 
term wholetone structuring which follows, and Eb is used as a strong cadential approach to 
Da few bars hence. 
Between the second half of bar 60 and the end of bar 62 there is total chromatic saturation, 
but Sibelius draws out of it by realising the implication set up by the internal D pedal that 
has sounded throughout the whole passage, approaching the D of bar 64 from the semitone 
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below. The grouping is still in half bars, but with momentum created by the syncopations, 
pointing strongly onto each down beat. This syncopation, accenting the second quaver of 
every four, draws directly from the second crotchet emphasis in the introduction and 
provides a lot of the driving force for the main part of the movement, (beginning in 64), in 
which Sibelius yet again splices diatonic and wholetone processes tightly together. (Ex 
3.81) 
The background progression is a descending wholetone scale from D to D. The initially 
slow rate of harmonic change is complicated by ascending scales at the foreground, but as 
the foreground patterns also descend, even more momentum is created by the increased rate 
of harmonic change and by shortening phrase lengths. Dorian segmentation is manifest in 
two ways: in the two ascending gestures, the rising progression between the two 
background wholetone notes is up a simple dorian scale. In both cases the supertonic in the 
final chord (first beats of bars 66 and 68 respectively) is flattened, thus giving the 
appropriate minor tonic chord for the next set. From bar 68 onwards, the increased 
momentum is matched by the compression of the hitherto horizontal presentation of the 
dorian mode into its more concentrated vertical version, the series of parallel 'dorian' 
chords shown in the example. 
This passage provides a rich fund of development resources in later parts of the movement, V) 
but for the time being Sibelius halts the process firmly on D, initially approached from the 
Eb that had become so important on the previous page of the score. 
At bar 74, the exposition repeat begins widli the return of the descending figure CBA, 
which is extended in 77 down to G. This figure appears in these two forms throughout the 
movement. The descent CBA always appears against a background of A minor; its 
continuation down to G always follows a move to C major. The extreme 'C major-ness' of 
the gesture at 74 counteracts the strong emphasis on D in the preceding bars. 
The repeat of the 'transition' omits the half-bar rests because the brief recapitulation of the 
slow introduction is not sufficiently long to disrupt the faster tempo, thus affording strong 
retrospective proof of its transitional function. 
Bars 78 to 92 are identical with 49 to 64 except that the scoring is very slightly different 
(there is no immediately obvious reason for this); and there is effectively a bar 'missing' 
because of the omission of the rests. 
The 'first subject proper' is now elaborated by simple canon, but the fundamental processes 
illustrated in example 3.81 remain unaltered. The canon has the very important effect of 
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17his time, the swing to C major is huge. Sibelius presents a great blast of pure C major, 
and it is with this that the exposition ends. These bars are comparable in effect with the 
large C major plateau in the finale of the Fourth Symphony, adding further fuel to the 
argument that Sibelius wrote more than 6o 'Symphoniesin C' and suggesting that, 
somewhere in the recesses of his musical imagination, C major was his 'homeplate'. 
DEVELOPMENTIRECAPM)M77ON 
Ile beginning of the development section does not differ very greatly in its harmonic 
processes from the equivalent part of the exposition; it is at bar 125 that the real 
development starts, with the beginning of a colossal wholetone-based passage, again direc ' 
tly 
comparable with the developmental parts of the Fourth Symphony, but with dorian surface 
patterning. 
The process starts with an enormous circle of fifths in the bass, overlaid with dominant 
sevenths. (Ex 3.82). The level of flux is extraordinarily high, mostly because at the surface 
Sibelius is using a gesture that implies stability and closure, the perfect cadence, but 
undermines it by pulling the harmonic rug from underneath it so many times. Stability is 
gained briefly at 127 on Bb. 7bis Bb separates two patterns which are each diatonic despite 
the overall wholetone progression, and the significance of the ambiguity between B and Bb 
within D dorian has been discussed elsewhere, both in this analysis of the Sixth Symphony 
and by Lionel Pike. 
Bar 130 begins a process of formal compression that is archetypical Sibelius. Tbe 'main 
subject' is recapitulated and developed without in any way undermining the continuing 
background wholetone progression, itself a realisation of the wholetone implications of the 
material. Wholetone patterning ends at bar 144 on B natural, one of the two 'characteristic 
scale steps' and thus half the tritone of D dorian. 
The ascent from B to F may be seen as 'completing' the rising D-A dorian scale from the 
very beginning of the work; ftirthermore the F/A diad with which the entire symphony 
opened initiates a return to the material of the 'slow introduction' Sibelius returns to the 4- 
bar antecedent/consequent phrasing of the opening. 
Eyt, 3. S? - 
Finals, Ure 126-143: Segmentation of the fully chromatic 
surface Into the two wholetone sets. 
Obviously any scalic fully chromatic passeSe of music Say by 
arbitrarily segmented In various ways, but the wholatone 
structures controlling this one are very clearly marked by 
their cbytbalcisation 
Pike remarks that *In the final* the fat-reaching effects of 
the Initial croon relation just after the opening of the The example shows the Lacrosse In harmonic somentuas the-black 
sy-ophony are powerfully felt in the co ntinual downward notehooda Indicating auxiliary Pitches within the predominating 
semitonal sequences in the strinls... At the great climax of wholetone pattern. Notice that the ascending and descending 
Intensity towards the and of the movemen t, the sonitone scales combine In such a way thet only one wholetone scale 
progressions are found everywhere ... (p1981 but chromatic Predominates at any given moment. 
saturation. rather than being the generating force behind this (All accidentals apply only to the note that they immediately 
climax. is the byproduct of the conflatLon of the two vholotone precede). 
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Tle development of this material over an A pedal makes continued use of the 'dorian' 
chord, and the harp figure beginning at [K] is strongly reminiscent of the first movement. 
CODA 
The coda is one of the most achingly beautiftil passages in all Sibelius and condenses all the 
modal characteristics and ambiguities previously discussed. It begins, like the whole 
symphony, with an F/A diad: for the first eleven and a half bars the only chromatic 
alteration to diatonic F major is temporary flattening of E to Eb, for the 'correct' modal 
reason of avoiding the tritone with the Bb sounded nearby. The gesture that is used to 








In its second appearance, F major is 'loosened', and the nature of subsequent development 
indicated, by the rising 5-pitch wholetone scale in the bass, but F major returns, 
temporarily glancing towards C# aeolian and C major before cadencing in bar 242. It is 
now that Sibelius distils and fuses the wholetone and diatonic systems into a single sound 
world, with the tritone at its centre. (Ex 3.84) 
Each loop contains a set of pitches that at the last moment turns away from apparently major 
modality into dorian. Exactly the same process (transposed) takes place within each loop. 
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Ex 3.84 WgoLETo)4F- SccALES 
Until the pivotal chord with which it intersects with loop 2, loop I contains 6 pitches - Ab, 
Bb, Db, Eb, F and G. Assuming diatonicism, and taking the upper first violins' starting 
pitch as the tonic, this implies Ab major; the 'characteristic scale steps' forming the 
definitive tritone (G/Db) are sounded. The third degree, assuming a diatonic context and in 
terms of defining the modality, is not needed. In the light of the symphony as a whole, 
however, its omission is far more significant. 
When it is finally sounded in the last chord of loop 1, the third is mLnQr and, heard in such 
close proximity to the maWr sixth of the previous chord (emphasised by its doubling at the 
outsides of the texture), shifts the tritone away from G/Db to F/Cb, the Ab d. 9rign 
tritone. 135 The modality is made fully-dorian by the simultaneous lowering of the seventh, 
and the new chord becomes the pivot point from which the next phrase begins. 
It is this simultaneous lowering of the assumed major third and actual major seventh that 
gives the passage its particular character: 
135 7bis is the tonality furthest removed from D dorian around the circle of fifths and therefore has the 
enharmonically equivalent tritone. 
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The mutation from major modality into dorian recalls the ambivalence between C 
and D in the first movement, with one vital difference: in the first case the diatonic 
set remained unaltered - the 'modulation' arising from circular permutation; in the 
present instance the tonic remains constant while its modality is altered. 
2 In terms of the circle of fifths, the simultaneous lowering of the third and seventh 
drops the music through two steps flatwards. In the context of this symphony that 
is a long way, especially when it is accomplished in the space of one chord. Ibis 
may be seen as a compression of earlier processs. 
3 The alteration of the two pitches completes a series of three consecutive 
harmonically parallel chords -a phenomenon possible only outside a strictly 
diatonic pitch set. 
The lowered third and seventh create wholetone descents from F to F in the lower 
first violin and Bb to C in the second violin respectively, running in fourths and 
fifths and thus providing chromatic saturation bisected into complementary 
wholetone sets. These scales weld the whole passage together. 
5 The four points of relative repose in this passage are the major triads on B, A, G 
and F- drawing attention to the D dorian tritone in yet another way; not only does 
the chord at the end of loop I carry the highest level of information because it is the 
first time the process is heard, it also lies rhythmically midway between and 
harmonically furthest away from the entry and exit points of the passage, F major. 
The final demonstration of concentrated and unforced compositional ingenuity is that the 
last two pitches of the fully chromatic gamut to be sounded are the two main protagonists of 
the opening of the first movement, C and D. 
The conclusion of the movement is firmly in D aeolian rather than dorian, a gesture that 
simultaneously dispenses with the F/B tritone and balances the beginning of the symphony 
in which F and C both exerted pressure on D as tonic - as C major had tended to pull D 
dorian into its ionian permutation, F now pulls on D aeolian. 136 (Bars 242-246 are also a 
wholetone tonicisation of F). 
As before, C (sounded by the timpani in 248-250) at first reinforces F, but finally resolves 
upwards as an alternative dominant for D in 251. 
1361rb, 
, original ambiguity between F and D is the generator of the very high percentage of triads sounded in 
which the third seems to have more strength than the tonic. 
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The remarkable fluidity of this symphony is provided by its evenness of rhythm (remarked 
by so many commentators) and, more fundamentally -(and 
less remarked), by the modal 
manipulation that allows the tiniest chromatic alterations to generate structure. The 
interfacing of wholetone and diatonic structuring develops the processes of the Fourth 
Symphony in several ways, making the earlier work look almost crude in comparison. 
Parmet remarks that the Sixth 
"is the most introverted of the symphonies and it 
presupposes in the listener a greater measure of maturity 
and understanding"... "In the Sixth Symphony Sibelius 
finally enters that country of the soul ... which he had always longed for"... "in the Fourth, he seems in a roundabout way, 
to approach his objective, although his view is obscured by 
the cyclone that creates such havoc in that work"... "only in 
the Sixth Symphony is the long journey covered. Here 
before us lies the silent country for which Sibelius had been 
searching and which he had now found. "137 
In the Fourth Symphony, the tritone functioned almost 'programmatically' and structurally 
as an agent of destruction. It grew initially out of the diatonic system and caused hierarchy 
to disappear into an unstructured wholetone void. That these two systems ofordering the 
12 pitch universe are separate is made clear by the way in which the music oscillates 
between them. The tritone is the guiding principle of the Fourth Symphony, the modes 
Sibelius's attempts at justifying and absorbing its presence. 
By the end of the Sixth Symphony, however, the dualism of 'modal' organisation versus 
wholetone structuring has been eliminated. Sibelius explores the two systems and 
eventually fuses them, using the tritone as the catalyst. There is far more simultaneous use 
of diatonic and w"6repatterning in the Sixth than in the Fourth symphony. Inthiswaythe 
two symphonies are complementary: where the Fourth took the tritone as its starting point, 
the Sixth tackles the modes; what makes the Sixth the later work is the tighter vertical 
interfacing of these two sound worlds. 
The whole effect of the Sixth is akin to gazing, Alice-like, through a very small door at a 
very large landscape; the door being the opening F/A diad, the landscape being the work in 
its entirety; both are encapsulated in the journey through the five bars 242-246. Entry to 
the landscape is only possible after the third has been enlarged to the tritone. 
71ese bars are functionally identical with the ascending A harmonic minor scale near the 
end of the Fourth Symphony - as a culmination of long term processes - but where Sibelius 
had failed in the earlier work to repair the destruction caused by the tritone, in the Sixth he 
celebrates its newly discovered role as the key to an exhilarating expansion of structured 
tonality. 
137 pARMET: op cit, p. gS. 
CONCLUSION 
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Sibelius's symphonic career was dominated by his relentless and minute exploration of the 
'meaning', grammar and syntax of musical language; both 'form' and 'content' are 
subjected to the closest scrutiny and as a result are fused into an indivisible whole: 
"I let the musical thought and its development in my mind 
determine matters of form. I'd compare a symphony to a 
river: the river is made up of countless streams all looking 
for an outlet: the innumerable tributaries, streams and 
brooks that form the river before it broadens majestically 
and flows into the sea. The movement of the water 
determines the shape of the river bed: the movement of the 
river-water is the flow of the musical ideas and the river- 
bed that they form is the symphonic structure. Nowadays 
peoplefashion wide and majestic river beds - in other words 
they construct a river artificially but then where does the 
water come from? In the same way they do not let musical 
inspiration find its true form, instead the specify a large- 
scale majestic form and then try to fill it. 38 
DIE E=NSION OF DIA TOA7C1SM 
Aside from Sibelius's well-documented experimentation with, and compression of, 
symphonic form, his greatest achievement was to breathe new and intellectually stimulating 
life into the diatonic system, and to provide a context in which true non-hierarchic atonality 
had real 'meaning. 
ME 7RITOAE 
It was Sibelius who first exploited fully the tritone as a means of travelling between two 
very different systems of pitch organisation - hierarchic diatonicism and non-hierarchic 
wholetone writing - and released it from its traditional roles as both 'diabolus in musica' 
and, as part of a dominant seventh, tonic indicator. He recognised implicitly its role as 
bearer of Persichetti's 'characteristic scale steps', using it as a mode-definer, especially 
within the lydian and dorian modes; there is no occasion on which it appears as anything 
other than either part of a diatonic mode or as part of the wholetone scale. 
This usage is not by any means confined to the works discussed in detail here: as early as 
7he Swan of Tuonela and En Saga it is seen to act in a very similar way. 
MODAL MAMPUL47ION 
Sibelius's consistent skill at manipulating the diatonic modes is unsurpassed and manifests 
itself in a number of ways. He makes use of both sorts of modal modulation described in 
Appendix B, the first in which a given mode on one tonic is transposed to another tonic (the 
138 1, AyTON: Op cit, p. 5. (no source given) 
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change from C lydian to G flat lydian at the beginning of the Fourth Symphony being a 
good example); the second in which a fixed diatonic set of pitches is rotated to give different 
tonics and therefore different modal structures, as exemplified by the confluence of D 
dorian, C major and F lydian in the first movement of the Sixth Symphony. Both 
techniques are present in much of the Russian music discussed in Part One, as is the 
emphasis upon mediant relationships. 
YRE DORIANAAv LYDIANMODES 
Sibelius was the first composer to make extensive use of the lydian mode - the most obvious 
example being, of course, the Fourth Symphony. As stated in Appendix B, it is the 
'sharpest' of all seven modes and like the Locrian mode, places one end of the tritone on the 
tonic; unlike the locrian, however, the tritone does not threaten the perfect fifth dominant. 
In the Third Symphony it is used for the 'aspiring' qualities of its 'characteristic' raised 
fourth degree in the triumphant conclusion of the finale, but in the Fourth its prominence 
forced Sibelius to address the 'problem' of the tritone; after the Fourth Symphony the lydian 
mode largely disappears from his vocabulary until it resurfaces in his last great masterpiece, 
the tone poem Tapiola, described by Mellers as: 
"the ne plus ultra of Sibelian technique;... in it the human 
personality seems to dissolve away in Nature's infinities of 
time and space... It is impossible to deny Tapiola's spiritual 
significance as a document of our time, or at least of our 
spiritual legacy from the immediate past. It is surely one of 
the most terrifying pieces of music ever written. "139 
Many of these qualities are directly attributable to the presence of the tritone and the 
characteristics of the lydian mode. 
Sibelius's increasing use of the dorian mode is significant: in comparison with the all-too- 
familiar 'classical' major scale and its associated tonal system, the dorian mode that 
dominates the Sixth Symphony is much less aggressively different than the lydian mode 
favoured in the 71iird and Fourth Symphonies. It moves the 'characteristic' tritone away 
from the tonic and at the same time flattens the hierarchy of the major scale by removing 
semitonal pointers to tonic and dominant. Its 'minor' third and 'major' sixth degrees 
provide rich compositional opportunities, suggesting to ears used to 'classical' harmony a 
major/minor ambiguity; the pivot point into the wholetone universe leaves the tonic, 
subdominant and dominant intact. Again, Sibelius's use of this mode is not confined to the 
three 'quiet' symphonies - almost the whole of 7he Swan of 71tonela is based in the dorian 
mode. 
139 WILFRID MELLERS: Man and his music Vol 4, (London: Barrie and Jenkins, 1988), p. 933. 
ME WHOLETONE SCALE 
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Explicit use of the wholetone scale is at first generally confined to 'development' sections in 
Sibelius's music where it functions clearly as a non-hierarchic (atonal) counterpart to the 
hierarchic diatonic system, to which it is linked by the tritone. 
By the finale of the Sixth Symphony, however, Sibelius has gained such familiarity with 
both pitch systems that not only can he merge one mode into another by means of the 
process of circular permutation described above, but he can also incorporate large-scale 
wholetone forms into modal diatonic contexts. Ibis is exemplified by the extended 
wholetone/dorian progression given in example 3.82 and most especially in the coda of the 
movement, where almost every technique of modal and wholetone manipulation that he had 
developed over his entire symphonic career is compressed into four bars of scales on 
divided strings: Gray's apposite description of the Fourth Symphony as a "white dwarf in 
the musical firmament" may be applied with even greater effect to this gesture of 
extraordinary density and crystalline beauty. 
Smuus-mmu iNENGL4ND 
Robert Layton suggests that one reason that the Eighth Symphony never saw the public light 
of day was the wave of adulation that swamped Sibelius from the English-speaking world: 
"Apart from the Sibelius Society, the visits of Kajanus to 
London in 1930 and 1932 and of the Finnish National 
Orchestra under Georg Schneevoigt two years later, had 
stimulated a growing appetite for Sibelius's music, while in 
1935 an inquiry among listeners to the New York 
Philharmonic Society's broadcasts revealed that he 
outstripped any other composer in popularity. "140 
"Sibelius was at the beginning of his powerful influence on 
English minds. The first performance of a Sibelius 
symphony in England was of the Second under Richter in 
Manchester on 2 March 1905. Thereafter, thanks partly to 
Bantock's enthusiasm, there was an increasing interest by 
musicians in his music, culminating in the performance of 
the fourth symphony at the 1912 (and last) Birmingham 
Festival. It was not until about 1930 that the general public 
became 'Sibelius-minded'. "141 
There are two main reasons for Sibelius's quite extraordinary popularity in England. 
England's musical traditions were solidly diatonic; even more than this, it was in the grip of 
the folk-song revival and like Vaughan Williams, "much bitten by the modes": it was, 
therefore, receptive to a composer whose harmonic language was based firmly in diatonic 
140 ROBERT LAYTON: Sibelius, (London: Dent Master Musicians, 1965), p. 121-122. "Faced on the one hand 
with the expectations fuelled by Cecil Gray's books, which hailed him as the greatest symphonist after 
Beethoven, and on the other with German indifference, it is small wonder that his self-doubts were reinforced. * 
141 MICHAEL KENNEDY: 7he works ofRalph Vaughan WWams, (London: Oxford University press, 1964), 
P. 110. 
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modality. Unlikely though it may seem, the folk song collectors had in some ways begun to 
prepare England for the sound made by Sibelius, and by the time he (Sibelius) reached the 
peak of his popularity, Vaughan Williams had made the folktunes 'public' in various 
arrangement of them and had himself started to explore very similar techniques of modal 
manipulation. 
Sibelius's other great advantage in England was that he wasn't German, and that specifically 
he wasn't Schoenberg, who, along with Stravinsky, made 'noises' that weren't respectable 
and were certainly not 'proper' music: England looked 
"to Sibelius as a father-figure rather than to Stravinsky and 
Schoenberg. "142 
The English music journals of the first half of this century are full of derogatory references 
to 'modern music': Sibelius, on the other hand, 
"has followed the direction pointed out by the great masters 
of the past. He is the heir of all the ages. It is for this very 
reason that he gives us with a new voice a message that has 
never been heard before and his voice will remain new 
through all the changes and chances of freak and 
fashion. "143 
"The public saw in his work a combination of classical 
procedure and a ruggedness which appealed to them as 
being of the twentieth century although the harmonic 
language was largely of the nineteenth. He was still 
regarded as one of the giants of the musical world. "144 
Vaughan Williams was a great admirer of Sibelius; having helped to ensure Sibelius's 
popularity in England, and even having anticipated some of his modal techniques, he was 
always ready to learn145 from another composer. Sibelius's influence upon him was 
profound, and reached its apotheosis in perhaps Vaughan Williams's greatest symphony, the 
Fifth. 
142 KENNEDY: op cit p. 185 
143 ibid, p. 201. 
144 KENNEDY: op cit p. 293 
145 Vaughan Williams would say 'crib'l 
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Bartok and Lendvai 
"The functional system of Bartok and Kodaly merges 
elements of three separate (seemingly opposite) approaches 
to tonal organisation: 
1) the functional thinking of Western classical music 
2) the distance principles and atonal trends of twelve-tone 
music, and 
3) the pentatonic thinking of Eastern folk-music. "l 
In Chapter Tbree, it was demonstrated that the great watershed in Sibelius's symphonic 
career was his Fourth Symphony. In this work he began to realise the full implications of 
the tritone as the link between symmetrical (atonal) wholetone and asymmetrical (tonal) 
diatonic systems of pitch organisation and came his closest to the sounds of twelve-tone 
composition. In comparison, the present chapter turns briefly to perhaps the most famous 
manipulator of the tritone as a structural force, Bela Bartok, considered largely in the light 
of work by Emo LendvaL2 
In two exhaustive studies of Bartok's music, Lendvai 'constructs a huge and sometimes 
precariously balanced analytical edifice that ftises together symmetry and asymmetry, 
diatony and pentatoniCiSM. 3 The following summarises the main points of his argument and 
makes comparisons with pitch constructions discussed elsewhere in the main text and in 
Appendix B. 
I ERNo LENDVAI: 7he Workshop ofBartok and Kodaly, (Budapest: Editio Musica, 1983), p. 269. 
2 As above and also ERNO LENDVAI: Bela Bartok., An analysis oftis musk, (London: Kahn and Averill, 1971). 
In future references in this chapter, these two books are referred to as 'BK' and 'BB' respectively. 
3 His thinking is analogous with the recent rise of 'Chaos theory' in which every event is linked, however 
distantly, with every other event. Eventually the network of relationships becomes so enormous and the 
distances so great that the useful 'meaning' of connections becomes obscure. 
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ME Axis SysTEm 
The single most important concept identified by Lendvai in Bartok's music is 'axis tonality'. 
He derives it from the circle of fifths by setting out dominant, tonic and subdominant 























This derivation is 'artificial' in that it assigns functional identity to, for example, C, Eb, F# 
and A, solely on the grounds that the S, T, D pattern does not overlap; it is thus vulnerable to 
the obvious argument that any one of the twelve chromatic pitches may, depending on its 
context, function in any one of these three roles. This extends to the three axes themselves: 
each stands in a subdominant relationship to one of the remaining two and a dominant 
relationship to the other; herein lies a fundamental difficulty with Lendvai's exposition of 
the theory. The symmetrical division of the full twelve pitch octave into three symmetrical 
parts creates an infinitely repeatable loop, in which there is no hierarchy comparable to, for 
instance, that in a classical tonal structure in which the tonic is supported by its 
subdominant and dominant. Classical tonic/dominant and tonic/subdominant relationships 
may be turned 'upside' down'4, but neither the dominant nor the subdominant can function 
in a similar way in relation to the other. 'Axis tonality' is essentially symmetrical and 
therefore intrinsically non-hierachic, but Lendvai's assigned labels carry connotations of 
asymmetrical and therefore hierarchic 'classical' harmony, to some extent contradicting his 
own statement that "asymmetry is associated with tonal, symmetry with atonal relations. "5 




AcousHc'Vea. le D -'Ri o- avid - S3. SkA" 
(from sic, P. 7.01. ) 
4 ic the tonic may be reinterpreted as the dominant of the original subdominant. 
5 BK p. 200 
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Ilis is not deny that Bartok makes extremely frequent use of the axis system, nor that, as 
Lendvai says: 
"the counterpole tension [for instance between C and F#j 
became the most fundamental constructional principle in 
Bartok and Kodaly's works, "6 
or even that 
"A pole can be replaced by its counterpole without any 
change in its function. "7 
- there are countless examples of Bartok welding C and F# together in a simultaneously 
unifying and polarising relationship analogous to the dual function of the classical dominant. 
Nevertheless the underlying symmetry weakens the force of such statements as: 
"this axis system can primarily be shown to possess the 
essential properties of classical harmony, ie 
a) the functional affinities of the fourth and fifth degrees 
b) the relationship of relative major and minor keys 
c) the overtone relations 
d) the role of leading notes 
e) the opposite tension of the dominant and subdominant 
f) the duality of tonal and distance principles. "S 
One of the best, and most extended, examples of axis tonality in early Bartok is the opera 
Bluebeard's Castle, whose key scheme progresses round the circle F#-Eb(D#)-C-A-F#. 
Lendvai describes this work as "virtually... an "explanatory dictionary" of Bartokean 
idiom"9 and shows that: 
"Tonally, the basic axiom of this form is the identification 
of counterpoles F sharp and C with "darkness" and "light" 
respectively. "10 
The flower garden and the lake of tears lie on the Eb and A axes respectively. 
Furthermore, the seven doors are based on pitch structures that reflect their 'positive' and 
'negative' characters. 11 
6 BK p. 273 
7 BK p. 275 
8 BB p. 1 
9 BK p. 219 
10 BK p. 219 
11 BK pp. 219-245 
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Another good example, and one which reinforces strongly Lendvai's derivation of the axis 
system from the circle of fifths, is the first movement of the Musicfor Strings, Percussion 
and Celesta (1936), in which a chromatic theme's successive entries take it round the circle 
of fifths alternately in both directions from A to the Eb climax and then back to A again. 
The theme itself mirrors the dual fifth/tritone construction: it fills the chromatic space 
between A and E, the latter providing a semitonal 'lean' on its upper pivot pitch, Eb: 
Ex 4.4 
The second movement turns to the C/F# poles of the same 'axis', returning to A in the 





In the Sonata for 7Uv Pianos and Percussion, the outer movements inhabit Lendvai's 
'tonic' axis C-F#-A-Eb, the central one the 'subdominant' B-D-F-Ab. 
SCALIC FORMATIONS 
Issues of asymmetry and symmetry extend to Bartok's scalic types. Lendvai identifies two 
basic scalic formations; "chromatic" and "diatonic"; 12 these are controlled and united within 
the system of "axis tonality. " 
Bartok's "chromaticism" includes pentatonic scales, and the modal scales and is 
demonstrablY based upon the Fibonacci series: "diatonicism" includes the acoustic scale, 
12 The precise meaning of these words is at variance with their usage elsewhere in this study. Inverted 
commas will be used when they refer to Lendvai's meanings. 
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chains of open fourths, augmented triads, chords of accumulated thirds or fifths and is 
generally based upon more conventional symmetry. 
"Pentatony has its source in Eastern folk-music, accordingly 
it is of melodic origin - whereas the overtone [acoustic] 
system is rooted in Western traditional music and is 
therefore of harmonic origin. "13 
"DIATONICISM" 
1.771EACOUS77C SCALE 
The acoustic scale is the product of natural harmonies or overtones and also appears in some 
folk music - "Romanian tunes offered examples of a lower Lydian pentachord with a 
mixolydian upper part"14, and Bartok incorporated this into the second of the YWo 




DIE REZ. 477OArSHIP V4M THE DU TOA17C MODAL SYS7FM 
The theoretical formulation of the diatonic modal system is based around the idea of a 
definitive tritone, uniquely placed in relation to the tonic of each mode. The distinguishing 
pitches of the acoustic scale are the raised fourth and lowered seventh degrees, creating two 
13 BK p. 9 
14 VERA LAmPERT & LAszLo Somimi: 'Bartok', 7he New Grove Modern Masters, London, MacniUlan (1984), 
pp. 1-101 (p. 42). 
15 PAUL GRIFTMS: Barlok, (London: JM Dent, 1984), p. 53. 
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different tritones and thus pushing it outside diatonic 'explanation'. In terms of keys on the 
circle of fifths, a construction from which Lendvai has been seen to derive many of his 
concepts, the presence of both F# and Bb in the example above pushes C major one step in 
both directions simultaneously (towards G and F majors), a symmetry congruent with many 
other of his (and Bartok's) ideas. 
THE REZA TIONSHIP W77H SYMMETRICAL SCALES 
Lendvai relates the acoustic scale to the octatonic (1: 2) scale, "The basic scale of Bartok's 
chromaticism. "16: it may with equal validity be linked to the wholetone scale. 
Ex 4.7 
ACOUS'nC SCALE 
la V-3 - :0 
WHOLF-TONE SCALE 
Examples of Bartok's use of the acoustic scale may be found in the Sonata for 7Wo Pianos 
and Percussion17 and the Musicfor Strings, Percussion and Celesta: 
Ex 4.8 
and as an interesting complementary construction to a Fibonacci based scale at either end of 
the Cantata Profana, which begins with the scale D, E, F, G, Ab, Bb, C and ends with its 
16 BK p. 171 
17 Lendvai uses ffiis example in illustration of the same point no less than five times in the course of 7he 
Workshop of Bartok and Kodaly. 
ACOUST(C SCALE 
ir- 'r- lo: --- fq 
ta 
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miffor image D, C, B, A, G#, F#, E, D, the acoustic scale. The first scale follows 
Fibonacci patterning in the intervals against the tonic measured in semitones, the Ab 
explained as part of the enharmonically equivalent tritone in the acoustic scale. 
Ex 4.9 
.m e- c2 - 
eD V G2 vý 
C-md 
IN 
2. ME WHOLETONE SCALE 
.I, b. 0. ka 
0. Q 
e292 
Bartok would have been familiar with the wholetone scale (which shares obvious 
symmetrical similarities with the axis system) from his study of the music of Debussy, and 
in the seventh Sketch, exploits its connections with the acoustic scale. Alternating 
wholetone chords made up from the two complementary wholetone sets are predominant in 
such works as the Suite op. 14, the Second Violin Sonata and the Music for Strings, 
Percussion and Celesta, and in the First String Quartet it appears "straightforwardly as a 
scale. "18 
Ex 4.10 
311 Poeo a poeo ralleutando u-, 9 a teopo ý- 126 ]A - 
pp Ap p p 
pin. 
18 GRiFFmis: op cit, P-50. 
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3. THE OCTATONIC SCALE AND THE GOLDEN SECTION 
The three closed scales identified by Lendvai in Bartok's music are linked both to octave 
symmetries and to Bartok's favoured Golden Section. They consist of alternating semitones 
and a) tones, (2 semitones) b) minor thirds (3 semitones) and c) fourths (5 semitones): 2,3 
and 5 are all Fibonacci numbers. 19 
Lendvai derives the octatonic (1: 2) scale from the axis system, and calls it "the 









i: j MODEL 1: 3 MODEL z: l MODEL 
19 GRiFFmis (op cit, p. 75) is inclined to a less contrived view of these symmetrical constructions: *it would be 
unwise to see him experimenting with new modes when he was merely putting into effect the most obvious 
means of dividing the octave symmetrically and thereby denying diatonic sense... " 
20 BIC p. 277 
Major and minor Seventh chords Alpha 1: 5 models 
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"CHROMATICISM" 
Bartok's "chromaticism" as identified by Lendvai is based heavily upon the Golden Section 
and its expression in the Fibonacci series. 
4. THE GoLDEN SEc77oN PENTA Tow ScALE 
Bartok was travelling in Transylvania in the summer of 1907 when he noted down the 
pentatonic scale A, C, D, E, G and, 
"Partly influenced by further experience of live folk music 
and partly as a result of speculative worked sparked off by 
study of the Debussy scores in his possession in 1907-08, 
Bartok used this scale as a starting point. "21 
Lendvai describes this scale as "no less than the musical realization of the Fibonacci- 
series, "22 and offers the following diagram: 
Ex 4.12 
I3 
Pentatonic chords made up of multiples of two, three and five semitones began to dominate 
his harmonic vocabulary, and from them arose what Lendvai calls the 'beta chord', 
combining two minor thirds at the distance of a minor sixth to create the Bartokian major- 
minor chord: 
Ex 4.13 
(Kodaly identified the falling minor third as the "primary distinguishing feature"23 of 
pentatonicism. ) 
21 LAMIPERT & SOMIFAI: op cit, p. 40. 
22BKp. 11 
23 BK p. 314 
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Lendvai demonstrates that the Golden Section pentatonic scale and the Acoustic scale on the 
same tonic combine to give the full twelve pitch universe: an example of complementary 
Golden Section and Acoustic scales was given earlier from the Cantata Profana. 
5.7)YE DL4TOA7C MODES 
"The second important discovery Bartok made in folk music 
in 1907-08 was the old modal scales: they offered the 
possibility of eliminating leading-note dominant-tonic 
cadences and of establishing a certain amount of equality 
among chords based on different degrees of the scale. "24 
Bartok often combined two or more of the modes, and an interesting early example of 
bitonality/bimodality is provided by the first of the Ten Easy Pieces. (Ex 4.14) All the 




24 LAmporr & Somm: op cit, pp. 41-42 
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6. CHoRD FoRmA77oNs 
Lendvai25 extracts a number of chords from the various tonal and scalic systems; for 
instance the 'alpha' chord is the piling up of the 1: 2 scale, the 'gamma' chord the 
major/minor triad given above, and the 'omega' chord created from the wholetone scale. 
Ex 4.15 
Bluebeard 
oresc. -4 ------------- I -------------- F- - ----+fff 
7- r* -p r" -p ýr- 
25 BK p. 397. 
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SYMME7RICAL CHORD FORMA 77ONS 
The four symmetrical divisions of the octave are all linked to the Fibonacci system by 
intervals expressed in semitones, thus - the wholetone scale (2), the diminished seventh (3), 
and the augmented triad (8). Lendvai also "plains Bartok's frequent piling-up of fourths as 
multiples of 5 semitones, as well as revealing the influence of Hungarian folk MUSi&6 
Another chord that is interesting in view of the foregoing analysis of Sibelius's work is the 
'subminor chord, derived by Lendvai as the relative minor (plus seventh) of the relative 
minor. It is equivalent to an inversion of the Tristan Chord and, therefore, Sibelius's 
'dorian' chord. In Bartok's arrangement it consists of a diminished triad plus minor seventh, 
eg C Eb Gb Bb 
Lendvai states that both Kodaly and Bartok use the subminor chord in preference to the 
dominant seventh, and gives examples from the Music for Strings, Percussion and Celesta 
and Hary Janos. In Ex 4.16, the ringed chords are more simply interpreted as chords 








26 BB p. 63. 
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THE INFLuENcE oFDEBussy 
Samson discusses Debussy's influence on Bartok as exemplified in Ten Easy Pieces and 
Fourteen Bagatelles: among his evidence are the use of parallel dissonant chords, 
unresolved major seconds and Debussy's "removal of the [augmented fourth] chord from a 
traditional tonal context. "27 
CONCLUSION 
There are certain very striking similarities between the music of Bartok and Sibelius, most 
aurally obvious being the structural and non-destructive use of the tritone. Skilful 
manipulation of different scalic forms characterise the music of both, but where Sibelius 
confined his attention to exploiting the diatonic modal system and its tritonal interface with 
wholetone organisation, Bartok embraced a much wider chromatic universe, and thus came 
far closer to dodecaphony in his greater emphasis upon symmetry at all levels of structure. 
"In the axis system... the ancient struggle between "tonal" 
and "distance" principles is reflected - the historical process 
which (with the gradual advance of the distance models) had 
led eventually to the free and equal treatment of the twelve 
chromatic degrees... Bartok's achievement is all the more 
impressive as he carried out the perfect "indifference" 
between the twelve notes Mthout giving up the tonal and, 
indeed, functional principle. "28 
27 JIM SAMSON: Music in Transition, (London: JM Dent, 1977), p-43. 
28 BK p. 330 
PART THREE 




"What Vaughan Williams and Holst were really seeking to 
achieve in their day was a break with the German or 
Teutonic late-romantic hegemony that was dominating 
English music at the turn of the century. They had to do 
this in a way at marked variance with Elgar. It is 
significant that the passages in Elgar that Vaughan Williams 
most admired were those where the German influences are 
least detectable. "l 
This was because, as AEF Dickinson says, 
"The vocabulary of Elgar's music springs from terms that 
have ceased to be compelling. All his confident melodies 
and magical transformations cannot conceal the diminishing 
impact of the once powerful symbolism of a melodic and 
harmonic texture that is in decline .... To speak (as the institutionally minded did) of a 'successor' to Elgar as 
leading composer was altogether to under-estimate the call 
for independence, not continuity. "2 
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Dickinson, like Mellers twenty years later, also detects pluralities in Vaughan Williams's 
style: 
"Bluntly, there are the downright melody-maker, rhythmic 
and rough, influenced by folk-song in choice of melodic 
pattern, and the 'dreamy' pursuer of harmonic and 
instrumental texture, capricious in appearance at first, but 
on acquaintance showing definitely automatic stages of 
expansion. One can discern, analogously, the sociable 
composer, transforming common sounds into things of 
quality, and the unworldly composer, moving in a region of 
remote contemplation and ecstasy. Later, there appears a 
third composer, positive, but thriving on contradictions of 
degree in an implied scale, and harmonically incisive, but 
now, it sometimes seems, in passionate social denunciation 
or arousal, not in mere contemplation. "3 
THE INFLUENCE OF FRANCE AND RUSSIA 
Michael Kennedy states that "The crux of Vaughan Williams's developent was in January 
1908 when he left London to spend three months in Paris as a pupil of Maurice Ravel. 4 
In his own words: 
"In 1908 1 came to the conclusion that I was lumpy and 
stodgy, had come to a dead-end, and that a little French 
polish would be of use to me. So I went to Paris armed 
with an introduction to Maurice Ravel. He was much 
I NftCHAEL KENNEDY: in foreword to RALPH VAUGHAN WILLIAM: National Music and other Essays, (oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1986), p. ix. 
2 AEF DICKINSON: Vaughan VWiams, (London: Faber and Faber, 1963), p. 16. 
3 DICKINSON: op cit p. 20. 
4 In foreword to National Music and other Essays, p. vii. 
puzzled at our first interview... He showed me how to 
orchestrate in points of colour rather than in lines. '! 5 
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Ravel was suggested by MD Calvocoressi, although Vaughan Williams had originally 
intended going to Vincent d'Indy, whom Dickinson describes as "A strange choice -a very 
eclectic craftsman, whose gospel was the progressiveness of Franck"6: an interesting remark 
in view of the finale of the London Symphony. 
Quite apart from providing 'French Polish', Ravel was instrumental in bringing Russian 
music to Vaughan Williams's attention: 
"I used to score some of his own pianoforte music and bits 
of Rimsky and Borodin, to whom he introduced me for the 
first time. "7 
Vaughan Williams did, however, have some doubts about Tchaikovsky, which, with typical 
generosity, he veiled with a compliment: 
"Never a stroke fails; every emotion which he feels he 
translates into music with the readiness of a true Russian 
linguist. And herein lies his weakness, that the expression 
is often too intense for the emotion behind it; the very fact 
that expression comes so easily to him is apt to make him 
careless as to whether his idea is worth expressing. "B 
SIBELIUS 
Vaughan Williams had the greatest admiration for Sibelius, as he told Michael Kennedy: 
"Your question of who is the greatest man in my lifetime is 
difficult to answer... a few names taken at random would 
include Brahms, Walt Whitman and General Booth... and of 
course there is Sibelius. It took me some time to get 
accustomed to his No 6, but I rather believe now that it is 
his greatest. "9 
His tribute to the Finn "on the occasion of his ninetieth birthday" was glowing: 
"He is as new as Beethoven, as new as Bach, as new as the 
ageless chants of the church and as the timeless songs of the 
people... Sibelius has gone straight up the Hill Difficulty 
and has left it to others to wander to destruction in Bypath 
Meadow; he will be the first to arrive at the Celestial City... 
So up the hill the Pilgrim goes, along the well-trodden path, 
5 In 'Musical Autobiography' in Foss: op cit p. 35. 
6 DICKINSON: op cit p. 49. 
7 In 'Musical Autobiography' in Foss: op cit p. 35. 
8 in hficHAEL KENNEDY: 7he works ofRalph Vaughan Wiffiants, (London: Oxford University Press, 1964), 
p. 49. 
9 KENNEDY: op cit, p-388. 
and there he can still find priceless jewels which perhaps 
only he can see and know how to use. "10 
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Vaughan Williams was certainly drawn to Sibelius partly because they shared an interest in 
the modes (Vaughan Williams's modality comes originally from folk song, not from 
Sibelius); nevertheless, as will be demonstrated in a consideration of his greatest tribute to 
Sibelius, the Fifth Symphonyll, Sibelius's influence on him was profound. 
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS AND FOLK SONG 
French, Russian and Sibelian influences notwithstanding, the most important external 
influence upon Vaughan Williams's musical language was folk song, in which he had an 
unshakable belief as an 'artistic touchstone': 
"Artistic self-deception is the easiest thing in the world and 
we must be continually testing ourselves as to our sincerity, 
to make sure that out emotions are not all vicarious. Will 
not the folk song supply this test? In the folk song we find 
music which is unpremeditated and therefore of necessity 
sincere, music which has stood the test of time, music 
which must be representative of our race as no other music 
can. "12 
He also stated that 
"Ile composer must love the tunes of his own country and 
they must become an integral part of himself. "13 
All the works discussed here demonstrate well how much folk song had become an integral 
part of Vaughan Williams's own musical language, although there is not one instance of 
direct quotation in any of them - 
"Vaughan Williams has persistently used the basic patterns 
of his favourite tunes as the bare melodic framework - the 
crude life-force, as it were - of his own musical thought; but 
thence he has extended and individualised them according to 
the dictates of subject, genre, period of composition and 
other aesthetic methods which he has felt to be amenable. 
His mature expression is thus complex, taking over little or 
nothing from the final versions of folk song, nevertheless 
firmly founded on these folk song structures, and following 
methods of expansion which are either suggested by, or 
which are at any rate compatible with the tunes themselves. 
It is an eminently melodic expression. The whole is an 
10 National Music and other Essays, p. 261. Given the tremendous importance to Vaughan Williams of 77je 
Pilgrim's Progress, the analogy with Bunyan is highly significant. 
11 The Fifth Symphony has a strong Bunyan connection, incorporating some of the music from Vaughan 
Williams's 'morality' based upon it. 
12 Nationalism and other E&says, p. 40. 
13 ibid, p. 27. 
expansion of melodic detail, and is such that the melody 
maintains its integrity against the total effect. "14 
"Folk-song was a latent and influential part of Vaughan 
Williams's tradition... It is not commonly realized, for 
instance, that the oscillation of a given degree, so often 
noticeable in his texture, is a recognizable by-product of the 
earlier folk-song, as it emerged from the five-degree 
stage. "15 
MODAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ENGLISH FOLK SONG16 
DIE DM TOA7C FOUNDA 770N17 
According to Cecil Sharp: 
"The majority of our English folk-tunes, say two-thirds, are 
in the major or ionian mode. The remaining third is fairly 
evenly divided between the mixolydian, dorian and aeolian 
modes, with, perhaps, a preponderance in favour of the 
mixolydian. "18; 
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but this is not borne out by Dickinson, who states that the Dorian mode is the most 
common19; a view apparently shared by Vaughan Williams himself. 
"Harmonic music, at all events during the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries, presupposed the existence of two 
modes only, the major and the minor, with all their 
harmonic implications of the perfect cadences, the half 
close, the leading note and so on, so as to give points of 
repose, points of departure and the like. But in purely 
melodic music an entirely new set of considerations come 
into being. The major and minor modes hardly ever appear 
in true melodic music, but it must be referred to other 
systems, chiefly the Dorian mode, the Mixolydian mode 
and the Ionian mode, this last having of course the same 
intervals as the major mode, but otherwise quite distinct. "20 
14 EISIE PAYNE: 'Vaughan Williams and folk-song', Musk Review, Vol. 15, (1954), pp. 103-126 (p. 103). 
15 DICKINSON: Op Cit, p. 27. 
16 First-hand investigation of the characteristics of English folk song falls outside the scope of this study; what 
follows is necessarily based largely upon the conclusions of eminent authors in this field, to which the reader is 
refen-ed for more detailed accounts. Vaughan Williams's own early interest in 'the modes', apparently 
predating his folksong collecting days, is amusingly demonstrated by his own recollection of composition 
lessons with Stanford: "He actually made me write a waltz. I was much bitten by the modes at that time, and I 
produced a modal waltz! " [In 'Musical Autobiography' in Foss: op cit, p. 29. ] 
17 For a full discussion of the theoretical properties of the diatonic system, refer to Appendix B. 
18 Cwm SHARP: English Folk Song: some conclusions, (London: Simpkin and Co/Novello and Co Ltd, 1907), 
p. 55. 
19 DICKINSON: op cit, p. 104. 
20 National Music and other &says, p-24- 
PENTATOA7CISM*21 
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Dickinson's discussion of the scalic and melodic structures of English folk song is based 
upon the notion that, far from being a 'subset' of seven-pitch diatonicism22, pentatonicism 
is, in the context of monodic folksong, its guiding force; 
"IMeir common ground may loosely be described as an 
extension of the gapped five-note 'scales' of the most 
elementary Western music - as typified on the piano by the 
white-note paradigm DFGAC, FGACD, etc. - to 
various types of seven-note scale, termed modes... "23 
He applies this principle to all seven diatonic modes, and says: 
"What matters first... is on what degrees the main burden of 
intonation falls, by repeated use and by rhythmic emphasis, 
with a corresponding neglect, omission or possible variation 
of other degrees. "24 





Lydian D EF# AB 
Phrygian DFGAC 
- reinforcing his argument by reference to common melodic usage, for example of the 
Dorian mode: 
"In English and any foreign folk-songs of this genre, the 
first and fifth degrees are primary, both in frequency and in 
metrical emphasis. After the come the seventh, fourth and 
third; then, the second; finally but not invariably, the sixth. 
The frequency of the seventh (Tattened' in the modem 
sense) will be noted. *27 
All Dickinson's pentatonic 'reductions' of the seven-pitch modes share one very important 
characteristic: they leave undefined at least one of the "characteristic scale steps"28 (see 
Appendix B) exploited so thoroughly by Sibelius. Elsie Payne observes that "The folk song 
elements which have indirectly empowered Vaughan Williams's most complex and 
significant expression, emanate almost entirely from pentatonic or gapped modal 
formations"29; it may be added that, generally speaking, as his development of an idea 
21 More extensive discussion of the theoretical properties of the various types of pentatonicism is given in 
Appendix B. 
22 As argued in the discussion of both systems' theoretical properties in Appendix B. 
23 DICKINSON: op cit p. 103. 
24 DICKINSON: op cit p. 104. 
25 In each case, the mode's tonic is taken to be D. 
26 He says (p. 105) 'It should so far be regarded as an interim variant of the Dorian mode. " 
27 DICKINSON: op Cit P. 105. 
28 see Persichetti and Appendix B. 
29 MAuD KARPELES: An introduction to English Folt Song, (Oxford: Oxford University press, 1987), p. 35. 
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becomes more 'symphonic', the mode-defining "characteristic scale steps" become more 
prominent in the harmonic support if not at the melodic surface. Precise instances of 
melodic characteristics of folk song appearing in Vaughan Williams's art music are given in 
the detailed discussion of his Pastoral Symphony below? O 
'Me music considered here displays all, these influences, while never being other than echt 
RVW: the London Symphony displays strong French and Russian influences, coloured with 
the tones of English folk song; the Pastoral Symphony, behind its 'dreamy' and curiously 
French exterior abstracts techniques from its predecessor while the Fifth Symphony brings 
them to an apotheosis, which like the Fantasia on a 7heme by 7homas Tallis, owes a great 
deal to Sibelius. 
30 and are also discussed in detail by both Payne and Dickinson. 
Fantasia on a Theme by Thomas Tallis 
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The theme upon which this work is based is one of eight that'Momas Tallis contributed to 
the 1567 Psalter of Matthew Parker, the first Archbishop of Canterbury; in 1906 Vaughan 
Williams included it, with altered text, in the English Hymnal, of which he had been 
appointed musical editor by Percy Dearmer. 
Vaughan Williams's exploration of the theme takes as its starting points the richness both of 
its harmony, which is strongly modal and coloured by false relations, and of its metrical 
structure, which fluctuates between 3/2 and 6/4. (Ex 5.1) 
Ex 5.1 (as it appears in 7he English Uymnal. ) 
MODE MELODY. 92 T. T. w., e. 1515--U 
wa EI WIMP", 
j 




I St, gh*y slower. 
rri 
Wilfrid Mellers describes the opening of the Tallis Fantasia thus: 
"This motto phrase is a declining pentatonic scale, in a 
solemn four pulse, the two orchestras playing as one. The 
falling pentatonic scale in the top line is balanced by a 
rising diatonic scale in the bass, each note of melody and 
bass being harmonised with a diatonic triad in itself 
consonant, though chromatically false in relation to its 
neighbours ... The effect is awe-inspiring ... Mystery is inherent in the fact that, while the concordant but roofless 
harmonies are in limbo, the melodic formula is the 
acoustically 'innocent' pentatonic scale... "31 
Mellers captures the extraordinarily 'other-worldly' character of this opening gesture, but 
doesn't mention some other technical aspects of it. In the space of five chords, Vaughan 
31 MELLERS: Op cit, p. 5o-51. 
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Williams moves as many steps flatwards by adding accidentals 'in order' to his initial G 
major triad, finishing on a Gb major triad all of whose pitches are self-evidently 'false' 
versions of those of the opening chord. Each pair of consecutive chords is, however, fully 
diatonic and once a flat has been added, it is not cancelled. (Ex 5.2). Each chord functions 
as a pivot between its two neighbouring triads; the F major triad, for example, exists as part 
of G mixolydian in relation to the first triad, but is also diatonically consonant with Bb 
lydian or ionian in relation to the third one, and so on. 
In bar 2, the addition of flats is concentrated: two are added at a time, with the 'flatter' one 
made more prominent by being the harmonic root of both triads. The increased harmonic 
momentum is beautifully balanced by the lessening of rhythmic momentum, affording the 
listener a chance to absorb the extent of the distance travelled. 71is distance is accentuated 
by the prominence of the tritone and the wholetone patterning that also arise within the 
progression. 
The bass rises through a scale which is indeed diatonic but which also spans a tritone, G to 
Db, and the lower first violin line falls through a 5-pitch (ie nondiatonic) wholetone 
fragment: both arise directly from the false relations. 
There are thus several different linear principles at work: the descending pentatonic scale at 
the top, a scale whose possible diatonic extensions are three, as discussed elsewhere32; the 
rising diatonic wholetone fragment in the bass; and the internal falling nondiatonic 
wholetone scale, arising from the false relations themselves (derived from the characteristics 
both of the Tallis theme specifically and Tudor music in general). 
These two bars, and many more in this work, are fascinating not only for their sheer beauty 
of sound, but also for the striking anticipation of Sibelius's techniques of modal 
manipulation as evidenced in his Sixth Symphony, notably at its point of consummation 
very near the end. 
The similarities between this and the Vaughan Williams example are many and striking: 
- On the most superficial level, the scoring; 
- The pattern of descent in the top line balanced by ascent in the bass; 
- The almost exclusive use of 'common chords'; 
- The addition of accidentals 'in order', resulting in the retention of diatonic partition 
of the immediate surface of the music; 
- Ile creation, by means of this gradual addition of accidentals, of wholetone 
patterning in the middle of the texture. 
32 See Appendix B. 
Ex 5.2 
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It has not been possible to establish whether Sibelius was familiar with the Tallis Fantasia 
before he composed this part of the Symphony33; the correspondence is exciting since it 
shows Vaughan Williams to have arrived at a point early in his development that Sibelius 
only reached after spending half his symphonic career composing out the possibilities of the 
diatonic modal system. Presumably Vaughan Williams's greater familiarity with the music 
of the sixteenth century, especially English music, meant that he simply had its sound 
naturally 'in his ears' - it is difficult to imagine him sitting down and working these two 
bars out in the way that one feels Sibelius might have laboured at the analogous passage in 
the symphony. 
The only one of the pitches that has not so far appeared is E natural, which becomes 
increasingly important as a secondary key centre later in the work? 4 
Wia 33 In a letter to the author in answer to an enquiry on this subject, Ursula Vaughan W ms was unable to 
shed much light on the issue. 
34 This also displays similarities with techniques used by Sibelius. 
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'Me wholetone implications of the first two bars are sidestepped by the high D pedal of bar 
3, under which the opening fragment of Tallis's theme is intoned, followed by ftwther E/Eb 
false relations in the C and Eb major triads that surround D major, whose 'majomess' itself 
conflicts with the F natural of bar 4 and links the Gb and D natural of bars 2 and 3 into a 
single entity. (Ex 5.3) 










The first full statement of the theme itself follows Tallis's own harmonisation, as given by 
Vaughan Williams in the 1906 English Hymnal. It is in the phrygian mode on G, but with 
liberal chromatic alterations. The tonic chord is variously major and minor, the 
'characteristic' flattened second degree appearing only at the end-of-phrase cadences. 
Where it is raised, so is the seventh degree to form a leading note: these chromatic 
ambiguities are mirrored by the metrical fluctuations. Ile second statement is harmonically 
identical but more thickly and elaborately scored. 
Ile concluding gesture originally appearing in bar 30 (essentially Tallis's original phrygian 
cadence) is extended at the end of the second statement and Vaughan Williams works in 
more wholetone patterning within short term diatonic writing, although this is less obvious 
than before due to overlapping and voicing of the individual lines. As at the beginning, 
GbIF# is the crucial point, the Eb of an Ab major triad is enharmonically reinterpreted as 
D# within B major, the F# as the fourth pitch of the wholetone descent. Ilis passage is 
drawn directly ftom the source material yet extended and developed in a way that is 
decidedly of the twentieth century. (Ex 5.4) 
Various parameters of the music are now loosened: the tonality and modality begin to move, 
the melodic shapes of the theme are fragmented, and so are the orchestral forces, as the two 
orchestras are for the first time separated in antiphonal effects that highlight the increasing 
harmonic distance between them. 
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Ex 5.4 
In the first orchestra F# major and D minor alternate, setting up a two-fold false 
relationship, F#/F and AWA, to which the second orchestra's response is diatonic F# 
mixolydian. The first orchestra then turns to Eb major, the second orchestra to nondiatonic 
Eb mixolydian with a flattened sixth. 
The final gesture of this paragraph returns to the tritone with a series of pairs of triads 
standing in that relationship to one another, and with another wholetone element running 
through the whole. (Ex 5.5) The antiphonal scoring is expertly calculated both to maximise 
the effect of this harmonic journey from Eb to E natural and to make the most of Gloucester 









Bars 66-77 consolidate the move from G to E, starting with a rehearsal of the opening two 
bars and cadencing from the phrygian supertonic (F) onto an E major triad in bar 78. 
The central episode of the Fantasia begins with the solo viola in E phrygian, becoming 
dorian as F# is added in bar 83. Once more Vaughan Williams adds accidentals 'in order' 
in the antiphonal responses from the second orchestra (modified A major in which the sixth 
remains flattened), until the return to E in bar 89, in which the major third of the tonic triad 
is 'falsely' related to the aeolian cadential approach. 
The solo violin turns towards E's dominant (B aeolian), rotating back to E dorian, 
reinforced by the pedal beginning in bar 101. This E natural is immediately placed in a 
false relationship with the C# major second orchestra responses at the beginning of the 
bottom system. Again this has a flattened sixth but is otherwise major, and again the 
cadence pivots back to E. 
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A series of falsely related triads (A major -C major; G major - Bb major; F major - Ab 
major) which reverse earlier procedures by replacing sharps with flats 'in order' (Ex 5.6), 
leads to C major, initially coloured by 'false' flattened third, sixth and seventh degrees, 
reinforced by its subdominant at bar 125, and becoming strongly lydian in bar 130. 
Ex 5.6 
The passage leading into the plu animato (Bar 144) becomes very strongly phrygian, with 
the introduction of Gb just before the cadence briefly implying the most 'minor' of all the 
modes, locrian. (Ex 5.7) 
Ex 5.7 
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The C major triad is re-established very strongly at bar 145, but while C remains the 
'background' tonic throughout most of the approach to the climax of the work, chromatic 
saturation is achieved as the remaining five 'accidentals' come in and out of focus ('in 
order'), creating a constant flux of different modalities. 
Example 5.8 gives the peak of the Tallis Fantasia. It is distinguished by great richness of 
scoring and is driven harmonically by false relations, as triads separated by thirds conflict 
and are coloured by a predominance of 'aspirational' sharpened fourth degrees? 5 
Vaughan Williams reinforces the effect with rhythmic 'false relations' as the music divides 
itself naturally into pairs of rhythmic units, each pair consisting of a 'downbeat' three- 
crotchet phrase followed by a two-crotchet 'upbeat'. The internal rhythmic structure of 
both units respectively remains essentially the same throughout this passage, as does their 
melodic and harmonic outline. Each pair of units juxtaposes a pair of tonics a third apart in 
such a way that more false relationships result. 
The first three pairs of phrases are concerned with the juxtaposition of a set that implies C 
mixolydian with one suggesting Ab lydian. The C-based set contains CDEG and Bb 
which is in fact pentadiatonic, in the unusual category that contains the definitive tritone. 36 
Ile Ab set contains 6 pitches: Ab Bb CD Eb and F. Ile two combine to form a C-based 
modality in which, despite the major tonic triad, the remaining pitches suggest C aeolian. 
The prominent false relation between E natural and Eb marks the tonic chord out strongly 
as such in the way that tudor composers would raise the third in a final chord, and it follows 
the practise of Tallis's own harmonisation of the theme in which, despite the phrygian 
supertonics, the third is raised more often than not. The move to the sixth degree (Ab) 
allows Vaughan Williams to make maximum capital out of the Ab/D tritone which, rather in 
the manner of Sibelius's deliberate manipulation of this interval, he does not allow to 
resolve upwards to the Eb. The second pair of phrases is harmonically identical to the first, 
but given intensity by the thicker scoring and by the first violins' sweep up the octave. 
In the final pair, Vaughan Williams allows the tritone its 'traditional' modulatory function 
by letting it move up to Eb and thence to Eb harmony (bar 166). This is not simply a 
transposition up a third from the preceding bars. The Eb supports lydian harmony 
(prominent A naturals), but without the seventh degrees, and the 'upbeat' 2-crotchet unit 
returns to C major/mixolydian modality. In other words the combined set is closely related 
to the C/Ab one, the only difference being that the Ab is replaced by A natural, and the set 
has thus moved one step sharpwards around the circle of fifths. Ibis principle of travelling 
sharpwards governs the rest of the passage, as example 5.8 indicates. By the end, a diatonic 
set containing three flats has been transformed into one with three sharps; 6 'steps' and 
equivalent to diatonic sets separated by a tritone on the circle of fifths. 
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36 See Appendix B. 
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Thus this climactic passage may be seen to grow out of the two bars with which the entire 
piece opened and anticipates Sibelius in its skilful manipulation and enlargement of the 
diatonic possibilities of the modal system. 
Ile rhythmic unison of the massed forces and the proliferation of false relations (from 
which as much harmonic colour as possible is extracted) in bars 174-178 intensify this 
process and the music comes to a brief rest on alternating E minor and B minor triads (bar 
184). 
The return to Tallis's tune in more or less its original harmonisation draws upon the 
experience of this climactic passage: it travels through a tritone from E major to Bb minor 
and the modality of these two triads serves to highlight the distance between them, although 
technically speaking it makes them less far removed from one another -a good example of 
Vaughan Williams taking more notice of the aural rather than the theoretical considerations 
of composition. Again it is arranged in three pairs of chords. Within each pair there are 
two false relations, and each pair is linked to the next by means of a common pitch and 
another false relationship. (Ex 5.9) 
Ex 5.9 
rActjor Bb rvimor 
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It is a relatively simple operation to travel via F minor back to aG based tonality for the 
closing section of the work. The solo lines on violin and viola that elaborate the 
recapitulation of the theme are carefully written - beside the emphatically raised third, the 
only pitch outside the tonic major chord is A natural, which has the effect of diluting, at 
least for the time being, the characteristic phrygian colouring of the theme. Indeed, yet 
more false relations, although much less prominent, arise from the viola's reftisal to flatten 
the A natural even when the supporting harmony reverts to the lydian flattened second 
degree. 
As before, the wholetone based passage follows this statement of the theme. The work ends 
with an elaboration of Tallis's phrygian VII IV I# cadence. 
Ile Fantasia on a theme by 7homas Tallis is based upon harmonic principles that are most 
certainly based in Tudor practice (as exemplified by the theme itself), but which extend 
fully into the twentieth century. When the Tallis Fantasia was first heard at Gloucester 
Cathedral in September 1910 Sibelius had still not finished his Fourth Symphony and his 
Third had been performed in England only once, conducted by the composer at a 
performance in Liverpool that Vaughan Williams did not attend. 
A LoNDON SYMPHONY 
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Vaughan Williams's -first'purely instrumental symphony displays a fascinating variety of 
musical techniques and influences and, Mellers convincingly argues, its "point" is "the 
juxtaposition of London and Nature..., a harbinger of what is to be the central theme of 
Vaughan Williams's life's work. "37 This juxtaposition is crystallised in two broadly 
definable musical styles. 'Nature' is represented by diatonic modal or pentatonic writing, 
while urban angst is symbolized by divergence from diatonic stability towards two more 
symmetrical systems of pitch organisation: increased chromaticism (generated by false 
relations, bitonality and echoes of nineteenth century romanticism) and the decreased 
chromaticism of the non-hierarchic wholetone scale. Ile three types of pitch organisation 
are distinct but rarely fully separated and from their combination grows some of the 
strongest music of the symphony. 
The influence of nineteenth century Russian music, especially that of Borodin and 
Tchaikovsky, can be heard throughout the work, but Vaughan Williams's admiration for 
Sibelius is less evident than in the Tallis Fantasia. 
'PASTORAL' DIATONICISM 
The wellspring of the London Symphony's diatonicism is its majestic opening, an evocation 
of the Thames that grows from an initially pentatonic set whose 'preludial' resonance arises 
in part from its pitches being those of the orchestral open strings, a fact that would not have 
escaped this most practical of musicianOs 
The first melodic shape ("God's or Nature's rising fifth that then lifts a further tone"39) 
appears so frequently throughout Vaughan Williams's music that it may be regarded as a 
'thumbprint' of his style. Wilfrid Mellers remarks that: 
"Ilis motif is latent in acoustical phenomena since... the 
fourth and fifth are the prime members of the harmonic 
series, embedded in our aural consciousness. Naturally 
enough, this sequence of pitches became identified with the 
voice of Nature and with the well-springs of being. At the 
opening of this symphony it is certainly a seed of creation, 
and sounds, too, like a gesture of prayer as the ascent 
merges into undulating whole tones on D and C, hummed 
by violas and clarinets, with pedal notes on horns. "40 
Cecil Sharp says that "tonic rising to fourth rising to fifth" is a "favourite beginning" in 
English folk song. 41 Bushes and Briars, the first of over eight hundred folksongs Vaughan 
37 MELtjEM: op cit, p. 79. 
38 Ile note at the front of the score which gives instructions on how to deal with the "absence of certain 
instruments' bears testimony to this practicality. 
39 MELjjERS: op cit, p. 87. 
40 MELLERS: op cit, p. 79. 
41 CEaL SHARP. English FoAsong: some conclusions, (London: Simpkin and Co/Novello and Co, 1907), p. 55- 
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Williams collected between 1903 and 191342, begins in this way, as does the melodically 
related Searching for Lambs. (Ex 5.10) This specific folk-melodic origin is made more 
explicit in the new theme introduced in the development. 
Ex 5.10 
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Havergal Brian's interpretation of this shape - 
"His preference for a certain formula is striking: used at fast 
or slow tempo, its upwards movement is from dominant to 
tonic, supertonic, dominant, octave and their inversion. " 
[my italiCS143 
- betrays the influence of 'classical' tonic/dominant-based thinking rather than the flatter 
hierarchies of the folk song and 'church' modes: consideration of both Bushes and Briars 
and Searching for Lambs reveals that it is dangerous to assign functional labels to pitches 
within an unharmonised folktune. Vaughan Williams exploits this ambiguity in both the 
prelude and the epilogue: in the first instance the strong presence of D at both 'ends' of the 
texture suggest that the theme is rising from tonic to subdominant; only later is the first 
pitch reinterpreted as a dominant upbeat to the tonic. 
42 see FRANK HOWES: FoLt music ofBritain - and beyond, (London: Methucn, 1968), P. 117. 
43 HAvERrjAL BRIAN: '71c Music of Ralph Vaughan Williams', Musical Opinion. Vol 63, (1940), pp. 345-6 and 
391 (p. 345). 
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The introduction of the deliberately 'modal' flattened seventh offers an interesting 
comparison with the opening of Sibelius's Fourth Symphony (Ex 3.22): in both a short 
motif rises in the lower strings and then wavers in "undulating whole tones" and dislocative 
rhythms above a pedal, to utterly different effect. Sibelius's opening depends largely for its 
effect upon the presence of the tritone: this interval could hardly be ftirther removed from 
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Pentatonicism is extended to full D mixolydian, of which the 'characteristic' F# (a pitch of 
great significance in the subsequent tonal argument) is the last to be introduced. 'White- 
note' diatonicism is skilfully enriched by the avoidance of 'pure' majoror minor triads: in 
bar 10 parallel sevenths create a level of dissonance that contrasts with the preceding 
spaciously pentatonic writing. 
As well as the 'abstract' diatonicism of the Thames prelude, there are numerous examples 
throughout the work of more obviously folk-derived melodies. These are frequently 
pentatonic: a typical example is supplied by the melody beginning at bar 121 of the first 
movement. (Ex 5.12) 
Ex 5.12 






Many other melodies, though less 'folk-like', have an equally strong pentatonic foundation. 
'URBAN' CHROMATICISM AND THE WHOLETONE SCALE 
Ilie two outer movements of the London Symphony exhibit its most potent chromaticism. 
Where the prelude existed within a primarily diatonic universe, much of the tonal argument 
of the first movement's allegro arises from the dialectic between diatonicism and two 
emphatically non-diatonic systems of pitch organisation, chromatic and wholetone. The 
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initial G major chord slides in "shattering descending chromatics"44 over an Eb pedal, not 
only to Eb, but to Eb minor, a direct contradiction of G ma or's tonic, and making a triple 
false relation against it. Gb exerts a disruptive force throughout the exposition: the Eb 
within which it first appears originates in the first nondiatonic semitone of the prelude (bar 
16). Aspects of the two tonalities are combined from bar 44 as the lower instruments rise in 
wholetones from Eb to B natural under aG major triadic pedal, creating the pitch set Eb, F, 
G, A, B, (C), D (C appears only in the harp glissando) -a nearly wholetone scale in which, 
as in many other examples in Vaughan Williams' music, the sixth pitch is replaced by the 
semitone on either side of i05 (Ex 5.13) 
Ex 5.13 
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The finale opens with "a'grander formof the chrom atic 'wail' that had triggered the allegro 
of the first movement"46 and suggests "that the big city contains an incipient frenzy". 47 Its 
first five bars speak the language of nineteenth century romanticism and are followed by 
descending chromatic movement that is almost 'word for word' from Franck's symphony 
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46 MELins: op cit, P. 84. 
47 ibid. 
EXTENDED DIATONICISM: THE FUSION OF THE URBAN AND THE PASTORAL 
YRE DUAL ROLE oF Gb1F# 
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The clear thematic and tonal dialectic in the first movement fully supports Meller's 
description of the 'natural' and 'urban' duality of the work. The juxtaposition of spacious 
pentatonic, often folk-like, themes and densely acidic chromaticism is often focussed upon 
the ambivalent spelling of F#/Gb. The two spellings signify the different functions of the 
pitch: F# completed the D mixolydian set of the prelude, fixing the 'characteristic' tritone; 
its subsequent flattening by F major leads indirectly to the introduction of Eb, the context in 
which its more destructive persona, Gb, first appears, conflicting with the semitone above 
it, G natural. 49 Both Eb and Gb are defeated by the large areas of G- and E-based tonality 
in the recapitulation. 
This duality is most clearly presented by the contrasting language of the development, 
which begins with the allegro's opening, transposed up a minor third so that the pedal is 
Gb, and overlaid with figures descending in parallel first inversion triads from Gb, Bb and 
D, an augmented triad that both continues wholetone implications and relates to the earlier 
false third relationships: the central F# dorian 'plateau' diffuses the destructive strength of 
Gb by making it the tonic of a fully diatonic set and subsides into a beautiful rhapsodic 
passage at bar 235, related to parts of the Tallis Fantasia. In the final E-based part of the 
development, the only chromatic colour arises from gentle ambivalence between phrygian F 
and aeolian F#. 
A quite different fusion of the 'pastoral' and the 'urban' exists in the second trio of the 
scherzo. (Ex 5.15) The melody is a wonderfully inelegant 'psuedo-rustic' invention: its 
galumphing off-beat accompaniment, reminiscent of Petrouchka, lends it heavy-handed 
(urban) music-hall humour. 




The very beautiful opening of the slow second movement (which is repeated at its 
conclusion without substantial alteration) reconciles all three of the main elements of the 
symphony's musical language: vertical minor thirds (parallel root position minor triads) are 
combined with horizontal major thirds in a wholetone ascent. Its second half, rising from 
the enharmonic respelling of G# as Ab, is overlaid by a cor anglais melody whose contour, 
drawn from the thematic germ of the prelude and again related to Searching for Lambs, 













The two great climaxes of the movement display the Vaughan Williams 'thumbprints' 
identified at the peak of the Tallis Fantasia (Ex 5.8); root position triads, false relations 
between successive chords, mediant relationships (some chromatically altered) and 
'aspiring' lydian fourths. The three main tonics are E, G and Bb, the main pitches of the 










The greatest reconciliation of 'pastoral' and 'urban' elements exists, however, in ý the two 
magnificent evocations of the 77hames with which the London Symphony begins and ends. 
At the beginning of the symphony the first nondiatonic semitone of the work, the semitonal 
fall from E to Eb, which leads ultimately to the appearance of the destructive Gb49, is 
carried in on its flow, and is followed a few bars later by the sound of the 'Westminster 
Chimes', which "though derived from Nature's pentatonics, reminds us that we are in 
London, here and now. "50 
The Epilogue, a characteristic of many of Vaughan Williams symphonies, is initiated by a 
return to the 'Westminster Chimes', now over aG major triad-plus-Eb pedal that draws 
directly upon the bitonal conflict of the first movement. The Epilogue was greatly admired 





49 This somitone will have a similar role in the Fifth Symphony, in which context Mellers points out its 
'satanic' overtones carried over from Job. (Op cit, p. 178. 
50 MEU. ERS: op cit, p. 78. 
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The opening 'Thames' theme of the symphony rises majestically through the shimmering 
mist of semiquavers in Bb, E, C, Ab and finally D pentatonic minors: a final joining of the 
background wholetone set with a great symbol of diatonic, even pentatonic, stability. The 
circle is closed by the 'diatonic' incarnation of the most disruptive pitch of the first 
movement: the arrival of F# in bar 18 of the Epilogue is marked by a sudden thinning of 
orchestration and a lowering of the dynamic level. 
In the final pages of the symphony "the solo violin is now a lark ascending whose spirit of 
delight is unbroken by chromatic cries from the distant brass"51, in which Gb and Eb 
breathe their last, finally laying to rest the tonal conflict that dominated the first movement. 
Ile end of HG Wells's Tono-Bungay, to which Vaughan Williams referred Michael 
Kennedy for an 'explanation' of the finale, reflects that "To run down the Tbames so is to 
run one's hand over the pages in the book of England from end to end"52: in Eliot's 7he 
Wasteland (dating from almost the same time as the symphony, 1922), the river both 
"sweats the oil and tar" of London and offers the city salvation. Its similarly 'double' 
function in the London Symphony encapsulates the duality so well explored by Mellers. 
DVE RUSSUN INFLUENCE 
Echoes of the Russian music discussed in Chapter One are plentiful in the London 
Symphony, ranging from apparently insignificant gestures such as the passing flattened sixth 
(Gb again) within otherwise Bb major at bar 140 of the first movement (Ex 5.19) to longer 
passages, such as the development of the same music (Ex 5.20) that recall Tchaikovsky: a 
descending scalic figure, scored in unison on strings and woodwind, is extended by 
sequential repetition ascending a diminished triad and the heavy brass come in 'underneath' 
with another theme from earlier in the movement. Ilere are many other examples 
throughout the symphony which, although generally unrelated to Tchaikovsky's tonal 
structuring, suggest strongly that Vaughan Williams was very familiar with his music and 
may therefore have leamt some of his manipulation of the wholetone scale from Russian 
sources, as well as the more commonly recognised French one03 
51 MELLERS: op cit, p. 86. 
52 HG WELLS: 7he Worky ofHG Welly (Atlantic Edition), Vol XII (Tono-Bungay), (London: T Fisher Unwin 
Ltd, 1925), p. 523. 
53 Ursula Vaughan Williams offers an interesting clue: "Tchaikovsky visited Cambridge in June 1993 to 
receive an honorary degree. He ... stayed at Downing [the 
home of Frederic Maitland, later related by marriage 
to RVW, and a "house at which (RVW) was always welcomed"] ... before he joined Boito, Saint-Saens, and 
Max Bruch for the ceremonies at which they all received their honorary degrees. During the week they all 
performed at concerts to which Ralph went. * (URsuLA VAuGHAN WftuAms: RVW. - A biography ofRalph 
Vaughan Williams, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1964), p. 36. ) According to 7he Musical 2-unes 11993, 
p4081 Tchaikovsky conducted Francesca da Rimini, and the public orator at the ceremony said "Wherever he 
went, M. Tchaikovsky found his chief delight in the popular songs of his native country" -a remark that could 
with equal validity be made of Vaughan Williams. Before visiting Cambridge, Tchaikovsky went to London, 
where he conducted his Fourth Symphony. It has not been possible to ascertain whether RVW attended this 
concert: Mrs Vaughan Williams, in a private letter says 'Ralph certainly loved the Russian composers -I don't 
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know if Ralph was at the London concert that Tchaikovsky conducted ... in 1893. It's possible, but he was a 
student, and it might have been difficult to be there. He never kept diaries and I can't tell you what scores he 
had - for he never had a catalogue, but there certainly were plenty of 
Russians among them. - 
-Ar- 
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An even more striking similarity occurs in the confioco second theme of the finale (bar 
69). It opens in lydian C, the 'characteristic' F# heavily emphasised by its position at the 
top of the triplet, and reaching up to raised fifth and sixth degrees in bar 76, completing the 
wholetone scale, although this is belied by the bass line, and notwithstanding numerous 
false relations. This 'stretched' modality culminates in a wholetone descent whose ending 
recalls the finale of Tchaikovsky's Second Symphony. (Ex 5.21 - compare with Ex 1.81) 
Ex 5.21 
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Borodin's influence is felt shortly after this: the theme is presented as a cross between the 
'motto' from his Second Symphony54 and the notorious allegedly wholetone idea on 
trombones from the finale of the same work. The similarities are unmistakable; the scoring, 
the emphatic drop of a tone, and the unison triplets in the violins, and even the second 
inversion of D major provided by the wind, albeit with a lydian G# and a 'false' F natural. 
(Ex 5.22) 
Ex 5.22 
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54 This is not at all surprising, given that Ravel, to whom Vaughan Williams went for "a little french polish", 
and his friends used this motto as a sort of "calling card*, and Vaughan Williams himself mentions that Ravel 
set him *bits of Rimsky and Borodin' to orchestrate. (National Music and other FSsays, p. 191. ) 
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The London symphony finally "purges Vaughan Williams's language of the vestiges of 
Victorianism and Edwardianism that had proved incompatible with its nature"55 and not 
only contains the dualism revealed by Mellers, to whom the reader is referred for a more 
detailed discussion of the whole work; it also displays a truly cosmopolitan blend of 
harmonic colour, encompassing the bright hues both of modal English 'pastoralism' and of 
nineteenth century Russia as well as the hazier tints of the slow movement. 
Just as the heroics of Sibelius's Fifth Symphony were succeeded by the serenity of the 
Sixth, Vaughan Williams's next symphony was to turn away from the city of proftision, 
with its rich melodic, tonal and stylistic diversity, to (perhaps more disciplined) 
contemplation of a gentler pastoral landscape. 
55 MELLERS: op cit, p. 86. 
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A PASTORAL SYMPHONY 
"... in the eight years that divide the first version of the 
London (1914) from the Pastoral (1922) he seems to have 
become musically a different man. "56 
"It's really war-time music -a great deal of it incubated 
when I used to go up night after night with the ambulance 
waggon at Ecoives and-we went up a steep hill and there 
was a wonderful Corot-like landscape in the sunset - it's not 
really lambkins frisking at all as most people take for 
granted. "57 
Vaughan Williams's third symphony could hardly differ more from its predecessor; where 
the London Symphony is full of cheerful tunes, clear structural delineations and a boldness 
of gesture that draws (at least in part) on the big orchestral effects of the Russian 
nationalists, the Pastoral Symphony 
"marks the advent of a new technique of rhythmically 
wayward phrases, strange polyphony, and, rarely, a brisk 
tempo. The shape of each movement, so conditioned, needs 
definition. Except in the Scherzo, the impact of 
restatement, and the consequent relaxation of pressure on 
the ear, is elusive, and the low dynamic relief of much of 
the symphony makes distinction of feature a strain. This 
'study in grey' cannot be lightly embraced, nor can it be 
lightly dismissed as a symphonic solecism. The advance in 
texture, the stronger for the restrained rhetoric, must be 
probed, and the resultant effect estimated. "58 
Its smooth, even gestures are comparable with those of Sibelius's Sixth, but as with that 
work, apparent surface simplicity conceals sophisticated art. 11at the symphony has 
foundered in the minds of many critics is due to the seemingly lethal combination of the title 
Pastora159 and an almost absolute avoidance of dissonance in the individual layers of 
musical thought. This principle manifests itself in two dimensions: the pure diatonic 
(frequently pentatonic) writing of melody (horizontal) and the almost exclusive use of 
common major and minor triads as supporting harmony (vertical). Great richness of 
language is created by the independent control of these two layers and the often chromatic 
tensions arising between them, and, as Hugh Ottoway observes: 
"Heseltine's crack about for cows looking over gates is 
misleading and, properly understood, the Pastoral is a tough 
56 FOSS: op cit, p. 133- 
57 Letter from RVW to UVW, 4 October 1938, quoted in U VAUGHAN WILUAMS: Op Cit, p. 121. 
58 DICENSON: Op Cit, P-29. It thus has much in common with Sibelius's Sixth Symphony, which it predates by 
a year. 
59 HERBERT HOWEUS: 'Vaughan Williams's 'Pastoral' Symphony', Music and Leuers, Vol. 3, (1922), p. 122-3 
(p. 122). (a lengthy 'review' of the first performance given by Boult and the Royal Philharmonic Society on 
January 26 1922) - "the first source of friction lay in the term 'Pastoral'. The common mind will contend with 
the rarer when such a word is used; if you but prick the multitude with this 'pastoral' pin you wiU awaken it to 
very definite firmly held ideas, infiriitely various and individual ... nearly aU, when translated into the language 
we call 'music' would monotonously adopt the child-like policy of realism. " 
and disturbing work, as well as a supremely beautiful 
one. "60 
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The Pastoral Symphony demonstrates well how much folk song had become an integral part 
of Vaughan Williams's own musical language, although there is not one instance of direct 
quotation in it. The effects of folk song on Vaughan Williams's melody manifests itself in 
two ways: the general use of diatonic and pentatonic modality and the appearance of specific 
and recurrent melodic figures and turns of phrase. 
FIRST MOVEMENT 
The fundamental characteristic of almost all the basic melodic material of the first 
movement of the Pastoral Symphony is that it is not only diatonic but pentatonic within the 
diatonic system. Even the evolved and expanded versions of the melodies in the later stages 
of the movement rarely "tend beyond the bounds of seven-pitch diatonic organisation. 
The symphony opens with non-hierarchic parallel triadS61, diatonic within G mixolydian, 
except where its 'characteristic' seventh flattens B in order to avoid the tritone (Ex 5.23). 
This shows a concern for extreme foreground consonance, even where this requires 
disruption, however mild, of background diatonicism, and is typical of English folk song 
practice as observed by Sharp: 
"inflection of the third in mixolydian and dorian airs is the 
only constant and systematic instance of an apparent change 
of mode to be found in English folk songs ...... It must be 
understood that the third is not a fixed note in the folk- 
scale, as it is in both of the modem scales. The English 
folk-singer varies the intonation of this particular note very 
considerably"... "Now the third of the scale is the only note 
by which the dorian mode may he distinguished from the 
mixolydian. "62 
60 HUGH OTMWAY: Vaughan Williams Symphonies, (London: BBC, 1972), p. 13. 
61 *folk song is pure melody without an harmonic substructure, but when modal melodies began to swim into 
the ken of composers, the first probably being the nationalists of nineteenth century Russia, they began to 
suggest to them all sorts of harmonic implications. Up to that time harmony was always supposed to be 
considered as being built up from the bass. The Russian nationalists, perhaps owing to the fact that they were 
half amateur, evidently preferred to build their harmony Erom the melody downwards. We find this neo-modal 
harmony prevalent throughout Musorgsky's 'Boris'. The lead was taken up by Debussy and the French 
contemporaries, some of the modem Italians and the modem English. (RALPH VAUGHAN NVIL11AMS: National 
Music and other Essays, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1987), pp. 25-26. ) 
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The presence of the Bb reinforces the deliberate avoidance of a leading note for G; in G 
major none of these triads would contain a tritone, and therefore no pitch would need to be 
'corrected'. That Vaughan Williams chooses to flatten the'mediant, rather than to raise the 
seventh illustrates his keenness to avoid any 'classical' hierarchic implications and again 
builds upon folk practice. 
77here seem to be two schools of thought on the subject of flattened sevenths in folk song as 
the following quotations suggest; Parry and (according to Vaughan Williams) Stanford 
thought that flattened sevenths were very uncommon in folk music, but Vaughan Williams 
himself (supported by Sharp, who, like Vaughan Williams, had considerably more 'hands 
on' experience of the genre) disagrees: 
"whereas in modem music people count their intervals from 
the bass, and habitually think of scales as if they were built 
upwards, in melodic systems it is, in most cases, the reverse 
... The leading note of modem music always tends 
upwards; in other words, the note which lies nearest to the 
most essential note of the scale, which is always heard in 
the final cadence, and is its most characteristic melodic 
feature, is below the final and rises to it. But this is exactly 
the reverse of the natural instinct in vocal matters, and 
contrary to the meaning of the word cadence. "63 
"When I was under Stanford I used to vex him much with 
my flattened sevenths. He tried to prove to me that the flat 
leading note was pure theory and that all folk-songs 
descended on to the tonic, but I felt in my bones that he was 
wrong, though it was only later, when I heard traditional 
singers, that I was able to prove my point to own 
satisfaction. "64 
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The glowingly scored theme that rises underneath these cool woodwind quavers may, like 
the opening of the London Symphony, be described as "God's or Nature's rising fifth that 
then lifts a further tone. "65 In the London Symphony, the first note of this melodic shape 
functioned variously as tonic and dominant: in the present instance there is greater 
ambiguity. The background harmony places this it G, but its rhythmic structure also marks 
out D as a possible tonic: the G functions consistently as a subdominant upbeat to the 
rhythmically more stable D. 
At the Poco tranquillo (bar 10), the Bb which first appeared as a tritone-avoiding gesture 
initiates the accelerated addition of five more flats as parallel triads descend in the lower 
strings as far as Cb minor, completing chromatic saturation. This increased chromaticism 
arises from diatonic extension (the flats appear 'in order') and is complemented by the 
relative instability of second-inversion rather than root position triads: it creates aching and 
richly coloured false relations as it drops away under the solo violin line which, with its 
attendant counterpoint, is confined to a pentatonic mode pivoting about G. (Ex 5.24) 
The opening theme returns in the top layer, still pivoting about G and D, while the lower 
strings once more sink flatwards underneath it: the two join forces at bar 25 in alternating 
triads of Bb minor and G major which expands the B/Bb false relation to D/Db, enhanced 
by careful use of different inversions (Ex 5.25). 
63 HuBERT PARRY: 77zirteen centuries ofEnglish Church Music, (London: Heinrichsen Edition, 1946), p. 19. 
64 National Music, p. 197. 
65 MELLims: op cit, P. 87. 





The cor anglais respells Db as the 'characteristic' C# of G lydian, from which it emerges as 
the tonic of a phrygian modality, made fleetingly aeolian by D# in bar 37. In only 32 bars 
Vaughan Williams has moved seamlessly to a diatonic set whose tonic is a tritone removed 
from G without once introducing a pitch that cannot be 'explained' by the diatonic context 
(vertical and/or horizontal) in which it appears. The set rotates to F# aeolian from which 






The almost total avoidance of the sixth degree allows the preceding concentration on F# to 
cast a dorian glow upon this theme, scarcely disrupted by very occasional F naturals which 
actually define the modality of the second subject as A aeolian, a rotation of the G 
mixolydian in which the symphony began. The strength of F# is renewed in bar 49, and 
this time brings with it C#, lifting A into the mixolydian mode: more sharps are added 
(again 'in order') to create F# mixolydian (bar 53), dropping back in bar 60 to A 
mixolydian, in which the exposition ends, a tone higher than it began. The reappearance of 
the 'first subject' in this key is the only 'traditional' signal that the exposition is over: just 
as the various themes, tonalities and modalities have flowed organically in and out of focus, 
the development flows out of the exposition. 
The drop at bar 72 to C echoes processes in the exposition: the pentatonic melodic lines 
imply C mixolydian, but underneath them the parallel triads in the cellos and harp drop 
away as flats are added, this time eventually taking the pentatonic fragments with them into 
Bb aeolian (bar 81), Ab aeolian (bar 85) and F# pentatonic (bar 87). The background 
wholetone descent breaks off at this point and chromatic flux increases, but in every case 
this is created by diatonic tonalities and modalities fading in and out of each other as 
'accidentals' are added and subtracted 'in order'. 
The oscillation of G major and Bb minor triads in the exposition is transposed to pair Bb 
and Db and the lydian fourth of the latter initiates a wholetone descent (disguised by the 
strongly diatonic foreground) that fuses the end of the development into the beginning of the 
recapitulation. It functions as a prolongation of Db, the pitch from which the transition into 
the second subject in the exposition grew, and whose tritonal relationship to the movement's 





The recapitulation of the opening material is abbreviated, but the second subject reaches its 
fullest flowering, in the tonic, with a very beautiful use of the variable third that has 
coloured (and underpinned the structure oo so much of the preceding music. (Ex 5.28) 
Ex 5.28 
Barg. 






Bb, the first chromatic alteration, is strengthened as the recapitulation progresses and in bar 
162 becomes part of an diminshed triad, one of the very few harmonies in the movement 
that does not have a major or minor triad as its basis. It is, nevertheless, diatonically 
explicable as the G 'dorian' chord (containing the tonic and both its 'characteristic scale 




Bars 167-174 are rooted in G, but its modality is clouded by accidentals that extend it both 
flatwards and sharpwards, achieving chromatic saturation: at bar 175 the texture clears 
dramatically to the four pitches of the opening theme. The G major/Bb minor oscillation is 
briefly reintroduced, and Db lingers on almost to the end of the movement as the lydian 
fourth, its effect barely diffused by the final muted reminiscence of "God's or Nature's 
rising fifth that then lifts a ftirther tone". 
The rich chromatic colours of this movement grow from roots deeply embedded in the 
fertile ground of diatonicism. Its themes are almost all pentatonic, its harmony based upon 
simple major and minor triads, its progressions upon the addition and subtraction of sharps 
and flats according to the 'rules'. Its great art lies in the skilful combination of these three 
layers (enhanced by their orchestration) to create vast space and aching, not stinging, 
dissonance: 
"if an English rural landscape is implicit, so - according to 
the composer, more directly - are the desolate battle-fields 
of Flanders, where the piece was first embryonically 
conceived. "66 
66 MELLERs: op cit, p 87. 
SECOND MOVEMENT 
"Ile opening is virtually a horn cadenza; the secondary 
pentatonic motive on a sluggish bass scarcely justifies the 
length of its treatment, and the insouciant trumpet cadenza, 
confined to natural harmonics (of which the seventh sounds 
flat to ears used to tempered-scale harmony), is a raw piece 
of unassimilated material, luxuriously uncalled for. Ile 
fierce bitonality of the first subject, recovered in the teeth of 
the last trumpet note, restores interest... "67 
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The opening of the second movement draws upon the experience of the first, presenting two 
individually diatonic 'layers' (the horn pentatonic), but once more their combination creates 
a dense network of semitones: "the muted strings play a sustained triad of 'infernal' F 
minor, while the solo horn chants a pentatonic incantation around G or possibly E, "68 
Dickinson's "fierce bitonality" arises from conflicting tonic emphasis within a single, very 
nearly diatonic, pitch set: the only non-diatonic semitone exists in the false relation between 
A and Ab, which, in a context of F, recalls and intensifies the B/Bb ambivalence within G 
in the first movement. The more aurally obvious clash between Ab and the 'pivot' note of 
the horn, G, does not extend beyond diatonicism. (Ex 5.30) 
Ex 5.30 
67 DiClaNSON: op cit, pp. 213-214. 
68 MEUERS: Op cit, p. Sq. 
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The violins' first ascent from the F minor triad fills in all pitches but the seventh of the 
dorian mode, but enharmonic changes and more falsely related third degrees lead to 
oscillations between minor triads on F and D, retaining both F and the A/Ab ambivalence. 
Ex 5.31 
The more fully scored return to the horn's theme initially avoids false relations, unifying the 
two layers with G dorian harmony that supports, rather than conflicts with, its pivot pitch; 
but under its extension (bars 17-20), the F minor triad reappears in the strings. 
The theme beginning in bar 23 is unified with its supporting string harmony in very 
beautifully scored diatonic F dorian: a solitary viola pivots around the 'characteristic' sixth 
degree at the resonant centre of its range in unison with the lowest notes of the flute. (Ex 
5.32) The dorian tritone is melodicised in bar 27-29, its Ab becoming a phrygian second 
preparation for G dorian in the following bars. At bar 39 the disappearance of Bb is 
intensified by the simultaneous addition of F# within aB pentatonic set: the addition of G in 
bar 42 initiates a cadence in E phrygian/aeolian, the ambivalence created by the false 




The first chromatic climax comes in bars 47-51, created by an expansion of the progressions 
given in ex 5.31 by a profusion of conflicting accidentals: out of this emerges the second 
theme in D dorian. The falsely related triads return on A and F# minors at bar 61 and lead 
by enharmonic shifts into the central Eb section of the movement. 
The sound world created by the natural harmonics of the trumpet over modally shifting 
string diatonicism is far from "raw" and "unassimilated". (Ex 5.32) Vaughan Williams's 
manipulation of modally 'loaded' pitches is superbly controlled, rising from Eb mixolydian 
through a falsely related Gb minor (recalling the earlier oscillating third-related triads) to A 
minor, its tonic respelling Gb's minor third and its fifth providing a sernitonal dissonance 
with the held Eb in the trumpet that echoes the A/Ab ambivalence between horn and strings 
at the beginning of the movement. The whole passage intensifies earlier processes: the 
prevailing string triad is major rather than minor, the modality is less stable, the trumpet 
has a more 'concentrated' sound than the horn, and its natural harmonics add microtonal 
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The fully scored climax which follows begins in solid Ab dorian and sinks into the 
recapitulation, based largely in A, a further extension of the opening A/Ab semitone, and 
leads into the coda. (Ex 5.33) 
Ex 5.33 
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This draws together many processes: a natural horn combines both brass sonorities69, the 
original horn theme provides a counterpoint on the clarinet and the strings descend 
wholetonally from F (the original tonic, now made major) to Cb, the tritone that bisects the 
F dorian tritone prominent in bars 27-29. The movement concludes with the music of 
example 5.31, extended up a further third to fade onto an F minor triad, a transposition up 
five octaves of the "cavernous"70 harmony with which it began. 
69 ic. the horn from the opening and the natural trumpet. 
70 MELt. ERS: Op cit, p. Sq. 
THIRD MOVEMENT 
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After the opacities of the first two movements, the third movement's clarity of expression 
provides welcome contrast. It opens with II bars of pure G aeolian (the seventh remains 
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The trumpet theme beginning at bar II provides a good example of a characteristic Vaughan 
Williams identified in the Russian nationalists, that of harmonising a tune 'from the top 
downwards': its pitches are those of Eb dorian, although the Db is initially contradicted by 
the bass. Flats are gradually removed from the top of the texture in preparation for the 
return to the opening material, but the bass continues to add them as it drops down a 




The second theme is pentatonic on the pivot notes A and D, its harmonisation defining D as 
its tonic, and dorian as the overall modality. The 'gaps' in this tune allow it to be combined 


























In the 'trio' section, Vaughan Williams thoroughly enjoys himself with a new idea scored 
for brass. The main modality is G mixolydian, but the third wavers briefly in bar 53 in 
order to avoid a tritone with F natural, exactly as at the beginning of the symphony. 7le 
cadence draws on principles very similar to those discussed in the earlier movements as it 
slides from the flattened third degree to the falsely related major tonic triad via 
unexpectedly major supertonic harmony; a previously elliptical gesture has been (perhaps 
necessarily) vulgararised and is even extended into a sequence (Ex 5.37) in which 
wholetone descents are prominent; just before the return to the 'scherzo' proper it is hurled 
round an harmonic comer (bars 83-89) that could not be further removed from the gradual 
transformation of tonalities and modalities in the first two movements? l 
Ex 5.37 
964 ý 
71 Howes describes "this short Trio" as "something of a hill in the gentle landscape". (FRANK HowFs: 7he 
Music ofRalph Vaughan V411iwns, (London: Oxford University Press, 1954), p. 27. ) 
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In the reprise of the 'scherzo' the second subject appears in the tonic, the trio makes a brief 
return, and the final 'scherzo' section is concluded with an "unexpected and magical" coda 
which, as Howes observes, "contains the only fast music of the symphony. '172 
It begins in G dorian, moving to D aeolian, and drops to a lengthy submediant pedal in G 
aeolian. The last two pages bear an extraordinary resemblance to the end of Mercury in 




72 HOwEs: op cit, p. 26. 
73 Vaughan Williams freely admitted to 'cribbing' (in 'Musical Autobiography' in HUBERT Foss: Ralph 
Vaughan Williams. A Study, (London: Harrap, 1949), pp-31-32. ) - "Cribbing is, to my mind, a legitimate and 
praiseworthy practice, but one ought to know where one has cribbed from. " - but, given that this passage 
continues with the major preoccupations of the symphony as a whole, it is just as likely to be I original% 
FOURTH MOVEMENT 
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Ile last movement of the Pastoral Symphony begins and ends with a "wordless cantilena'74 
for solo soprano that 'humanises' the floating natural trumpet of the second movement. Its 
pitch set is A aeolian, divided into various basically pentatonic sets. (Ex 5.39) 
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A remains the 'pivot' pitch, reinforced by the pedal, until the longer-breathed and more 
melismatic last phrases, which revolve pentatonically around E; the pedal fades and the last 
of the seven pitches, B natural, is introduced, finally defining the mode as aeolian, not the 
phrygian suggested by the key signatureY5 
The main theme of the movement, scored first on divided strings, is fully pentatonic; its 
harmonisation brings other systems of pitch organisation into play. Ile first chord adds the 
two pitches 'missing' from the theme; under a sustained D it drops wholetonally to Eb 
major (over which the cor anglais provides tritonal and semitonal tension in further 
remembrances of the second movement) and then descends a further tone to Db major, 





74 HowEs: op cit, p. 28. 
75 MELt. ERS describes this opening as "a cantillation that is basically pentatonic on A veering to E, though it 
garners an occasional extra tone from the aeolian mode. " (op cit p. 91) 
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At the beginning of the main part of the movement, the false relationship between B and Bb 
that characterised the opening of the symphony reappears, now presented in the context of 
two tritone pairs, E minor/Bb major and B minor/F major. The basic modality of this idea 
is Bb lydian76 (it is the harmonisation of the E natural that introduces B natural), although 
the theme in its unharmonised form is strictly pentatonic. (Ex 5.40) 
Ex 5.40 
E natural is flattened to Eb, and the addition of Ab makes the pivotal G in the last bars of 
the paragraph (44-55) the tonic of a phrygian set, fading over a tritonally related Db major 
triad. 
A new idea, closely related to one from the first movement, returns to Bb, in which D 
natural turns rapidly to Db, despite the continuing lydian E natural; further semitonal 
acidities are created by the reappearance of the cor anglais pivoting 'pentatonically' around 
A and E natural. (Ex 5.41) 
76 This movement makes the most extensive use of lydian modality in any work other than Sibelius's Fourth 
Symphony discussed in this study. 









Bb is temporarily threatened by the sudden climb to B natural, and again wholetone- 







After "the dramatic and chromatic climax, prophetic of Job and the slow movement of the 
Fifth Symphony"77, Vaughan Williams reaches a more stable plateau of diatonicism. The 
overall pitch set begins as that of C# phrygian, with the solo cello's "vocal-style pentatonic 
melody"79 pivoting around the dominant G#. 7le whole thing drops a tone to B phrygian, 
rather as Sibelius was to move straight from C to Bb at the opening of the main part of the 
first movement of his Sixth Symphon)79, before moving to G# and then E. The approach to 
the Animato (bar 99) cancels all the sharps, rapidly replacing them with flats which, as at 
the opening of the first movement, cause the harmony to sink away from the clear 
pentatonicism of a solo violin. It too drifts flatwards, the accompaniment making its 
pentatonic lines part of diatonic F locrian set. (Ex 5.43) 
Ex 5.43 
r ____ 




77 MEMERS: Op Cit, P. 92. 
78 ibid 
79 The prominent harp parts in both instances add to the similarity. 
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The E pedal in the approach to the unison pentatonic climax of the movement capitalises 
upon the 'characteristic' tritone of Bb lydian and becomes the 'pivot pitch' of that climax 



























The apotheosis of the first subject begins in bar 128. Its initial Bb is soon challenged by B 
natural, itself strengthened by F#, and culminating in aD major climax in which the falling 
fourths (D-A-G-D) complete the arch begun by the same pitches ascending in the opening 
theme of the first movement. The final bars recapitulate the material of the movement's 
opening in reverse order, and it dies away to nothing on a sustained and ethereal high A. 
L 
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The smooth gestures and modal manipulation of the Pastoral Symphony invite comparison 
with Sibelius's Sixth. 80 yet its methods are very different. Where Sibelius deals in large 
diatonic 'slabs' of music whose 'openness' was structured by precise and sparing chromatic 
alteration, Vaughan Williams's perpetually shifting harmony freely encompasses distant 
tonal and modal regions. Diatonicism is fundamental - these regions are opened up by 
accidentals whose introduction follows the 'rules' of a central tenet of the diatonic system, 
the circle of fifths - but it exists less in Sibelius's primarily 'horizontal' dimension than in 
the 'vertical'. 
The almost exclusively pentatonic melodic language is far removed from the modal 
chromaticism of the harmony: not only does it create a stable 'horizontal' diatonic realm 
that provides an anchor for the rich harmony; it avoids the loaded 'characteristic scale steps' 
whose fluctuation creates that richness. Ile essence of the symphony is contained in these 
two elements and their interaction: as they move in and out of each other's orbits the 
harmony constantly sinks away from the pivot pitches of prevailing melodic ascent, a 
duality that combines serene aspiration with quiet mourning - 
"If, taking Vaughan Williams's clue, we think of [the 
soprano's] disembodied song as ringing over the ravaged 
fields of Flanders we may understand why this symphony 
has so poignant an effect... In its unassertiveness, the 
Pastoral stands with the Tallis Fantasia, Job and the Fifth 
Symphony as one of its composer's master-works, and as 
one of the great symphonies of the twentieth century. '61 
80 Wliich it predates by two years. 
81 MEu. ERs: op cit, p. 93. 
SANCTA CIVITAS 
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Vaughan Williams began the composition of Sancta Ovitas in the late summer of 1923 and 
it was premiered in May 1926. It extends considerably the manipulation of the wholetone 
scale already discussed in the Fantasia on a 7heme of 7homas Tallis, and following on from 
the earlier work, as well as exploring principles fundamental to Sibelius's musical language, 
uses the tritone as an important structural force: the linking interval between the worlds of 
diatonic and wholetone pitch organisation. 
Its central pivot pitch is C, and the most important subsidiary pitch centres are Ab and E, 
forming an augmented triad around C that is clearly related to the wholetone basis of much 
of the pitch organisation nearer the foreground melody and harmony. 82 This augmented 
triad appears as the climax chord of the work at the outburst on the words "God Almighty" 
(p. 51 of the Curwen vocal score83). 
In the opening 28-bar section, Vaughan Williams sets out many of the major musical 
preoccupations of the work, and demonstrates very tightly controlled manipulation of 
individual pitches and their various implications, emphatically undermining any suggestion 
that his technique was amateurish. 
The opening gesture (Ex 5.45) is an elaborated dominant approach to F, and indeed for the 
whole of this paragraph, the bass remains solidly within the gamut of F, either major or 
lydian - the important fourth degree that will establish the position of the 'characteristic' 
tritone is the seventh pitch to be introduced and is delayed until bar 8. Lydian B natural 
appears at the top of the texture in the upper woodwind chords whose individual 
construction draws from Holst the use of perfect fourths; these emphasise the tritone 
between the F in the bass and the B natural that sounds persistently against it in the upper 
parts. 94 In bar 8, a Bb in the bass (the first heard, and completing the 7-pitch diatonic F 
major set) is immediately counteracted in the following bar not only by more B naturals, but 
also by a C#. 
Until this point, the overall tonality has been easily explained as diatonic, varying between 
the ionian and lydian modes on F; but the introduction of C#, apart from making the pitch 
set of the upper parts pentatonic (1), E, A, B, C#) and enhancing the 'sharpness' of B 
natural, extends the tritone beyond diatonic explanation. 
82 And which recalls many of Sibelius's symmetrical third key schemes, not to mention the finale of 
Tchaikovsky's Second Symphony, which is based on exactly these three pitches. 
83 RALPH VAUGHAN WILLIAMS (ED HAVERGAL BRIAN): Sancla Civitas, (London: Curwen, 1925). All references 
to page numbers in the following discussion refer to this edition. 
84 There are certain interesting comparisons to be made with the opening of Sibelius's Fourth Symphony; the 
opening gesture is similarly scored and of a related melodic shape, and the tritone repeatedly 'resolves' down to 
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'Hybrid' scales, in which a diatonic, but not usually major, scale is expanded by wholetone 
implications, are common throughout Sancta Civitas. A great deal of the 'aspirational' 
quality of this music may be ascribed to the use of such scales, which strongly suggest a 
disliking of semitones. The scales and their effects are always created by the introduction 
of as many whole tones as possible into the harmony without undermining the vital stability 
of diatonicism. Undeniably colourftil chromaticism arises not, as it does in Wagner, by the 
replacement of wholetones by the more 'corrupting' semitones, but on the contrary, from 
the replacement by wholetones of what within a diatonic context 'ought' to be semitones. 
The entry of the baritone soloist continues in exactly the same vein as the instrumental 
introduction and heralds the entry of both the choruses. The upper accompaniment wavers 
around the multiple pedal D, E, A, B, drawn from the very opening, offering no clue to the 
tonic, while the bass patterns continue as before within F major. Initially the voices of the 
choruses double these pedals in various inversions, but in bar 22 a turning melodic figure 
(typical of Vaughan Williams) further explores the wholetone possibilities raised earlier; 
again C# appears over the F natural, extending the diatonic tritone to a nondiatonic 
augmented fifth, and then in bar 24 an F# appears over the Bb in the bass, creating another 
five-pitch wholetone run. This F# is the 10th pitch, and Vaughan Williams' next musical 
gesture illustrates superbly his great skill at precise pitch manipulation. 
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5-pitch fragments of both wholetone scales have been heard, with the crucial sixth pitches 
omitted - Eb and Ab respectively. In bar 29 the music rises into an unearthly dimension by 
reinterpreting C as the third of Ab major and providing on the distant trumpet the two 
'missing' wholetone pitches. Ibis is a dramatically thrilling moment in the work, made all 
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In this opening passage, Vaughan Williams is seen as a true progressive - even Sibelius 
never got as far as deliberately merging wholetone and diatonic writing as a single stable 
pitch set. Ile drama and argument in his symphonies arises from the interaction between 
the two and even at the climax point of the finale of the Sixth Symphony, where perhaps his 
greatest compositional gesture is constructed by their fusion, the constant changing of the 
pitch set denies any sense of stability. Vaughan Williams has taken the process a step 
ftirther by presenting this scale as a self-contained compositional unit, and nowhere is this 
clearer than in this first entry of the distant choir and attendant trumpet. Initially the 
tonality appears to be simply Ab major over a mediant pedal, but with raised fourth and 
flattened seventh degrees. There are three theoretical 'explanations' for this construction: 
a wholetone scale with the 5th degree replaced by the sernitones on either side of it; 
the mixolydian mode with raised fourth degree; 
the lydian mode with lowered seventh. 
The strong Ab major triad suggests that the foundation is diatonic, whether lydian or 
mixolydian: in either case the chromatic alteration creates the maximum number of 
wholetone steps while leaving the tonic and 'characteristic scale steps' of the mode 
unchallenged. Vaughan Williams's expansion of the diatonic system beyond even Sibelius's 
reach is rooted absolutely in modality. (Ex 5.47) 
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In the passage leading up to bar 42 the original rising CDE figure combines with its 
transposition down a major third to Ab, spanning the 'home' augmented triad CE Ab. The 
sixth pitch, now respelled as F#, appears in the woodwind, at last completing a fully 
wholetone pitch set, but with a leading note to anchor it to Ab; at the same time the 
semichorus stops on aC major triad, and the large scale progression round the 'home' 
augmented triad is completed by the move in the bass to an E pedal at bar 42. (Ex 5.48) 
Mellers again: "modality is still ambivalent, between C, Ab and E: tones which together 
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At bar 42, the exultation is interrupted by down-to-earth diatonic C major that needs no 
further description, but this is interrupted by a further third-related area -E major/lydian, 
based on exactly the same wholetone/diatonic pitch set as earlier, except that the 'extra' 
pitch is now the dominant of E (Ex 5.49); having concentrated on Ab as a wholetone 
subsidiary to C, Vaughan Williams has now turned his attentions to the major third on the 
'opposite side' of the tonic. 
Ex 5.49 
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This basic pitch set (wholetone scale on E plus dominant) remains unaltered until bar 58, at 
which point a brief transitional passage of superbly placed major triads converges onto 
another fully and exclusively diatonic plateau, Db major (bar 61). Bar 76 returns to the 
expanded C diatonic set and the section concludes with the distant choir, still based in Ab, 
but with the D natural cancelled by Db and the interesting addition of Bbb, creating an F# 
minor triad over the C natural pedal86, and a brief recollection of the opening orchestral 
material. 
The next part of Sancta QWtas describes the appearance of the first of the four horsemen of 
the apocalypse, whose horse has an exciting but chronically uneven five-legged gait: 
Ex 5.50 
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Third-relationships are once more very much to the fore. The music begins in G major with 
falsely-related Bb minor colourings and then moves energetically to B major. The whole 
section is full of third-relationships lent higher colour by false relations. The section 
concludes with a Largamente peroration which, in Mellers's words, is "yelled by full 
chorus in homophonic major triads in the dorian mode on a very sharp B. 187 
The next section of the music has a very much higher level of foreground chromaticism, but 
nevertheless carries over many of the techniques used earlier. It falls again into three very 
distinct layers: the bassline is formed exclusively by a C-implying G pedal with alternating 
Cs on the timpani, whereas the solo baritone and the upper lines of the accompaniment point 
towards B. (Ex 5.5188) 
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The vocal line inhabits, with one exception, the wholetone-expanded dorian mode (pitches: 
B, C#, D, E#, F#, G#, A), but the upper orchestral parts continually repeat a falling idea 
that runs through the triads B major/Bb minor/G major/F# minor/B major/Bb major. Again 
there is a high incidence of third-related chords, with strong false relations. This leads into 
a choral fugal passage beginning over an Eb pedal (the same expanded diatonic scale as 
before), but finally cadences onto an Ab in the bass in the last bar of p. 21. This moves to a 
G based tonality on p. 22, with modal and wholetone enrichments, again separated into 
layers. The basic mode is G dorian, but the bass line introduces Eb and Ab, giving the 
phrygian scale, before returning to the B-based idea over the C-G bass. 
The lamentations beginning at bar 232 ("Babylon the great is fallen") recall the clash of G 
minor and Eb in the first movement of the London symphony. The false relation between B 
and Bb is intensified by the raised fourth and seventh degrees of G, and Ab becomes strong 
as a phrygian pedal. Semitonal dissonance characterises the rest of the passage, which sinks 
as far flat as Gb lydian (bar 264), and eventually settles into Eb (bar 278). This is initially 
dorian, but the failing figure returns, creating more false relations and the chorus cadences 
in A minor, a tritone removed from the Eb, a bitonal gesture that continues into the next 
choral entry. Eventually aC pedal is reached, given a lydian colouring by F# and the 
distant choir reintroduce the expanded Ab dorian/wholetone pitch set (bar 319). 
On p. 34 begins one of Vaughan Williams's rather characteristic "visionary" moments, 
introduced, as is so often the case, by a slow rhapsodic line on a solo violin. Over the bass 
which is clearly implicative of Ab major, the cor anglais plays an almost pentatonic tune 
that falls within the pitches of C mixolydian. (Ex 5.52) 
Ibis bimodality is left hanging as the cor anglais fades away, and the Ab is enharmonically 
transformed into G#, which becomes the third of the E major identified by most 
commentators in which the solo violin begins; once more the C, E, Ab augmented triad is to 
the fore. 
The fall of Babylon gives way to a radiant vision of the holy city, within an almost diatonic 
set whose strongest tonic is C#. The only chromatic fluctuation is between phrygian and 
aeolian second degrees until A# is added in bar 402. The oboe obbligato rotates 
pentatonically around C#, but the voices turn to G# minor and its leading note, initiating a 
modulation of peculiar chromaticism, including the false relation between C and C#, that 
appears to contradict the text "clear as crystal". In the closing bars of this section, 
wholetone additions to a basically diatonic pitch set are very much to the fore, while the 
high obbligato line is for the most part pentatonic - similar 'layering' has already been 
identified in the Pastoral Symphony. 
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Greater tonal and modal stability begins at bar 426 with an extended passage of F dorian, 
but at the words "Therefore are they before the throne of God", F is clothed in another fully 
wholetone set plus the dominant. The change of key signature at bar 458 rotates this pitch 
set into A (also reinforced by its dominant). (Ex 5.53) 
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The sixth degree is 'missing': Vaughan Williams' pitch manipulation is characterised not 
only by the merging of two apparently opposed systems, but also by the finely controlled 
omission of pitches that would provide a decisive theoretical foundation: F natural would 
complete the wholetone scale, F# would provide the more diatonically acceptable 
mixolydian sixth. 
G becomes the tonic at bar 464 of another wholetone-coloured diatonic set - the dorian 
mode with a flattened second degree (Ex 5.54): th6 Eb dorian of the last two bars of the 
example supply the Gb 'missing' from the wholetone set and the upper vocal line descends 
wholetonally from E to F# (bar 471), the return to C# and the music with which the section 
began. 
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The climax of Sancta Civitas is based entirely on wholetone development of the C/E/Ab 
augmented triad. After a restatement of the distant choir music over Ab and E pedals, the 
pitch set settles on the wholetone scale on C/E, with G added as a dominant for C, B as a 
dominant for E. (Ex 5.55) 
Ex 5.55 
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The change of key signature to four flats respells the set as the wholetone scale on Ab with 
its dominant, and, as Mellers states, the peak is reached on the augmented triad that has 
underpinned the harmonic construction of so much of the preceding music. This rotation of 
a single wholetone set to three different tonics, reinforced by their respective dominants is 
analogous to the rotational modal modulation identified in the music both of the Russians 
and of Sibelius. 
The conflation of wholetone scale-plus-dominant on C, E and Ab continues until the return 
of the music of the introduction. 
Sancta OWtas is one of Vaughan Williams's boldest explorations of the possibilities of 
combining diatonic and wholetone pitch organisation. He clearly understood the concept of 
'characteristic scale steps' as identified by Persichetti, andrealised that, as long as they 
remain intact, the other pitches of a mode are susceptible to colourful alteration without 
disrupting a firm sense of tonality; by the same token he produces extended passages of 
wholetone writing that, by the simple expedient of including a dominant, allows him to 
exploit the 'aspirational' qualities (inherited from the lydian mode) of strings of rising tones 
and yet remain safely anchored to a tonic. The dominant is made especially prominent at 
the climax of the work as the vocal lines repeatedly fall semitonally to it. The contrast with 
the 'sinking' harmony of the Pastoral symphony is huge: the prevailing tendency'in Sancta 
CiWtas, as befits its text, is a constant striving upwards as diatonic semitones are expanded 
into wholetones. Like the earlier work, it is founded upon the principles of diatonicism, but 
replaces horizontal flux (created by the rapidly shifting addition and subtraction of 
accidentals) with long stretches of music in which a single expanded diatonic set remains 
constant. 
SYMPHONY NO 5 IN D MAJOR 
"Here, in fresh invention, is the complete fusion of all 
Vaughan Williams's symphonic essays - in forms, in 
matter, in manner; we have come home at last, even if 
through the passing of years, home has an appearance that it 
never quite had before. "89 
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The original dedication of this symphony, perhaps Vaughan Williams's most perfectly 
realised accomplishment, was "Without permission and with the sincerest flattery to Jean 
Sibelius, whose great example is worthy of imitation"90: it displays his influence on every 
page despite some critics' seemingly almost deliberate (and peculiarly English9l) 
unwillingness to recognise this: 
"Its original dedication to Sibelius talked about flattery and 
imitation, although a passage for strings in the first 
movement, the similarity of the opening to the opening of 
Sibelius' Fifth Symphony, and the use of germinal motifs 
are the only possible justification for such terms. '92 
"I have found but little trace of that influence during my 
study of Vaughan Williams's D major. Maybe there is 
some central Sibelian principle of symphony writing, 
though it would seem to be so elusive as to have passed 
through the filter of even Mr Cecil Gray's acute 
analysis. "93 
In the first movement alone, Sibelius's influence, mostly the Fourth and Sixth Symphonies, 
looms large in the following ways: 
1. Extended passages of total diatonicism; 
2. The opening "motto" introduces a tritone and wholetone potential. It initially exists 
merely as potential due to the scoring in orchestral layers, itself very characteristic of 
Sibelius, as is the important 'structural' role of the horns; 
3. Ilis particular tritone (C/F#) is Sibelius's 'home' tritone; 
89 HuBERT Foss: Ralph Vaughan Williants: A Study, (London: Harrap, 1950), p. 144. 
90 Foss: op cit, p. 145. Vaughan Williams later toned this down to "Dedicated without permission to Jean 
Sibelius". 
91 There is a persistent tendency among a number of prominent contemporary English writers to be very 
suspicious of anything that suggest 'theory' or 'analysis'. Instead they rely on a rather uninquisitive 
empiricism. 
92 NhcHAEL KENNEDY: 7he works ofRalph Vaughan Willianis, (London: Oxford University Press, 1964), 
p. 279. 
93 Foss: op cit, p. 121. 
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4. Gb is strong at the exact centre of the movement, followed by an area of F#, a long- 
range realisation of the implications of the initial F# that echoes organic processes in 
Sibelius's music. 
5. A becomes the resting point on the opening page. In Sibelius' Fourth Symphony A 
was the 'resolution' point and the mediator between the pitches of the C/F# tritone. 
6. Extensive use is made of lengthy pedal points. 
7. Thematic evolution and lack of very obvious structural corners - as in Sibelius this is 
music whose smooth surface conceals a multitude of dense compositional procedures. 
8. Like the other three movements, the first movement makes great use of 'modal 
manipulation'; "All the tense climaxes in this symphony are strongly modal; as the 
tension mounts, the modality deepens"ý4 
The Fifth Symphony was not completed until 1943, but much of its music, drawn from 
Vaughan Williams's 'morality' 7he Pilgrim's Progress (details of the correspondences are 
discussed by Hugh Ottaway95), dates from many years earlier, hence its inclusion in this 
study: it also continues concepts already examined in the Tallis Fantasia, and Howes makes 
the following comment: 
"The Tallis Fantasia, with which this symphony has 
obvious thematic and textual affinities, springs from a 
theme which the composer had associated with Bunyan in 
incidental music to a play about hiM. "96 
94 HUGH OTrAWAY: 'VW 5-A Now Analysis', Musical 7-unes, Vol 105, (1964), pp. 354-356 (p. 356). 
95 HUGH OTTAWAY: 'Vaughan Williams: Symphony in D and 'The Pilgrim's Progress': A Comparative Note', 
Musical 7-unes, Vol 94, (October 1953), pp. 456-458. 
96 FRANx HowEs: 7he Music qfRalph Vaughan William, (London: Oxford University Press, 1954), p. 41. 
]FIRST MOVEMENT 
As Hugh Ottaway remarks: 
"The opening movement of Vaughan Williams's symphony 
in D, no 5, seems to have tripped up most of its 
commentators. Only too often the problems of key 
structure have been dodged or bodged: sometimes the 
appearance - even a mere key signature - has been mistaken 
for the substance, and the crucial events have been glossed 
over with a vague reference to new keys., 97 
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The very opening in particular caused problems. Foss alleges that it begins with a "fourth 
[sic] inversion of the dominant seventh, in the key of G major"98, and AEF Dickinson99 
considers several possible interpretations before hitting what is surely the correct one: 
"The opening chord, intimating that music has been going 
on unheard before it reaches our hearing, is bound to arouse 
some speculation. It is, literally, D major over C natural; 
an echo, it might be, of the prevailing colour of the string 
interlude in the 'finale' of the fourth symphony. To 
classical ears, this is a fifth degree chord with a seventh 
(dominant seventh) in the key of G major and the dissonant 
C must fall one degree. (HK Andrews's audacious 
suggestion of a second-degree chord in C major, as 
prompted by the violin entry, has no confirmation. But it 
might equally be a first degree chord in D mixolYdian 
major"100 
Edmund Rubbra usefully dismisses the (fundamentally German) idea of functional chords: 
"dominant sevenths, six-four chords and so forth have no absolute existence, they are that 
or something else according to what surrounds them. "101 
97 O-rrAwAy: TW5 -A New Analysis'p. 354. 
98 Foss: op cit p. 148. On p. 121 Foss says "The original manuscript bore some notes at the opening and 
before the Romanza which do not survive in the printed score, and the delineation of key was at first G major 
(that of the opening movement) and then changed to D major (that of the finale). Kennedy also remarks that 
"Early piano scores show the symphony as 'in G'. This confirms the anecdote that the composer himself was 
always uncertain about this work's tonality! " MICHAEL KENNEDY: A Catalogue of the Works ofRalph Vaughan 
William (rev ed), (London: Oxford University Press, 1982), p. 184. It is scarcely credible that Vaughan 
V, rilliams himself could have even considered G to be the overall tonic of the work; the first movement is 
certainly not "in G major"! 
99 Of whom Vaughan Williams said *1 usually feel about him what Whistler said - 'I don't mind his blame but I 
cannot endure his praise'". 
100 AEF DICKINSON: Vaughan Williamr, (London: Faber and Faber, 1963), p. 310. Strictly speaking, 
'mixolydian major' is a contradiction in terms. (Soo Appendix B). 
101 Quoted in OTrAWAY: op cit, p. 354. 
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The first two bars bear very close scrutiny indeed, not least for the interesting comparisons 
to be made with the first two bars of Sibelius's Fourth102: technically very similar yet 




Over aC pedal, Vaughan Williams introduces a D/F# diad, whose alternation with A and E 
tonicises D. The pitch contour is identical to that of the Sibelius example, as indicated, but 
it carries altogether different 'messages'. Where Sibelius makes F# stand in lydian 
relationship to C natural by making it part of the same melodic line and by leaving it 
unharmonised, Vaughan Williams, characteristically, provides an immediate 'explanation' 
in the D with which it sounds and the A which follows, separating this new tonal 
implication from the pedal by careful layering of the scoring, a technique used frequently 
and with great effect by Sibelius. Mellers's expression is pleasing: "The bass earths us 
deeply to its flat seventh which has no need to resolve, either up or down". 104 The gesture 
is ambiguous, and its various implications provide the basic material for the rest of the 
symphony, tonally, modally and melodically, as befits a symphony whose dedication states 
its composer's debt to Sibelius. 
The various possible implications are these: - 
that F# makes a C-based tonality lydian; 
that F# has significance as a pitch in its own right; 
that the key is D mixolydian (F# and C defining the 'characteristic' tritone); 
that the music is bitonal, combining aC based tonality and D 
major/mixolydian/lydian. 
102 Vaughan Williams speaks of "he who sublimated human experience into the mysticism of the Fourth 
Symphony" in National Music and Other Fssays (p. 262). 
103 Michael Kennedy's comparison with Sibelius's Fifth is one of broad gesture - both begin with a low pedal 
and horns come in over it. The connections with the Fourth are deeper. An interesting line can be traced from 
Sibelius's Fourth Symphony, through Vaughan Williams's Fifth to Tippett's Second. 
104 MELtERs: op cit, P. 177. 
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The consequent phrase is placed on a third layer, separated melodically, harmonically and 
by scoring from the two preceding gestures. (Ex 5.57) This shape has already appeared 
prominently at the beginnings of both the second and third symphonies, and Mellers 
describes it "with its rise through a fourth extended to a fifth, [as] that incipiently pentatonic 
fingerprint so natural that it may be taken as a synonym for the breath of I ife. 105 
Ex 5.57 









105 MEu. ERs: op cit, p. 177. 
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It provides another two diatonic pitches and comes briefly to rest on A, which, it will be 
remembered, was the mediator between, and the final compromising 'explanation' of, the 
C/F# tritone in Sibelius's Fourth Symphony. 
This antecedent/consequent pair initiates a process that reappears again and again 
throughout the movement, in which the music is constructed in alternating blocks in which 
different harmonic/tonal and/or orchestral layers predominate, but are fused either by 
melodic continuity or by the device, such as here, of a pedal. Ibis technique again is 
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reminiscent of Sibelius, and Howes106 draws attention to some thematic correspondences 
between this work and Sibelius's Fifth: 
Ex 5.58 
f 
After the horns repeat their call, the bass rolls down to A, bringing in the seventh (and 
therefore completing) diatonic pitch, B. This 'rolling' gesture continues, in various 
rhythmic guises, uninterrupted until the end of bar 39. 
The violins freely extend their line, which becomes melodically related to the bass and thus 
fuses the two hitherto separate layers of thought, and the first disruption to the overall 
diatonic set arrives in the form of F natural, as the horns' call is made minor. 
Throughout the next twenty bars or so, the fluctuation between F and F# provides the only 
chromaticism within an otherwise stable diatonic set. While the pedal remains firn-dy based 
on C, the other lines certainly suggest D as a tonic; the possibly implied bimodality (C 
major/D dorian or C lydian/D mixolydian) is not disruptive because the two modalities are 
diatonically compatible. (Ex 5.59) 
106 HOWES: op cit, p. 44. 
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Vaughan Williams is exploiting to the full the rotational possibilities of the diatonic system, 
as described in detail in Appendix B; but does so in a manner that seems almost casual in 
comparison with Sibelius's wrestling with this concept in his Third and Fourth Symphonies. 
The violin line has a definitely pentatonic outline: although F, F# and B are all sounded, 
they carry a great deal less rhythmic emphasis than the pentatonic pitches C, D, E, G and 
A. The A on which the first violin gesture came to rest in bar 5 is reinterpreted as the fifth 
degree of aD major triad in bar 24 as D gains tonic strength and the C pedal loosens its 
grip as it moves up an octave to the violas. 
The passage concludes with a lengthy stretch of pure 'white-note' writing (D dorian over 
the C pedal) leading to the change of key signature to three flats at bar 40, at which point 
Vaughan Williams again exhibits his skill at very 'modal' pitch manipulation. 
The C pedal continues, but with its accompanying 'rolling' bass pitches flattened to Ab and 
Bb, and the falling string gesture moves up a third to make the new diatonic pitch set F 
dorian. The seamlessness of this modulation is entirely typical of such modal manipulation 




The set rotates back to C and at the end of bar 48, the Ab is cancelled and replaced by A 
natural, making the modality dorian. The horn motto is now strengthening C rather than D. 
The unity within the orchestra that grows with the modulation into C dorian is made 
complete with the first tuni passage at bar 60, at which point the music moves into an 
entirely new tonal region (Ex 5.61): 
"Now comes a master-stroke. Precisely at this point of 
fulfilment, when the tension between the bass and upper 
parts has been restored, Vaughan Williams abandons his 
modally inflected keys for a declared E major"107 
Ex 5.61 
107 OTrAwAY: op cit, p. 355. 
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This is the first major modality of the work, although the leading note appears very 
sparingly, and, while it continues to evolve the melodic material from the beginning of the 
symphony, it also introduces, almost imperceptibly, a melodic idea that becomes 
increasingly significant as the work progresses: at the melodic surface the major sixth is 
lowered to C natural, which itself falls a ftirther semitone to the dominant. This gesture is 
highly significant: C# has been emphatically avoided for 60 bars (its appearance as the 
major sixth of E completes chromatic saturation) and its flattening to the pitch with which 
the symphony began introduces the first non-diatonic chromatic alteration. "Semitonal 
acidities are exceptional"108, and certainly have not so far been characteristic of the general 
melodic contour, although they arguably derive from the F/F# ambiguity that has been 
present since the beginning of the work. That ambiguity dwelt upon one 'end' of the D 
mixolydian 'characteristic' tritone; the new ambivalence between C and C# draws attention 
to the other. 
It is the alteration of this pitch to C natural that initiates the brief modulation out of E major 
and into E aeolian, E major reappearing in a 'block' halfway through bar 71, and then 
travelling through a series of subdominant progressions within an E phrygian set (made thus 
by the fleeting reappearance of F natural) to an E aeolian cadence at bar 77. 
At bars 80-81, the falling semitone, which "We know from Job may be satanic"109 
reappears as part of another interrupting tonal block in which the horn motto suggests C 
aeolian, briefly interrupted by E aeolian and then returning to C aeolian for the beginning of 
the development. 
SummAR Y oF Exposn7oN 
Bar Nos Tonklmode 
1-8 D mixolydian over C pedal, A aeolian in violins 
9-20 D dorian over C pedal 
21-25 C mixolydian 
25-39 D dorian 
40-48 F dorian 
48-59 C aeolian, becoming dorian 
60-69 E major 
69-71 E aeolian 
71-73 E major 
73-86 E aeolian/phrygian 
108 DICENSON: op cit, p. 311. 
109 MEu. ERs: op cit, P. 178. 
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The exposition has been dominated by three tonics, C, D and E, the introduction of the 
latter being leant. glowing prominence by its initially major modalityPO 
Vaughan Williams's skill at permutational pitch manipulation is of the very highest order; 
casting aside for a moment the E major episode, each of the three main tonics (C, D and E) 
appears clothed in different modalities, many of which stand in rotational relationships to 
one another: - C lydian111/D mixolydian/E aeolian; D dorian/E phrygian/A aeolian; F 
dorian/C aeolian. This network of relationships surpasses even Sibelius in its ingenuity, 
certainly in its seeming effortlessness. 112 F dorian also serves as a prolongation of the F/F# 
ambiguity, itself giving rise to the falling semitone figures that become increasingly 
insistent in the development; ftirthermore it gives the overall pattern of tonics in the 
development a shape that again, like the very opening gesture, recalls Sibelius's Fourth 
Symphony113 (Ex 5.62). If it is disregarded, echoes of Sibelius's Third Symphony may be 







Ile development is, for most of its length, in two 'layers'. The strings' rolling moto 
perpetuo rounds the edges of the string 'background' that similarly occurs in the 
developments of so many of Sibelius's big symphonic movements: the wind create greater 
melodic definition and initiate chromatic alteration. It begins with the 'rolling' figure and is 
fully diatonic. The change of rhythn-dc notation and the Allegro marking fall exactly on the 
minor Golden Section (in bar numbers): Vaughan Williams does not generally emphasise 
Golden Sections in this way; Sibelius, from time to time, does. 
The E-Eb motive emphasises the flattened third of C aeolian and briefly becomes a 
'characteristic' step of the passing C dorian modality created by the A naturals in bars 100- 
103; its extension down to phrygian Db in the wind in bar 102 leans heavily upon C without 
disrupting the aeolian modality of the string parts. It is the next step flatwards in the circle 
110 Modality in the broader sense of the word - see definitions and Appendix B. 
I 11 A possible 'explanation' of the opening. 
112 That is not to say that Vaughan Wdliams didn't suffer agonies over the movement's construction, but he 
was, if anything, even more suspicious than Sibelius of people trying to dismantle his musical thought 
processes. 
113 That it is F rather than F# preserves the rotational relationships of the various modalities. 
114 cf the transition from first to second subjects in Sibelius III 
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of fifths and so, beyond setting up a false relation with the strings' D natural, does not 
diatonically conflict with any other of the pitches. 
By bar 106, the string writing has become fully pentadiatonic, using only the pitches G, Bb, 
C, D and F, while the wind continue to sound the phrygian Db. Db is enharmonically 
equivalent to C#, the twelfth pitch so carefully introduced within the context of E major and 
denied by the C with which the symphony opened: it is also the dominant of Gb, itself the 
enharmonic equivalent of the 'troublesome' F# from bar 2 and an important pitch in this 
part of the development. Tle pedal Gb that introduces the central section begins in exactly 
the middle bar (118) of the movement. 
It is at first a 'characteristic scale step' within Eb aeolian, the pitches 'missing' from the 
strings' mostly pentatonic pitch set provided by the wind: the falling gesture is extended, its 















The 'characteristic' Gb is respelled at bar 129 as F#, the tonic of an aeolian modality, with a 
phrygian G natural appearing briefly at bar 134. The aeolian tonics of the development 
have circled a diminished triad (C, Eb and Gb/F#) that is completed by a move to the even 
more 'minor'115 phrygian mode on A in bar 138, in which the F# is once more flattened. 
As this builds to a climax, the 'characteristic' tritone between E and Bb becomes 
increasingly prominent, reaching its loudest point in bar 148P6 (Ex 5.64) 
The whole section is fully diatonic and the only chromatic alterations to the set necessary 
for the recapitulation to begin on its original pitches is the raising of Bb to B and F to F#, as 
A once more becomes part of the 'rolling' motive supporting D mixolydian. 
Ex 5.64 
115 See Appendix B. 
116 it is possible, although not very plausible, that the introduction of this tritone (pitches rather than intervals 
carry thematic and dramatic weight in this symphony) in this prominent position may be making further allusion 
to Sibelius's Fourth Symphony, in which the whole work is controlled by a network of descending tritones 
CIF#, B/F. Bb/E, A/Eb. 
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The recapitulation is severely abbreviated, in the best Sibelian manner, and the 'second 
subject' is now G aeolian rather than E major, a further reference to the tritone (two pitch 
sets are maximally separated on the circle of fifths, G aeolian being a rotation of Bb major) 
and G continues as a tonic until bar 211. 
The reintroduction of the falling semitone G/Gb (=F#) in this bar overlays a brief return to 
Eb with a flattened seventh, but the music climbs back up to D (bar 213), and then to F, in 
which D is once more flattened. 
In the last bars, implied F aeolian alternates with the D mixolydian horn motto. The 
'characteristic' Db of F aeolian is avoided, thus eliminating any semitonal challenge either 
to C or to D: but false relations continue between the F, Ab and Eb of F aeolian and the F#, 
A and E naturals of D mixolydian. 
One of the most interesting points of comparison between this movement and that with 
which it shares a great deal, Sibelius 4i, is the almost total absence of exploitation of the 
tritone as a pivot point between diatonic and wholetone writing. Nevertheless, for a fleeting 
moment in bars 228-9, a fully wholetone set emerges, only to be cancelled by the A natural 
in the horns (Ex 5.65), and the movement ends as it began, with the "undulating D-centred 








117 MEU. ERS. op cit p. 177. 
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The skilful combination of the smooth modality of Sibelius's Sixth Symphony with some of 
the preoccupations of his Fourth makes this movement a wonderful tribute to the Finn, but 
Vaughan Williams's subsequent 'toning-down' of the original fulsome dedication is 
significant. He demonstrates a full understanding of some of Sibelius's most fundamental 
compositional techniques, but, rather than resorting to mere pastiche, uses them to explore 
the possibilities of the diatonic modal system that had previously interested him. Herein lies 
the difficulty encountered by critics such as Gray and Foss: Vaughan Williams's detection 
of the properties of diatonicism embedded so deeply in Sibelius's music allows him to bring 
them to a totally different musical surface in an act, not of flattering imitation, but of shared 
recognition. 
SECOND MOVEMENT: SCHERZO 
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The second movement opens with exactly the same pitches that appear at the opening of the 
prelude of the London Symphony; as in that work the total diatonic consonance of the basic 
pitch set is overlaid by the frequently dissonant intervals (mostly sevenths and ninths) that 
appear at the surface of the music. A clue to the future pitch organisation of the movement 
is offered by the triad of the timpani pitches (E, Bb, G). The first 98 bars of the movement 
fall completely within a single diatonic set, that which may be organised as C major. 
Dickinson has the following to say: 
"The opening, plain and typical E-A-D-A-E, 'acknowl edges 
no centre of gravity, but soon settles for A, when a 
harmonic bass is established. "118 
In fact, D has some claim to be regarded as the tonic of this set, owing to its appearance as 














118 AEF DiclaNsm Vaughan Mims, (London: Faber and Faber, 1963), p. 313. 
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At bar 20, the set becomes pentatonic as C is added, and with the appearance of the first 
really identifiable 'tune' at bar 32, E emerges as the tonic of a set that rapidly becomes fully 
diatonic. 'Me accompaniment under this E phrygian tune stills tends to emphasise D119 
(dorian), and at bar 44, the theme is moved up to A without altering any of the seven 
pitches, thus recasting it in A aeolian, the string parts still D-based. (Ex 5.67) Harmonic 
progressions that suggest 'classical' tonic/dominant relationships are generally avoided. 
Ex 5.67 
119 Possibly a reference back to the important flat seventh relationship with which the first movement opened. 
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To summarise thus far, the movement opens with a melodic gesture whose first three 
pitches E, A and D are all given tonic functions within a single area of diatonic music, E 
phrygian and A aeolian at the melodic surface, and less prominent but nonetheless present, 
an emphasis of D in the accompanying string patterns. Ibis continues the close and 
sometimes simultaneous use of different rotations of a single diatonic set that was identified 
in the first movement. 
At bar 58, the pitch set reverts to pentatonicism, but not moving outside the previous 
diatonic set, and split into two four pitch sets (Ex 5.68), before returning to the opening 
material of the movement, and then the E phrygian/A aeolian theme, amounting to an 
abbreviated exposition repeat. 
Ex 5.68 
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At bar 98, Vaughan Williams looks back to the first movement with the introduction of the 
first nondiatonic pitch, Eb. This pitch receives considerable emphasis from its appearance 
in an aurally well defined 'block'120, from its proximity to E natural, and because it was the 
semitonal movement from E natural to Eb (initially presented in a gesturally identical way) 
that provided much of the tonal drama of the first movement. Vaughan Williams places Eb 
and E natural in very close melodic proximity to each other throughout this passage, and 
supports them with alternating C minor and Eb major triads. 
The Eb brings with it Bb, Ab and Db, moving the pitch set four steps round the circle of 
fifths, and the two sets alternate for several bars, separated into 'blocks' by the 
orchestration and by the alternation of a new pentatonic theme in A aeolian with the E/Eb 
semitone. (Ex 5.69) 
Ex 5.69 
120 Another technique familiar from the preceding movement. 
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Both sets shift up a tone at bar 125, so that B aeolian alternates with G aeolian, and B 
aeolian rotates to F# phrygian at bar 141 with the introduction of the last main thematic idea 
of the movement (Ex 5.70), described by Dickinson as 
"a phrase delivered in a jaunty three-octaves by the wood 
[sic], with the lower strings in canon, [which] would seem 
to top-line listeners to be one more variant of the curve, 5- 
7-5 451, noticeable in 'The captain's apprentice' and the 
like. Actually, as the harmony declares, it is 1-3-17 14 in 
the phrygian mode -a rarer phrase, open at the end till the 








121 DICKINSON: op cit p. 313. 
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This is interrupted by a return to the E/Eb idea within C aeolian. The two diatonic pitch 
sets between them contain all twelve pitches; their alternation creates a high level of 
chromatic flux as the music heads into the central 'development' section. 
Its underlying structure recalls the development of the first movement: it progresses round a 
diminished seventh expressed in aeoli4n modalities on G, Bb, C# and culminating in an 
extended passage of E based modality, initially aeolian but picking up phrygian seconds and 
thereby leading into the recapitulation. Gesturally this section has Sibelian overtones: 
flowing quavers in the strings recede into the background behind melodic material drawn 
from the earlier part of the movement, but now rhythmicised into a slower more deliberate 
shape, directly analogous in its melodic characteristics and scoring with various instances in 
Sibelius. 122 
Slight chromatic alteration occurs as this tune develops: at first the theme and the 
accompaniment are unanimously aeolian; at bar 217 G# makes a brief appearance in the 
tonic triad, disappears and reappears similarly 234; and finally, as the theme is transposed 
to begin on its tonic, F# is gradually replaced by phrygian F natural, ready for the 
recapitulation of the opening material. (Ex 5.71) 
Ex 5.71 
122 Ile first appearances of the main theme in the finale of the Third Symphony, for example. 
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The coda (bar 350) grows out of the falling semitone figure E-Eb and in its rhythmic 
structure are faint echoes of the 'trio' section of the corresponding movement in Sibelius's 
fourth symphony, although there does not seem to be any similar thematic linking. 
The basic tonality is C aeolian (placing great emphasis upon the E/Eb ambiguity from 
earlier), but with prominent F#/Gb, making a very lydian cadential figure that Vaughan 
Williams repeats a number of times, and which recalls the original C/F# tritone of the first 
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The music stays on the flat side of C (apart from a brief passage beginning at bar 389) until 
the last two pages of the movement, at which point a very beautiful, passage of C aeolian 
string polyphony is interrupted by a secondary seventh chord on A, which raises the 
previously minor third and sixth degrees. (Ex 5.73) Bb is left untouched, but does not 


















THIRD MOVEMENT: ROMANZA 
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The third movement of the Fifth Symphony draws, like much of the rest of the symphony, 
upon music from 7he Pilgrim's Progress, and, according to Wilfrid Mellers, 
"Vaughan Williams never disguised the borrowing since he 
prefaced the original score of the romanza with Bunyan's 
words: 'Upon that place there stood across and a little 
below a sepulchre. Then he said: "he hath given us rest by 
his sorrow and life by his death". ' The composer omitted 
this text from the published score, no doubt feeling that the 
music stood on its own and would be unnecessarily 
circumscribed by a seventeenth-century text".... 123 
The movement opens with a sequence of chords whose "sublimity of sound recalls, over 
more than thirty years, the opening of the crucial Fantasia on a 7heme of 7homas 
Tallis. "124 Mellers describes these as "diatonic concords"125, a description that is, while 
true of each chord considered in isolation, slightly misleading with respect to the whole 
sequence. Its "mystical impersonal ity"126 has a strongly modal colour: the triads on C and 
A stand in a typical third relationship, with the wavering C/C# extending the distance 
between them and creating extreme foreground 'majorness' that contrasts strongly with the 
flattened seventh degrees introduced by the G minor triad, whose repeated fall from Bb to A 
recalls the falling semitone figures of the previous two movements. 
The theme that comes in over, or rather through, this progression is skilfully constructed so 
that it exists within a basically diatonic gamut and yet does not clash with any of the pitches 
of the string harmonies. Not only this, Vaughan Williams is very careful to avoid any 
nondiatonic intervals between the theme and the harmony - the F is natural in the context of 
the Bb in G minor in bar 9, sharpened when sounding against the C# of A major. It 
simultaneously recalls the alternation of C and C# in the first pair of chords and is of course 
the pitch that created the original tritone with C natural at the beginning of the Symphony, 
and carries lydian overtones in the context of the implied C tonic of the theme. 
This opening paragraph, distinguished from much of the music of the preceding two 
movements by its chromatic colourations and false relations, is followed by a longer passage 
for divided strings that exists totally within a single diatonic set, but whose surface contains 
many relatively dissonant vertical intervals, sevenths, tones and so on, exactly as was 
noticed at the beginning of the scherzo. 127 The similarity is heightened by a thematic 
connection in the use of rising fourths. (Ex 5.74) 
123 MEUERS: Op Cit, p. 181. 




127 "The aeolian texture is again devoid of accidentals, the music's lyrical flow being enhanced, rather than 
















The arch-shaped figure at bar 29 is a distant and fully diatonic relative of the opening 
progression, and leads into "pentatonic arabesques, springing from the leaping fourths"128 
in the wind that are entirely typical of their composer at his most 'pastoral'129, and in which 
no tonic is clearly discernible, before returning to the opening material (now transposed up 
a fifth), in which a fuller statement is made of the theme by literally unison strings. 
Again, a long passage of strict diatonicism follows, now with even richer surface intervals 
and many suspensions, before the central 'developmental' section of the movement begins at 
the Animato in bar 94. 
This is some of the most strongly chromatic music of the symphony, "stressing the 
semitonic sigh and recalling the satanic semitones of the first movement": it winds up to a 
climax that is full of false relations (Ex 5.75): 
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128 MELLERS: op cit, p. 192. 
129 Compare these shapes with those in the third symphony. 
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The harmony supporting the return of the opening theme adds both a lydian fourth and a 
lowered seventh to C major, creating a scale that recalls the wholetonally extended 
diatonicism of Sancta Ovitas. The Ab of bar 121 is prevented from completing the 
wholetone scale by the simultaneous flattening of F# to F natural. 
The second big climax of the movement is remarkable for the amount of tension Vaughan 
Williams manages to wring out of what is at first almost pure diatonicism. (Ex 5.76) 
Ex 5.76 
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The rising fourths are transfbrmeý, 
'climbing desperately to E and falling back through the 
pitches of E aeolian, in which the appearance of the 'characteristic' raised second degree is 
delayed: Sibelius used the tritone to create tension in the Fourth Symphony, but here it 
could hardly be less prominent. The opening chords, beginning on Eb, create a small oasis 
of relative calm, but desperation returns in the shape of a C-based set in which the minor 
sixth degree repeatedly falls semitonally to G over, the major third. In Sancta Civitas the 
combination of C, E and Ab lead to exultant wholetone extensions; here the mood is not of 
aspiration, but of yearning. 'Me set drops a third to A, with similarly major third and 
minor sixth degrees, and then sinks into diatonic A aeolian, building into what Mellers 
describes as "the Symphony's ultimate climax" in which "the texture is void of accidentals, 
though the dissonant passing notes are riper and richer. "130 
Out of this "soars a solo violin, carolling the rising fourths and pentatonic arabesques"131, 
spinning a thread between the final statements of the opening chords, beginning first on A 
and then on the original C: the movement ends in "radiant A major. '132 
The peculiarly personaI133 agony of this movement contrasts strongly with the serene 
smooth modality of the rest of the Fifth Symphony. Its chromaticism, growing from its first 
glowing false relations, generates the apotheosis of the "satanic" semitone from the first 
movement: the falling semitone figure will have little strength in the finale. 
130 op cit p. 183. 
131 MELuERs: op cit, p. 193. 
132 ibid. 
133 It is made 'personal' by the prominence of solo instruments. 
FOURTH MOVEMENT: PASSACAGLIA 
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The last movement is all 'about' D major - "For the first time the sevenths are not flat but 
sharp: leading notes that promise cadential finality. "134 The dorian mode is the secondary 
modality: in D the chromatic difference between these two modes affects the third and 
seventh degrees, C/C# and F/F# - two pitches that were highly significant in the first 
movement - but leaves the sixth unaltered, thus preventing the movement from becoming 
too emphatically 'minor'. 
Ile passacaglia theme itself is fully diatonic and has an interesting, almost isorhythmic, 
internal structure, in which B is hinted at as a possible secondary (aeolian) tonic; it also 
makes a rhythmically emphatic point of dropping E to D, not the Eb to which it fell in the 
first two movements. Its fall ing-then-rising shape is balanced by the melodic arches 
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134 MELLERS: op cit, p. 183. 
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The first 81 bars of the movement never stray outside this set, and apart from the 'continuing 
slight emphasis on B inherent in the theme itself, D's supremacy -as tonic goes 
unchallenged. 
The first modulation aff ives in bar 82, in which a new diatonic set (G major) takes over for 
nine bars (Ex 5.78). During this Vaughan Williams completely avoids sounding the leading 



















Bars 91 to 113 inhabit a basically diatonic set in which ambivalence between B and Bb 
creates fluctuation between dorian and aeolian modalities on D, ignored by the new 
pentatonic version of the passacaglia theme that is tossed around the wind section of the 
orchestra. Both pitches gradually disappear from the texture (the descending scales in 
clarinets and bassoons in bar 103 onwards are the last) and E is also cleared out, leaving a 
fully pentadiatonic approach to the triumphant re-establishment of D major, in which the 
now solidly major sixth degree is given rhythmic emphasis similar to that at the beginning 
of the movement. (Ex 5.79) 
Ex 5.79 
Tempo primo (m0delrJktO)(3 beets In a bar) 
(D 
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At bar 152, the beginning of the 'development' section, D major is abandoned in favour of 
D dorian, in which the transposition of the passacaglia theme onto F emphasises the 
'characteristic' flattened third degree. The further change of key signature tofour flats at 
bar 161 is mystifying, since all but one of the Dbs are raised to D natural (the modality is F 
dorian) and the key signature Db is cancelled in 167. F dorian gives way to C dorian, 
which moves towards its dominant at bar 187, initially overlaid with the only harmonic 
minor pitch collection of the symphony (although the nondiatonic F# soon disappears), and 
remembrances of the falling semitone. (Ex 5.80) 
Ex 5.80 
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A aeolian, with a temporary leading note, emphatically -flattens the F# immediately 
preceding, and F natural continually drops the further semitone to E. The falling semitones 
finally dies in the bald alternation of Ab within a passing context of F, and F# is itself 
resurrected in one of the most majestic moments of the work, as the music from the very 




Ibis dies into its dorian version, still firmly "grounded" by the C pedal and the work 
concludes in serene D major - 
Me music is derived from - for much of the time identical 
with - that to which Pilgrim passed over the River of Death 
in the incidental music Vaughan Williams wrote for the 
broadcast dramatization of Bunyan's book, and incorporated 
into his operatic morality. "135 
The finale of the Fifth Symphony 'majors' the first movement: D mixolydian has been 
raised to D major, and the prevailing aeolian modality of the first movement's development 
section has similarly been 'sharpened' to dorian. 
This symphony offers iff efutable proof that Vaughan Williams's mastery of diatonicism and 
the relationships in which its seven modes stand to one another was absolute. The extended 
dynamic structuring of the entire work grows from these relationships, as one mode is 
replaced by another. The levels of flux are widely varying and skilfully controlled; ranging 
from gradual metamorphosis to the 'immediate' semitonal clash of vertical false relations 
that reaches its apotheosis in the slow movement. As in the Pastoral symphony, the 
background cloth of extended and rotating diatonicism is shot through by the thread of 
endlessly evolving diatonic melody, sometimes standing proud of the background harmony, 
sometimes fully integrated with it, and often, in the case of the gapped shapes of 
pentatonicism, leaving the richness of the chromatic fluctuation beneath it to change and 
enrich its modal colour. 
135 MELLERS: op cit, p. lg5. 
CONCLUSION 
"Sooner or later it becomes confusing to be vague about the 
roots of Vaughan Williams's working contrasts and plenary 
changes of style; the relation of his melodic lines to the 
modes of folk-song and the normal major and minor scales, 
and the recurrent melodic formulae that arise; the turn 
toward manifold and scalically oscillating melody, three or 
four notes deep, and a counterpoint of different manifolds; 
the exploitation of contradictions of degree, sharp or flat, 
and the crystallization of certain associations of what, 
isolated, may sound self-contradictory in a fresh and staple 
texture; the resulting equivocal cadences, which yet still 
punctuate the designs; the capricious dependence, in 
movements or works, on a sense of tonality, that is, the 
establishment of pivotal centres of intonation in a fluid 
relation to one primary and ultimate keynote, or less 
commonly to the classical hierarchy of main, neighbouring 
and distant orders of pitch; and the employment of 
instrumental-group rejoinder to define fresh entries, to 
stress tonal contrasts and to qualify symmetrical 
assertions. "136 
MODAL DL4 ToNrcism IN Iwo DIMENSIONS 
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Vaughan Williams's music, no less than that of Sibelius, is essentially diatonic. Where it 
differs is in the separate manipulation of diatonicism in two dimensions, the 'vertical' and 
the 'horizontal'. In all the works discussed here, Vaughan Williams travels between 
different diatonic pitch sets by means of adding and subtracting accidentals in the order 
dictated by the circle of fifths, controlling intensity by both the number of alterations and 
the speed with which they occur. When many are introduced rapidly, as at the beginnings 
of the Tallis Fantasia and the Pastoral symphony, the effect is of great chromatic richness 
and great distance travelled; when they are slower and fewer, one mode is simply 
transformed into another, such as the 'modulation', at the beginning of the Fifth Symphony, 
from D mixolydian to D dorian, achieved by flattening F# to F natural. In the more rapid 
and intense progression round the circle of fifths, diatonicism is primarily 'vertical' - each 
pair of consecutive chords inhabit a single diatonic pitch set - but the 'horizontal' 
progression spans a nondiatonic, sometimes chromatically saturated progression. The new 
pitch(es) must by definition introduce the 'characteristic scale steps' of the new mode and, 
self-evidently, the more that are changed, the more distantly related are the two modes. 
Pitch alterations within a diatonic set may also coincide with a change of tonic, either 
transposing the same mode from the old tonic, or introducing a new one, such as the move 
from D aeolian to F dorian at bar 160 of the finale of the Fifth Symphony. In the same 
work, Vaughan Williams also follows the example of both the Russians and Sibelius in 
rotating a single unchanged diatonic pitch set to another tonic: perhaps the most graphic 
example appears in the third movement, in which an E phrygian theme in the wind (bar 32) 
is rotated to A aeolian, harmonised by D dorian in the strings. All modulations involving 
136 DIC13NSON: op cit, pp. 24-25. 
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chromatic alterations pivot around the pitch(es) common to both modes, maintaining 
fluidity. 'Mere are yet other examples, most obviously in the large areas of diatonic 
polyphony in the second movement, of a set remaining fully diatonic, and thus in one sense 
stable, but in which the tonic is left largely undefined. These larger stable areas present 
diatonicism in a more 'horizontal' dimension, and may be enriched by more' complex 
'vertical' combinations - the parallel sevenths near the opening of the London symphony, 
for example. 
One of the most distinctive qualities at the surface of Vaughan Williams's music is his 
frequent use of false relations, inherited from two sources, Tudor church music and folk 
song. They are normally created by the sort of diatonic modal manipulation described 
above, for example at the climax of the Tallis Fantasia, in which diatonic pitch collections 
with falsely related thirds are placed in close juxtaposition, but frequently appear in a 
context which extends beyond diatonic 'explanation' to greater intensity, such as in the 
London symphony and the slow movement of the Fifth. Where they appear 'horizontally' 
(in the Tallis Fantasia and the opening of the London's slow movement) they may create an 
exhilarating mood of diatonic expansion; where they are simultaneous (the slow movement 
of the Fifth Symphony), the resulting dissonance has exactly the opposite effect. 
MoDAL Flux 
The modal chromaticism described above does not only result in straightforward 'single- 
step' modulation: there are many examples of fluctuation, in which a tonic wavers between 
two modes. Furthermore, there is a general tendency to use the modes most closely related 
to classical major and minor scales (mixolydian and dorian) in exposition sections, 
progressing to the more obviously and aggressively 'modal' aeolian, phrygian and lydian 
modes in more developmental sections. 
PEATATONCISM 
Overlaying the full diatonic modal complexity of the background harmony, the melodic 
language is primarily pentatonic. Vaughan Williams's pentatonicism has its foundations in 
folk melody and its combination with diatonicism is skilfully handled. As explained in 
Appendix B, pentatonic scales may be regarded theoretically as 'gapped' diatonic modes, 
normally omitting the semitones and 'characteristic scale steps: they may, therefore, exist 
undisturbed by much of the modal flux going on beneath them. Their function is, therefore, 
ambiguous: the stability of an unaltered pitch set is combined with a lack of diatonic 
definition. 
YRE WHOLETONEIDUTOW HYBRLD SCALE 
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Ile wholetone scale in its pure form is virtually absent from Vaughan Williams's music. 
Where wholetone sonorities are prominent, most notably in Sancta Civitas, they are 
normally created by nondiatonic alterations to one of the modes: for example the mixolydian 
mode with raised fourth or the lydian mode with flattened seventh. Such alterations create 
five-pitch wholetone (incomplete) scales and contribute significantly to the 'mystic' and 
@aspirational' quality of much of his music. Where they are extended to fully wholetone 
octaves, they are heavily disguised by diatonicism. In Sancta Ovitas they are anchored to a 
tonic by the addition of a dominant, and thus a major tonic triad, and the semitone between 
fifth and sixth degrees is given melodic emphasis: in the epilogue to the London symphony 
background wholetone patterning is overlaid with surface pentatonicism. 
Vaughan Williams's competence at all these techniques of pitch manipulation is beyond 
question, and even more than Sibelius, he proves that the diatonic system still had a lot of 
mileage left in it, best exploited by extending it according to its own inherent principles and 
potential rather than by shoring up the ruins of essentially 'classical' hierarchies and 
clogging them up with stifling chromatic elaborations. 
CHAPTER SIX 
Holst - The Planets 
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Holst: 77te Planets 
"The Planets' enormous popularity can perhaps be traced to 
the fact that they were to contemporary audiences 
superficially startling without being fundamentally 
disturbing to musical complacency. "I 
The music of Gustav Holst is full of experiments with pitch organisation? bitonality 
appears in, inter alia, the Hymn of the Travellers, the Choral Symphony and Hammersmith; 
the Terzetto even contains "one of his rare exercises in writing in three keys at once. "3 The 
tritone is a constantly important interval, and even, in John Warrack's words, "has some of 
the best tunes in his music, as in 7he Perfect Fool, as well as yielding the stark manner of 
the Choral Fantasia and Egdon Heath. "4 He shared a deep love of folk song with his great 
friend Vaughan Williams, and diatonic modality and pentatonicism leave their imprint 
throughout all his music. The present study concludes with a consideration of his best 
known work, 7he Planets, which contains many of his most important compositional 
techniques. 
MARS - THE LOCRIAN TRITONE EXPLORED 
The language of Mars is that of "a violence previously unknown in English music"5; of 
dialectic and tension: a relentlessly repeated rhythm that simultaneously drives the music on 
and yet hampers any genuine forward momentum with its awkward five-beat patterns; vast 
pedal points stretched under a surface that strains to distant harmonic regions; a 
predominance of major triads at the surface of the music that counteract the constant 
downwards drag of the underlying harmonic argument. 
Like many other pieces discussed earlier, Mars is based upon a tritone relationship; it stands 
apart from all of them in the syntax of its tritone. Where Tchaikovsky, Sibelius and 
Vaughan Williams explored the extension of diatonality into wholetonality from the lydian 
(sharp fourth) tritone, Holst turns to the least used mode of all, the locrian, and recasts the 
tritone not as an upwards aspiration but as a threatening flattening of the dominant. The 
entire tonal argument is constructed around the peculiarities of the locrian mode (Ex 6.1): 
1 Wilfrid Mellers, quoted in MicHAEL TREND: The Music Makers, (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1985), 
p. 11. (Original source unknown) 
2 These are extenisvely discussed in NUCHAEL SHORT: Gustav Hoist. - 7he Man and his Music, (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1990) and in JOHN WARRAcK: 'Holst and the linear principle', Musical 7-unes, Vol. 115, 
(1974), pp. 732-735. 
3 WARRAcK: op cit, p. 735. 
4 WARRACK: op cit, p. 734. 
5 BERNARD SHORE: SUleen Symphonies, (London: Longmans, Green and Co, 1949), p. 323. 
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Db is made stronger by the presence within G locrian of the pitches of its major triad: the 
tonic triad is diminished, containing the seeds of its own destructionP 
"In locrian, the diminished triad occurs on the tonic, but if 
this diminished triad is altered chromatically in order to 
avoid tritone involvement with the key center chord, the 
locrian flavour is lessened. Therefore the tonic of this 
mode is often surrounded with non fifth, or with an added 
note. The use of first inversion subdues the tritone and the 
omission of the third and fifth in a total unison obliterates 
it". 7 
Despite G being the tonic, it hardly ever appears with its own triad, lending credence to the 
theory that the foundation of Mars is locrian. 
Ex 6.1 Ihe Locrian Mode 
The movement begins with an unbroken 40-bar pedal on G, whose immovability is 
















6 The lydian tritone does not threaten the status of the dominant, the most familiar and habit-reinforced interval 
of the diatonic system; the locrian tritone wipes the dominant out totally, and 'diminishes' (arguably weakening) 
the tonic triad. See Appendix B for further discussion of this and related points. 
7 pERSICH=: op cit, pp. 37. 
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The entry of the first theme over the pedal immediately flattens the dominant, the rhythmic 
arrangement of the five-beat bars8 reinforcing the strength of Db and thus suggesting a 
rhythmic 'resolution' from dominant-implying 'up-beat' D natural on to it. Ile strength of 
Db as a legitimate diatonic pitch within the context of a G-based modality is also 
emphasised by the fact that the phrase stops on Db, displaying no signs of needing to 
fresolve' to another pitch. 
When this phrase is sequentially extended in bars 8 to 16, Ab and Eb (both of which are 
diatonic within G locrian) 'lean' in exactly the same way upon the tonic and fifth, coming to 




b 0.. -% 0--% ooý % 4L 
8 The patterning into 3+2 continues even when the phrasing ties bars into pairs; a 'hemiola' of 3+2 minims 
crosses the bar line. 
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This gesture lends Db such strength that the next phrase, although gesturally clearly related 
to the first sentence, now begins on Db and stretches the initial rise of a fifth to a major 




Db now appears enharmonically transformed into C# as the major third of A. 'Mis 
preserves the concept of Db (respelled as C#) as part of a major triad, the big advantage it 
holds over the tonic triad: major triad-based harmony characterises the surface of the entire 
movement and is drawn from the triad upon Db within this mode. Persistent 'majorness' at 
various levels of structure emphasises and threatens the diminished tonic triad. 
At bar 25, Holst apparently changes tack, removing all semitones from the theme (Ex 6.5) 
and alternating triads of Ab major and Bb minor, both of which are entirely diatonic within 
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At the end of bar 28, Holst makes a brilliantly concise gesture as the Db resolves down a 
tone rather than a semitone, onto a chord of B major, still over the G pedal. Ibis chord 
completes chromatic saturation by introducing the first B natural and F# of the work, and 
strengthens G's stand against the 'majorness' of the Db triad: its own diminished triad is 
balanced by an augmented one as its intervals change from being diminished to augmented 
(major third, augmented fifth), and it is at last given a leading note. Db is now functioning 
aurally as a lydian fourth rather than as a locrian fifth within G. 
The last few bars of the G pedal crescendo with both the B major triad and the G repeatedly 
emphasised and at bar 40 the G moves to the closest equivalent to a dominant in the locrian 
mode, C. Ilis is not the perfect cadence in C major which convention would dictate - Holst 
has robbed the progression from a long G pedal to C totally of its habitual meaning as a 
large scale perfect cadenceP To reinforce this point, the new C pedal is overlaid by aff Db 
major triad; the exact splitting of the orchestra down the middle is graphically illustrated by 
the score (Ex 6.6). 
Ex 6.6 
9 Capell is quite wrong in stating of the opening G pedal: 'Those strokes beat at a dominant pedal in a 5-4 
metre" RICHARD CAPEIL: 'Holst', Music and Leners, 8/4, (1927), 73-82 (p. 78). At this point it is worth noting 
that this remark, and several others about 'Ile Planets' (especially 'Mars'), reappear word-for-word in Bernard 
Shore's book (see note 5 above), although Shore makes no mention of Capell's article. All remarks quoted 
here and appearing in both are credited to Capell. 
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Where the G pedal was at last supplied with a leading note in the F# of the B major triad, 
the C pedal is now denied its function as an adjunct to G and forced into acting as a leading 
note for Db. At bar 4310, Holst speeds up the main melodic voices over the continuing 
rhythmic pedal and creates two bar units which maintain the 3+2 grouping of before, but 
now in minims. For the first four bars, exclusively major triads slide around in chromatic 
parallel movement, continuing to place first-beat emphasis on the Db major triad. 
At 47 the surface triads become minor as G remains constant but Eb moves up to E natural, 
and Db appears now as the perfect fifth of F# minor. 
As the C pedal based section draws to its climax, the organ repeats the wholetone resolution 
from the end of the G-based section, finally cadencing onto Eb minor for a massive 
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56 0 ism 
10 Incidentally this bar is the golden section of the secondary golden section at bar 70, the exact position of the 
first G major triad of the work. 
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The Eb minor triad retains the minor third of the G tonic chord and extends the Db up a 
tone to Eb, pushing G down to Gb, and thus reinforcing the erosion of the tonic. At bar 68 
this changes to an augmented triad on Gb, and the tenor tuba returns to the ambiguity 
between D natural and Db in a very clear melodic gesture, the irony of which is that now 
that the dominant of G has been sounded in its own right, the G has itself been pushed down 
to Gb, the C# (= Db) in the triplet spiking the message. 
At bar 70, a full G major root position triad is sounded, but far from behaving as a tonic- 
reinforcing signal, it is appears as a nostalgic echo of past glories (represented by its 
archetypical fanfare, a melodic shape that, given the 'subject' of the movement, might be 
expected to appear more frequently than it actually does) interrupting the main flow and 
harmonic processes of the present. The answering phrase transposes this all up a tritone 
(this time an augmented fourth to G#) and C# fights a brief battle with C natural in 77- 79, 
resolving to clear Bb major in 80. 
In the next few bars a dialogue based around conflicting semitones in the tenor tuba and 
trumpet moves chromatically up to Ab. (Ex 6.8) 
Ex 6.8 
3 
i; &Asr TAo, 
This pitch dominates much of the sliding chromatic build up to the recapitulation of the G- 
pedal based music at bar 110, and thus, as a locrian second, resolves crushingly as it did 
near the beginning of the movement, onto the tonic. The B pedal of the second half of this 
passage acts as a leading note to the C implications of the downbeats. Holst is using the 
subdominant C as a finctional dominant (ie tonic-reinforcer) since, unlike Db, it does not 
impose a tritonal threat to G; this function is realised by the large-scale cadential build-up to 
bar I 10.11 (Ex 6.9) 
II ic Db has by now proved itself 'dangerous' to the stability of the tonic, and therefore cannot have a (tonic- 
reinforcing) dominant function. 71is obviously reverses the functions of subdominant and dominant exploited 
by Sibelius in a lydian context. 
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Ex 6.9 









After three massively scored bars of the 'motto' rhythm on G, the opening material is 
recapitulated at pitch. 12 This time the G pedal continues for 48 bars and material from the 
central section is overlaid at bar 134, now starting on the tonic. 
The music builds to a huge climax, coming to a tuttiff chord at bar 167 on the pitches C, 
G, Db and Ab. Ibis combines G and its subdominant and Db and its dominant, and all four 
pitches are diatonic within G locrian. The anacrusis to the repeated, rescored statement of 
this chord in bar 168 returns to the B major triad/augmented G triad and in 169, the G and 
C are both forced to 'resolve' onto the Db major triad, twice repeated, the diminuendo 
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12 The first flattening of D to Db in this recapitulation falls exactly on the major golden section (in bar 
numbers) of the movement. 
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The final scramble over the G pedal beginning at bar 172 culminates inff repetitions of the 
GC Db Ab chord, which the final CG diad does nothing to weaken. 
To return to Shore/Capell; 
"T'he admirable thing about 'Mars' is ... not the infernal 
noise in itself ... but the style that controls it. The whole is 
rigorously contained by art. 'Mars' is therefore different 
from other contemporary extensions of the dynamic range 
of music. It is severely, classically 'tidy', without a futile 
note. " 13 
H VENUS9 THE BRINGER OF PEACE 
Venus could hardly differ more from Mars in almost all its characteristics; it is a curious 
mixture of some diatonic modal manipulation (although to nothing like the extent to which it 
appears in Mars) and opulent Wagnerian chromatic harmony14 and thus merits, in the 
context of this study at least, a less thorough analysis of its compositional technique. 
Nevertheless, the first disruption to its opening diatonic set is caused by the introduction of 
Db, the agent provocateur of Mars. It alters the set from F dorian to Db dorian, which then 
moves round to Bb. (Ex 6.11) 
Ex 6.11 
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13 CApaj.: op cit p. SI. It is however highly debatable whether one of the "contemporary extensions of the 
dynamic range', namely 7he Rite of Spring, contains ve? y many "futile notes"I 
14 Around the turn of the century Holst had been "helpless in the throes of Wagner-worship. Tristan had 
transformed his whole existence and for the next ten years he was hold by the binding tyranny of its 
spell ... Wagner's music was continually with him, swirling round and round in his brain and shuddering through 
every nerve of his body. " - ImoGEN H01ST: 7he Music of Gustav Holst, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1986), p. 4. 
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At the change of key signature to six sharps, Holst flattens the "characteristic" G natural of 
Bb dorian to F# to arrive on a D# minor triad with added sixth and seventh - D#, F#, A#, 




I. h R l6rm 
In the final section of the movement, supported by an Eb pedal, Eb major is 'flattened' to 
Eb aeolian, rotated by enharmonic modulation through a very much sharper region and back 
to a translucent Eb major, in which the initial absence of a leading note and, eventually, the 
fourth degree, eliminates all semitones and leads to a conclusion of utterly serene 
pentatonicism. 
lH. MERCuRy, TUE WINGED MESSENGER 
There are two main structural principles at work in Mercury; tritonal relationships between 
Bb and E majors15, and a lengthy passage of exact melodic repetition surrounded by modal 
, WdhjrmoBIc varlation that extends techniques noted as early as Kwnarinskaja. 
15 Shore (op cit pp327 and 329) is wrong, describing one of *the chief components of the music - as -8 theme 
thudarts forward in one key anabnXintuother(Bb and A)", although he later remarks that "Holst's ninging 
together of two of the most distant keys of the syftm*-& rint of the. factors that place it among the most striking and original of movements. Be it noted that the two harps am tuned in Mrmritktys as remote as %, two 
poles". 
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7)? r, rOArE REL4 77ONSHIPS 
The opening of the movement flickers between Bb and E majors; the key signatures in the 
strings and harps show how they are divided. In bars 8 and 9, Holst is very careful not to 
let the ascending scales at the surface of the music merge into one continuous wholetone 
scale, by clearly including the non-wholetone fourth degree of each fragment; he is 
deliberately keeping the two tonics separated from one another and does not want them 
blurring together. 16 (Ex 6.13) 
Ex 6.13 
III. Mercury, the Winged Messenger. 
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16 'for the first time in his works, he sets out to experiment in bitonality" - ImoaEN HOLST: op cit p. 34. 
p 
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Underneath the E pedal beginning at bar 36, aG minor triad is emphasised (bar 51). Ibis, 
combined with the pedal implies G dorian, a mode that falls exactly halfway between E and 
Bb: its tonic is at the midpoint, and its 'characteristic scale steps' are Bb and E. After 
briefly introducing the other 'midway' tritone, C#, Holst returns to G dorian. 
HARmoA, 7c AND MoDAL VARL4 77oN 
The subject of the many variations is a 6-bar theme consisting of two nearly identical 3-bar 
units. It contains 6 pitches diatonic with one another but not including a tritone17 
After 4 bars of 'vamp till ready' to establish G as the new tonic, the first harmonisation 
implies G dorian, with the 'missing' Bb provided by the accompaniment. (Ex 6.14) The 
second variation retains exactly the same harmony in the harp, but adds aC pedal on one of 
the horns, which may be interpreted either as making the whole into C mixolydian or as 
giving G dorian a subdominant pedal. 
Ex 6.14 
The third variation moves the pedal up to E and begins to change the harmonic structure in 
the harp; for the first three bars it emphasises the two 'characteristic scale steps' of G 
dorian, moving in the fourth to what is effectively a dominant seventh on A and thence to a 
strange secondary seventh on D. (Ex 6.15) 
Ex 6.15 
17 7'he fact that the theme itself contains no B or Bb is very useful to Holst, since it allows him to leave the 
exact position of the defining tritone vague - Bb is a tritone removed from E, thereby creating G dorian or a 
circular permutation of it; B natural makes a tritone against F, giving G mixolydian or one of its permutations. 
FLUT& 
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In the fourth statement of the theme, B natural is introduced for the first time, approached 
from aC appoggiatura, and functioning as part of aB dorian chord1s. The full pitch set of 
this statement is non-diatonic, with no F# or C#, and G natural remaining in the theme as 









The fifth statement is harmonised by an A major triad which moves up a semitone to Bb 
major, again non-diatonic, and the sixth statement becomes fully diatonic on the pitches of 
G mixolydian, as does the seventh until its last harmony, aB minor triad that brings in F#. 
The eighth statement is given aD pedal and its first four bars are harmonised by a Bb major 
triad, casting the theme in a lydian light, before dropping back to a dorian coloured G minor 
triad for the last two. (Ex 6.17) (over) 










Ile ninth has aC pedal and the internal harmony gives this a mixolydian modality (a 
permutation of G dorian) but with a passing flattened sixth19; this harmonisation is exactly 
repeated with different scoring for the tenth statement. 
The final full statement, beginning at bar 143, returns to the G dorian with which the 
passage began and the last fragment implies C major, now with no seventh degree and the 
flattened sixth 'leaning' upon the G. 7he E of the tune becomes the starting point for a 
return to the E major/Bb major polarity, and a recapitulation of the beginning of the 
movement. 
#SMELLIN'EPISODE 
At bar 189 begins an episode that anticipates the coda at the end of the second movement of 
the Sixth Symphony of Sibelius as the strings move in rhythmic unison within a basically 
diatonic context, and are overlaid by the woodwind moving in parallel thirds. 
19 cf Russian practise of introducing a minor sixth within an essentiaUy major context. 
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The first twelve bars are fully diatonic and move in parallel first inversion triads with the 
bass line in parallel sevenths with the top of the texture. It is impossible to pin down a 
tonic, and the entry of the wind does not clarify the issue. 
At bar 210, however, tonality becomes clearer: G major is followed by D major and at bar 










The final part of the movement is constructed entirely from the tritone oscillation between 
Bb and E majors, underpinned by a long dominant preparation for the final cadence onto the 
E major triad. 
20 This is directly analogous with the segmentation of the chromatic surface of the music in the development 
section of the first movement of Sibelius's Fourth symphony. 
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IV. JUPITER, THE BRINGER OF JOLLITY 
Jupiter is characterised. by long stretches of completely diatonic music2l and opens with a 
pentatonic pattern on the strings that contrasts sharply with the flickering bitonal 
chromaticisms of the preceding movement. 
The set is missing F/F# and B/Bb, implying three possible diatonic 'explanations': C major, 
C lydian or C mixolydian, or any circular permutation of any of these. The theme that 
overlays this background pattern lies within a slightly different pentadiatonic gamut (A, B, 
C, E, G) that is diatonically compatible with the first: that is to say they may be added 
together within a single diatonic set. (Ex 6.19) 
Ex 6.19 
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21 Shore describes it as being 'all in broad daylight" and "of course in C major" (op cit, pp. 336 and 330). 
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It replaces D with B (emphasised by its rhythmicisation), thus introducing the first semitone 
and limiting the possible diatonic supersets to either C major or C mixolydian,, or any 
permutation of either. The tun! chord in bar twelve suggests that C is the tonic, but bar 22 
introduces G# and begins a move round to E major. 
Ile transition into the next main thematic group is via two pentadiatonic sets into a 
wholetone-coloured pentatonic set22 and then into an extended period of largely diatonic 
writing in which, within the context of pitch set stability, the tonic remains largely 




22 The pitches are G, A, C#, D and Eb. 
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At bar 108 the next thematic idea begins, and follows the example of Mercury in that it is 
repeated six times. In this instance the tonality is G mixolydian which remains completely 
uninterrupted, and unlike the example in Mercury, the harmony is not varied at all. (Ex 
6.21) 
Ex 6.21 
... .. &OVIU 
Holst leaves this passage by dropping through triads of F# major and E minor and landing 
on aG pedal at bar 170, over which the modality is at first dorian, becoming locrian and 
leading into diatonic Eb major for the 'big tune, which at no point moves outside its seven 
diatonic pitches. Both Vaughan Williams and Norman Demuth (the latter probably 
influenced by Vaughan Williams's opinion) are troubled by the presence of this tune 
"which seemingly has no immediate contact with what has 
gone before and may be described as avuncular and 
exceedingly 'hearty'. "23 
"it is a pity that this theme is hidden in the middle of 
'Jupiter' which it does not seem altogether to fit. "24 
The theme is in fact connected 'to what has gone before': it occupies an exclusively diatonic 
pitch set and its opening gesture (third rising a tone) is related to the string pattern at the 
23 NoRmAN DEmuTH: Musical Trends in the 20th Century, (London: Rockliff, 1952), p. 138. 
24 RALPH VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: 'GUSTAV HOLST', MUSICAND LE77ERS, Vol 1, (1920), PP. 305-317 (P. 305). 
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opening of the movement; at the same time its harmony displays none of the 'modal' 
characteristics identified in earlier parts of Jupiter and is more suggestive of nobilmente 
Elgar, an impression reinforced by the rhythmicisation of the accompaniment. (Ex 6.22) , 
Ex 6.22 
PC 
After a very short 'development' section, there is a slightly compressed recapitulation, in 
original order, of all the previous material. 
V. SATURN, THE BRINGER OF OLD AGE 
Saturn was Holst's own favourite Planet and is the shortest and most simply constructed of 
the seven25, growing from a wholetone "gravitationless void" comparable with that at the 
beginning of Sibelius's Fourth Symphony, to a vast diatonic space that by the omission of 
one pitch entirely avoids the potentially wholetone-implying tritone. 
The movement opens in the rootless, unearthly sound world of an incomplete wholetone set, 
arranged as a pair of chords oscillating slowly in parallel ninths and tritones, and enhanced 
by very chilly instrumentation. This provides a background to a listless theme that exploits 
to maximum effect the three most 'characteristic scale steps' of the locrian mode: the 
dominant climbs painfully up the tritone to the tonic, which is in turn leant upon heavily by 
the oppressive lowered second. The Eb in the flutes intensifies the mode's character as the 
"most minor" of all the diatonic modes26 by pushing its one perfect interval a semitone 
flatwards. (Ex 6.23) Ibis is conceptually very similar, although opposite in effect, to 
Vaughan Williams's conflations of wholetone and diatonic pitch organisation; in Sancta 
25 The earth is not included, and Pluto had not been discovered at the time of composition! 
26 See Appendix B. 
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Civitas he was seen to raise 'non-characteristic' pitches of the more 'major' modes, thereby 
increasing their 'majorness' and extending their wholetone runs beyond diatonic 
explanation; here Holst intensifies the 'minorness' of the locrian by flattening its fourth, and 
emphasises by repetition the semitonal lean on the tonic. 
Ex 6.23 
V. Saturn, the Bringer of Old Age. 
Adagio. 
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After the dragging flatness of these 26 bars, the change of mode to the comparatively 
'major' B dorian provides welcome relief. 71is is heralded by the appearance in bar 27 of a 
B 'dorian chord'27 that economically and emphatically raises the previously flattened fifth 
and sixth degrees. The major sixth is made particularly noticeable in the bass ostinato, and 
the other 'characteristic scale step, D natural is held throughout these bars as an internal 
pedal, frequently rescored. In addition to the change of mode, the oppressive tritone and 
minor second have been transformed. At bar 38 the bass ostinato moves up a major third to 
begin on Eb, the only pitch shared with the previous set being G#, now respelled as Ab. 
The pitch set is diatonic, but 'missing' a pitch, F, which becomes the tonic when the bass 
moves up another tone at bar 41, the opening theme in its new more energetic form building 
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27 See Sibelius chapter*for further discussion of this term. 
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Ab continues to be prominent, and there is a solid cadence onto it at bar 46, which builds 
upon the momentum that has been skilfully intensified rhythmically, melodically and 
modally since the beginning of Saturn. 
Ab major and C open fifths alternate and at bar 50 C takes over as the new tonic. 
The new idea (which is similar to a gesture in the London Symphony2s) moves around a 
strangely and frequently falsely related set of triads. In the middle of it (bar 60), play is 
made of alternating major triads on F and B, and there is a melodic descent of five 
wholetone pitches (Ex 6.25). 
Ex 6.25 




In the more heavily scored repetition, the tritone relationships become even more 
prominent, placing in close proximity B and F majors, C major and F# minor and finally Eb 
and A majors, before returning to an equafly heavily rescored recapitulation of the opening 
material of the movement, which differs harmonically not at all from the original version, 
but whose syncopations, clanging bells and sheer noise transform the resigned calmness of 


























At bar 105, Holst steps into an entirely different tonal realm, that of pure diatonicism, 
which reigns until the end of the movement, and within which there exist bitonal (and 
bimodal) implications. The first 12 bars inhabit the pitch set C#, D#, E, F#, G#, A which 
the string chords and harps interpret as both C# aeolian and E major. 77he relaxation of the 
original tritone 'outwards' to a perfect fifth in the bass theme seems at first to imply C# 
aeolian, but rotates without any alteration of the diatonic pitch set, to F# dorian, becoming 
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The harps and flutes alternate triads of B minor and D major and the bass tune adds C#, 
giving a pentatonic and potentially diatonic pitch set of D, F#, A, B, C#, to which E and G# 
are added, making the dorian mode on B. 
The final plateau is based in A aeolian/C major, but with a very deliberate omission of F (or 
F#), one pitch of its "characteristic" tritone, and the one with which Saturn opened. This 
continues until bar 141 where the long missing F appears as a tonic for two bars and then 
disappears from sight for the remainder of the movement. The final page combines the 
triads of C major and E minor. 
In in the space of only 155 bars, Holst covers several techniques of expanded tonality: 
travelling from an intensified form of the most rarely used of the modes29 through 
wholetone implications and bitonality to a diatonic set made almost atonal by the absence of 
its defining tritone. 
V1. URANUS, THE MAGICIAN 
After the big diatonic spaces with which Saturn concluded, Uranus comes in with a 
profoundly disruptive gesture, laden with wholetone implications. (Ex 6.28) 
Ex 6.28 
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29 Mars provides the only other example in the whole of this study of extended use of the Locrian mode. 
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After the drop from G to Eb, Holst moves to A, the least expected third pitch within the 
confines of classical diatonicism. 30 Not only that, the expected Bb, which would 'explain' 
the A as a leading note within those confines, is replaced by the non-diatonic B natural 
whose transposition down an octave accentuates the dislocative effect and completes the 
multilayered musical shock. 
The gesture is repeated and then transposed and distorted to introduce a fifth pitch, F, 
leaving only one missing pitch from a complete six . -pitch wholetone set. 
What follows is totally separated from this by time, scoring, rhythm and tonal implications; 
thus its initial E minor triad does not really function seriously as a denial of the wholetone 
implications. A tonic is difficult to discern in these bars, but F# becomes prominent as a 
pedal. Chromatic saturation is very quickly achieved. 
At bar 34 there is an emphatic reduction of the pitch set to the pentadiatonic A, C, E, F#, 
G, implying the dorian mode on A, whose 'characteristic scale steps' are emphasised in a 
fully diatonic version of the opening theme. (Ex 6.29) 
Ex 6.29 
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30 For further discussion of this point, see Appendix B. 
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A# and C# appear in the bars leading up to [III, functioning as part of a dominant approach 
to B which becomes the new tonic at that point, with B C# D# F# G# A# implying major 
modality, but with the occasional lydian F (=E#). 
Ibis pitch set soon sheds some of its sharps, moving towards Ab by bar 60, finally settling 
(in bar 64) a ftirther tritone away in D major. 
The main second theme of the movement begins at bar 72 and achieves the remarkable feat 
of being the most overtly wholetone melodic writing in the whole of the Planets, and yet 
displaying the greatest folk influence: 
"the tune is a mixture of mock-oriental and mock folk-song, 
with a flat-footed accompaniment that gets heavier and 
noisier at each repetition". 31 
Shore also mentions "folk-song flavour", noticing that the F# serves "as a switch for the 






31 ImoriEN HOLST: op cit p. 39 
32 SHORE: op cit, p. 337 
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This theme is thus a fascinating combination of two of the most important weapons in the 
original arsenal of Russian musical nationalism, the wholetone scale and folk song. Imogen 
Holst identifies a similar example in the last movement of a 'preparation' work for Ae 
Planets, the Phantastes Suite of 1911, describing it as "a typically angular whole-tone tune 
like a folk-song turned sour. "33 
Ile splitting of the wholetone scale into diatonically explicable halves that pivot 
symmetrically round a 'tonic' both recalls techniques used by Sibelius and is highly 
reminiscent of folk-song structure, in which pivot notes are made clear by melodic and 
rhythmic emphasis. Holst here reverses the tendency of many folk songs, in which the 
overall pitch set remains constant throughout while the pivot notes change; the pivot pitch 
(F#) remains unaltered as he moves from one theoretically explicable diatonic set to 
another. The faint underlying echoes of folk-melodic practice come from the rhythmic 
structure and the general melodic shape with its scalic movement and persistent return to the 
pivot mote. It is perhaps illuminating to recast this tune in various fully diatonic 






33 ImociEN HOLST: op cit, p. 29 
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Holst's treatment of the wholetone scale is reminiscent of Russian examples discussed 
earlier, in that he harmonises it not with itself, but with diatonic 'explanations'. However, 
within the background organisation of this harmony, there is yet another tritone 
relationship, between the implied tonics of Eb minor and A minor. The two tritone pairs 
exchange roles in the transposed repetition (beginning at bar 84), recalling both Sibelius's 
turning of the Eb/A conflict 'upside down' in the finale of his Fourth Symphony and the 
symmetry of the axis system discerned in Bartok's music by Lendvai. 
After a passage which tosses the 'motto' around the orchestra, the 'march' begins. , Its 
background tonic is C, its modality nondiatonic, and not easily described. It contains both 
major and minor thirds, the latter predominating, perfect fourth and fifth, and major sixth 
and seventh degrees. There is no supertonic, and the two tritones are made prominent in 
the upper timpani, viola, bass oboe and bass clarinet parts. The trumpets move towards 
falsely related E, its third degree similarly variable and its leading note a respelling of C's 
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A quieter central section transposes the thumping fifths in the bass up to E, overlaid by a 
more or less stable aeolian modality, but tritones become increasingly prominent again, and 
the theme returns in a ferocious tutt! at its original pitch, collapsing through a huge C major 
chord into the coda. 
The coda is built entirely from the pitches of the main march modality, and begins with all 
seven piled up in a chord that concentrates the previous violence into uneasy and temporary 
stillness. (Ex 6.33) The 'motto' with which the movement began rapidly regathers its 
strength within the pitches of the mode and culminating in a ff return of the chord before 
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VIL NEPTUNT9 MIE AIVS'nC 
Imogen Holst describes the last movement of 7he Planets thus: 
'The whole of Neptune moves around the alternating chords 
of E minor and G# minor: they change place with the 
effortless hush of calm deep breathing, the E minor chord 
lasting a dotted minim and the G# minor a minim. The 
tension and relaxation are ironed out so smoothly that they 
are almost imperceptible. "34 
This pairing of falsely related tonal-centres is immediately apparent; the music, despite 
sharing its time signature with Mars, could hardly differ more from it. (Ex 6.34) 
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After a brief passage in Eb dorian, harmonised by the Eb dorian chord, the music sinks into 
a simple alternation of E and G# minor triads, clothed in *vaporous orchestral colouring"35, 
and given no fimher modal definition until bar 27. 
At bar-27, B becomes the tonic of a set whose multiple semitonal false relations defy 
conventional description36 and alternates with equally enriched dominant chords. (Ex 6.35) 







35 SHOOM op ck, p. 339 
36 It conultIs the pkches of B dorian plus a Bb major triad. 
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Bars 37-40 alternate between triads of B minor and B major with raised leading notes and 
occasional Us, and this moves to a strange pentatonic dominant in which an F# minor triad 
is underpinned by Bb, initiating a series of bass progressions that stand in dominant/tonic 
relationships to one another, but which are overlaid by pentatonic sets that create false 
relations against them. 
At bar 49 the music settles in E dorianlaeolian (the sixth is ambivalent): the Ab 'leans' 














71is functions as a dominant approach to the A pedal beginning at bar 56 which supports a 
fully diatonic set and the entry of the trebles, helpfully doubled by the G in the second 
violins. In the background layers is a repeated gesture that strongly recalls the opening of 
Sibelius's Fourth Symphony as the bass flute and violas perpetually fall from D# to C# over 
the pedal. The horns and clarinet provide the remaining pitches of a diatonic set that the 
horns interpret as E dorian, the clarinet as B aeolian (challenging the bass flute's D#) and 
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The A pedal moves up a fin-ther semitone to Bb in bar 64, this time fully diatonic dorian, as 
emphasised by the bassoons' Bb/G pedal overlaid by the repeated fall from Eb to Db. 
At bar 69, Holst returns to the A pedal; where it was previously A mixolydian with the 
raised fourth straining upwards, the D#/C# fall now appears as a legitimate part of the 
lydian mode, E# is introduced as a fi=her wholetone extension upwards, and the wholetone 
scale on A is completed by the appearance in bar 82 of Fx. Both these pitches exist in 














Ile B# and Fx create an enharmonic modulation into a new set that suggests C 
major/minor, becoming ftilly minor at bar 87 and the music dies out in a conflation of E 
major and C# minor. 
SUIMIARY 
In 7he Planets, Holst's scalic materials are often very much less obviously diatonic than 
those of works discussed earlier in this study. Nevertheless, the foundation of much of this 
colourful suite is undoubtedly based upon diatonic modes. This is most true of Jupiter, in 
which Holst rarely steps outside the stability of seven pitch diatonicism; more interesting is 
the diatonicism of Mars and Saturn, both of which exploit the rarely-used qualities of the 
locrian mode. Holst demonstrates a thorough awareness of the 'characteristic scale steps' in 
both movements, using the flattened fifth degree to superbly programmatic effect in Mars: it 
is no less effective as a symbol of weary old age at the opening of Saturn, offset by the 
wholetone chords that provide its accompaniment. The same movement features prominent 
use of the tritone at its climax, only to abandon it totally in the final, vast, diatonic plateau. 
7bis interval appears in various roles in 7he Planets, ranging from the fleet-footed 
bitonality of Mercury to the ominous menace of Uranus, where it functions, as it did in 
Sibelius, as the 'flashpoint' between diatonicism and the wholetone scale, combined in a 
theme whose deliberate grotesqueness distorts the folksong influences so prominent 
elsewhere in Holst's music. Finally, false relations and other, less diatonically 'explicable' 
chromaticisms are introduced throughout the work, adding to the already rich harmonic and 
orchestral colour. Miroughout his life, Holst enthusiastically embraced ideas that defied the 
conventions of his time: his harmonic vocabulary, though often rooted in diatonicism, is 
similarly unafraid to venture into regions hitherto unexplored and often conventionally 
'inexplicable'. a quality applauded by his fellow 'heir and rebel': 
"If he desires that a melody shall sound remote from its 
harmonic context he does not hesitate to make it remote - he does not compromise by making it look as if it "fitted% 
Equally, if he so wishes, he uses successions of sevenths or 
triads without any attempt to disguise them into 
respectability. w37 




Modal structures and extended diatonicism 
Ibis study began with the valiant attempts of five amateurs to elevate the 'soul of the 
Russian peasant' into great art; it ended in the distant reaches of the solar system. The 
intervening voyage, piloted by many different musicians, has charted the expanding diatonic 
universe to its boundary with the potential atonality of the wholetone pitch system. 
Expansion has been achieved not by the chromatic overloading of 'classical' major/minor 
tonality, but by the recognition that alternatives exist within the other six rotations of 
diatonicism. Simple rotational relationships between modes have been fruitftilly exploited 
throughout the period discussed, beginning with Rimsky Korsakov's 'Lime Tree' chorus in 
7he Snow Maiden and other Russian music, in the symphonies of Sibelius and in the music 
of both Vaughan Williams and Hoist. Such rotation has offered the greatest challenge to 
chromaticism: not only does the underlying hierarchy change, modulation may take place 
with no pitch alteration. More complex compositional potential has been created between 
tonics whose modalities are not related by strict rotation: this may follow the classical 
example of transposing a single mode between tonics, but more often modulation was 
between different modes as well as between different tonics. 
In classical tonality, the major scale and the harmonic hierarchy are fused into a set of 
highly evolved linguistic conventions. The different patterns created by modal rotation 
challenge that of the classical major scale, but do not necessarily imply any comparably 
fixed usage. Dominant/tonic polarityl, for example, may exist in any of the modes, but, 
depending on the position of 'characteristic scale steps', the triadic species will differ from 
those of classical tonality. 2 It is the compositional usage that distinguishes the ionian mode 
from the classical major scale, rather than qualities inherent in the scale itself. 3 The 
absence of specific 'rules' allows composers to harmonise scale degrees and create 
progressions that, within the prescribed conventions of classical tonality would be counted 
as 'non-functional' and even 'illegal', and leads indirectly into the streams of parallel triads 
in the music of Debussy and Vaughan Williams. 
The incorporation of folksong into art music realised two ambitions: it displaced the long- 
established shapes of Western melody at the musical surface, and, more fundamentally, it 
1 In the sense of first and fifth degrees respectively. 
2A mixolydian dominant is a minor triad, for example. 
3A good example of ionian modality is provided by the opening of the finale of Tchaikovsky's Second 
Symphony. 
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challenged the dominance (dominants) of the single hierarchy from which the greatest 
structural principles of Western music had grown. The aeolian, mixolydian and dorian 
modes have been the most frequently used throughout all the music discussed: all three have 
perfect intervals between the tonic and the fourth and fifth degrees, and at least one 
'characteristic scale step' on either the mediant or submediant degrees. Third relationships 
have been seen to be fundamental at all levels of structure in very many of the works 
investigated. Tonics separated by a third became a 'thumbprint' of Russian music and the 
mobile thirds and sixths of Russian and English folksong find their richest expression in 
Vaughan Williams's false relations. The first great fusion of diatonic and wholetone 
organisation, in the finale of Tchaikovsky's Second Symphony, takes place within a 
symmetrical pattern of thirds, whose origin in the Russian characteristic of introducing a 
flattened sixth degree within an otherwise major context is made clear by its context. Ile 
resulting symmetry became a structural preoccupation in music by many subsequent 
composers; in that of Sibelius it is fully re-integrated with diatonicism. 
He was the first to make extended use of the lydian mode, and in so doing, 'deconstructed' 
Tchaikovsky's fusion, examined it in minute detail, and rebuilt it in his own, very twentieth 
century terms. Until his Ibird Symphony, the tritone had functioned primarily, although by 
no means exclusively, as a unique definition of each of the modes. Sibelius's lydian mode 
made it a significant interval in its own right, and it became a 'flash point' between 
wholetone and diatonic pitch organisation. The dual function of the tritone, both as a 
uniquely definitive interval within diatonicism and a perfect bisection of the octave and 
therefore leading to the wholetone scale, created the dialectic of the Fourth Symphony in 
which hierarchic, asymmetrical tonality is separated from nonhierarchic, symmetrical 
atonality: in the Sixth they are once more fused. Vaughan Williams continued to extend 
diatonicism into wholetone extension, but never allowed the wholetone scale to initiate the 
bleak atonal void confronted by Sibelius. His greatest concentration of wholetonally 
extended diatonicism, Sancta C! Wtas, places it within the context of the exact augmented 
triad used by Tchaikovsky over forty years earlier and anchors it firn-dy to a tonic, without 
which the extending wholetones would have nothing to 'aspire' from: a quality that 
originates in Sibelius's use of the lydian mode. 
Every instance of wholetone music in this study has thus been given diatonic 'meaning, 
ranging from early Russian diatonic 'justification' through Sibelius's reconciliation of both 
systems to the wholetonally-extended diatonic modes of Vaughan Williams-, in the only 
example of total wholetone 'chaos', Sibelius's Fourth Symphony, it exists as a direct 
confrontation to diatonic hierarchy. 
Vaughan Williams's resurrection of the 'gapped' pentatonic scales, on which the oldest folk 
melodies were based, completed one of the fundamental process of the extension of 
diatonicism: its very avoidance of the 'characteristic scale steps' that had been so important 
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within the seven-pitch diatonic system allows it to exist unaltered within that system, and 
thus to 'earth' it in much the same way as diatonicism itself has been used to anchor the 
wholetone scale. 
The continuing evolution of modal diatonic hierarchy weaves a thread of constancy through 
one of the most turbulent periods of music history. From humble beginnings as a symbol of 
the political and cultural stand against the Westernisation of Russia it questioned the 
supremacy of musical conventions that had developed over 200 years: when the 
Austro/German tradition took chromaticism into the 'artificially' controlled atonality of 
serialism, the expanded tonality of modal play provided an alternative that, far from 
retreating into sterile nostalgia, resulted in some of the most advanced achievements of 





Appendix A seeks to explain, through a selection of representative views (it does not 
attempt to be at all comprehensive), the choices that led to the definitions of 'scale', 'mode' 
and 'tonality' given at the beginning of this thesis: a full discussion of the term 
'diatonicism' is included in Appendix B, which considers the theoretical properties of all the 
scalic formulations encountered. 
SCALE 
Ebenezer Prout's definition of a scale as "a succession of notes arranged according to some 
definite plan"l is so simple and all-encompassing that it is almost meaningless: the New 
Harvard Dictionary is more specific: 
"A collection of pitches arranged in order from lowest to 
highest or from highest to lowest. The pitches of any music 
in which pitch is definable can be reduced to a scale. '2 
Sir Hubert Parry reiterates the need for definable pitch, "for there is nothing which the mind 
can lay hold of and retain in a succession of sounds if the relations in which they stand to 
one another are not appreciably definite. "3 Ile scalic presentation of a set of pitches 
demonstrates most concisely "the individuality of each note with respect to its neighbours" 
so that "each sounds differently to its neighbour, and not like an alternative sharp or flat 
version of the same note"4: but as Red argues, "Scales... are not musical realities but 
theoretical abstractions and as such are themselves derived from melodies and harmonies, 
not vice versa. "5 
Ile folk melodies used by the Russians and by Vaughan Williams were certainly created 
without reference to theoretical scalic formulation: nonetheless, in order to create, and 
appreciate, the sophisticated modal manipulation investigated in this thesis, awareness of the 
rotational possibilities within diatonicism is essential: these are best revealed by scalic 
1 Quoted in JOHN L DUNK: 7he structure of the musical scale, (London: John Lane at The Bodley Head, 1940), 
P. 15. 
2 DON M RANDEiz 'Scak' in 7he New Harvard Dictionary Music, (Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press of 
Harvard University Press, 1986), p. 729. 
3 CH PARRY: 7he Art qfMusic, (London: Trench, Trubner and Co, 1894), p. 15. 
4 DUNK: op cit, p. 6. * 
5 RUDOLPH REM: Tonak, Atonak, Pantonak: A study ofsome trends in twentieth century music, (London: 
Barrie and Rockliff, 1958/rI978), p. 12. 
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'abstraction'. Ile fact that an analytical tool, when consciously operated 'in reverse', may 
not create good music, does not invalidate it as a tool. 
SCALES AND MODALITY 
Apel defines 'scale' as 
"Tbe tonal material of music arranged in an order of rising 
pitcheS6... any one of the tones of the diatonic scale (as well 
as of other scales) can be designated as the center tone, as in 
the medieval church modes. For the sake of clarity, the 
term 'scale' should be avoided for these centralized scales, 
which are better termed modes. Thus, the C major scale 
would be called the T-mode of the major (or diatoniC)7 
scale', the lydian mode the T-mode of the major scale', etc. 
Each mode of any scale may also begin on various pitch 
levels. "S 
Apel's suggested system of labelling is needlessly and confusingly complicated; nevertheless 
is raises the important 'concept of 'mode' as a particular permutation of a given set of 
pitches arranged as a scale. This is elucidated by Randel: 
"in principle, any of the seven9 pitches of such a scale can 
be taken as the starting point, thus rearranging the order in 
which the tones and semitones occur, though not the 
underlying pattern from which the order derives. 17here are 
thus seven versions of the diatonic scale. "10 
These 'versions' constitute the different 'modes'. Piston argues from the point of view of a 
fixed tonic, rather than a fixed pitch set - 
"Ile presence of a center of gravity, or tonic, being the 
sole requisite for the presence of a tonality, it will be seen 
that the same tonality may be given a large number of 
variations in the makeup of its scale. "l I 
- but makes the same point: these 'variations' contain all the possible scales and modalities, 
a number that as Scholes says, is "for all practical purposes incalculable. "12 Persichetti's 
explanation of modality is among the clearest: 
6 They might equally be descending. 
7 This use of the word 'diatonic' presupposes a different definition of this word from that employed in this 
study - see Appendix B. 9 VAW Am.: 7he Harvard Dictionary ofMusic, (London: Heinemann, 1970), p. 753. 
9A scale may of course have more or less than seven pitches. 
10 RANDEI,: op cit, p. 729. 
II PzsToN: Principles ofHarmonic Analysis, cited in JOHN VINCENT: 7he Diatonic Modes in Modern Music, 
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 195 1), p. 14. 
12 PERCY ScHous, REV J NAGLEY: Definition of 'Scale' in ARNOLD, D (ED): 77se New Oxford Companion to 
Music, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1983), p. 1619. 
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"A central tone to which other tones are related can 
establish tonality, and the manner in which these other tones 
are placed around the central tone produces modality. "13 
Other writers, while recognising the theoretically correct and strict application of the term 
'mode' to any set of pitches, also point out its historical meaning: 
"the chief use of the word is in reference to the scales 
prevalent in the Middle Ages... the modal system thus links 
the kind of scale with the pitch of a scale - unlike the key- 
system, where major and minor scales are merely relative, 
to be applied at any pitch. "14 
This meaning is so well-established that to dismiss it would create needless confusion: it 
was decided, therefore, to apply the term 'modal' only to rotations of seven-pitch 
diatonicism. 
Several interesting issues are raised by Vieru: 
A simple but delicate question arises now: what does the 
mode proper consist of? Does it consist of tones or only of 
the intervals between them? The mode is materialized in 
tones, but its character, its ethos resides in intervals; tones 
and intervals appeal to two sides of musical perception: 
'absolute' hearing grasps (recognizes) tones as such, 
'relative' hearing distinguishes structures, intervals. Any 
mode is therefore an association of tones and intervals; 
intervals, mathematically speaking, are nothing but 
differences (distances) between tones, relations between 
tones which are given a quantitive expression ... An instance 
of tonalities behaving as sets is the notion of 'related' 
tonalities and the tonal operation significantly called 
'modulation'; tonalities with a richer intersection are closer 
to each other (C major and G major have a larger 
intersection than C and E major); in the usual process of 
modulation from one tonality to another one first omits the 
difference between tonalities in order to emphasise their 
intersection, their common points. Another operation, 
structurally related both to tonalism and to serially 
organized atonality, is transposition; this operation, 
common to antagonistic systems, derives from the 
modal... "15 
Vieru refers to the varying degree of 'intersection' between different pitch sets: there have 
been many examples in this study of total intersection, in which one diatonic mode is 
rotated into another. 
13 ViNcENT PERsicHrm: Twentieth Century Harmony, (London: Faber and Faber, 1962), p. 3 1. 
14 ARTHUR JACOBS: A New Dictionary qfMusic, (Harmondsworth: Penguin Books, 1972), pp. 248-249. See 
also Apel's definition in the Harvard Dictionary, and David Hiley's in the 1983 New Oxford 
Companion. 




A sense of tonic is rarely abandoned within diatonicism. The assertion that, "From the 
standpoint of the major-minor system the effect of all these modal scales is to weaken the 
perception of the classical tonic"16, is slightly misleading: the word 'classical' is of greater 
significance than the word 'tonic', since 
"The most important means of defining a tonal centre, in 
the absence of a preceding dominant, became and remained 
the tonic itself, either as a triad or as a single pitch used 
somewhere like a pedal point, asserted vigorously or subtly 
but always definitely. "17 
Jim Samson provides a useful summary of the basic tenets of classical harmonY: 
"In its most fully realised form classical tonality may be 
distinguished by its use of two modes only, each of them 
transposable to any pitch level, and by its total clarification 
of the relationships existing between pitches grouped 
around a single tonic, relationships which are only partially 
clarified in modal music and in most twentieth-century tonal 
languages. The central harmonic unit of classical tonality is 
the major triad, its fundamental tonal-harmonic progression 
I-V-I. However widely ranging the harmonic movement 
within this fundamental progression, it takes place against a 
background of hierarchical relationships between diatonic 
triads grouped around a tonic triad and between secondary, 
tonal regions grouped around a central tonality. "Is 
Diatonic modality challenges the supremacy of the fixed classical hierarchy, by changing the 
relations between the various scale degrees and the tonic; but without a tonic, a particular 
modal structure simply cannot be perceived. 
'Tonality' thus exists within any system of pitch organisation in which a specific tonic 
functions, but as Apel points out: 
"In current usage the terms 'tonality' and 'modality' are 
mutually exclusive, the former referring to music written 
in, or showing the influence of, the church modes. "19 
Diatonic modality must, for reasons discussed above, be deemed to be 'tonal', as Apel 
continues: 
16 WALTER PISTON & MARK DEVOTO: Harmony, (London: Gollancz, 1985), p. 460. 
17 PISTON AND DEvom: op cit, p. 476. 
18 JIM SAMSON: Music in Transition, (London: JM Dent, 1977), p. 2. VINCENT (op cit, PAS. ) dsecribes 
classical harmony in more detail; the whole of CHARLES ROSEN: 7he Classical Styk, (London: Faber and 
Faber, 1971) investigates classical hierarchies, and their extension into substantial musical structures, in great 
detail. 
19 ApEu op cit. p. 855. 
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*This usage is obviously not compatible with the broad 
definition of tonality above, which includes all tonal 
relationships, whether 'tonal' or modal'. "20 
John Vincent agrees: 
"General tonality is that principle by which a mental grasp 
of the musical texture is maintained through melodic and/or 
harmonic conventions relating all component tones to one of 
their number which is thus the tonal centre and ordinarily 
the final. The conventions may or may not have physical 
bases. "21 
It may be added that the 'conventions' vary between modes, and that there is clearly an 
infinite range of possibilities created by manipulation of every musical parameter: the tonic 
may be established by orchestration, rhythmic and/or melodic emphasis, or by some method 
such as a pedal. Reti's description of Debussy may be applied with equal validity to every 
composer investigated: 
"Debussy abandoned the rule of classical tonality as a 
governing principle of harmonic formation: but - and this is 
the cardinal point - he did not at the same time abandon 
tonalit that is tonical relationship, tonical feeling as 
such. "L* 
'Atonality' may simply be defined as music without a tonic. This is most commonly 
encountered within non-hierarchic, and therefore symmetrical, pitch systems, such as the 
wholetone and chromatic scales, but the introduction of hierarchic variation by the seven 
rotations of diatonicism means that atonality is, in practical terms, achievable within the 
relative stability of a Mly diatonic set: as the concept of a fixed scalic convention 
disappeared, other compositional parameters may be such that no tonic is defined. 
20 APEU op cit, p. 955. 
21 ViNCENr. op cit. p. 14. 
22 REM: op cit, p. 29. 
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Appendix B 
Theoretical Properties of Various Scalic Formations 
"For judging ... the possibilities and the value of musical 
systems, we should not trust the prejudiced judgement of 
our ears, but envisage, in their most abstract form, their 
theoretical possibilities. We may then discover the 
equivalence of systems which, at first, seem to have nothing 
in common; we may also discover a profound difference 
between systems whose forms are outwardly very similar. 
By so doing -we shall, 
in any case, judge the unusual 
systems soundly and on safe grounds. "l 
The following discussion is confined to scale formations existing within the equal tempered 
twelve pitch set used in western music and, in common with usage in that music, assumes 
octave equivalence. 2 It is divided into two parts; the first considering the essentially atonal 
flat hierarchieS3 created by symmetrical division of the octave into equal parts, the second 
the more complex and essentially tonal arched hierarchies of various non-symmetrical 
divisions. 
SYMMETRICAL DIVISION OF THE OCTAVE 
Within the full chromatic twelve-pitch set, there are five symmetrical divisions of the 
octave4, as observed by Lendvai: 
By dividing the octave in twelve equal parts we get the 
chromatic scale; in the case of six equal parts we have the 
whole tone scale; four equal parts gives us the chord of the 
diminished seventh; three the augmented triad, and finally 
by dividing the octave into two equal parts we arrive at the 
tritone. "5 
These formations are all familiar and are indicated in example i (over). 
IA DANiuou: Introduction to the study ofMusical Scales, (London: 7be India Society, 1943), p. 34. 
2 ic repetition at the octave. G is G, in whatever octave it appears. 
3 Explanation of this and similar terms appears later. 
4 Clearly there is an infinite range of possibilities if the octave is not used as a system of relative closure. The 
most familiar of these is the circle of fifths, from which the diatonic scales may be derived. See later discussion 
of the circle of fifths. 
5 ERNO LENDVAI: Bela Barook- An Analysis ofhis Music, (London: Kahn and Averill, 1971), p. 14. 
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Ex i 
C, HeOMATic. SCAOE WHOkj: Tof4P- 
SCAI-C 
DIMMSH&D '714, AjC-; rjtWTIZD TRIAD -, t-pI-TONE 
.1 -&- 
In terms of the very important concept of hierarchic organisation, the five are identical: 
"[they] are flat hierarchies, since all their relationships 
apply equally to each of their pitch classes. "6 
Although each individual item (pitch class) differs from every other, the mathematical 
relationships (interval classes) between them are constant and equal. This is the basic 
conceptual difference between symmetrical and asymmetrical scale formations, and it is to 
the mathematical identity not the pitch class differences that Fuller refers when he states that 
"a mere chain of identical parts is not a structure. "7 It therefore follows, as Lendvai 
observes, that 
tI RAMON FUL11m: 'A Structuralist Approach to the Diatonic Scale', Journal ofMusic 7heory, XIX/2, (Fall 
1975), 182-210 (p. 190). 
7, bid p. 190 
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"Atonal relations can be most suitably effected by the equal 
division of the octave, or the circle of fifths. "S 
It is important to distinguish between organtsatlon and structure. Organisation Is the 
arrangement of a given set of items into a pattern; structure is the existence within such a 
pattern of a set of meaningful and necessarily unequal relationships, as noted by Fuller 
when he refers to 
"the presence of several functionally-differentlated parts. 
This is already implied, of course, when we say that 
transformations should be non-trivial; that Is to say, the 
transformations of a structure whose parts are functionally 
differentiated yield new functions for the parts. 71ils can be 
shown, for example, by comparing the variability of scalar 
quality of the seven modes of the diatonic system with the 
single quality of the six "modes" of the whole-tone scale. 
Ibis is the point which distinguishes a step continuum from 
a structure: a mere chain of identical parts Is not a structure. 
Although one could perhaps conceive of such a thing as a 
"chain structure", it would be a structure without depth, 
since all its parts would share the same function; It would 
thus also be a structure without boundaries or non-trivial 
transformations. "9 
DIE CHROMATIC SCALE 
The full chromatic pitch superset is distinguished from the four flat hierarchies which exist 
as its subsets in that it may be subject to internal organisation by any of Its contained 
subsets, including all tonal scales subject to repetition at the octave. 10 Its function may 
therefore be either tonal (in the broadest sense of the word, see Appendix A), or atonal. 
SUBSET MAMPULA 77ON OF WE CILROAM 77C SUPERSET 
Subset manipulation of the chromatic superset by both symmetrical and asymmetrical 
subsets sets up hierarchy but of different 'gradients. 
FL4 T HIERAR CHY SUBSETS 
Symmetrical subsets can themselves be used in two different ways as controllers of the 
chromatic superset: either a single subset, for instance one of the two possible wholetono 
scales, with the remaining pitches acting as foreground embellishments, or as many 
duplications of the subset as are necessary to 'use up' all twelve chromatic pitches. To 
return to the example of the wholetone scale, the two possible scales may be used together. 
(Ex ii) 
9 LENDvM: op cit p. 14 
9 FUT I ER: Op cit pp. 189-190. 
10 The word tonal is used in this particular instance to mean the tonal constructions familiar from maingtnam 
Western Art music. The remaining four flat hierarchies simply do not contain sufficient pitches to include a 
tonal scale in the generally accepted sense of the word. 
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Ex ii 
There are several examples of this in the discussion of Sibelius's symphonies, perhaps most 
notably the development of the first movement of the Fourth Symphony, in which the fully 
chromatic middleground is clearly subdivided into two wholetone subsets. 11 Beyond that 
the two subsets are presented as separate entities and all pitches are defined as belonging to 
one or the other, the division of the full chromatic pitch set into two is non-hierarchic: no 
pitch or pitches claim any inherent prominence over any otherj2 
Theoretically this subdivision may be taken ftirther, as illustrated in Ex iii, resulting in the 
possibility of tonal organisation that stops at the tritone, the concept underlying Lendvai's 
theory of axis tonality. 
The difference between this and the tonal structuring that arises from control exercised by 
an arched hierarchy subset is that any of the pitches of each subset may function as a 
starting point for any of the subsets below it, since each pitch is undifferentiated from any 
other by the relationship in which they stand to one another. 
Ex iii 
Wholetone Scale Wholetone Scale 
Augmented Triad ited Triad Augmented Triad Augmented Triad 
For both wholetone scales: 
Wholetone Scale 
Tritone Tritone Tritone 
II In other examples, for example in the Sixth Symphony, the wholetone division of the chromatic 
middleground actually functions as a background prolongation of a tonic where the relevant pitches are 
reinforced by repetition and by the fact that they are not threatened by any other pitch being similarly 
reinforced within a flat hierarchic void. 
12 In practice other parameters of music may be used to create a sense of tonic. 
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If a single flat hierarchy subset is the controlling element, the remaining 'free' pitches are 
liable to disrupt the flat hierarchic characteristic of the controlling set. There is no 
hierarchy in any set at any level and therefore no central pitch to control the position of any 
subdivision. 
ARCHED HIERARCHY SUBSETS OF TUE ChROMA77C SUPERSET 
An arched hierarchy is far less susceptible to disruption precisely because it is arched, and 
the introduction of the 'missing' chromatic pitches merely increases the arch of that 
hierarchy. For example, in the case of any one of the diatonic modes, there is the hierarchy 
built into the seven pitches of the mode, and the remaining five pitches are automatically 
placed on a lower hierarchic level because they do not occur within the mode. Such pitches 
may function variously; as reinforcements of the tonic (as in the dominant minor ninth), 
thus increasing the arch of the hierarchy; as a means of weakening one hierarchy in order to 
move (modulate) to another (ie the alteration of the pitch of one of the primary triads or the 
use of an ambiguous chord such as the diminished seventh); or colourful additions to the set 
that affect its hierarchic pattern neither wayj3 
If two or more asymmetric subsets are being used simultaneously, hierarchic networks are 
created by the hierarchies existing both within each individual subset and resulting from the 
relationship between them (shared pitches for instance). Sibelius makes use of this at the 
beginning of the Fourth Symphony in which the lydian modes on C and F# alternate and 
thereby cast these two pitches as the main functional pole04 
CILROMA77CATONALrIY 
In the 'invention' of serialism, Schoenberg made two important conceptual gestures: 
a) a move from the hitherto hierarchic asymmetrical division of the chromatic superset to 
flat hierarchic symmetrical division; symmetrical division, as pointed out by Lendvai above, 
being the most efficient way to eliminate tonality; and 
b) eliminating the idea of scale in the sense of a stepped pattern of pitches (see Appendix A 
for definitions of 'scale'). That is to say that the identity of the mathematical relationships 
within the full chromatic 12 pitch set in its arrangement as the chromatic scale is to some 
extent countered by the reordering of these pitches into a pattern that is in principle unique 
to each individual piece of music. 
13 The implications of a pitch that first appears in a context such as this may of course be realised in a more 
disruptive way later in the music. 
14 That these two pitches function as opposite poles raises a number of interesting comparisons With LCndvai's 
'axis tonality' analysis of Bartok's structuring principles. 
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The rearrangement of the twelve pitches into a pattern other than the chromatic scale is a 
gesture of reorganisation, not hierarchic structuring. Hierarchy in a serial piece may be 
created within from other parameters than pitch or interval, such as rhythmicisation and 
orchestration, although if the process is taken to its logical extreme (ie total serialism) this 
may be deliberately avoided. 
THE WHOLETONE SCALE 
The wholetone scale is the most interesting symmetrical division of the octave; unlike the 
chromatic scale it contains no tonal subsets, its pitches are sufficiently close together to 
retain the feeling of a scale rather than an arppeggio, and it may be subdivided either into 
three or into two, as illustrated earlier. It also has quite a close 'interface' with the diatonic 
system, the most notable point of contact being the tritone, as is borne out by foregoing 
analyses. 
THE DiMINISHED SEVENTH 
This subset is the one that forms the basis of Lendvai's theory of axis tonality, in which he 
is adamant that it should not be seen as a diminished seventh. Nevertheless, from a 
theoretical point of view it may function in its traditional tonal way as well as a symmetrical 
construction and is therefore most useful for 'changing direction' either within an 
asynunetrical system of pitch organisation or for moving between asymmetric and 
symmetric systems. 
THE AUGMENTED TRIAD 
This exists within the wholetone scale and may, when 'interfaced' with diatonicism, be used 
as a reinforcement of simultaneous major and minor modality of a single tonic. 7bis is 
because above any of its pitches are a major third and a minor sixth. 
THE OCTATONIC SCALE 
The survey in Chapter Four of Lendvai's analysis of Bartok's music included three 'closed' 
scales that differ from the symmetrical patterns discussed above in that they include more 
than one interval class between consecutive pitches. They alternate semitones with tones, 
minor thirds or fourths, all multiples of semitones that exist within the Fibonacci sequence. 
7be most commonly used of the three, both in Bartok's music and elsewhere (especially by 
Stravinsky) is the first, known as the octatonic scale. It may be linked with the wholetone 
scale (Ex iv), and similarly each of its pitches is part of a tritone, but its sernitones create 
different triadic possibilities: where the wholetone scale contains only augmented triads, the 
octatonic scale contains major, minor and diminished triads, and thus is even more easily 








ASYMMETRICAL DIVISIONS OF THE OCTAVE 
7RE DL4 Tomc MoDEs 
Ile diatonic pitch set contains any seven pitches which, when in close position and subject 
to exact repetition at the octave, are arranged in a pattern of five tones and two semitones, 
the latter maximally separated (ie by alternate fourths and fifths). 
TbeoreticallY, although not historically, one may view any six of the seven possible scales 
within one such pitch set as inversions of the seventh, an idea supported by both Fuller15 
and Malcolm-Gustin. 16 Such circular permutation of the same seven pitches17 is termed the 
"Ordinal Index" by John Vincent1s, who uses as his generating principle the familiar circle 
of fifths. The starting pitch is arbitrary; it follows that within the circle of fifths, any seven 
consecutive pitches form a diatonic pitch class set. 
Malcolmson-Gustin claims to have proved acoustically that C is the "predominant root of 
the set as a whole"19, hence the criticism of the circle of fifths method of generation on the 
15 RAMON FULLER: 'A Structuralist Approach to the Diatonic Scale', Journal ofMusic 7heory, XIX/2, (Fall 
1975), 182-210 (p. 185): "The modes can be seen as circular permutations of the basic diatonic set. This type 
of transformation is neither trivial (each mode has a unique quality), nor disruptive of the diatonic identity (all 
pitch adjacencies are preserved). ' 
16 MOLLY MALCOLMSON-GusuN: Tona4, (New York: Philosophers Library, 1969), PAO: "The just diatonic 
set occurs in seven different arrangements, similar to the different inversions of a chord"... 
17 Analysis by means of Set Theory, as developed by Allen Forte, seeks to establish connections between 
events by extracting their pitch content, disregarding register, and arranging it in close position. Each pitch is 
allocated a number, where "the integer 0 has been assigned to C, the integer I has been assigned to C sharp 
and so on until the integer 11 has been assigned to B, completing the octave" - (The Structure of Atonal Music, 
p3). The integers thus obtained from any chord or other collection of pitches are placed in ascending order. 
Permutations of the set are carried out by adding 12 to the first integer and then moving it to the end of the act 
until the "Normal Order* is achieved. "The normal order is that permutation with the least difference 
determined by subtracting the first integer from the last" (p4). Having established the normal order and 
transposed it to start on C by extracting the first integer from each integer in the act. the "prime form" is the 
result. Performing circular permutations on the set to get it into "normal order' is obviously going to create 
serious problems if it is applied to music using the diatonic modes, especially if the composer makes particular 
use of what is later described as "strictly diatonic modulation" - since none of the pitch classes vary, then the 
prime form of the set will also not vary. One can conclude therefore that set theory analysis is entirely unsuited 
to the analysis of diatonic modal music since it is unable to distinguish between different inversions of the same 
material 
19 JOHN VINCENT: 7he Diatonic Modes in Modern Musk, (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California 
Press, 1951). 
19 Op cit, chapters 3 and 4 
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grounds that the root does not occur at the bottom7O 7be question of whether one 
permutation is acoustically 'better' than another is outside the scope of this discussion and 
in considering theoretical properties of the seven diatonic scales it must be assumed that 
there is no pitch hierarchy implicit within the diatonic pitch set per se, although there is in 
its diatonic scales: 
"One can draw the distinction, as Meyer has done, between 
degrees of hierarchical organisation. Thus, there are highly 
arched hierarchies, moderately arched hierarchies and flat 
hierarchies. Ile diatonic scale is highly arched in terms of 
both subordination of certain pitch classes to others and of 
certain interval classes2l to others. "22 
Meyer also makes the following observation: 
"[Ile Church Modes] "reveal a remarkable phenomenon: 
the key of the underlying tonal series of which they are 
composed is different from the key in which the piece really 
exists. If, for example, a piece is written in the Dorimmode 
on D, the tones of with it is composed are those of C-major. 
But in this mode the tones d, e, fg, a, b, c, should be related to 
the fundamental D, and all endings, all semi-cadences and 
all else that expresses the key should refer to this D. 
Naturally these tones, which are fixed by their intervals, 
with the leading tones e-f, and b-c, are without a doubt in 
the C-major tonality. As is well known, these seven tones 
are the material of other modes on E, F, G, etc. 71is 
contradiction was first resolved when the two principal 
modes used today were evolved out of the church-modes 
into a predominant position. Up to that time music can 
scarcely regarded as tonal, in the present sense of the word. 
On the contrary we must concede that the church-modes do 
not at all conform to the law of tonality. 13 
Meyer, like Persichetti24, has succumbed to the temptation to hear the major scale as in 
some way the 'root position' of a diatonic set, but as this thesis has suggested, the other 
rotations are fully capable of existing within genuinely tonal contexts. 
20 Fuller (op cit p. 195) however assumes "that the 12 tone equal tempered system is truly basic to our present 
musical consciousness - which means that our diatonic scale is generated by a circle of fifths rather than by the 
overtone series. " 
21 Fuller observes (p. 184) that in the diatonic pitch class set, "all interval classes of the chromatic scale occur 
at least once, and they are organised into a hierarchy of six perfect fifths, five major seconds, four minor 
thirds, three major thirds, two minor seconds and one tritone. When the last interval class, the tritone, is 
generated once by the chain of fifths, the structure is complete and therefore closed. * The tritone is of crucial 
importance for this reason. Since it marks the boundaries of the diatonic set as it appears in the circle of fifths, 
it now becomes obvious why the circle of fifths cannot start on the tonic of the major scale. The alternative is 
to start the circle on the tonic, but then the last interval must be a tritone. Either way, without the tritone 
closing it off, the diatonic scale would become the chromatic scale. The tritone is the difference in the 
background structure of the two scales - "for the chromatic scale the cycle of fifths closes at the return to the 
octave rather than at the boundary of the deep scale. " (Fuller, op cit., p. 189) 
22 FUUER Op cit p. 190 
23 LEONARD B MEYER: Music the Arts and Ideas, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1967), p. 276. 
24 see below. 
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Vincent uses the circle of fifths to determine the order of starting pitches of each of the 
seven 'inversions' of the diatonic scale, and in so doing, brings to light another very 
interesting hierarchy within the 'Ordinal Index', thus: 
Lydian 
FG ABCDE 
Intervals above tonic: Aug I 
Major 5 
Sum of sernitones between tonic and every other pitch: 39 
Ionian 
CD EFGAB 
Intervals above tonic: Aug - 
Major 6 
Minor - 
Sum of sernitones between tonic and every other pitch: 38 
M&olydian 
GA BCDEF 
Intervals above tonic: Aug - 
Major 5 
Minor I 
Sum of semitones between tonic and every other pitch: 37 
Dorian 
DE FGABC 
Intervals above tonic: Aug - 
Major 4 
Minor 2 
Sum of sernitones between tonic and every other pitch: 36 
Aeolian 
AB CDEFG 
Intervals above tonic: Aug - 
Major 3 
Minor 3 
Sum of semitones between tonic and every other pitch: 35 
Phrygian 
EF GABCD 
Intervals above tonic: Aug - Major 2 
Minor 4 
Sum of semitones between tonic and every other pitch: 34 
Locilan 
BC DEFGA 
Intervals above tonic: Dim I 
Major I 
Minor 5 
Sum of semitones between tonic and every other pitch: 33 
The circle of fifths thus generates a progression from the 'sharpest' scale in which every 
pitch is at its maximum possible distance from the tonic to the 'flattest' scale in which every 
pitch is as close as possible to the tonic. Self-evidendY there is a direct correlation between 
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the number of minor intervals in each mode and the number of sharps required to create the 
major scale on the same tonic, thus demonstrating an interesting complementary relationship 
between, on the one hand, tonic modulation involving no change of mode, and on the other, 
modulation of mode to give emphasis to the same pitch? 5 (Ex v) 
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25 MAIZOLMSON-GusnN (op cit p. 50) differentiates between 'key' and 'mode' in the following way: "a key 
consists of a diatonic set of tones in any order of occurrence, while a mode is a diatonic set of tones, ordered in 
time in such a way as to emphasise a particular tone of the set. To each key, then, there correspond seven 
different modes. ' Hence a modulation of key, meaning pitch class act, is a far mom disruptive move than a 
modulation of mode since in the former there will be at least one alteration of pitch within the act, while in the 
latter them will be none. Malcolmson-Gustin (p5l) notes that them are "four different possibilities of variation 
of diatonic sets within the tonal framework of the twelve tone equal tempered set: 
1) 7be cardinal set, or key, may be changed, while the mode remains the same... 
2) The ordinal set, or mode, may be changed, while the cardinal set remains the same [circular permutation] 
3) The cardinal set or key and the ordinal set or mode may be changed, while the tone that is emphasised 
remains the same. For example, changing from C major (Ionian) to the Aeolian mode of E flat which 
emphasiscs C. 
4) The key, the mode, and the emphasised tone may all change, while nothing remains constant"... 
Of these, only 2) is a strictly diatonic modulation: the others may all be termed chromatic modulations, by 
which it is meant that they require "the chromatic scale as a superset of the diatonic scale, which permutation 
[modal modulation] and mirrorings [see below] do not" (Fuller op cit p. 186) 
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An even more pleasing symmetrical pattern lies within the modal system itself. It has been 















26 FUU. ER Op cit, p. 196 
27 VINCENT Op Cit, p. 19 
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The whole system pivots around the dorian, whose inversion is 'trivial', with the 'sharp' 
and 'flat' scales balancing each other precisely. Vincent also demonstrates that the Dorian 
is at the centre of the diatonic system by means of what he terms the 'Lateral Index', in 
which the tonic remains constant: 
"Any group of seven consecutive tones from thiscycle will 
have one tone which is common to all: the middle tone. If 
taken as the common tonic of the seven possible 
modes ... this centre tone becomes the link which binds the 
several derivative scales into lateral relationships. "28 
So far, the relationships between the modes have been discussed without reference to any 
form of harmonisation. However, the modal pairs in the previous example change if, 





6, v vw. A rv, - 
28 op cit p. 19. 
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Ilese pairings are different from the unharmonised pairs for the very simple reason that the 
root of the triad in the lower scale is reflected as the fifth of the triad in the upper scale and 
vice versa. All the examples are reflected around aD axis because it is the centre of this 
particular diatonic set, as demonstrated earlier. It is possible to operate a reflection around 
a different axis and thereby create other pairings, but this would result in a 'chromatic 
modulation'. 29 It is now possible to state that within a single diatonic set, each mode has 
two pairings by reflection. One result of the triadic reflection is that the Ionian and Aeolian 
modes, the bases of modem major and minor scales, are now paired. 30 In addition the 
Dorian's inversion has ceased to be trivial while the locrian has become so by virtue of 
having D as the centre of its diminished tonic triad. 
The distribution of major and minor triads is obviously different within each mode and there 
are two ways by which these differences may be used by the composer. 
The first recognises that "tonality in Western music is dependent on the functioning of the 
tonic, dominant and subdominant triads"31, in the sense of the triads formed on the first, 
fifth and fourth degrees of the scale respectively. The nature of these triads in each of the 
modes is given below: 
I IV V 
Lydian major dim major 
Ionian major major major 
Mixolydian major major minor 
Dorian minor major minor 
Aeolian minor minor minor 
Phrygian minor minor dim 
Locrian dim minor major 
The Ionian and aeolian modes stand out immediately; as Fuller comments, "This Is both a 
polar opposition (major vs minor) and an analogy (each set consists of three congruent 
triads). Furthermore, chords of similar function are clearly opposed"... 32 None of the 
other pairs created by reflection of triads is as well defined as this one, therefore, concludes 
Fuller, *The simpler relation between Ionian and Aeolian ... makes them the inevitable 
choice, given the rise of triadic fiinctional harmony"33, as the fundamental materials of 
'classical' harmony. 
29 ic the addition of notes outside the present diatonic pitch class set. 
30 Further discussion of the reasons why this pair of modes became the raw material of the classical tonic- 
dominant system lies outside the range of this study; it is more a question of use than of inherent properties and 
would require a full examination of the history of harmonic practise. These modes are viewed as being part of 
the diatonic system in its broader sense for present purposes. 
31 FULLER: op cit, p. 202. 
32 Op cit, p. 202. 
33 Op cit, p. 203. 
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The second method, rather than revolving around the nature of triads on the first, fourth and 
fifth degrees of the scale, focuses upon the 'characteristic scale steps' unique to each mode, 
and is discussed at length by Vincent PersichettP4. 
Persichetti states that 
"Lydian consists of the major scale with the fourth step 
raised; mixolydian of the major scale with the leading tone 
lowered. Dorian is the natural minor with its sixth step 
raised; and phrygian, the natural minor with the second 
scale step lowered. "35 
He continues: 
"the distinctive flavor of these... modes is exploited by 
employing harmonic progressions in which the 
characteristic scale step occurs often. This tone keeps the 
mode from becoming a natural major or minor scale .... A set of chords may be found within the diatonic limits of 
each mode. As in major and minor modes, there is a 
definite relation between primary and secondary chordal 
materials. The primary chords are the tonic plus two 
dominant equivalents. These double dominants are those 
major or minor triads that include the characteristic scale 
step which produces the principal flavor of the mode. '06 
An immediate difficulty is created by the definition of the 'characteristic scale steps' as 
deviations from major and minor scales. Persichetti states that the 'characteristic scale step' 
of the phrygian mode is its flattened second degree. The locrian mode also has a flattened 
second degree, but Persichetti dismisses this mode on the grounds that it is "infrequently 
used" (which is empirically true but not theoretically germane) and has a "diminished tonic 
triad"37; in other words because it is not readily comparable to the major scale. His system 
of ordering and definition is thus theoretically unsound since it applies only to certain 
permutations of an unchanging diatonic pitch class set and not to the entire system. Given 
that the formulation depends on part of the system functioning as a reference point for the 
remainder, this is hardly surprising. 
The characteristic scale steps must be those degrees of the scale which differentiate each 
mode from all the others, not merely from the modern major and minor scales; moreover, 
outside the lydian and locrian modes, each mode must have more than one such degree, 
since any given scale step appears in at least two modes. 
What is required is a systematic investigation that does not select one permutation of the 
system as the fixed point of comparison for all the others. Persichetti's isolation of the 
Ionian and Aeolian modes from the others must be, in the light of arguments from Vincent, 
34 ViNcENT Mum= Twentieth Century Harmony, (London: Faber and Faber, 1961). 
35 op cit p. 32. 
36 op cit p. 33. 
37 ibid. 
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Fuller et a138 that they are simply two of the seven parts of a rotational system, detrimental 
to a theoretical formulation of universally applicable 'characteristic scale steps'. Each mode 
must be considered equally in relation to all the others within the diatonic system. 
Returning to the comparison made earlier between the phrygian and locrian modes, it was 
stated that the two are differentiated by their fifth degrees. 711is is in fact the only pitch not 
common to them. Further examination of the entire diatonic system reveals that each mode 
(excluding the locrian and lydian) has two such closely related neighbours. 71ese 
relationships are set out in the example below. 
Ex vii 
4 
38 FUUER: op cit p. 185: *71c modes can be seen as circular permutations of the basic diatonic set". 
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Ile pitches indicated must be the two 'characteristic scale steps' for each mode, since these 
are what differentiate each mode from those others most closely related to it. The 
mixolydian mode is the only one to have major third and minor seventh degrees, the dorian 
is the only one to have minor third and major sixth degrees and so on. 
Ilese two pitches within each mode are always separated by a tritone; as Ramon Fuller 
observeS39, the tritone is the only interval that occurs only once within a diatonic pitch class 
set, and since each mode is a rotation of this set, it follows that the tritone must fall in a 
different position for each mode. The pair of scale steps marking out the tritone is the only 
pair unique to each mode. The peculiarity of the lydian and locrian modes is thus explained 
- only one 'characteristic scale step' in addition to the tonic is necessary in both cases since 
the tritone includes the tonic, although there is an aural need for the fifth and fourth degrees 
respectively, in order to show whether the tritone is an augmented fourth or a diminished 
fifth. It is now possible to state that the characteristic scale steps of any of the seven 
diatonic modes are the tonic and those other pitches indicating the position of the tritone 
in relation to it. This applies equally to the entire diatonic system and has eliminated the 
self reference arising from Persichetti's theoretically questionable assumption that the ionlan 
and aeolian modes function as fixed points of reference for the others. 
It may also be argued, however, that in comparing the lydian, mixolydian, dorian and 
phrygian modes with the major and minor scales, he is in fact acknowledging that one scale 
step is not in its own enough to define a mode - the minor seventh of mixolydian makes a 
tritone with the major third of the major scale, the dorian major sixth is a tritone away from 
the minor third degree that it allegedly derives from the minor scale (in itself a vague 
title4O), and so on. His 'characteristic scale steps' indeed function as such against a 
major/minor background, but only when the pitches that identify the various modes with 
this background are sounded as well as those that deviate from it. Persichetti's discussion 
begins in the right place, but falls short of providing a non self-referential formula. 
Persichetti describes "primary chords", based on the 'characteristic scale steps', as 
"dominant equivalents". This suggests that he regards their chief function as being to define 
the tonic, whereas tonic definition of this type in a modal context is redundant since, given 
that the diatonic system is rotational, the tonic must be known before the mode may be 
defined. If modality is produced by the patterning of pitches around the tonic, it may be 
clearly defined by any triads, including the tonic triad, that contain all the pitches of the 
mode. 7bus the notion of specific "primary chords", except possibly with regard to the 
39 op cit p. 194: *all interval classes of the chromatic scale occur at least once, and they are organised into a 
hierarchy of six perfect fifths, five major seconds, four minor thirds, three major thirds, two minor seconds and 
one tritone. When the last interval class, the tritone, is generated once by the chain of fifths, the structure is 
complete and therefore closed. " 
40 'Minor' can mean 'melodic' in both its forms; as well as 'harmonic'. 
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tonic triad, is not theoretically necessary, nor is a composer confined to any particular 
primary or secondary triadic usage within a modal system. 
However, further examination of the diatonic system shows that the number of chords 
necessary to define the mode varies considerably, depending upon whether the tonic forms 
part of a triad in which another of the characteristic scale steps occurs. 77hus the dorian, 
phrygian, lydian and mixolydian all require only one chord to be sounded in addition to the 
tonic triad. In all these cases, however, this chord may be one of two possibilities, as 
example viii demonstrates. Equally the locrian has only one primary chord, the tonic triad, 
since the tritone is contained within it. The ionian and aeolian modes are the only two 
modes in which the tritone does not impinge directly on the tonic triad and there is therefore 
a wider variety of triads that may function as primary chords. The increased number of 
possible primary chord combinations within the ionian and aeolian modes may in some way 
account for their eventual supremacy in the diatonic system. 
Ex viii - 
h6plam 
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Thus, while the concept of "primary chords" as mode definers is useful for five of the seven 
modes, it becomes rather pointless in the context of the ionian and aeolian modes, due to the 
increased number, and hence possible combinations, of triads that may function in this way. 
Interestingly this argument has in fact led back to Persichetti's own "primary chords" for 
the dorian, lydian, mixolydian and phrygian modeOl 
To conclude, the most important interval of the diatonic modal system in terms of defining 
each mode is the tritone. T'he tritone has long been recognised as a tonic indicator within 
the classical major/minor system in which the prevailing mode is taken for granted (hence 
the usefulness of the dominant seventh) and it follows in reverse that if the tonic is known, 
the tritone is uniquely definitive of the mode. Persichetti's theory is not wrong, but it 
suffers from the limitations imposed by his unnecessary and theoretically unjustified 
assumption that the major/minor scales are the generators of the full diatonic system of 
which they form but a part. 
THE PENTATONIC SCALES 
"A pentatonic scale, as its name implies, is a 5-note scale. 
In the form in which it is most familiar to Western ears it 
possesses no semitone... "42 
"The pentatonic scale possesses no semitone. It consists of 
two steps of a tone and one step of a tone, separated from 
each other by the interval of a tone and a half. The white 
notes of the pianoforte, with the elimination of F and B, 
represent a pentatonic scale. As in the case of the diatonic 
scale any one of the five notes of the pentatonic scale may 






Ile word "pentatonic" may be used to describe any mode or scale that consists of any five 
pitches. This 'superset' of scale classification contains a very much smaller and easily 
defined subset of modes that may usefully be termed "pentadiatonic" since the five pitches 
belong to one or more of the seven pitch diatonic modes. 
41 R)id pp. 33-34 
42 ELsiE PAYN& 'Vaughan Williams and Folk Song', Music Review, Vol. 15, (1954), pp. 103-126 (p. 106). 




This aa purely theoretical point - Karpeles emphasises an error often made when 
considering pentatonic folk songs: 
"Tunes in the pentatonic modes are often referred to as 
'gapped', but this is misleading because it implies that the 
tune is incomplete, which is not the case. A tune in a 5- 
note scale is no less complete than one in a 7-note scale, any 
more than a quartet is less complete than a septet or a 
symphony. "45 
This is important and follows on from Parry's warning about the dangers of seeing scales as 
anything more than an abstraction of the practices of 'real' music: 
"It is advisable to guard at the outset against the familiar 
misconception that scales are made first and music 
afterwards. "46 
Nevertheless, the 'theoretical' properties of the seven-pitch diatonic system have already 
been shown to generate extensive compositional possibilities: in the work of Vaughan 
Williams the diatonic ambiguity of pentatonicism is exploited. To regard pentadiatonic 
scales as a subset of heptadiatonic organisation may be historically wrong but the 'interface' 
between them is rich. 
The pentadiatonic subset itself may be divided according to the relationships between the 
pitches of the pentatonic mode. As the earlier discussion of the diatonic modal system made 
clear, if a diatonic context is assumed, all the pitches of a seven pitch mode do not need to 
be sounded in order to establish the mode: at minimum only three pitches are necessary in 
order to do this - the tonic and the two pitches or 'characteristic scale steps' that form the 
defining tritone of the mode. 
To return to the definitions given by Sharp and Karpeles of the term "Pentatonic" as it is 
generally accepted, they both refer to the total absence of semitones. As the earlier 
discussion of heptadiatonicism demonstrated, the position of the semitones depends on the 
definitive tritone. However, when considering an apparently theoretical 'gapped' system 
such as pentadiatonicism, it is important to realise that the number of semitones is less 
definitive than in heptadiatonic organisation. This is because, put simply, one of the pitches 
making a semitone with one of tritone pitches may be 'left out'. 
45 op cit p. 35. 
46 HuBERT PARRY: 7h* Art ofMusic, (London: Trench, Trubner and Co, 1894), p. 17. 
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VAUGHAN WILLIAMS'S HYBRID SCALE 
Vaughan Williams's use of the 'pure' diatonic modes is analysed within both this work and 
several discussions by other analysts and critics, but less well documented is his 
manipulation of a hybrid scale that merges wholetone colour with a basically diatonic 
foundation. 
The scale consists of a five-pitch wholetone run, with two semitones and, theoretically at 
least, may begin on any of its seven pitches. 
There are three possible theoretical formulations for the scale: 
1) bi-modal; 
2) diatonic with deliberately wholetone additions; 
3) wholetone with diatonic additions (eg dominant, leading note) 
1) ME BI-MODAL FOUAVA77ON 
Throughout Vaughan Williams's output there is experimentation with the combination of 
diatonic modes on a common tonic and their 'characteristic scale steps' and so, if a 
theoretical foundation existed in his mind at all, this is the most likely. 
In order to combine two modes, their respective 'characteristic scale steps' must remain 
unaltered and it follows therefore that any two that share such a step but which alter it in 
different ways may not be combined; for instance the ionian mode, which contains a natural 
fourth, may not combine with the locrian mode which raises this degree. 
What of the other combinations? The Ionian mode will serve as an example. Two of the 
theoretical combinations are eliminated, those with the lydian and mixolydian modes 
because they share characteristic scale steps with the ionian thus: 
IONIAN 
I ON I pipi 
f^-- II1 11 'of U-2 -, d 
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and that with the ionian mode itself because the result is the ionian mode unaltered. The 
remaining combinations are those with the dorian: P 
IL WkCI#JvAe VIýA] 
the phrygian: 
the locrian: 
and the aeolian: 
Ionian + dorian and ionian + aeolian result in a potential five pitch wholetone run, ionian 
+ locrian occupy the full chromatic set; the combination with the phrygian mode is very 
interesting in that it contains a full wholetone scale. These properties depend on the relative 
positions of the characteristic tritones; in the dorian and aeolian combinations, the 
characteristic tritone is at the greatest possible overlap with that of the ionian one, the 
locrian tritone is related to the ionian one by a semitone, but the phrygian and ionian 
a -Lob A b, l 
% 
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tritones are maximally separated, overlapping by a tone. Ile compositional possibilities of 
each of these combinations obviously depend on the number of pitches common to both 
scales and Vaughan Williams generally favours those combinations having the greatest 
overlap of pitches, in this case ionian and dorian. When similar operations are carried out 
on the other diatonic modes, similar results are obtained, with the exception of the dorian 
mode. In the discussion of the diatonic system, this mode was found to be the most 
"neutral" and the pivotal mode of the seven; it is also favoured by both Sibelius and 
Vaughan Williams. It will not combine with any of the other modes to make a full 
wholetone six pitch run, because it requires (in the transposition beginning on Q the 
addition of B and a Db. These pitches cannot be provided by any single additional mode. 
2) DL4 Towc MODAL FOUAVA 17ON WFM WHOLETONE EXTENSIONS 
This formulation is considerably simpler to explain, consisting of a diatonic mode with 
either of the semitones expanded to a tone. 
3) WHoLEToNEscALEwrrHDL4ToA7cALLYFuNc77oNALsEmrroArE(s) 
In this formulation, one or more semitones is simply added between any two of the pitches. 
These are generally the important functional pitches of diatonicism, ie the subdominant or 
dominant or, more rarely, a leading note. 
This scale is not merely a crossover point between 'purely' diatonic and 'purely' wholetone 
organisation; Sancta Ovitas contains extended passages of music in which the scalic 
foundations are exclusively those of the scales discussed here - stability is created by the 
small number of pitches Oike the diatonic modes, only 7), and by melodic, harmonic and 
rhythmic usage. 
This scale pushes the diatonic system to its limits, the border with fully wholetone pitch 
organisation. 
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